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Abstract
This thesis is about the origins, growth, and decline of spiritualism in nine-
teenth-century Ballarat. It gives special attention to Rustlings in the Golden
City, the religious confessions of James Curtis, a notable Ballarat pioneer and
the city’s most active and prominent spiritualist believer and evangelist.
In Ballarat, spiritualism was commonly regarded as little more than
entertaining humbug, usually derided by the press as delusive nonsense.
Though clerics occasionally condemned it as heretical and dangerous, few
people took spiritualist ideas and practice seriously.
Even so, Ballarat had its small core of devout believers. For these,
spiritualism provided a route to direct, intuitive, knowledge of the destiny of
the spiritual self, comparable to gnostic liberating self-discovery.
Rustlings in the Golden City stands as a classic statement of Victorian-era
spiritualism and James Curtis has claim to be regarded as Australia’s greatest
nineteenth-century spiritualist. While the commitment of many prominent
Australian spiritualists of the period was compromised by credulity, bad faith,
and self-interest, James Curtis was guileless and sincere. His writings open
a window on a neglected area of nineteenth-century Australian social and
religious history.
The historiography of the thesis is realist and empiricist, with the pre-
dominant methodology critical text-analysis. Its chief source is contemporary
newspapers and journals and the publications of spiritualists and their oppo-
nents and critics.
Overview: findings and argument
This overview recapitulates and extends each chapter’s concluding section.
Chapter 1, James Curtis’s Message , introduces nineteenth-century
Ballarat’s most notable spiritualist, James Curtis (also an important figure
in the commercial and civic history of the city), who burned to communicate
a mighty truth, the stupendous discovery that we do not die: the dead are
not dead and can communicate with us, and beyond the grave we progress to
higher realms.
This chapter draws attention to the fantastic variety and huge volume of
news, debate, stories, analysis, reflection, and argument about what was called
‘spiritualism’ and ‘spiritism’ in print at the time, particularly in newspaper
coverage, which ranged from absurd nonsense, which has its proper place in
the history of popular credulity, to expositions of the profound truths which
spiritualists believed their discoveries had revealed.
It is suggested—a proposal to be elaborated in later chapters—that spiri-
tualism of the kind espoused, advocated, and defended by James Curtis had
a gnostic tendency: it valued inner knowledge above all else as the key to
spiritual progress.
This chapter explores several methodological assumptions and issues di-
rectly relevant to these claims. It is argued that understanding spiritualism
as a social, political, and economic phenomenon must begin with a full appre-
ciation of what their spiritualist beliefs really meant to individual spiritualists.
It is suggested that to treat spiritualism as simply another religion misses the
point: to its thoughtful adherents, spiritualism was essentially a constellation
of facts which now stood revealed, facts neither necessarily clashing with
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Christian belief nor constituting an alternative to Christianity and refuge for
apostatising believers.
It is noted that academic writing on spiritualism in Australia is thin and
problematic, with foundational research, such as it is, largely pre-dating the
availability of digitised searchable corpuses of archival material.
Chapter 2, James Curtis, Pioneer & Spiritualist looks more closely
at the life of James Curtis. It is argued that the usual public biographical
facts available to us about Curtis offer no obvious clue to his reasons for
adopting and promoting the unusual philosophy of spiritualism, and that
although he objected strongly to one element of conventional Christian belief,
the doctrine of Hell and eternal torment, this in itself does not explain his
spiritualism. At most it gives colour to one of spiritualism’s larger claims,
that damnation and the lake of fire cannot be part of the design of a just and
beneficent God and does not form part of our destiny beyond death. It is
suggested that Curtis’s spiritualist beliefs ultimately derive in large part from
his response to the death of his lover Annie, who passed away soon after he
left England for Australia.
It is noted that although Curtis’s legacy and place in the history of
spiritualism have been neglected, his rôle in the story is not insignificant. His
achievements have been judged by some spiritualists to surpass those of the
prominent Melbourne Circle of the group around James Motherwell, Thomas
Welton Stanford, and W.H. Terry.
The next three chapters review the historiography of Australian spiritu-
alism (Chapter 3), consider the part played by W.H. Terry, for many years
Melbourne’s most energetic and well-connected spiritualist (Chapter 4), and
sketch the origins of ‘modern’ spiritualism and its first appearance in Australia
(Chapter 5).
Chapter 3, Historiography looks at the historiographical setting and
direction of previous studies of Australian spiritualism, noting that the field
is dominated by a single book, Al Gabay’s 2001 Messages from Beyond.1 It is
argued that if we may reasonably employ the methods of academic historical
1Alfred J. Gabay: Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s
Golden Age, 1870–1890. Carlton Sth, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 2001.
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research to examine not only the writings of spiritualists but also writing
about spiritualists by academic authors, we have an especially good reason to
consider the historiographical tendencies of Gabay’s writings for, although
he omits to acknowledge this in Messages from Beyond, Gabay was himself
a spiritualist, in fact a leading figure in late twentieth-century Melbourne
spiritualism. Gabay played an especially important rôle in bringing what may
be described as spiritualism’s counter-intuitive theories and unusual practices
to an academic setting and, while he makes no mention of it in his later work,
his 1980 Proceedings of the Psychic Orientation Conference, held at La Trobe
University is a vitally important document for researchers attempting to assess
the colour and texture of his treatment of nineteenth-century spiritualism.
This chapter describes the Psychic Orientation Conference without com-
ment; it is noted that Gabay later exchanged spiritualism, with its apparitions,
occult forces, and mysterious occurrences, for Tibetan Buddhism, with its
apparitions, occult forces, and mysterious occurrences. Both systems of be-
lief, according to Gabay, show that ‘human life must make more sense than
the surface appearances would suggest’;2 if this means anything at all, it is
arguably a very dangerous assumption for an historian to bring to his work.
It is noted that Messages from Beyond is fundamentally an institutional
history of the ‘movement’ in its incarnation as the Victorian Association of
(Progressive) Spiritualists. It invites us to treat nineteenth-century Melbourne
spiritualism with deference and respect, Gabay’s attempt at this owing its
main lines of argument, its general tenor, and indeed not a little of its wording
to the work of F.B. Smith, written some forty years previously.3
It is suggested that Smith’s (and Gabay’s) hypotheses rest on assumptions
of doubtful viability. For example, one of their theoretical constructs is
‘honest doubters’ of the late nineteenth century, who supposedly turned to
spiritualism as refugees from conventional Christianity. But if these ‘doubters’
existed at all they were most certainly accompanied in their flight by dishonest
2See below, p. 35.
3Francis Barrymore Smith: “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”.
MA thesis. Melbourne, Vic.: University of Melbourne, 1960, and Francis Barrymore Smith:
“Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century”. In: Journal of Religious History 3.3
(June 1965), pp. 246–260.
xdoubters, outright fakes, time-servers, opportunists, curiosity-seekers, and the
ignorant, sick, and self-deluded. It cannot be taken for granted that converts
to spiritualism were necessarily honest and well-intentioned, nor can it be
assumed that they abandoned their Christian beliefs when they took up their
new commitments.
It is very apparent that both Smith and Gabay were greatly handicapped
by their inadequate access to the enormous mass of pertinent primary material
available to later researchers. To a considerable degree, they substituted large
speculative generalities for raw data. (The power of raw data—a will, probate
documents, real-estate files—to undercut lofty generalisations is demonstrated
in brief excursus about the Irish-born spiritualist doctor James Motherwell.)
This chapter also describes a number of more recent academic studies of
aspects of spiritualism in Australia, some by ethnographers, a few from other
areas. A definitive historical account of Victorian-era Australian spiritualism
has yet to be written.
Chapter 4, W.H. Terry , looks closely at some of the spiritualist ac-
tivities of W.H. Terry, the enterprising central figure of nineteenth-century
Melbourne and Victorian spiritualism. There is a direct connection between
Terry and James Curtis: Curtis was drawn into organised spiritualism partly
through the activities of Terry and his recruits and protégés, he patronised
Terry’s celebrity mediums, most notably Henry Slade, he endorsed and de-
fended Terry’s celebrated visiting lecturer Emma Britten, he occasionally
travelled to Melbourne to participate in Terry’s séances, and he supported
and publicised Terry’s spiritualist newspaper, the Harbinger of Light.
It is argued that Smith and Gabay’s admiration for Terry is seriously
misplaced. He was doubtless very energetic in his many efforts on behalf of
Melbourne and Victorian spiritualism—though it has to be said that he himself
directly benefited financially and in other ways from his spiritualist activities—
but there is good reason to suspect that he systematically rigged much of the
‘phenomena’, the uncanny happenings which supposedly confirmed modern
spiritualism’s unique claims.
It is suggested that Terry had an eye on the main chance and that though
(like Uriah Heep) he was more than adequately self-effacing, he was also
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cruel, devious, self-serving, hypocritical, and dishonest. Although it might be
countered that Terry’s moral failings can be considered separately from his
contribution to spiritualism, this is a dangerous position for an historian to
adopt, for the ‘movement’ was brought into being and sustained by people
like Terry, whom we might generously describe as partly self-deluded, and
their readiness to deceive themselves and put it over others is an essential
part of the story. It is argued that nothing is to be gained by ignoring the
unpleasant side of Terry’s dealings, and the history of Victorian spiritualism
is distorted by presenting him as a blameless, tireless worker in a good cause.
Chapter 5, Beginnings , presents a quick sketch of the origins of modern
spiritualism, with some observations about its relationship with technological
developments of the time. The movement’s rapid growth is noted and its
basic metaphysical premise, that spiritualism substitutes knowledge for faith
and demonstrable certainties for vague expectations, is briefly explored.
Spiritualism’s arrival in Australia (accompanied by much sceptical criti-
cism and hostile comment) soon after its beginnings in the United States is
described. The founding of the Harbinger of Light, Melbourne’s spiritualist
newspaper, which followed earlier newsletters for spiritualists, is recounted,
with a note about W.H. Terry’s rather unedifying rôle in its establishment.
It is argued that the three decades 1860–1890 was the peak period of
‘modern’ spiritualism in Australia. There is evidence in the varying volume
of newspaper mentions of ‘spiritism’ to suggest that the movement reached
its climax in the late ’70s and early ’80s, and declined to pre-1860 levels by
the end of the ’90s.
Chapter 6, Spiritualism in Ballarat , gives special attention to the
1870s and early 1880s, the period of Ballarat spiritualism’s greatest strength
and influence. It was in these years that the city was visited by two of the
world’s most renowned spiritualist mediums, the Americans Henry Slade and
Jesse Shepard, and by the famous professional spiritualist trance lecturer,
evangelist, and self-appointed chronicler of the movement, Emma Hardinge
Britten. The visits to Ballarat of these three famous spiritualists is covered
in some detail. A particularly spectacular séance conducted by Shepard is
described.
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The opposition of established Christian churches to spiritualism is explored,
with close analysis of a sermon by the Anglican Archdeacon of St Pauls, in
Ballarat East, who in his condemnation of the heresy showed a well-considered
awareness of spiritualism’s gnostic tendencies.
Examples of secular opposition to spiritualism are cited: the campaign of
the prominent Ballarat businessman James Campbell, who fought a tract war
against what he called ‘gross imposture’ and ‘a peculiar form of disease’; Peter
Campbell (no relation), an itinerant evangelist, who thought spiritualism
was a fraud perpetrated against mostly innocent dupes; and lectures by the
Melbourne journalist David Blair, who derided spiritualism as ‘a crude mass
of absurdity’.
Spiritualism as a form of stage entertainment is treated briefly, with a note
on ‘spirit exposers’, magicians whose stage tricks mimicked the mediumistic
phenomena of avowed spiritualists.
The public performances of Mrs Emma Hardinge Britten, who lectured
in Ballarat in 1878, are outlined, and the general trends of controversial
newspaper correspondence generated by her visit are indicated. The letters to
the editor are shown to take the usual positions: spiritualism is a delusion; is
a form of madness; is precious new knowledge, based on evidence, about our
future life; is a sane and rational alternative to Christian belief. It is perhaps
significant that there was a debate, with at least some reasoned argument on
both sides. Spiritualism’s opponents and defenders alike positioned many of
their exchanges in the neutral space of rational discourse, apparently assuming
that their differences could be settled by a careful consideration of the facts.
Some estimates—very tentative guesses—are made of the number of
spiritualists in Ballarat. The figure is not large, and by the end of the century
Ballarat spiritualism was moribund.
Some of the causes of spiritualism’s decline are canvassed; repeated public
exposures of fraudulent phenomena and charlatan mediums, a diminishing
market for ‘spiritualistic’ stage entertainments, the beginnings of a modern
approach to the explanation of delusory beliefs and abnormal psychological
states, including the hypnotic (mesmeric) trance—for these and related reasons
by the turn of the century interest in spiritualism had faded away.
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Chapter 7, Rustlings in the Golden City . This is the title of James
Curtis’s personal account of his spiritualism: about what led him to it and
convinced him that its revelations were true, about his conversion from sceptic
to believer, and about his subsequent experiences as spiritualist, including
his activities as its most active and energetic Ballarat advocate.
This chapter covers the book’s publication history, its reception, and its
place, an important one, in the literature of spiritualism. Curtis believed
himself, or so he said, to have been given a mission by powerful spirits, who
urged him to join them in the mighty work of spreading the knowledge of
spiritualism’s profound truths. Curtis’s book was one of his responses to the
call: his revelations, his style of argument, and the logic of his ‘proofs’ is
considered in detail.
Curtis’s infatuation for Annie, his long-dead lover, with whom Curtis,
through his spiritualistic discoveries, re-established an intimate relationship,
is discussed in some depth. It is noted that Rustlings in the Golden City
is in a sense a love-story: Curtis believed that he and Annie were spiritual
‘affinities’, each the other’s destined opposite, whose fate was to be re-united
forever in the spheres above.
It is argued that Curtis’s spiritualistic philosophy, which might—very
loosely—be called a religion, was based on what were taken to be five great
truths: Heaven is God within; lodged deep in the self is a spark of the Divine,
reason is sovereign; knowledge is bound to triumph over ignorance; and the
soul’s destiny is one of unfoldment and progress. These, it is argued, are the
marks of gnosticism.
Curtis’s spiritual investigations with his favourite medium Harriet Milne
and with other mediums is described, especially his visits, with Miss Milne’s
assistance, to his adored Annie, who waited for Curtis in a flowery bower she
had prepared for him.
Nine sittings of Curtis’s Circle are described. Important spirit personages,
from Thomas à Becket to Martin Luther, appeared at these; Curtis’s book
provides transcripts of their messages.
The Castlemaine roots of Melbourne spiritualism and the connection to
Curtis in Ballarat are described, with W.H. Terry’s involvement, the rôle
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of Curtis’s friend, the Ballarat Postmaster William Béchervaise, and their
connections at and through the Telegraph Office.
Two models are offered in part explanation of what was transacted in
the spiritualist séance, the first noting a sort of collusion between the sitters
and the medium, who cooperated to achieve the common aim, the second
drawing attention to what the psychologist Julian Jaynes called ‘phenomena
of diminished consciousness’.
Further séances with other mediums are described and the implicit theology
of the spirits’ revelations is considered.
Chapter 8, Spiritualisms , offers some conclusions about the nature of
spiritualism generally and the spiritualist beliefs of James Curtis in partic-
ular. The notion that spiritualism was a religious ‘response’ to a supposed
nineteenth-century ‘loss of faith’—the explanation of Smith, adopted by
Gabay—is disputed.
It is suggested that discussion of what spiritualism meant to sincere and
earnest spiritualists—the inner meaning and significance of their beliefs—
should precede, not follow, large-scale explanations about the origins and
nature of spiritualism.
A sketch is drawn of some of the main themes of gnostic thought, and some
of its elements in spiritualist belief are identified. It is argued that spiritualism
can be understood as a kind of gnosticism, with its central element knowledge
of our present and future state, a form of knowledge underwritten by personal
conviction.
It is noted that spiritualism was not a religious response to modernism and
disenchantment, and that it is possible to argue that spiritualism’s conception
of meaning as the creative act of an individual—to search, find, and create
the truth within—is in a sense characteristically post-modern.
The spiritualism of James Curtis was fundamentally gnostic. It was not
a religion but a kind of knowledge, deep personal insight into the nature
of our being on this Plane and our destiny in the next. For Curtis this
was underwritten by his love for Annie. Their love would transcend death;
everything else followed.
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Chapter 1
James Curtis’s Message
1.1 Spiritualism
James Curtis
On Thursday 28 August 1879, a Ballarat businessman
named James Curtis (1826–1901),1 who had joined in the
first rush for gold in 1851 and was now one of the city’s
most prominent and wealthy citizens, gave a public lecture
in the Art Room of the Academy of Music in Lydiard
Street on a subject of vital and urgent importance. What
might have been his topic?
Six months previously the Kelly gang had held up the
town of Jerilderie for three days, interned the police in
their own lockup, and robbed the bank of all it contained.
It was rumoured that the notorious bushranger who called himself Captain
Moonlite, released from gaol six months previously, had joined the Kelly
outlaws. Was Curtis taking the lectern to demand better policing and public
safety? No. Curtis’s important subject was not Ned Kelly and law and order.
Well then, nearer home, the Sebastopol Plateau gold mine, of which
Curtis was a director, was continuing to have trouble with flooding. On 22
1The image on this page has been enlarged from a cameo photograph of Curtis when
he was in his early fifties, around 1880. The original is held by the Gold Museum Ballarat
(http://www.sovereignhill.com.au/gold-museum-ballarat), ‘Pioneers of Ballarat’, object no.
78.0706.
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August 1879, a report of the Prospecting Board of the Office of Mines in
Melbourne had recommended that ‘steps be taken’ to pump and drain the
Sebastopol leads, but that this should be postponed ‘until a visit had been
made to Ballarat with a view of obtaining further information’.2 Was Curtis,
dissatisfied with bureaucratic dawdling, mounting the platform to agitate
publicly for immediate action on the flooding problem? No. His subject was
more important than mining.
Was it a matter that affected his personal reputation? More than ten
years previously, Curtis had been part of a coalition of teetotallers lobbying
for the erection of a Temperance Hall near the railway station. A building
fund had been set up, he had been appointed a trustee, and £850 was raised.
But the hall was never built, and the money had been dissipated, spent on
such things as the visit of HRH Prince Alfred Duke of Edinburgh to Ballarat
in 1867, when more than £300 had been withdrawn ‘to meet the reception
expenses’ (Prince Alfred laid the foundation stone for the new Hall).3 Curtis,
however, had been cleared of blame by a subsequent auditor’s report. Was
James Curtis, a keen Rechabite, about to make a public speech to celebrate
his exoneration and suggest that a start be made on the construction of the
Temperance Hall, delayed for so long?4
No. The burning, urgent, overwhelmingly important subject, which so
electrified Curtis—respectable citizen, proprietor of the Caxton Steam Print-
ing Works in Armstrong Street, the second largest in Ballarat (‘letterpress,
lithographic, and copperplate printer, account book manufacturer, &c’)5 who,
at various times in his years in Ballarat, was a director of the Prince Regent
and Sebastopol Plateau gold mines;6 a member of the board of the Ballarat
Land Mortgage & Agency Company Limited;7 a member of the Old Colonists’
2The Argus, Tuesday 26 August 1879.
3Ballarat Star, Tuesday 3 December 1867, p. 3.
4Ballarat Star, Thursday 13 June 1867; Argus, Monday 11 March 1878; Argus, Saturday
16 March 1878.
5See Stephen Herrin: The development of printing in nineteenth-century Ballarat. Mel-
bourne, Vic.: Bibliographical Society of Australia & New Zealand, 1999.
6William Bramwell Withers: The History of Ballarat from the first Pastoral Settlement
to the Present Time. 2nd ed. Ballarat, Vic.: F.W. Niven & Co., 1887, pp. 350, 354.
7Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association of the Ballarat Land Mortgages
& Agency Company Limited. James Curtis, Printer. Ballarat, 1888.
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Association;8 a long-standing member of the boards of the Benevolent Asylum9
and the Ballarat District Orphan Asylum;10 the Treasurer of the Harmonic
Society (Ballarat’s choir);11 a founding member of the Ballarat Debating
Club;12 patron of the arts;13 amateur historian;14 amateur anthropologist;15
philanthropist;16 temperance advocate;17 chess enthusiast18 and a well-known
cyclist and tricyclist;19 in short, a man who had ‘for many years identified
himself with the progress of the “Golden City” ’20 —the discovery that Mr
James Curtis felt so driven to proclaim and evangelise, even at the risk of
mockery and contempt, was ‘Modern Spiritualism’.
Curtis, one of Ballarat’s small community of spiritualists, had become
persuaded that he had discovered in the phenomena of the séance a sure and
8Peter Butters: History of the Ballarat Old Colonists’ Association and Club. Ballarat,
Vic.: Old Colonists’ Association, 1999.
9Helen W. Kinloch: “Ballarat and its Benevolent Asylum: A Nineteenth-Century Model
of Christian Duty, Civic Progress and Social Reform”. PhD thesis. University of Ballarat:
School of Behavioural, Social Sciences, and Humanities, 2004.
10Withers, The History of Ballarat from the first Pastoral Settlement to the Present
Time, p. 262.
11See Anne Doggett: “Beyond Gentility: women and music in early Ballarat”. In: History
Australia 6 (2009), pp. 37.1–37.17 and Anne Doggett: “‘And for harmony most ardently
we long’: Musical life in Ballarat, 1851–1871”. PhD thesis. Ballarat, Vic.: School of
Behavioural, Social Sciences, and Humanities, University of Ballarat, 2006.
12Ballarat Star, Thursday 13 October 1864.
13Among the paintings listed in the catalogue of the 1884 Ballaarat Fine Art Exhibition
are two oils on loan from J. Curtis, Esq. (Catalogue of the Ballaarat Fine Art Exhibition
1884. James Curtis. Ballarat, 1884)
14Curtis was a founding member of the ‘Australian Historical Record Association’, formed
by a group of Ballarat pioneers in 1896 to preserve records and artifacts of Ballarat’s past.
(Ballarat Star, Saturday 25 January 1896, p. 4.) See also Peter Mansfield, ‘Australian
Historical Record Association’, in Ballarat Historian: Journal of the Ballarat Historical
Society, vol. 1, no. 6, September 1982, 27ff.
15See ‘Aboriginal Orthography and Nomenclature’, in James Curtis: Newspaper Corre-
spondence Over Twenty Years in the Ballarat Newspapers. Ballarat, Vic.: James Curtis,
Printer and Publisher, 1901, pp. 13; and the Ballarat Star, Saturday 26 October 1889, p. 2;
Ballarat Star, Wednesday 5 December 1900, p. 3.
16Ballarat Star, Monday 6 April 1857.
17Ballarat Star, Friday 6 July 1866; Ballarat Star, Friday 16 February 1866. In 1866 he
was elected Treasurer of the Rechabite Excelsior Tent No. 18. (Ballarat Star, Tuesday 25
December 1866.) Argus, Wednesday 31 July 1861, p. 6.)
18See, for example, The Australasian, Saturday 20 February 1869, p. 9.
19Alexander Sutherland: Victoria and its Metropolis Past and Present: the Colony and
its People. Melbourne, Vic.: McCarron, Bird and Co., 1888, p. 195.
20Ibid., pp. 195-6.
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certain path to sacred knowledge. Convinced that the ‘modern miracles’ of
mid-Victorian spiritualism, its rappings, trances, apparitions, disembodied
voices, spirit-writing, levitations, and other marvels—the ‘phenomena’—were
real and reliably attested, and that they provided evidence for new knowledge
of the soul’s destiny beyond death, Curtis became Ballarat’s most vocal,
energetic, and well-known spiritualist.
As his conviction deepened, Curtis grew increasingly conscious of the
momentous importance of spiritualism’s revelations about our future state:
that the spirits of the dead live on with their personhood intact, continue to
care for the loved ones they have left behind, are able to communicate across
the Veil, and that in our soul’s progress we are destined to join them in the
spiritual realms above.
Victoria had yielded £250 million of gold since 1851, said Curtis, much of
it from Ballarat, but:
. . . if an alternative could be presented to me of either being
the owner of unlimited gold, or the possessor of the information
contained in this book [Rustlings in the Golden City, Curtis’s
spiritual autobiography], I could not—would not—but choose the
latter.21
As we shall see, Curtis was electrified by this stupendously important new
knowledge, fired by a burning desire to embrace and celebrate the breathtaking
truths that had been revealed to him about our place in the cosmos and the
glory and joy that awaits us beyond the grave.
To its adherents modern spiritualism was not a religious revelation in the
usual sense, a sudden disclosure of the Divine, an opening of the inner eye; it
was rather a progressive uncovering of new facts, new information about our
spiritual selves and our relations with the spiritual realm. Spiritualism, said
Curtis, had been proven by the facts. ‘If facts can be established by human
testimony, then is Spiritualism fully established ten thousand times twice
21James Curtis: Rustlings in the Golden City. 2nd ed. Ballarat, Vic.: Caxton Printing
Works, 1896, p. 16.
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told’.22
The astonishing facts of spiritualism, demonstrated to be true, were
staggeringly important. When Curtis later published his 1879 lecture, he
used as an epigraph this estimate of spiritualism’s unsurpassable significance:
Spiritualism is the germ of the greatest discovery and the great-
est revolution of human thought that any age of the world has
witnessed.23
Curtis’s talk on ‘Modern Spiritualism’ in the Academy of Music was
given several inches respectful coverage in the Ballarat papers the next day,
joining the tens of thousands of syndicated reprints, reports, articles, letters,
editorials, squibs, fillers, and advertisements that mention spiritualism in
Australian newspapers that year and—a rough estimate based on statistics
derived from occurrences in digitised newspapers of the period—the several
million direct and indirect references to spiritualism, spiritism, spirits, séances,
rappings, and related matters in Australian papers in the second half of the
nineteenth century.24
The newspapers reported spiritualist debate, controversies, and scandals;
spiritualism’s progress and setbacks in Australia and abroad; attacks on
spiritualism from the pulpit and articles by spiritualists in its defence; accounts
of spiritualist stage entertainments—performances by local and American
celebrity mediums and their debunkers (often presented in the guise of public
instruction and entertainment);25 news and rumours of forthcoming visits
by great American and British mediums;26 good-natured mockery, sharp
22James Curtis: The Spiritualism of the Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism. Bal-
larat, Vic.: Caxton Printing Works, 1879, p. 3.
23Ibid., p. 2. Curtis appears to be slightly mis-quoting the Scottish scientist, author, and
publisher Robert Chambers (1802–1871) who, in his introduction to a spiritualist pamphlet
by a Miss Douglas, a convert of the medium D.D. Home, had written: ‘These twenty-four
pages in my opinion contain the germ of the greatest discovery and the greatest revolution
of human thought that the world has witnessed.’ (Mme. Dunglas Home: D. D. Home,
His Life and Mission. London: Trübner & Co., 1888, p. 152.) Chambers himself was a
spiritualist.
24See below, p. 290.
25See, for example, the Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 19 October 1878.
26See the Adelaide Observer, Saturday 10 September 1864.
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parody, and scornful derision of spiritualism;27 coarse farce and high-jinks at
séances—a Ballarat male medium kisses a young lady sitter in the dark, is
punched by her husband, and an all-out barney follows;28 inventive calumny:
‘the Melbourne Spiritualists are daily expecting the birth of ‘a new Messiah’,
and. . . a certain lady is in an interesting condition’;29 advertisements for
spiritualist healing; speculation that ‘certain emanations’ associated with
the ‘magnetism’ of the quartz and metals of the goldfields were especially
favourable to spiritualistic phenomena;30 ‘spiritist mediums’ offering tips on
lucky lottery numbers;31 court reports of spiritualists in trouble with the
law; ghost stories with a spiritualist bent; cases of insanity brought on by
belief in spiritualism;32 crime-story tales of suicide caused by obsession with
spiritualism; explanations of spiritualism as an epidemic delusion or the
the work of the Devil; shocking murder stories with a spiritualist angle;33
long, solemn pieces on spiritualism’s theology and philosophy;34 the more-
or-less deliberately mistaken identification of spiritualists with members of
peculiar sects (spiritualists were confused with the Wroeites, for example,
and with the followers of James Fisher, the ‘Nunawading Messiah’);35 proofs
and more proofs of the reality of spiritualist phenomena; condemnation by
clerics: ‘The Rev. W.C. Bunning delivered . . . an eloquent exordium against
the Satanic snares of this popular superstition’;36 stories about levitation and
27See, for example, the Geelong Advertiser, Monday 22 November 1880, p. 3., reprinted
from the Ballarat Courier.
28Launceston Examiner, Saturday 5 December 1874, p. 3, reprinting a piece from the
Stawell Pleasant Creek News.
29Australian Town and Country Journal, Saturday 7 February 1874, p. 33.
30Mount Alexander Mail, Thursday 3 December 1874, p. 2.
31Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 15 August 1877, p. 2.
32See, for example, the Australian Town and Country Journal, Saturday 13 May 1882, p.
48.
33See for example the Ballarat Star, Saturday 7 February 1874, p. 2.
34See the debate between James Curtis and ‘Enquirer’ in the Ballarat Star, May and
June, 1883.
35On Fisher and his followers, see G. Featherstone: “The Nunawading Messiah: James
Fisher and Popular Millenarianism in Nineteenth-Century Melbourne”. In: Journal of
Religious History 26.1 (2002), pp. 42–64, and William J Metcalf and Guy Featherstone:
“A Messiah for the West: J. C. M. Fisher and the Church of the Firstborn in Western
Australia”. In: Journal of Australian Colonial History 8 (2006), pp. 117–136.
36Geelong Advertiser, Wednesday 1 July 1874, p. 3. For another example of condemnation
from the pulpit, see the Age, Tuesday 12 July 1870, p. 3.
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strange occurrences thought to be related to spiritual manifestations; spoofs of
spiritualists’ miracles and exposures by professional illusionists of their tricks;
delicious scandal—‘the famous medium Henry Slade has been discovered to
be a woman’;37 stories of spiritualists possessed by demons, exorcised by
mediumistic passes; tales of spiritualists’ clairvoyant powers being used to
locate gold-reefs deep underground;38 mild derision (‘A justice of the peace
in Chicago, who is a convert to spiritualism is, according to the Chicago
Tribune, in the habit of having protracted conversations with Sir Edward
Coke, Blackstone, and other authorities, and bringing their experiences to
bear on the cases before him.’);39 warnings against credulity—‘it is much to be
desired that this sorry business [spiritualism] should not infatuate Australians
to the extent that it has deluded Americans’; intolerance;40 and denunciation
by wild-eyed prophets of a coming apocalypse—‘[spiritualism is] the grand
masterpiece of Satan, now revealed in these latter days.’41
In short, spiritualism was good copy. Editors liked it, and the Australian
colonial daily press, metropolitan and provincial, very much alive to the
phenomenon of spiritualism in all its astonishing variety, was always ready to
print spiritualist material, from thoughtful analysis and serious, well-founded
coverage to small-minded squabbling, rubbishy rumour, and gossip.
In addition, special-interest local and foreign books and journals for
spiritualists became available soon after the arrival of spiritualism in the
colonies, and these added considerably to the available literature on the
subject. Newsagents and book-sellers advertised a wide range of spiritualist
books and pamphlets, mostly imported, but with a number of significant
local contributions, and every well-stocked public library had a shelf or two
of weighty volumes on the subject by well-known spiritualists. (Libraries also
often carried material of a genre popular with the period’s readers, light fiction
with spiritualist themes.) In 1869, H.G. Turner, president of the rationalist
37Ballarat Star, Thursday 2 October 1879, p. 2; Sydney Evening News, Wednesday 1
October 1879, p. 4.
38See the Geelong Advertiser, Friday 4 May 1900, p. 4.
39Ballarat Courier, Monday 29 March 1875, p. 4.
40See, for example, the Ovens and Murray Advertiser, Saturday 3 February 1872, p. 2,
and below, p. 52.
41The Collingwood & Fitzroy Mercury and Weekly Courier, Saturday 1 Feb 1879, p. 3.
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Eclectic Association of Melbourne, wrote: ‘I find that in the present year
of grace Spiritualism counts some 80 magazines and serials devoted to the
dissemination of its theories, and has a literature of its own, numbering several
hundreds of bulky volumes, and thousands of pamphlets and tracts.’42
The primary literature of nineteenth-century spiritualism is vast; the
spiritualist movement—recording, justifying, elucidating, preaching, disputing,
excusing and expounding—was awash in ink. Wherever there were spiritualists
there were spiritualist newspapers and spiritualist journals, poems, tracts,
pamphlets, leaflets, and printed lectures. Spiritualist books poured off the
presses, from large works with comprehensive and lovingly detailed description
of what awaits us in the next and higher spiritual realms (Curtis was greatly
influenced, he says, by one of these, Crowell’s Spirit World43), to slim volumes
of inspiring spiritualist verse, all of it bad.44
Nineteenth-century spiritualism, which had no agreed-upon creed, which
rejected or at least downplayed and by-passed the Christian doctrines of grace,
faith, and works, not to mention the sacraments and liturgy, which derided the
concept of redemption—scorned, in fact, the necessity for salvation—but which
most definitely had a place for knowledge in the path to spiritual progress,
was an ever-broadening and always deepening sedimentary basin of words,
heavy with knowledge, layer upon layer, printed words and spoken words,
moderate and extreme, convinced and uncertain, exhorting belief, opposing
error, endlessly explaining spiritualism’s roots, nature, history, present reality,
implications, and the prospect of intercourse with the spirit realm.
This thesis is an attempt to map a small part of the local geology of
spiritualism in this vast deposit and perhaps to explain some aspects of its
palæontology: a little of the who, what, how, when, where and, tentatively,
the why of spiritualism in Ballarat.
42Henry Gyles Turner: Spiritualism, a paper read before the Eclectic Association of
Melbourne, on September 2nd, 1869. Melbourne: George Robertson, 1869, p. 8.
43Eugene Crowell: The Spirit World: its inhabitants, nature, and philosophy. Boston:
Colby & Rich., 1879.
44See, for example, Thomas Lake Harris, spiritualist prophet and would-be Tennysonian
poet, at his Appendix to the Arcana of Christianity, ‘The Song of Satan’, pp. xxii-xxv, and
The Australasian, Saturday 5 March 1870, p. 8.
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1.2 A note on method
On historiographical issues the chief inspiration of this thesis is the reflections
on his craft by the great Tudor historian Geoffrey Elton, who wrote in the
long tradition of realist history, which stretches back to Herodotus. For Elton,
history is concerned with ‘human sayings, thoughts, deeds and sufferings
which occurred in the past and have left present deposit,’ dealing with them
‘from the point of view of happening, change, and the particular’,45 with
the causes of past events disclosed, or at least in principle disclosable, by
critical examination of the evidence. In Elton’s view, history is not about the
play of abstract forces and movements, but concerns the lives and choices of
individuals.
Considered in this light, the history of the Ballarat spiritualist James
Curtis might seem to present problems of evidence, for apart from his writings
on spiritualism, Curtis left few traces of himself, in print or otherwise. No
private papers have survived and, with only a few public documents extant—
his marriage certificate, will, and a couple of shipping records—of necessity
this thesis relies heavily on its subject’s spiritualist autobiographical and
personal testimonies, giving a partial and restricted picture of the man,
perhaps with the effect of appearing to neglect the wider religious, social,
political, and economic context, the setting in which Curtis’s spiritualism
emerged, leaving disregarded and unresolved the larger questions about when
and why his spiritualist beliefs appeared and flourished.
There are good positive reasons, nevertheless, for giving priority to what
Curtis tells us about his spiritualist experiences, however cautious we must be
about its content and purpose. It may be true that spiritualism came at a time
of rapid religious change. It is possible that the amusement provided by Curtis
to sceptics increased the gaiety of the nations and added to the public stock
of harmless pleasure. The publication of his spiritualist writings presumably
raised the Victorian GDP slightly, and Curtis’s gas-powered presses may
have had a measurable effect on the planetary carbon dioxide load as they
stamped out his tracts. But these were extrinsic and inessential aspects of
45Geoffrey Elton: The Practice of History. Glasgow: Collins Fontana, 1967, p. 24.
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his spiritualism. It is easy to imagine Curtis’s profound commitment to his
beliefs without these side effects or, to put it the other way round, the place
of spiritualism in nineteenth-century religious life and spiritualism’s social
aspects and its economic and political origins and consequences cannot be
measured or even sensibly discussed until we have first established what
spiritualism meant to believers such as Curtis. If, for example, some self-
declared ‘spiritualist’ or other was shown to be a mere fraud, a charlatan,
the context for his beliefs and activities is properly the history of popular
quackery, public sleight-of-hand entertainment, or something of the sort, not
of (alleged) personal communion with the Divine.
It is, moreover, all too easy to suppose—mistakenly—that the identification
of someone as a spiritualist implies the existence of ‘spiritualism’, to make
the category mistake of the man who, shown a university’s various colleges,
libraries, laboratories and so on, insists on asking, ‘Yes, yes, I see all that,
but where is the university?’ Conventional institutional Christianity has its
core of doctrine and dogma; Buddhism is founded on the teachings of the
Buddha; Islam the revelations of the Prophet. Spiritualism, by contrast, was
an uncertain and shifting cluster of dispositions to believe in communion
with the dead, the content and implications of which were only very vaguely
understood and worked through. To call spiritualism a religion in the usual
sense introduces expectations that may be difficult to satisfy; a safer course
is to listen carefully to what a thoughtful, sincere, and articulate spiritualist
has to say. This is the method of this thesis.
Someone who has never experienced the powerful and enthralling grip
of a glorious spiritual vision will find it easy to dismiss William James’s
dictum (quoted below46) that to interpret religion successfully one must
look at the immediate content of the religious consciousness. Surely being
a fully-fledged Anglican is more than an interior acknowledgement of the
Thirty-nine Articles or whatever happens to constitute the object of the
believer’s ‘religious consciousness’. Surely it must mean participating in the
communal life of the Church of England, joining in the fellowship of believers,
publicly accepting the Church’s sacraments, and so on.
46At p. 279.
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However, even if it is true that extra Ecclesiam nulla salus (St Cyprian)
and that this justifies making the Church as a public social, economic, and
political institution the focus of historical attention, James Curtis’s spiritualist
beliefs were intensely personal, not primarily and essentially public. Curtis
was brought up a Christian and declared himself to be a Presbyterian on
his marriage. In his Ballarat years he attended the Dawson Street Ballarat
Congregationalist church, where he was a member in good standing. He
was buried by the Congregationalist minister. But as a spiritualist Curtis
had no need for a church, for what he sought was spiritual knowledge, truth
of a special kind, not salvation, not deliverance from sin by faith in Christ,
but personally persuasive evidence that a spiritual realm existed to which
he would be translated on his physical dissolution, a place where his lover,
from whom he had been cruelly separated by her early death, was waiting
impatiently for their reunion, she yearning for him and he for her with such
exquisite longing as to make it possible for them to cross the separating gulf
even while he still lived.
This sits rather uncomfortably with one conventional view of spiritualism,
that it was a refuge for ‘honest doubters’, swept from the certainties of Chris-
tian belief by a nineteenth-century ‘Crisis of Faith’: Matthew Arnold’s great
ebb tide, the collapse of conviction brought about by critical New Testament
scholarship, Darwinism, and other modernising forces and modernisms.
This thesis criticises the notion that spiritualism was a ‘response’ in these
terms, suggesting that it might be better understood as a distinct constellation
of beliefs significantly similar to early Christian-era gnosticism. Spiritualism’s
fundamental theological vision is one of liberation from a jerry-built world,
not redemption from suffering. Our physical body decays and dies, but within
each of us is a spark of the Divine which, upon our death, rises through
ever-higher Planes of Being, to be united ultimately with the Godhead. We
become, in a sense, Gods ourselves. Spiritualists believed that rappings,
apparitions, and the many other ‘phenomena’ provided incontrovertible proof
of the continuing existence of the essential self and personality after death,
and its ascent through the heavenly spheres. At the core of this idea is a
vision of progress, not the least part of which was spiritualism’s ‘cure for
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death’. Through our own efforts we come to understand our place in the
divine order and our soul’s destiny. This was spiritualism’s liberating gnostic
knowledge.
1.2.1 Academic writing on spiritualism in Australia
When ‘modern’ spiritualism first appeared in the United States in the 1850s,
it attracted a considerable amount of hostile and dismissive criticism from its
opponents and generated a great quantity of apologetic and defensive explica-
tion from its defenders. In the later decades of the century, scholarly studies
of the movement began to appear, often informed by concepts associated
with the emerging discipline of psychology (and later, what came to be called
‘parapsychology’, which included as explanatory hypotheses the elusive forces
of telepathy, precognition, and clairvoyance). This work became the founda-
tion of so-called ‘psychic research’, and the study of spiritualism as such was
largely absorbed by it. The greatest contemporary interpreter of spiritualism
was one of the fathers of English Fabianism, Frank Podmore (1856–1910),
with most writing on the subject heavily indebted to his analysis.47 By the
early part of the twentieth century, however, with spiritualism moribund or
dead, academic interest dried up, and half a century passed before new work
began to emerge, precipitated in part by new fashions in history–writing, and
spurred on by fresh interest in neglected areas of historical enquiry—women’s
studies, for example—including renewed interest in minor areas of religious
history.
With the exception of part of a 1960 M.A. thesis by the historian F.B.
Smith (discussed below), and a few isolated paragraphs in works by spiritu-
alists, there was no systematic academic study of spiritualism in Australia
until 2001, when Alfred Gabay of Latrobe University published Messages
from Beyond, a history of spiritualism in Melbourne for the decades 1870
to 1890.48 There are good reasons, however, discussed below, for treating
47Frank Podmore: Modern Spiritualism, a history and a criticism. London: Methuen &
Co., 1902.
48Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890
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both Smith and Gabay with caution. Smith was working with a paucity of
primary material. His research, unfortunately, pre-dates the vast repository of
searchable material in the National Library of Australia, the Trove digitised
newspaper database, and his theoretical constructions—the flight to spiritual-
ism by disaffected and alienated conventional Christians, for example—are not
borne out by the great wealth of raw facts available to post-Trove historians.
Gabay’s research, which anyway very closely follows Smith’s, also evidently
made no use of digitised archival resources. The advent of digitised searchable
material has, of course, transformed many fields of historical research, the
history of spiritualism one of them.
Neither Smith nor Gabay had access to what has become a vitally impor-
tant digital resource for spiritualist studies, the archive of the International
Association for the Preservation of Spiritualist and Occult Periodicals, IAP-
SOP.49 IAPSOP is an organization ‘focused on the digital preservation of
Spiritualist and occult periodicals published between the Congress of Vienna
and the start of the Second World War’. Its holdings include issues of more
than 150 spiritualist magazines and newspapers. In mid-2016 the IAPSOP
archive had more than two million searchable .pdf pages. A related project,
the Standard Spiritualist and Occult Corpus,50 currently has more than 6700
digitised book-length texts.
1.3 Conclusion
In the 1870s, James Curtis, a Ballarat pioneer, prominent citizen, and suc-
cessful businessman, became persuaded that we do not really die: death was
merely a translation to a higher spiritual realm. This was not the Christian
message of salvation and bodily resurrection. Curtis had become convinced
of the truth of spiritualism.
Spiritualism took many forms, and it was reported widely in the press
under many headings, from heresy to sick delusion. Curtis’s spiritualism is
worth considering because it is philosophically and theologically interesting:
49http://www.iapsop.com/
50http://www.iapsop.com/ssoc/
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his ideas have many points of contacts with forms of gnosticism which, like
spiritualism, offer a type of knowledge as the key to liberation from the
miseries and limitations of mortal human life.
It has been noted that there is very little academic writing on spiritualism
in Australia and, as demonstrated below (in Chapter 3, Historiography), much
of what has been written is limited in scope and depth.
Chapter 2
James Curtis, Pioneer &
Spiritualist
2.1 Sources
By the mid-1870s, his printing business flourishing, James Curtis was able
to afford one of the distinguishing amenities of the Victorian middle classes:
privacy. But though he was able to keep his home and family life sharply
separated from the public sphere, he made an exception for his personal
spiritualist experiences: these, he believed, were so urgently and overwhelm-
ingly important they must be revealed to the world. So while Curtis was
willing to risk ridicule as a religious crank by publishing details of intimate
conversations with the spirit of Annie, his dead lover, he told readers of his
autobiographical Rustlings in the Golden City very little about his early life,
his family circumstances, his emigration to Australia, and his subsequent
career in Ballarat.
In any case, Curtis clearly regarded his ordinary personal history as
uninteresting and irrelevant to the main purpose of Rustlings, which was
evangelistic, to record the facts about his personal experiences which showed
spiritualism to be true and illustrated its good news. Indeed his Spirit
Guides told Curtis that this was his special duty, and set him the publicly
embarrassing but perhaps not uncongenial task of making himself a martyr
15
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for the truth.
As a result, the meagre autobiographical information that Curtis offers his
readers in Chapter 1 of Rustlings, entitled ‘Ballarat, the “Golden City” ’—a
brief description of his place of birth, and a perfunctory statement of the events
that brought him to Ballarat—even supplemented with what is available in
the public record—birth certificates, shipping passenger lists, rates accounts,
and so forth—is scanty material for a rounded picture of the man. We are
forced to make do with a sketch.
2.2 Early years
James Curtis1 was one of eleven children of a miller named Robert Blachford
Curtis2 and his wife Elizabeth née Hicks. He was born in December 1826 in
Fordingbridge, Hampshire, a town of several thousand people, twenty miles
west of Southampton across the New Forest.3 Their house was a few yards
from the eastern bank of the river Avon, next to a seven-arch stone bridge,
which gave Fordingbridge its name.4 (Adding a little romantic colour to his
story, Curtis tells us that in A.D. 511 King Arthur was crowned there.5)
Curtis gives us no information directly about his childhood and early
years and says nothing about his schooling. However, that he became a
compositor—this was his profession in Australia in 1851—tells us something
about his education. Compositors, the ‘labour aristocrats’ of nineteenth-
1Baptism 5 Jan 1827 in Fordingbridge, Hampshire, England; father Robert Blachford
Curtis; mother Elizabeth; FHL Film Number: 1041293 Reference ID: item 3 p 141. Source:
Ancestry.com. England, Select Births and Christenings, 1538-1975 [database on-line].
Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2014. Original data: England, Births
and Christenings, 1538-1975. Salt Lake City, Utah: FamilySearch, 2013.
2Ancestry.com. 1841 England Census [database on line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com
Operations, Inc, 2010. Class: HO107; Piece: 397; Book: 10; Civil Parish: Fordingbridge;
County: Hampshire; Enumeration District: 11; Folio: 18; Page: 30; Line: 7; GSU roll:
288800.
3William White: History, gazetteer and directory of the county of Hampshire. 2nd ed.
(first published 1859). London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., 1878.
4William Page (editor), ‘Parishes: Fordingbridge,’ A History of the County of Hamp-
shire: Volume 4, British History Online, http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?com-
pid=56883
5Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 14.
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century trades, were comparatively well-educated, with higher incomes, better
working conditions, more secure employment and, through the printing indus-
try’s ‘Chapel’ system of unionisation, enjoyed a better negotiating position
with their employers.6 The compositor’s role in the printing process, to set
lead type quickly and accurately, demanded a level of education broadly
consonant with the material being composed; Curtis would probably not have
been able to acquire this on the job. He had possibly attended Fordingbridge
National School, founded in 1834, which provided elementary education to
children of the poor or, more likely, the dissenters’ British School near his
home in Bridge Street,7 and his schooling was almost certainly followed by
some years as an apprentice compositor.8 No doubt his ability to write decent
English was helped by setting other people’s prose in type.
Curtis’s publications show him to be reasonably well-read, though like
many spiritualists he seems to have been unaware of much of the larger
theological and philosophical context of the debates he entered into. His
approach is polemical, to establish a disputed point, rather than exploratory
and analytical. Curtis clearly had no tertiary education and he did not know
Latin and Greek. His prose style, however, though not learned or polished, is
capable, confident and, by the standards of the time, vigorous and pithy.
In March 1849, at the age of twenty-two, presumably having completed his
seven-year apprenticeship and now a journeyman compositor, Curtis departed
from what he calls, a little nostalgically, ‘his native town’ of Fordingbridge
and, leaving behind his friends and relatives, many of whom he would never
see again—one was his young sweetheart, Annie Beal, who died in his absence
a year later9—sailed as a steerage passenger to Australia on the emigrant
ship Cromwell.
Curtis does not explain why he left England, and it is pointless to speculate,
but we may note that for most people of his class and background the reason
6Patrick Duffy: The Skilled Compositor, 1850-1914: An Aristocrat among Working Men.
Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000.
7White, History, gazetteer and directory of the county of Hampshire.
8Herrin asserts, and it seems very likely, that Curtis was trained as a compositor in
Fordingbridge. (Herrin, The development of printing in nineteenth-century Ballarat, p. 35.)
9See below, p. 202.
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was economic, a response to what was believed, with some justification, to
be new opportunities in the colonies: Curtis probably wanted to improve
his prospects. Moreover, British typographical associations, the unions of
compositors and printers, sometimes offered help with immigration to relieve
over-crowding in the industry, and Curtis may have taken advantage of this
assistance.10
In his Printers and Politics, a history of printing unions in Australia,
James Hagan remarks that:
A rich and rapidly expanding population offered journeyman com-
positors with a little capital the chance to become master printers,
and a good many of them took it.11
This may describe Curtis’s motive; it certainly accords with the overall tra-
jectory of his career, from poor passenger on an immigrant ship to proprietor
of a large and prosperous printing establishment in a thriving colonial city.
On 19 July 1849, after what he calls ‘a long and tedious voyage’ on the
Cromwell, Curtis landed in Adelaide, where he passed the next eighteen
months.12 Curtis himself gives no account of how he spent his time in South
Australia but he appears to have worked, at least for some of this period, as
a compositor on the South Australian newspaper.13 In February 1851 he took
passage on the German emigrant ship Dockenhuden14 from Adelaide to Port
10Elizabeth Morrison: Engines of influence: newspapers of country Victoria, 1840-1890.
Carlton, Vic: Melbourne University Press, 2005, p. 77.
11James Hagan: Printers and Politics: a history of the Australian printing unions,
1850–1950. Canberra: A.N.U. Press, 1966, p. 287.
12South Australian, Friday 20 July 1849, p. 2., and South Australian Pas-
senger Lists, at http://www.familyhistorysa.info/shipping/passengerlists.html and
http://www.slsa.sa.gov.au/fh/passengerlists/1849Cromwell.htm. The Cromwell sailed
from Plymouth on 11 April 11; the journey took three and a half months. Cur-
tis sailed steerage. The Cromwell is not listed as carrying assisted immigrants on
this journey; it seems he paid his own passage. See: http://www.theshipslist.com/-
ships/australia/SAassistedindex.shtml#1849
13According to the Australian literary database AustLit, at ‘Curtis, James’. AustLit
gives no source for the information. (http://www.austlit.edu.au)
14The Dockenhuden, which Curtis mis-spells as Dochenhuden, was a 388-ton
German barque used to carry migrants to South America and Australia. See:
http://www.theshipslist.com/ships/australia/dockenhuden1849.shtml; Walter Kresse:
Seeschiffs-Verzeichnis der Hamburger Reedereien 1824-1888. Hamburg: Museum für
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Phillip in Victoria, at that time still part of the colony of New South Wales.
After a week in Melbourne, Curtis travelled to Geelong, where he found
employment as a compositor on the Victoria Colonist and Western District
Daily Advertiser.15 This job did not last long, however, for 1851 was the first
year of the great Victorian gold rushes. The paper closed, and Curtis’s career
was knocked for a short while into a different groove.
2.3 Gold
On 15 August 1851, a month after the first significant discovery of gold
in Victoria, by James Esmond at Clunes, Curtis and his friend and fellow
compositor John Francis set this news in type for the Victoria Colonist :
It is now placed beyond a doubt that gold does exist in quantities
that will amply repay the labour of collecting it in many localities
fully explored and others but imperfectly explored throughout the
length and breadth of this colony. The latest gold field to which
labour has been directed is at Buninyong.16
By September the Melbourne Argus was adorning its gold news with more
and more breathless exclamation marks, reporting the easy finds and instant
riches in block capitals: ‘half hundred-weight of gold!!’ For a few
lucky diggers, its pronouncement that ‘collecting’ gold would repay the effort
was an enormous understatement.
In October the Geelong Advertiser described the excitement:
ballarat diggings. buninyong, monday morning
The industry of the Colony is fairly revolutionised by the new
channel opened to our working population. Feeling, principle,
everything gives way to one absorbing thought—the idea of getting
Hamburgische Geschichte, 1969, p. 166.; and Jack Kenneth Loney: Australian Shipwrecks.
Volume 2. 1851-1871. Sydney: Reed, 1980.
15Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 16.
16The Victoria Colonist and Western District Daily Advertiser, 15 August 1851, and see
Ibid., p. 15.
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possession of the ruling commodity—Gold. Day by day, hour by
hour, the population increases and concentrates at Ballarat,—a
population who appear at the same time, merely as heralds of
coming multitudes. We are thousands, and our tents may be
numbered by the hundred, our huts and mia–mias by fifties. Men
flock to Ballarat, as did the tribes of old to Rome. Drays and carts,
equestrians and men a-foot, M.L.C’s., Bank Directors, Captains
of Vessels, Aldermen, Common Councilmen, Lawyers, Doctors,
every grade of man down to him who carries a ‘swag’, pour in
upon us—battalions of tin dishes glint in the sunshine, brigades
of picks emerge from the ranges and gullies, regiments of shovels
and troops of crowbars deploy from the forests, and take up their
stations in array for gold-digging, make their preparations, and
bivouac for the night. The roads are lined with encampments, the
trees are felled in every direction, and the route marked by the
nightly watch-fires of the adventurers.17
This was too much for Curtis. Succumbing to ‘gold-mania’, he abandoned
typesetting in Geelong and on 8 October 1851 joined a prospecting syndicate
composed of seven of his fellow compositors who had also decided to try their
luck on the goldfields.18 They signed an agreement binding them ‘. . . for two
calendar months from the date hereof for the purpose of digging or procuring
gold or other minerals at Ballarat’—the document sets out explicit rules
for ‘the maintenance of sobriety and integrity, and for the due deposit and
division of gold’—then ‘started for Ballarat in diggers’ costumes’.
After a week’s tramp from Geelong, Curtis and his mates pitched their
tents at the Golden Point diggings and worked hard but, like most of the
many thousands who hoped for an immediate lavish return on their effort,
17Geelong Advertiser, 7 October 1851. This description is probably the work of the
Advertiser ’s journalist Alfred Clarke, whose reports greatly helped to make the Victorian
gold discoveries known to the world. (Henry James Stacpoole: Gold at Ballarat: the
Ballarat East goldfield; its discovery and development. Kilmore: Lowden Publishing Co.,
1971, Ch. 3, ‘Witness of Alfred Clarke’, pp. 14–23.)
18Withers, The History of Ballarat from the first Pastoral Settlement to the Present
Time, p. 202.
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they were unsuccessful and disappointed. The largest piece of gold collected
by Curtis and his party was only the size of a pea.19 After a few weeks, Curtis
had had enough. He left the diggings and moved to Melbourne, back to his
trade as a compositor.20 ‘On my return to Geelong’, said Curtis, ‘and when
on my way to Melbourne in the Kangaroo steamer, I counted up my money,
and found that I was £39 out of pocket through my trip to Ballarat’.21
2.4 Melbourne and Geelong
For the next ten years, until he returned to England in 1861 at the age
of thirty-five, Curtis worked in Melbourne and Geelong—in Melbourne on
the Argus and Herald newspapers and at Geelong in a printing-business
partnership with Thomas Comb (1816–1883), a journalist and jobbing printer.
(In 1855 Comb became the first printer and publisher of the Ballarat Star
newspaper.22) During this period Curtis was active in the compositors’ union,
and became secretary of the Victorian Typographical Society.
Curtis does not explain why he returned to England in 1861 nor does he
mention that his wife Elizabeth travelled with him (he had married in 1853),
but it seems likely that one of his reasons for returning was to investigate new
printing technologies and to purchase modern press equipment to set up in
Ballarat. In England, says Curtis, he was ‘a constant visitor to the Kensington
Exhibition of 1862’, a huge four-month world’s-fair of modern industrial
technology.23 After a year in England Curtis, described on the passenger
list as ‘merchant’, ‘voyaged back to Victoria. He and his wife, travelling
steerage, arrived in Melbourne on 28 September 1862.24 commencing business
19Ballarat Star, Friday 19 May 1882, p. 2, reporting Curtis’s recollections in a speech he
gave as ‘An Old Identity’ in the Ballarat City Hall the previous evening.
20Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 15.
21Ballarat Star, Friday 19 May 1882, p. 2.
22Herrin, The development of printing in nineteenth-century Ballarat, p. 13.
23‘The Exhibition Building of 1862’, in Survey of London, vol. 38, South Kensington
Museums Area. Ed. F.H.W. Sheppard. London: London County Council, 1975. 137-147.
Published online, at ‘British History Online’, http://www.british-history.ac.uk/survey-
london/vol38/pp137-147.
24Series: VPRS 7666; Series Title: Inward Overseas Passenger Lists (British Ports)
[Microfiche Copy of VPRS 947] Source Information Ancestry.com. Victoria, Australia,
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in Ballarat in the first month of 1863—presumably with his new equipment—
as the Caxton Steam Printing Works.25 He had remained in Ballarat, Curtis
said, ‘a citizen of the “Golden Metropolis”, till the present time [1896]’.26
2.5 Ballarat citizen
James Curtis was the type of man—the Ballarat pioneer James Oddie is
another striking example—described, with a faint trace of condescension, by
the Australian historian Geoffrey Serle as:
. . . [a] morally enlightened artisan. . . one kind of elite in the van
of political and cultural progress—member of benefit society or
lodge or trade union; co-operator, temperance member, mechanics’
institute member, voracious consumer of newspapers, moderate
political activist, and earnest debater of philosophy, political
economy and literature.27
Curtis was a businessman, successful and awarded printer,28 adopter of
new technologies and the most modern printing equipment,29 director and
shareholder of goldmining companies,30 the director of a real-estate firm, a
member of boards of charitable organisations, debater, patron of the arts,
Assisted and Unassisted Passenger Lists, 1839–1923 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA:
Ancestry.com
25See: Herrin, The development of printing in nineteenth-century Ballarat, pp. 103.; Bal-
laarat Mechanics’ Institute: Catalogue of the Library of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
Ballarat, Mair Street: James Curtis, 1864; and Dicker, F.M. (compiler): Ballarat and
Ballarat district directory, including Buninyong, Browns, Clunes, Creswick, Smythesdale,
and Scarsdale for 1865-66. Ballarat: James Curtis, 1865.
26James Curtis: Rustlings in the Golden City: being a record of spiritualistic experiences
in Ballarat and Melbourne. Ed. by J. J. Morse. 3rd ed. London: Office of ‘Light’, 1902,
p. 16.
27Geoffrey Serle: From Deserts the Prophets Come: the creative spirit in Australia 1788–
1972. Melbourne, Vic.: Heinemann, p. 25. The passage is quoted in Anne Beggs Sunter:
“An Eminent Victorian: James Oddie and his contribution to Ballarat”. In: Victorian
Historical Journal 72.1–2 (Sept. 2001), pp. 105–116, at p. 106.
28Argus, Wednesday 20 February 1884, p. 5; Ballarat Star, Thursday 6 April 1882, p. 3.
29Ballarat Star, Friday 2 February 1872, p. 2; Melbourne Leader, Saturday 10 February
1872, p. 20.
30Ballarat Star, Tuesday 25 July 1865, p. 4.
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temperance advocate, chess enthusiast, and tricyclist, a man with a role in
local government,31 and a supporter of a ‘homœopathic free dispensary for
the poor of Ballarat and surrounding districts’.32
At various times Curtis was an accidental trespasser of public gardens,33 a
businessman jealous of his privileges,34 signer of clemency petitions,35 public
advocate of secular public schooling without religious instruction, ‘leaving
religion to be taught in its proper place’,36 participant in a large public lottery
draw,37 uncooperative witness in court,38 indefatigable writer of letters to the
editor,39 employer,40 public controversialist,41 trenchant committee-man,42
Honorary Secretary of the Central Bowling Club,43 and, of course, spiritualist.
It is difficult to get a full sense of the man from scanty references in
public documents, however, and unfortunately no personal papers, memoirs,
letters, and other material of the sort are available to fill out a picture of
Curtis’s private life. Moreover, Curtis’s representation of himself in Rustlings
is both limited in scope and partial, unreliable for the usual reasons that
autobiography cannot be trusted, chief of them that we all want to give a
good account of ourselves.
Only very occasionally do we catch sight of Curtis as his contemporaries
saw him. His abhorrence of alcohol, for example, seems to have struck some
people as overdone. When Curtis, a long-standing member of the board of
31Ballarat Star, Friday 6 June 1873, p. 2.
32Ballarat Star, Friday 3 July 1874, p. 2.
33Ballarat Star, Tuesday 10 October 1871, p. 4.
34Ballarat Star, Tuesday 25 February 1879, p. 2.
35Geelong Advertiser, Friday 22 March 1861, p. 3; (Bendigo Advertiser, Tuesday 12
March 1861, p. 3.)
36Ballarat Star, Tuesday 10 June 1873, p. 3.; Ballarat Star, Friday 22 September 1871, p.
2.
37Ballarat Star, Wednesday 26 April 1876, p. 3.
38Argus, Friday 10 October 1856, p. 4.
39See, for example, the Ballarat Star, Thursday 9 December 1880, p. 3. and the Ballarat
Star, Friday 3 December 1880, p. 4.
40Ballarat Star, Saturday 2 September 1865, p. 1S.
41See below, p. 27.
42Ballarat Star, Wednesday 10 October 1883. p. 3.
43Ballarat Star, Monday 17 August 1885, p. 3.
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the Benevolent Asylum,44 opposed supplying ‘medical comforts’ in the form
of beer and spirits to the inmates, another Board member, Charles Shoppe,
thought this unduly harsh, and derisively referred to Curtis’s teetotalism as his
‘hobby’, a clue, perhaps, to peoples’ attitudes to Curtis’s other hobby-horses,
including spiritualism.45
Adding to the bother of the ‘medical comforts’ issue, Curtis seems to have
alienated some members of the Benevolent Asylum committee more directly:
For about the fourth time this year ‘spirit-rapping’ took place at
the meeting of the Benevolent Asylum committee last evening. Mr
Fitzgerald ‘had the floor’ (or rather the attention of the chairman
and the meeting), when ‘bang’ went something under the table.
Committee jumped in their seats, and Mr Fitzgerald, recovering
his self-possession, remarked that Mr Curtis should not introduce
Spiritism into the room.46
Either Curtis was playing a prank on the Committee, which seems unlikely,
or they were teasing him, rather cruelly, about his odd spiritualist beliefs. If
the latter is the correct interpretation, it seems a little sad that Curtis should
be the victim of their intolerance.
2.6 Marriage and family
In Geelong on 17 December 1853, four years after his immigration to Australia,
three years after the death of his beloved Annie Beal in Southampton, James
Curtis married Elizabeth Talbot, a domestic servant born in Salisbury (ten
miles north of Curtis’s home town of Fordingbridge), who had recently arrived
in the colony.47 He was 27; she was 26. At the time, Curtis was working as
44See Kinloch, “Ballarat and its Benevolent Asylum: A Nineteenth-Century Model of
Christian Duty, Civic Progress and Social Reform”.
45Ballarat Star, 3 August 1881, p. 3.
46Ballarat Star, Tuesday 18 November 1884, p. 2.
47Elizabeth Ann Talbot; Gender: Female; Birth Place: Gigant St, Salisbury, Wiltshire,
England; Baptism Date: 27 May 1827; Baptism Place: St Martin, Salisbury, Wiltshire,
England; Father: James Talbot; Mother: Mary FHL Film Number: 1279367. (Ancestry.com.
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a compositor for the Geelong Victorian Colonist again, re-employed by the
paper on his return from what had been an unremunerative rush to Ballarat.
Before emigrating, Elizabeth Talbot had spent some time in Fordingbridge
as a ‘servant to Ann Fulford, widow, and printer employing 6 men’. It may
be significant that her employer was a printer: James and Elizabeth had
possibly known each other before their emigration to Australia.48 Elizabeth
arrived in Geelong on 17 July 1853 on the Harpley from Southhampton;49 she
and Curtis were married by the Reverend Andrew Love in the Presbyterian
Manse exactly six months later. (On the marriage certificate James Curtis
declared that he was a member of the Presbyterian Church. The Inward
Overseas Passenger list gives her religious denomination as Church of England.
Interestingly, though the passenger list records Elizabeth Talbot as ‘able to
read and write’; the marriage certificate has ‘ X her mark’, not her signature.
In 1891, many years later, when as Mrs Elizabeth Curtis her name was
recorded on the Victorian Women’s Suffrage Petition, the signature, done
with an educated flourish, was not her own work. The signature on her will
is a laboured scrawl.50)
James and Elizabeth Curtis were together for almost fifty years, until
Curtis’s death in 1901. She died a year later, in 1902, and was buried with
him in Ballaarat Old Cemetery.51
England, Select Births and Christenings, 1538-1975 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA:
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2014.); Australia Marriage Index, 1788-1950. Elizabeth
Talbot Name: Elizabeth Talbot Spouse Name: James Curtis Marriage Place: Victoria
Registration Place: Victoria Registration Year: 1853 Registration Number: 1139 Source
Information: Ancestry.com. Australia Marriage Index, 1788-1950 [database on-line]. Provo,
UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2010.
481851 England Census, Class: HO107; Piece: 1667; Folio: 543; Page: 43; GSU roll:
193574 Ancestry.com. [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc,
2005. Interestingly, there is also a Fordingbridge connection, though less direct, between
James Curtis and Annie Beal. Her stepmother, Ann Phillpot, was from Fordingbridge.
(Ancestry.com. 1851 England Census [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com
Operations Inc, 2005. Class: HO107; Piece: 1669; Folio: 687; Page: 12; GSU roll:
193576-193577.)
49Victoria. Inward Overseas Passenger Lists (British Ports). Microfiche VPRS 7666,
copy of VRPS 947. Public Record Office Victoria, North Melbourne, Victoria.
50http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/about/the-history-of-parliament/womens-suffrage-
petition
51Section 9, Row 1, Grave 29. There is no headstone.
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Unusually for the period, Curtis and his wife had no children. Under
the terms of his will, when Curtis died Elizabeth had the use of his estate
until her own death, but then the bulk of it passed to Curtis’s unmarried
niece Frances Clarkson (1864–1948) and her sister Annie Agnes McGowan
née Clarkson (1859–1949). These were the daughters of Curtis’s older sister
Christabel Curtis (1822–1897), who had emigrated to Victoria in 1855 at
the age of 32. She married George Francis Clarkson in 1856 and settled in
Daylesford.52 It is worth noting that Frances lived in the Curtis household
in Drummond Street for twenty years before James Curtis’s death,53 that
she was 15 years old when he began to take an active interest in spiritualism,
and that the presence of an adolescent girl has often been associated with
‘poltergeist’ phenomena.54
Curtis does not mention his wife in his writings, perhaps from indifference,
or possibly from a chivalrous concern to keep her from the public gaze,
and Elizabeth Curtis’s name appears in print virtually only in connection
with a small local fame which she won for the quality of her fruit preserves,
especially her prunes.55 Naturally, James Curtis was given credit for growing
the plums.56
It sometimes happened at this period that a close female relative of
a convinced spiritualist or dabbler in spiritualism would be discovered to
possess mediumistic powers, a convenience to the believer and a source of
influence for the medium. Hugh Junor Browne’s daughter Pattie was the
family medium, for example, and Eliza, wife of the bookseller Edward William
52Australia, Marriage Index, 1788–1950 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ances-
try.com Operations, Inc., 2010. Christabel Curtis & George Francis Clarkson. Marriage
Place: Victoria, Registration Place: Victoria, Registration Year: 1856, Registration Num-
ber: 2939. Ancestry.com.
53Supreme Court of Victoria, Probate Jurisdiction. 82.308, seeking probate for the Will
of James Curtis, late of Armstrong Street Ballarat in Victoria printer deceased. In 1901,
when Curtis died Frances was 37.
54For a different view, see Joscelyn Godwin: Upstate Cauldron: Eccentric Spiritual
Movements in Early New York State. Albany: State University of New York Press, 2015,
p. 136. See also Jennifer P. Hazelgrove: Spiritualism and British Society Between the Wars.
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000, 172ff.
55See, however, the Ballarat Star, Thursday 25 January 1872, p. 4.
56The Bacchus Marsh Express, Saturday 26 June 1880, p. 2; Camperdown Chronicle,
Wednesday 5 July 1882, p. 4.; Ballarat Star, Friday 21 November 1879, p. 4.
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Cole, conducted some of her husband’s séances. Miss Armstrong was the
sister-in-law of Sydney Grandison Watson when she developed her talent
for clairvoyant communication with the spirits. In the case of James Curtis,
however, for whatever reason, his wife seemed to have played no part in his
career as spiritualist (nor noticeably in any other part of his public life).
2.7 Curtis’s unorthodox Christian beliefs
What were Curtis’s reasons for taking up spiritualism or, to put it less
sympathetically, what was the explanation for his involvement? Before he
became a spiritualist Curtis was a conventional Protestant Christian: what, if
anything, in his Christian religious experience led or propelled him to adopt
spiritualist ideas?
The usual causes seem to be missing. Curtis was not brought to spiri-
tualism by a convert in his family, for example, nor did he experience some
form of sudden enlightenment or undergo an overwhelming religious crisis.
However, in the decade before he first began attending séances, Curtis began
to drift away from orthodoxy, increasingly agitated by what he regarded as
a cruel and false teaching of Protestant Christianity. He was repelled and
disgusted by the doctrine of Hell and refused to accept that we are born with
an immortal soul that might suffer eternal torment. By mid-1871 he was
sufficiently roused to declare his opposition to these teachings in lectures and
in print.
On 31 July 1871 in the Assembly Room of the Alfred Hall Curtis gave
a lecture with the title Natural Immortality, and the Eternity of Torment
not the Doctrines of the Bible, condemning the conventional doctrine of
eternal conscious punishment in Hell and arguing for the notion of conditional
immortality, where immortality is not an natural endowment of all men, but a
gift conferred upon the righteous.57 Curtis printed and issued the substance of
this talk twice, first as an article in a small Ballarat journal which he himself
published called the Christian and Temperance Alliance,58 then separately as
57Ballarat Courier, Friday 1 September 1871, p. 2.
58Ballarat Star, Monday 31 July 1871, p. 2.; Bendigo Advertiser, Monday 31 July 1871,
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a pamphlet with the same title as the lecture.59
Curtis was vehemently opposed to the teaching of Hell and eternal torment,
arguing that it had no Biblical warrant:
There is not in the whole Bible one semblance of an assertion
that man, as such, possesses inherent immortality of any kind
whatever. . .Men saved by Christ will put on immortality at the
resurrection; the wicked will be consumed root and branch as
though they had never been.60
The chairman of the Assembly Room meeting in July, which had been
attended by about a hundred people, firmly endorsed Curtis’s argument, and
added that ‘the popular theology on the subject treated by the lecturer was
the greatest, foulest, and blackest libel on the Almighty that ever was invented
by the Devil’. But the meeting did not go all Curtis’s way. A member of the
audience thought the lecture a ‘disgusting and insulting expression of opinion’.
Curtis, moreover, seemed to reveal that his arguments were still a work-in-
progress by admitting that ‘he had had a new idea that very morning, and
that was that the serpent furnished the only promise of natural immortality’.61
Four days later, Mr Cannam, a preacher of the United Methodist Free Church,
undertook to ‘deliver a lecture in refutation of that delivered recently by Mr
James Curtis on “Natural immortality and eternal tortures” ’.62
Curtis’s talk can hardly be called a sophisticated theological disquisition,
but his giving it does suggest that he was agitated by religious matters well
before he became interested in spiritualism. Almost a decade before Curtis
joined a Circle, he was beginning to take up theological positions directly
opposed to several fundamental Christian teachings. This was clear to his
contemporaries, and when Curtis published a pamphlet version of his lecture,
p. 2.
59Ballarat Courier, Friday 1 September 1871, p. 2.; Ballarat Star, Wednesday 13 Septem-
ber 1871, p. 2,; Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 13 September 1871, p. 2.
60Quoting from the Courier ’s review of Curtis’s pamphlet. (Ballarat Courier, Friday 1
September 1871, p. 2.)
61Ballarat Star, Tuesday 1 August 1871, p. 2.
62Ballarat Star, Friday 4 August 1871, p. 2.; Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 6 June
1868, p. 8; Ballarat Star, Tuesday 2 June 1868, p. 2.
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a review in the Star noted that by representing sermons preached by the
Ballarat clergymen R.T. Cummins [Anglican] and J.W. Inglis [Presbyterian]
as perversions of Scripture, Curtis’s strictures were a direct challenge to
orthodox Christian belief.63
The theological justification for Curtis’s position, known as ‘Destruction-
ism’, or ‘Annihilationism’, derives ultimately from the view that eternal
damnation is incompatible with a just and merciful God. Destructionists
agreed that the wicked must be punished and the virtuous rewarded, but
suggested that God achieves this at the Resurrection by utterly destroying
the wicked (‘as though they had never been’) and conferring immortality on
the just. This heretical doctrine had some degree of circulation at the time,
advanced by its proponents64 and attacked from the pulpit and in the press
by defenders of orthodoxy.65
A lecture was delivered last evening, in the Baptist Church,
Castlereagh-street, by the Rev. D. Allen, on the subject of eternal
punishment. The reverend lecturer criticised the writings of Arch-
bishop Whately [Church of Ireland Archbishop of Dublin] on the
subject of the life to come,66 showing that it is not to be believed,
as the archbishop asserted, that the souls of the faithful remain
unconscious from death until resurrection. He also combated the
views of Universalists and Annihilationists, and concluded by an
earnest appeal to the hearers to flee from the wrath to come to
the Saviour of the world, and to reverence the inspired Word of
God.67
63Ballarat Star, Wednesday 30 August 1871, p. 2.
64See, for example, Charles Frederic Hudson: The Scriptural Argument for Immortality
through Christ Alone. Boston: John P. Jewett, 1860.
65See, for example, Allan W. Webb: Does the soul live after death?: the arguments, more
particularly as against materialism & destructionism. Auckland: E. Wayte, 1881, and
the Melbourne Church of England Messenger, Friday 2 December 1870, p. 1S.; William
McDonald: The Annihilation of the Wicked Scripturally Considered. New York: Carlton &
Lanahan, 1872; and the Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 29 May 1875, p. 1.
66See Richard Whately: A View of the Scripture Revelations concerning a Future State.
Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston, 1855.
67Sydney Empire, Tuesday 4 June 1872, p. 2.
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Against this, according to Curtis, Annihilationism was gaining converts
abroad68 and also in Ballarat.69 The heresy was combated with great vigour,
perhaps a measure of its popularity, by the Anglican church, with the Mel-
bourne and Ballarat Church of England Messenger arguing that just as a
man might choose the galleys over the scaffold, the lake of fire might seem
a better deal than abrupt annihilation: ‘Who has a right to say that before
the awful prospect of utter destruction the “sensitive warm spirit” would not
thankfully embrace in its stead an eternity of punishment?’70 Quite possibly
it was this sort of reasoning that persuaded Curtis to reject the orthodox
view.
2.8 Legacy
On 19th November 1901 James Curtis died, of ‘senile decay and heart failure’.
He was 74.71
Mr James Curtis, the well known printer, of Armstrong-street,
died at his residence, Drummond-street, this morning, after a
comparatively brief illness. The deceased gentleman arrived in
Victoria in the fifties, and was for some time on the staff of the
Argus, but subsequently removed to Geelong, where he accepted an
engagement on the Advertiser. Mr Curtis proceeded to Adelaide,
and shortly after his return to this State,72 the gold discovery
drew the attention of all eyes to Ballarat. A party was formed in
Geelong, of which Mr Curtis was a member, and they arrived in
Ballarat about September, 1851. The party was fairly successful
in their efforts. Mr Curtis entered on the business which he has
68Clare Northern Argus, Friday 2 February 1872, p. 3.
69Ballarat Star, Saturday 22 September 1860, p. 2.
70Church of England Messenger and Ecclesiastical Gazette for the Diocese of Melbourne
and Ballarat, Thursday 11 October 1877, p. 13.
71Victorian Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages, Third Schedule, Deaths in the
District of Ballarat, 1901, no. 12320.
72The Advertiser has these events in the wrong order. See Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden
City, pp. 14–15; and above, p. 18.
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so successfully conducted for a number of years, in Mair-street,
opposite the Hay market, about 1862. A few years later, about
1865, he built the premises in Armstrong street, which he occupied
up to the time of his death.73
The Star reported a large turnout for Curtis’s funeral, attended by repre-
sentatives of the many organisations of which he had been a member, including
the Old Colonists’ Association, St John’s Masonic Lodge, the Central Bowling
Club,74 the Excelsior Tent of the Independent Order of Rechabites, and the
Master Printers’ Association. Two apprentices represented Curtis’s Caxton
printing works.75 The burial service was conducted by the Reverend G.A.
Williamson Legge, recently-appointed pastor of Ballarat’s Congregationalist
church in Dawson Street.76
2.9 Curtis’s place in Spiritualism
When Curtis passed away, W.H. Terry’s Harbinger of Light ran a respectful
obituary—of a derisory length—and then, apart from a few advertisements in
the spiritualist press for the third edition of Rustlings, which was published
a year after his death, James Curtis’s place in the history of spiritualism
was almost completely neglected. Gabay’s Messages from Beyond does not
mention him, not even to repeat the little that F.B. Smith relates,77 and
it is only indirectly, in Conan Doyle’s description of Henry Slade’s tour of
Australia, that Curtis’s name is remembered by spiritualists at all.78
Only one attempt was made after Curtis’s death to draw attention to
his importance in the story of the movement. This was in 1906, by a fellow
spiritualist.
73Geelong Advertiser, Wednesday 20 November 1901, p. 3.
74Ballarat Star, Wednesday 8 October 1902, p. 1.
75Ballarat Star, Friday 22 November 1901, p. 1.
76Ballarat Star, Wednesday 30 January 1901, p. 6.; Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 9 March
1870, p. 3.; and see above, p. 113.
77Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, pp. 72–73.
78Arthur Conan Doyle: The History of Spiritualism. Vol. 1. London: Cassell and
Company, 1926, pp. 304–05.
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In 1905 W.H. Terry resigned the editorship of the Harbinger of Light, a
position he had occupied for thirty-five years. The new editor was Mrs Annie
Bright, Unitarian minister, journalist, and spiritualist, who ran the magazine
from 1905 to 1913.79 In the second year of her editorship, evidently at the
urging of William Béchervaise, Annie Bright wrote and published a long article
in the Harbinger about James Curtis and his contribution to spiritualism, at
one point suggesting that the achievements of the Melbourne séance Circle of
Motherwell, Stanford, Terry, and others—the group included Walter Lindsay
Richardson and Alfred Deakin—were rivalled, perhaps surpassed, by Curtis’s
Ballarat Circle, ‘the honour of which is due’, said Béchervaise, ‘to Mr Curtis
as founder and the other members of our little community’.80
Mrs Bright, whose Harbinger was the chief Melbourne agent for Curtis’s
book, of course had a financial interest in touting his achievements. She also
needed editorial filler for her magazine, and it is clear that Béchervaise, by
then living in Melbourne, had made it his business to tell her the story of
his and Curtis’s spiritualist experiences in Ballarat. Ballarat spiritualism
was fresh copy, especially from a ‘pioneers of the faith’ angle. Terry was
well-known outside the movement; Motherwell and Richardson had been dead
for more than twenty years; Deakin’s earlier involvement was no news; and
Stanford, part of the Melbourne spiritualist scene for three decades, was now
an old man. These men were no longer particularly newsworthy. The time
was ripe for reminiscences about other prominent members of spiritualism’s
previous generation. The Harbinger article was a generous tribute to Curtis,
and an interesting acknowledgement of his importance.
Putting Curtis at the forefront of the movement in mid-to-late nineteenth-
century colonial Victoria gave a special value to his experiences and under-
standings, and suggests that Curtis’s ‘achievements’ might serve as a key to
79Lurline Stuart, ‘Bright, Annie (1840–1913)’, Australian Dictionary of Bio-
graphy, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.-
anu.edu.au/biography/bright-annie-12817/text23135.; Annie Bright: What Life in the
Spirit World Really Is, by W. T. Stead: being messages received from beyond the veil by
Annie Bright, with an analytical study of the messages by W. Britton Harvey. Melbourne:
E.W. Cole, 1912?; and see Lurline Stuart: “This World and the Next: Annie Bright’s
progress as writer and editor”. In: The Latrobe Journal 50 (1992), pp. 20–28.
80Harbinger of Light, July 1906, p. 9002.
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other spiritualisms, that his conception of the meaning of his encounters with
the spirits might be applied to other people’s experiences, not just theirs to
his.
If the immortal spirit of James Curtis survived his bodily dissolution, as
he confidently expected, presumably he is now able to say with certainty
that discarnate life in a higher realm is indeed possible and real. These are
certainties he has not since communicated; his writings while still in the
incarnate state are his legacy.
2.10 Conclusion
This chapter has offered a short account of the life of James Curtis, from
apprentice compositor in Hampshire to unsuccessful gold digger to prominent
citizen and businessman of the thriving colonial city of Ballarat. It includes a
brief glance at his unorthodox Christian beliefs and an indication of his place
in the history of spiritualism. It has been argued that Curtis’s legacy as a
spiritualist is not insignificant and that his achievements rank with the more
often discussed Melbourne group associated with W.H. Terry.
The next three chapters review the historiography of Australian spiritu-
alism (Chapter 3), consider the part played by W.H. Terry, for many years
Melbourne’s most energetic and well-connected spiritualist (Chapter 4), and
sketch the origins of ‘modern’ spiritualism and its first appearance in Australia
(Chapter 5).
Chapter 3
Historiography
3.1 Messages from Beyond
There is only one extended academic study of spiritualism in Australia, Al
Gabay’s Messages from Beyond, a history of the movement in Melbourne
from 1870 to 1890.1 It was reviewed favourably in the scholarly press when it
appeared2 and, when the occasion seems to call for an authoritative source on
Australian spiritualism, it is Gabay’s study that is cited. This gives Messages
from Beyond a dominant position in the historiographical landscape of the
1Alfred J. Gabay: Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s
Golden Age, 1870–1890. Carlton Sth, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 2001. Among
Gabay’s other publications related to spiritualism are: Alfred J. Gabay: “Alfred Deakin
and Swedenborg: An Australian Experience”. In: Journal of Religious History 16.1 (1990),
pp. 74–90; Alfred J. Gabay: The Mystic Life of Alfred Deakin. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992; Alfred J. Gabay: “‘Very Slight Indication of a Revelation’: William
James, Richard Hodgson and the Society for Psychical Research”. In: Esotericism and
the Control of Knowledge. Sydney. Ed. by Edward F. Crangle. Sydney: Department of
Studies in Religion, University of Sydney, 2004. url: http://openjournals.library.
usyd . edu . au / index . php / SSR / article / view / 279 / 258; Alfred J. Gabay: Covert
enlightenment: eighteenth-century counterculture and its aftermath. West Chester, Pa:
Swedenborg Foundation, 2005; and Alfred J. Gabay, ed.: Proceedings of the Psychic
Orientation Conference, held at La Trobe University on 1-2 March 1980. s.l.: s.n., 1980.
2See, for example, Mark Hearn: “Messages From Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists
in Melbourne’s Golden Age, 1870-1890 [Book Review]”. In: Labour History 85 (Nov. 2003),
pp. 256–257; Elizabeth Russell: “Reviewed Work: Messages From Beyond. Spiritualism
and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden Age, 1870-1890 by Alfred J. Gabay”. In: Utopian
Studies 13.1 (2002), pp. 200–201; and David Myton: “Messages from Beyond [book review]”.
In: Australian Historical Studies 33.120 (Oct. 2002), pp. 427–28.
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subject. Its origins and influences are worth considering in a little detail.
3.2 Psychic orientation
When he published Messages from Beyond Al Gabay was a devout Buddhist,
and had been involved in Buddhism for some time. As he explained in a radio
interview in 2002,
al gabay: I became a Buddhist formally only in 1996, when I
took the ceremony of refuge with His Holiness the Dalai Lama.
But I had been interested in Buddhism for a great long time
before. It was just in 1996 when I ‘took the plunge’, as it were.
The Buddha taught that we need to take refuge, firstly in the
Dharma, which is the way to liberation and enlightenment.
. . .
I have always had a sense that I knew this earth life before. And I
know that sounds new age-ish and mystical, but (laugh) I always
believed that there was something deeper within myself and within
others, and that human life must make more sense than the surface
appearances would suggest.3
For a considerable period before his commitment to Buddhism it was in
the teachings of spiritualism that Gabay found the something deeper within
himself that gave human life more sense. At an early age Gabay discovered
that he had spiritualistic powers (‘Through his school life, for example, he
had always amused himself by observing balls of iridescent light—red, blue,
and green—dancing above his teachers’ heads.’,4) and his wife Carole—they
were married in Australia’s first Spiritualist church marriage ceremony—also
displayed impressive psychical abilities, her precognitive gifts, for example,
3http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/encounter/first-person-singular-
buddhism-in-the-west/3504132#transcript
4Nevill Drury and Gregory Tillett: Other Temples, Other Gods: the occult in Australia.
Sydney: Methuen, 1980, p. 155.
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enabling her to foretell her husband’s career moves, from executive roles in
the retailing industry to a position at La Trobe University.5
It was at this university (motto ‘Qui cherche trouve’) in 1980 that Gabay
sought and found his career in spiritualist studies, when,
On a sunny weekend in March, a crowded audience of 450 people
gathered on the La Trobe campus to attend lectures on the psychic
powers of music, spiritual healing, psychokinesis, Tarot symbol-
ism, numerology and astrology. . . and participate in workshops
involving demonstrations of trance mediumship, acupuncture and
clairvoyance.6
This event, called the ‘Psychic Orientation Conference’, jointly organised
by the Victorian Spiritualist Union and the La Trobe University Society for
Psychic Studies, was chaired by Al Gabay, and it was Gabay who later edited
the conference proceedings. The Proceedings, he wrote, ‘. . . gives an idea of
the quality and diversity of topics and perspectives represented’.7
Dr Jim Cairns, Deputy Prime Minister and Treasurer in the Whitlam gov-
ernment, now retired from parliament and devoting his energies to conscious-
ness-raising for the counterculture, mostly notably by his pamphlet-writing,8
contributed the Proceedings ’ keynote article ‘Miraculous Capacity’, explaining,
though regrettably without identifying his sources, that ‘on the average in
this society not more than fifteen per cent of the capacity for consciousness is
used’.9
The Victorian Spiritualist Union was very active at the conference and
its views were well represented in Gabay’s Proceedings. The President of the
V.S.U., Mr George H. Eldred (under whose guidance Mr and Mrs Gabay
had developed and extended their innate spiritualistic powers), presented an
5Drury and Tillett, Other Temples, Other Gods: the occult in Australia, p. 155.
6Ibid., p. 154.
7Alfred J. Gabay, ed.: Proceedings of the Psychic Orientation Conference, held at La
Trobe University on 1-2 March 1980. s.l.: s.n., 1980, Preface.
8See, for example, Jim Cairns: Growth to Freedom. Canberra: Down to Earth Founda-
tion, 1979.
9Gabay, Proceedings of the Psychic Orientation Conference, held at La Trobe University
on 1-2 March 1980, p. 5.
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important paper encouraging psychic researchers in their endeavours, arguing
that, ‘as man has many built-in faculties, the power to think, to put into
words’,
. . . then why not the power to mentally contact those who have
moved into other realms of consciousness, by employing the intan-
gible ethereal consciousness of the Spirit which is available to all
mankind?10
Those who experience this sensitivity, said Eldred, (a group that presum-
ably included Al Gabay),
. . . who have the ability to see into the next dimension, astrally
project, see, hear, and feel discarnate beings, and many other
forms of spirit life, realise these conditions reveal a universe which
is unknown to the senses of the uninvolved ordinary man, and
that of which ordinary man is profoundly ignorant, as those born
blind are of light.11
Eldred showed how it could be done, in a formidable demonstration of his
own super-ordinary powers:
Relaxing in a chair, Eldred closed his eyes and spasms and con-
tortions soon appeared on his face. After a few minutes he rose
and, standing with slightly stooped posture, addressed the crowd
in the manner of a Chinese speaking halting English. . . Eldred
subsequently became possessed by a Jewish Rabbi, whose accent
betrayed a central European background and who was markedly
different in both personality style and accent from the Chinese
guide.12
Meanwhile, at other stalls of the Psychic Orientation Conference, Mrs
Millie Heilman and Mrs Olive Graham, gifted lady members of the Victorian
Spiritualist Union, were giving demonstrations of clairvoyance. They
10Gabay, Proceedings of the Psychic Orientation Conference, held at La Trobe University
on 1-2 March 1980, pp. 10–11.
11Ibid., p. 11.
12Drury and Tillett, Other Temples, Other Gods: the occult in Australia, pp. 155–56.
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. . . isolated individuals in the audience around whom an aura of
spirit presences seemed to be building [with Mrs Heilman] going
on to determine whether such ‘contacts’ were on the mother’s or
father’s side, the cause of terminal illness, and specific names of
family and close friends.13
Nearby, Mrs Kaye McLennan was offering hand diagnosis (by inspecting
its conformation she was able detect health problems normally thought to
be unassociated with the hand—kidney diseases, and heart trouble, and so
forth). Mrs Anne White of the V.S.U. was demonstrating psychic art, Fred
Whittle, representing the Theosophical Society, was teaching meditation, and
Audrey Jeffries and Ian White, both of the V.S.U., were showing off their
spiritualistic healing powers.
Proceedings
Prominent among the 24 contributions that Al Gabay included in his Pro-
ceedings, and not untypical of them, is an article by Dr Moshe Kroy, a young
Israeli philosophy lecturer at La Trobe, who argued that ‘experimental or
“scientific” parapsychology is essentially a hopeless enterprise’, and that para-
psychological phenomena should be studied by the methods of phenomenology,
which could not be described ‘due to limitations of space. . . ’14
In other papers in the Proceedings, Dr Peter Bicknell, a Monash Uni-
versity classicist, asserts that Out of Body experiences are definitely those
of a spirit floating free of the body;15 Jügen Keil, a psychologist from the
University of Tasmania, discusses psychokinesis, reporting that he had found
‘substantially distorted cutlery’ in a survey of people’s homes after the Israeli
spoon-bender Uri Geller had appeared on television demonstrating his pow-
ers;16 Ian Kesarcodi-Watson, a La Trobe philosopher, looks at the evidence for
13Drury and Tillett, Other Temples, Other Gods: the occult in Australia, p. 155.
14Gabay, Proceedings of the Psychic Orientation Conference, held at La Trobe University
on 1-2 March 1980, pp. 127–131.
15Ibid., p. 111. Bicknell was also interested in UFOs and reflexology. (Obituary, ‘Peter
James Bicknell, 1938–2001’, in Proceedings of the Australian Academy of the Humanities,
vol. 26, 2001, pp. 55–60.)
16Ibid., pp. 38–39.
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reincarnation, finding in the case of the Dalai Lama the evidence ‘far stronger
than many are inclined to think’;17 Dr Don Diespecker, of the Department
of Psychology at Wollongong University, explains that we humans are ex-
traordinary because ‘we can see without vision, know ahead, communicate
over distances, share thoughts simultaneously, move objects without touching
them and we have special names for these abilities: clairvoyance, precognition,
telepathy, psychokinesis. . . ’;18 Dr Harvey J. Irwin, from the University of
New England Department of Psychology, reports encouraging results in his
investigations of the psychokinetic process;19 and Mr Ray D. Napier, of the
Victorian Spiritualist Union, explains how spirit healing works: ‘Spirit doctors
(healing Spirit intelligences), using all the information that the [terrestrial
spiritualist] healer is able to give them of the patient’s trouble, plus their
own observation of the condition, are enabled to make their diagnosis and
administer the corrective treatment’. ‘Spiritual or Psychic healing is not
magic—it is spirit science.’20
The Psychic Orientation Conference was held in 1980. In 1987 Al Gabay
was awarded a PhD by La Trobe University for a dissertation on the spiritualist
and occult beliefs of Alfred Deakin.21 This was the basis of his 1992 book The
Mystic Life of Alfred Deakin.22 Dr Gabay went on to become Senior Lecturer
in History and Religious Studies in the School of Arts and Education at the
Bendigo campus of La Trobe University. In 2001 he published Messages from
Beyond.
In 1996, five years before his Messages from Beyond, Dr Gabay formally
accepted Buddhism by ‘taking refuge in the Buddha, the Dharma, and the
Sangha’: acknowledging the Buddha as model and spiritual guide, following
his teachings, and following the precepts of Buddhist virtue in the spiritual
17Gabay, Proceedings of the Psychic Orientation Conference, held at La Trobe University
on 1-2 March 1980, p. 84.
18Ibid., p. 96.
19Ibid., p. 116.
20Ibid., pp. 149–52.
21Alfred J. Gabay: “Alfred Deakin: an Australian mystic”. PhD thesis. Department of
History, Division of Religious Studies, La Trobe University, 1987.
22Alfred J. Gabay: The Mystic Life of Alfred Deakin. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1992.
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community of Buddhists. For some years afterwards Dr Gabay was associated
with the Tibetan Buddhist Atisha Centre near Bendigo, a meditation retreat,
‘providing opportunities for study and practice of a spiritual path, where
people can develop their natural wisdom and compassion’.23 Dr Gabay had an
important rôle in establishing the Bendigo Stupa, writing letters to the local
paper and ‘lending the cultural capital of his scholarly authority to the cause
by signing his name “Dr Al Gabay, La Trobe University Bendigo” ’.24 There
Dr Gabay led Sutra reading days and meditations. In 2008 he contributed
to the religious studies programme of La Trobe University with a course on
Buddhism.
3.3 Milieu
This, then, was the immediate social and intellectual context in which recent
academic historical study of spiritualism in Australia arose.
As a believer himself Al Gabay had experienced spiritualism’s charms
and consolations, and in all his writings on the subject, including Messages
from Beyond, Gabay’s treatment of spiritualists and spiritualism is respectful,
sympathetic, and never strongly critical. The main players in Gabay’s stories
about spiritualists, whom he seems mostly to value at their own assessment,
are introduced, perform, and exit the stage in an atmosphere of calm decorum.
There is very little vulgar scepticism or cynical questioning of motives.
Overall, Messages from Beyond is a piece of dignified Whig history, docu-
menting the emergence of a new and not uncommendable form of religious
understanding, which supposedly arose from the clash of established Chris-
tianity and what Gabay question-beggingly calls ‘the ideology, of scientific
naturalism, a word which not-so-subtly qualifies the objectivity and reliability
of scientific discovery.
The rise of Spiritualism and other Freethought movements may
23http://www.atishacentre.org.au/
24Sally Ann McAra: “A ‘Stupendous Attraction’: Materialising a Tibetan Buddhist
contact zone in rural Australia”. PhD thesis. New Zealand: University of Auckland, 2009,
pp. 99, 168.
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be understood as various reactions among significant numbers of
people to the protracted dissolution of the world-view known as
‘the Great Chain of Being’. As the static universe on which it
was posited gave way to a dominant belief in dynamic evolution,
Spiritualism became only one of numerous attempts to assimilate
the objections to this view, and to reinstate it in a new form which
would be compatible with the findings of modern science.25
Gabay’s story of religious progress occasionally seems oddly evasive. ‘The
seeming26 abrogation of physical laws and the alleged connection between this
and another world. . . are not easily susceptible of historical verification’,27 says
Gabay, with an air of judiciously allowing a trivial objection, perhaps without
noticing some of the implications. On this principle, historians of Aboriginal
culture, for example, might allow that, say, the Australian landscape was
indeed formed by the Dreamtime Rainbow Serpent. The assumptions in this,
central to Gabay’s epistemology, are most ambiguous. Are we being asked to
accept that physical laws can be suspended and there is in fact a connection
between this and another world, but that these matters turn out to be rather
difficult to ‘verify’ historically? Is there a single case of a counter-normal
spiritualist belief being been verified? If there is, may we hear about it? If
not, why is the tantalising possibility still being dangled in front of us? Gabay
explains that ‘[an historian’s] main endeavour should be to sort out the major
structures of signification, the ensemble of meanings that together constitute
any system of thought and belief, and to determine their social ground and
import’.28 Very good, but may we turn sometimes to what he regards as a
subsidiary endeavour, ascertaining what actually happened?
For all that, Messages from Beyond is very conventional, largely compiled
in the manner of an institutional history, much of it drawn from the bureau-
25Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 15.
26My emphasis.
27Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 12.
28Ibid., p. 13. Gabay is quoting Clifford Geertz on ‘Thick Description’. (Clifford Geertz:
The Interpretation of Cultures: selected essays. New York: Basic Books, 1973, p. 9.)
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cratic records and publications of the ‘Victorian Association of Progressive
Spiritualists’ (later called the ‘Victorian Association of Spiritualists’), a group
of Melbourne spiritualist promoters and believers which in 1870 incorporated
itself with that self-legitimatising, or at least self-important, title. Gabay
treats this body as it dearly wanted itself to be treated, seriously. He writes
with deference and respect, seldom allowing it to appear that his subjects
and their beliefs were anything less than entirely normal, despite the fact
that they were regarded at the time by most people as at least very odd and
probably quite mad.
3.4 Religion and Freethought in Melbourne
Interestingly, Al Gabay’s Messages from Beyond had a precursor, covering
much the same ground and advancing very similar arguments. This was
Religion and Freethought in Melbourne 1870 to 1890, the first part of an
unpublished 1960 University of Melbourne Master of Arts thesis by the
Australian historian F.B. Smith.29
In Religion and Freethought Smith argued that Protestant Christianity
in nineteenth-century Victoria was predominantly evangelical, and had its
roots in the writings of John Locke, Joseph Butler, and William Paley. By
the 1870s, however, said Smith, the fundamental assumptions of Protestant
evangelicalism were under attack by, variously, continental Idealism (Kant
and his British followers Green and Bradley), British Empiricism (Hume
and his heirs), sceptical intellectuals and clerics (Jowett, Colenso), Tübingen
Higher Criticism, and natural science (Lyall, Darwin). ‘Honest doubters’ were
faced with a choice between outright atheism or some sort of accommodation
with science. Spiritualists ‘found in spiritualism the answer to their doubts
about immortality and the beneficence of Providence’.30
Smith’s central thesis was that:
29Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”. Smith went on to an
illustrious career as a cultural historian of illness and medicine in Australia. See: Graeme
Davison, Pat Jalland, and Wilfrid Prest, eds.: Body and Mind: historical essays in honour
of F.B. Smith. Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University Publishing, 2009.
30Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 25.
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In place of the Bible, discredited as the sole vehicle of Revelation,
the Spiritualists found a new consolation in spirit phenomena as
evidence of God’s mercy and proof of the existence of a future
life. The spirit manifestations were subject to empirical tests of
their truth, and the believers’ new hope in the supernatural and
life after death provided them with a compelling, and emotionally
necessary, impulse to goodness.31
This argument, which underlies much of the scholarship and commentary
on modern spiritualism, rests on two dubious assumptions: first, that the
religious impulse can be modelled as a sort of hydraulic force which, baﬄed
at some point, must burst out somewhere else, and second that refugees from
one unsatisfactory system of belief tend to seek ‘consolation’ in another.
Smith’s account also leaves unexplained why it was that defecting believers
turned to spiritualism rather than, say, high-minded deism, or agnosticism,
or militant atheism, in the past all havens for apostate Christians. It is also
worth pointing out that many spiritualists—James Curtis was one—did not
renounce their Christian beliefs, and managed to combine regular church
attendance and the outward appearance of orthodoxy with a commitment
to the tenets of spiritualism and participation in spiritualist ritual. Some—
again, Curtis is an example—spent considerable energy in proclaiming that
spiritualism was compatible with Christianity.32
As an explanation for the origins and growth of spiritualism, another
major weakness of the theory is that it vastly overvalues the rôle of rationality
and agreement with reason as factors in religious conversion. William Henry
Terry, James Motherwell, and Walter Richardson, for example, figures at
the centre of Melbourne and Victorian spiritualism, did not, as we shall see,
become spiritualists through careful appraisal of the arguments pro and con,
31Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 25
32See Curtis’s The Spiritualism of the Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism. Irenaeus
struggled against similar accommodations, condemning gnostics for ‘holding doctrines
similar to ours’ within the (proto-orthodox) Church, even though—so it is thought—gnostics
themselves saw no incompatibility between their beliefs and Christianity. (Philip Schaff,
ed.: The Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus. Grand Rapids, MI: Christian
Classics Ethereal Library, 1885. url: http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/anf01.html,
pp. 1111–12.)
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in the manner implied by Smith and Gabay. It is true that spiritualists greatly
stressed the congruence of their beliefs with the ‘facts’ (one of the descendants
of their claims has been ‘psychical research’), but ‘proofs’ and ‘the evidence’
were often post factum, confirming what was already believed. This was
evidentialism—of a sort—and Hume’s dictum that ‘a wise man proportions
his belief to the evidence’33 was honoured after a fashion, but if their own
accounts are to be trusted, these three men each came to spiritualism through
a sort of epiphany, not overwhelmed by the weight of the evidence but with a
sudden insight into what it implied.
3.5 Articles
In 1965, F.B. Smith published ‘Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth
Century’ in the Journal of Religious History, an article based on his 1960 M.A.
work.34 Echoing one of the themes of his thesis, Smith wrote that spiritualism
can be understood as an ‘attempt to engraft the consolations of the old
tradition upon the ‘material truths’ revealed by the new discoveries’.35 Rather
condescendingly, Smith describes this attempt as ‘valiant and desperately
honest’, and it seems churlish to disagree, though we may note that attempts
to marry the consolations of religion to truths revealed by new scientific
discoveries are not always honest, brave, nor even admirable.
The problem with Smith’s (and Gabay’s) vision of a ‘little band of seekers’,
as Smith calls Melbourne’s spiritualists, bravely and with desperate honesty
attempting to reconcile religious truth with atheistic and materialistic science,
is not only that it is intrinsically unrealistic, but also that it excludes competing
explanations. The manœuvre is a common one in the literature of spiritualism:
X makes certain apparently absurd assertions. But X is honest and well-
intentioned. Therefore X’s assertions are not absurd, and the usual reasons
for not accepting them—that the maker of the claims is deluded, or has some
33David Hume: An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding. Chicago: Open Court,
1921 (first published 1748), Sect. X, Part 1, p. 116.
34Smith, “Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century”.
35Ibid., p. 259.
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concealed reason for advancing them—these need not be considered.
3.5.1 Motherwell: a curious episode
Consider the case of James Motherwell. In 1886, in the course of preparing
application for probate of Motherwell’s will, his friend the eminent Melbourne
solicitor Frank (later Sir Frank) Madden36 added a ten-point sworn prefatory
note of his own to the legal documents. ‘Motherwell was a believer in
spiritualism’, wrote Madden, ‘and was very intimate with several ladies who
were mediums and whom he used to mesmerize’. However,
. . . during the last few years of his life one of these ladies in
particular often asked him for money which he from time to time
gave her in considerable sums. Whenever he had given this lady
a sum of money he would become dissatisfied and unhappy but
seemed to be unable to refuse her demands.37
Feeling threatened and disturbed by the woman’s claims, Motherwell in-
structed Madden to divide the bulk of his property between his sister Eliza
Motherwell and his niece Elizabeth Seddon. By this means, ‘he would be able
to say to those who were constantly asking him for money that he had none
to give’. Madden accordingly prepared the necessary documents, and in 1885
the transfers were made.
Who was the spiritualist woman medium whose extortionate demands for
money Motherwell could not refuse, why did he feel forced to give in to them,
and why did his payments to her leave him frustrated and displeased with
himself? Was it blackmail?
The pressure she seemed able to apply could not have been simply the
threat to expose him, for Motherwell did not hide the fact that he was a
spiritualist and he had never attempted to conceal his association with Terry,
36S. M. Ingham, ‘Madden, Sir Frank (1847–1921)’, Australian Dictionary
of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University,
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/madden-sir-frank-7452/text12979.
37Supreme Court of Victoria, Probate Jurisdiction, 31.903, seeking probate for the Will
of James Bridgham Motherwell late of Collins Street Melbourne in the Colony in Doctor
of Medicine deceased. (Public Record Office Victoria, VPRS 28, P0000, 384.)
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Richardson, and Deakin, all well known spiritualists at the centre of the
Melbourne movement. The only plausible threat was the more embarrassing
revelation that he had collaborated in fraud, that is, had been party to a
scam. Motherwell was very conscious of his social position, especially his
exalted place in the Melbourne medical establishment; the disclosure that
he had fiddled the phenomena would have made him a laughing-stock and
destroyed his reputation, already publicly compromised by his association
with Terry. (Motherwell had been awarded an M.D. by the University of
Glasgow in 1841.38 This was recognised ad eundem gradum as sufficient for
a University of Melbourne M.D. in 1856.39 The fragility of the ad eundem
gradum process, the sensitivity of the medical profession to questions of
qualifications, and rivalry between doctors over places in the pecking-order
were well illustrated in a £1000 slander action of 1872, when Motherwell was
said to have accused a Dr Moore of ‘sending home money to purchase degrees’.
Moore was non-suited.40)
It is significant, then, that the only person besides his sister and niece
who Motherwell made no attempt to exclude from his estate was a spiritualist
lady, for whom he made generous provision. With most of his wealth already
distributed before his death, the major item of Motherwell’s estate was
a bequest not touched by the 1885 transfers, a house in East Melbourne,
No. 3 Holyrood Villas, Simpson Street. This Motherwell left, ‘with the
appurtenances absolutely’, to Mrs Mary Loudon, his personal medium, who
had conducted his private séances for the previous twenty years. (Her surname
is variously spelled ‘Lowden’, ‘Louden’, and ‘London’. Though she is rarely
mentioned, Mrs Loudon seems to have been an important figure in Melbourne
spiritualism of the period. She also sat with the mediums George Spriggs,
W.H. Terry, and Mrs Watson.41)
38http://www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/biography/?id=WH14984&type=P)
39See the University of Melbourne Calendar for 1874–1875, p. 153, at:
http://hdl.handle.net/11343/23368.
40The Age, Wednesday 20 March 1872, p. 3.
41W.D.C. Denovan: The Evidences of Spiritualism. Melbourne, Vic.: W.H. Terry, 1882,
p. 649.
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According to Annie Bright, who got it from W.H. Terry—and Terry was
in a position to know,
. . . when once [Motherwell was] convinced of the genuineness of the
phenomena through Mr Terry’s influence, he became a staunch
Spiritualist and worker for the cause to the end of his life. . . A
circle was formed by him at his residence, Collins Street, and
continued to sit regularly from 1872 until the time of his death,
some twenty years later. This gathering of earnest and cultured
enquirers is unique in the annals of investigation in Melbourne.
There were only about eight sitters, and although the personnel
of the circle changed from time to time, entrance was difficult to
obtain. . . [The medium] who remained the longest and whose gifts
as a diagnoser were largely availed of by Dr Motherwell, was Mrs
Loudon, who was in constant attendance for many years and until
the Doctor’s passing over.42
The Motherwell blackmail episode—if it was blackmail—casts a retro-
spective shadow over Terry’s ‘gathering of earnest and cultured enquirers’.
It is a hint that there was something dubious about the goings-on at W.H.
Terry’s end, the upper section, of the spiritualist movement in Melbourne
and Victoria. And indeed there was, as we shall see.
3.6 Other academic studies
In the social sciences only a handful of research projects have studied spiritu-
alism in Australia.
One of the first was ‘The Spiritualists: Gnosis and Ideology’, a 1981
post-graduate ethnographic project by Paul Gillen.43 Gillen joined a Sydney
spiritualist church to observe and record its members’ behaviours. His field-
work led him to conclude that ‘Spiritualism [is] a marginalised ideology,
42Harbinger of Light, August 1905, p. 8730, Terry, interviewed by Mrs Annie Bright.
43Paul Gillen: “The spiritualists: gnosis and ideology”. PhD thesis. Sydney: Macquarie
University, 1981.
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constituted by a group of codes which are closely related to the codes of
dominant ideologies’.44 Disappointingly, Gillen explains that he is not using
the term ‘gnosis’ in the narrow sense of the early Christian heresy45, and
asserts that although ‘It is likely that some of the specific ideas of Spiritualism
are ultimately derived from Gnosticism, via Christianity and perhaps through
other, subterranean sources. . . there is no real hope of tracing any such links,
even if the project was thought worthwhile’.46 If this seems unpromising it
should be noted that Gillen was writing not long after the Nag Hammadi
gnostic texts had been published in a widely available translation (Meyer
and Robinson’s 1977 Nag Hammadi Library in English.47) The texts were
available, but Gillen himself and the group he studied had no interest in the
historical roots of spiritualist belief nor in the Nag Hammadi discoveries.
A more recent post-graduate ethnographic study of Australian spiritualism
is Reading Aspects of Contemporary and Medieval Female Spirituality, by Janet
Baldwin, of Curtin University, who besides teaching Anthropology, History
and Sociology, also teaches the development of mediumship.48 Dr Baldwin
studied with three spiritualist groups in Perth, who ‘share an underlying
belief based on the tenet that there is an afterlife and that this can be
accessed through the skills of a medium’. Her thesis, she hopes, ‘will speak
for contemporary women, medieval mystics and those in spirit’.49 ‘In spirit’
refers to the discarnate spirits of those women no longer living on the material
plane, for whom she has established herself as spokesman. In a recent article,
Janet Baldwin explores ‘how the body is seen as the existential ground of
culture, how Spiritualism manifests the social memory of illness on the body
of those suppressed, and how spiritual healing can serve as a remedy for
44Gillen, “The spiritualists: gnosis and ideology”, p. iii
45Ibid., p. 103.
46Ibid., p. 119.
47James McConkey Robinson and Marvin W. Meyer: The Nag Hammadi Library in
English. Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1977.
48Janet Baldwin: “Reading Aspects of Contemporary and Medieval Female Spirituality:
spiritualists and mystics”. PhD thesis. Perth, Western Australia: Curtin University of
Technology, 2007, published in 2011 as Janet Baldwin: Mediums and Mystics: Contemporary
and Medieval Female Spirituality. Lap Lambert Academic Publishing, 2011.
49Baldwin, “Reading Aspects of Contemporary and Medieval Female Spirituality: spiri-
tualists and mystics”, Abstract.
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dis-ease’.50
Contemporary ethnographic research on spiritualism in Australia also
includes ‘Talking to the Dead’, a 2013 doctoral dissertation by the Adelaide
spiritualist Diana Carroll.51 Dr Carroll is co-founder of the Australian Spiri-
tualist Centre, ‘Adelaide’s newest centre for the promotion of Spiritualism’,
which introduces her as ‘the voice for Australian Spiritualism’ and ‘the leading
authority on Spiritualism in Australia.52
Methodologically, Diana Carroll’s investigation is ‘heuristic’, ‘a narrative
inquiry that privileges the Spiritualist experience’—‘the lived experiences
of individuals as sites for making meaning’—which has ‘a “certain harmony”
with the researcher’s “deep interest” in the research question’.53
Researchers outside the academic discipline of ethnography will wonder
what gives it the power to confer epistemological privileges and whether
there may be a yet more highly privileged position which awards superior
importance to correspondence with the objective facts of the real world. Be
that as it may, it is interesting to note that nineteenth-century spiritualists
disdained to take refuge in mere subjectivity. The views of the well-known
Yackandandah spiritualist Dr Mueller are typical. His arguments concern
incontrovertible public facts,
. . . those genuine facts on which, as on rocks of eternal truth, this
great regenerating movement of the 19th century, this new dispen-
sation rests. I have seen forces at work, guided by intelligence not
emanating from a human brain; I have conversed with intelligent,
invisible beings, insisting upon having once dwelled in human
frames; I have received messages satisfying me of the truth of this
assertion by unmistakable proofs of identity; I have felt the grasps
50Janet Baldwin: “Trance, Transfiguration and Trust: Spiritualism in Western Australia”.
In: The Ashgate Research Companion to Paranormal Cultures. Ed. by Sally Munt and
Olu Jenzen. Burlinton, USA: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2013, Chap. 24.
51Diana Carroll: “Talking to the Dead: an ethnographic study of contemporary spiri-
tualism in Australia”. PhD thesis. School of Communication, International Studies, and
Languages, University of South Australia, 2013.
52http://www.australianspiritualistcentre.com/
53Carroll, “Talking to the Dead: an ethnographic study of contemporary spiritualism in
Australia”, pp. iii, 100, 103.
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of their hands, once more, though only for the time being, clothed
with earthly matter; and I have heard their voice in sounds of
human speech, though issuing apparently from empty space. To
all these astounding facts I readily and joyfully bear witness.54
Walter Richardson, first President of the Victorian Association of Progres-
sive Spiritualists, wrote:
Is Spiritualism true? This is the main point at issue between those
who accept, and those who reject it. Is it a monstrous delusion
permitted by the Almighty for the destruction of souls, in what
theologians tell us are the latter days, or is it a reality? Is it a fact
that under certain conditions at present imperfectly understood,
our departed relatives have the power to manifest their objective
reality, and to demonstrate their continued existence ? This is
the fundamental, question, the truth of which Spiritualists declare
they have evidence of, and a putting forward of any other matter
for discussion until this is disposed of, is but an avoidance of the
main issue.55
After this, what a sad falling-off it is to Diana Carroll’s condescending
quotation marks:
For practising Spiritualists these experiences are as ‘real’ to them
as are all the other experiences that comprise their ‘real’ life.
The affirmation, knowledge, comfort, and support they find in
Spiritualism keeps them believing and returning each week to
their chosen Spiritualist Group.56
Jung is said to have remarked that what his elderly patients needed most
was a consoling factitious truth—almost anything would do. The literature
54Augustus Mueller: The Religious Aspect of Spiritualism and Its Relation to the Churches,
a lecture delivered by Dr. A. Mueller at Yackandandah. Melbourne: W.H. Terry, 188?, p. 7.
55Walter Lindesay Richardson: Are These Things True?: and, if so, what are the logical
inferences? Melbourne: W.H. Terry, 1872, pp. 4–5.
56Carroll, “Talking to the Dead: an ethnographic study of contemporary spiritualism in
Australia”, p. 8.
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of nineteenth-century spiritualism cannot be construed in this sense, and its
interpreters have some obligation to say whether the ball is in or out. Were
the phenomena really real (not just ‘real’)?
3.7 Overviews
The Encyclopedia of Religion in Australia, edited by the demographer James
Jupp, includes a careful, five-page notice of spiritualism by Professor Jupp
himself.57 Jupp notes that while in the 1880s spiritualism attracted ‘a re-
markable number of highly-educated public men, especially in Melbourne’, it
does no longer, ‘[partly] because spiritualism has been infected right from its
origins by charlatans seeking a living, despite the honest beliefs of most of its
followers.’ Jupp does not name the highly-educated public men, nor indicate
their number, and the implication, that therefore their views are to be taken
seriously, is left hanging. He is probably referring to Motherwell, Richardson,
and a few other members of Melbourne’s medical establishment, but it is
worth bearing in mind that this group attracted considerable criticism in the
press at the time from writers who expected something better from them.
(We may also note that medical gentlemen, highly educated or otherwise,
were anyway not considered members of the upper caste of Victorian society.)
Jupp’s view of the matter seems to imply that spiritualism had some
‘honest’—presumably not self-deluded—followers and that the revelations of
mediums and the ‘phenomena’ they produced were both what they seemed
to be and intrinsically important: that a spiritualism purged of undesirables
is possible and worthy of attention. Jupp appears pleased that spiritualism
in Australia has achieved some degree of respectability, ‘celebrating and
registering the same rites of passage as the major religions, and believing, like
them, in an after-life in the spirit world’.58 It might be suggested, on the other
hand, that an anodyne belief in the hereafter, a Laodicean attitude to dogma,
and the State’s approval to record marriages, are marks of a religion that is
57James Jupp, ed.: The Encyclopedia of Religion in Australia. Melbourne: Cambridge
University Press, 2009.
58Ibid., p. 575.
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no longer distinguishable from the blandest Christian-flavoured religiosity,
scarcely counting as a religion at all. In 2006 Australia had 9,845 self-declared
spiritualists.59
Religious Bodies in Australia, by Robert Humphreys and Rowland Ward,
briefly describes spiritualists and spiritualism. On Humphreys and Ward’s
interpretation of the Commonwealth census statistics, spiritualists numbered
1,534 in 1901.60 They note that there were forty Victorian Union of Spiritualist
churches in that State between the wars.
3.8 Mentioned in passing
Apart from Smith’s work and, following him, that of Gabay, Australian
nineteenth-century spiritualism usually appears in serious scholarship only in
passing, most notably in biography, often with the embarrassed author strugg-
ling to understand why his subject has suddenly taken up such preposterous
nonsense.
Lurline Stuart, for example, the biographer of the Melbourne journalist
and critic James Smith, attributes Smith’s announcement in 1873 that the
world was soon to be destroyed by magnetic fire to the malign hypnotic
influence of the Flinders Street ‘electro-biologist’ and spiritualist medium Mrs
Jackson.61
Bruce Steele’s life of Walter Richardson implies that Richardson’s en-
thusiastic adoption of spiritualism—with Richardson writing excitedly from
England that ‘the [levitated] medium was entranced and was carried about
the room, writing on the ceiling’62—was an early sign of his growing syphilitic
madness.63. (Walter Richardson, an obstetrician, was the father of ‘Henry
Handel’ Ethel Richardson, the novelist. ‘Henry Handel’ Ethel Florence
59Jupp, The Encyclopedia of Religion in Australia, p. 573.
60Humphreys, R. and R. Ward: Religious bodies in Australia: A comprehensive guide.
Melbourne, Vic.: New Melbourne Press, 1995.
61Lurline Stuart: James Smith: the making of a colonial culture. Sydney: Allen & Unwin,
1989, p. 138.
62Harbinger of Light, January 1874, p. 676.
63Bruce Steele: Walter Lindesay Richardson MD: a Victorian seeker. North Melbourne,
Victoria: Australian Scholarly Publishing Pty Ltd, 2013.
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Richardson was herself deeply interested in spiritualism.64 The Richardson
family lived in Ballarat for several years, later moving to Melbourne, where
Walter Richardson helped to form the Victorian Association of Progressive
Spiritualists, becoming its first president in 1870).
Alfred Deakin’s biographer John La Nauze devoted a chapter of his Alfred
Deakin: a biography to Deakin’s spiritualism and mysticism, but he was
‘not impressed’ by his subject’s infatuation with these things, and quotes a
reviewer’s opinion of the matter, that ‘There is a good deal in Deakin’s earlier
‘spiritual’ adventures, and in his somewhat later flirtings with theosophy, to
justify the opinion of some of those who knew him. . . that in these early years
“his mind was birdlimed for any stray notion to settle on” ’.65
Australian spiritualism is occasionally encountered in other areas of study.
Jill Roe’s history of Theosophy in Australia, Beyond Belief,66 for example,
explores the Theosophists’ dismissal of spiritualism as a crude and incomplete
anticipation of their own religious understandings. In tracing the drift of
believers from it to Theosophy, she briefly describes spiritualism in Melbourne
and Sydney in the late nineteenth century.
Faces of the Living Dead, by Martyn Jolly,67 records the fad for pho-
tographing spirits, which began in the 1890s. Photography was then still
to some degree a technological novelty, but ‘seemed to offer the incredible
possibility that the eternal desire to communicate with the departed might
finally be realisable’.68 As a photomedia expert, Jolly does not shy away
from the fact that spirit photographs, with their ghostly ‘guides’, ectoplasm,
spirit forms and faces, were fakes, all of them. He insists, however, that spirit
photography is more than a monument to human credulity and superstition.
The photographs ‘speak to us more strongly of faith, desire, love and loss,
64Barbara Jessie Finlayson: “Chasing the Ghost of Spiritualism in Henry Handel Richard-
son’s Life and Fiction”. PhD thesis. Bundoora, Victoria: La Trobe University, 2013.
65John Andrew La Nauze: Alfred Deakin: a biography. Carlton, Vic: Melbourne Univer-
sity Press, 1965, p. 64.
66Jill Roe: Beyond Belief: Theosophy in Australia 1879–1939. Kensington: New South
Wales University Press, 1986.
67Martyn Jolly: Faces of the Living Dead. Carlton, Vic.: Miegunyah Press, 2006.
68See also La Pietra, Anita: “The Imperfect Medium: spiritualism, science and photo-
graphic truth in the nineteenth century”. PhD thesis. Clayton, Vic.: Monash University,
2014.
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than gullibility.’ By this formula Jolly avoids the need to take refuge in
the transparent sophistry of pretending that the phenomena were or could
have been veridical. In Jolly’s view the photographs had an ‘affective’ truth
(though not a ‘forensic’ truth) for those who saw their departed loved ones in
them.
Spiritualism as theatrical performance has received some attention in
Australian cultural studies. In ‘Victorian Spiritualism and Other Black Come-
dies’, Melissa Bellanta reminds us that the phenomena of spiritualism were
often treated as a form of popular entertainment rather than evidence of a
religious revelation: ‘. . .many people . . . were neither especially ardent nor
condemnatory about spiritualism during the Victorian era. They treated
spiritualist belief not with faithful devotion or rationalist scorn, not with
conscientious enquiry or progressive hopes, but rather with frivolity’.69 The
Davenport brothers, for example, American magician-entertainers, who af-
fected to have spiritualist powers, or at least didn’t deny it, toured Australia
in the 1870s, amusing audiences with slapstick stage shows imitating and
poking fun at spiritualist ‘phenomena’.
3.9 Other sources
The Power Beyond, described by the author Bruce Williams as a ‘sketch
of the progress of Spiritualism within Australia’ is a worthwhile, though
uncritical, amateur history of Australian spiritualism.70 To some degree the
book’s ‘profiles of the pioneers’ and bibliography, though patchy, make up for
its shortcomings.
3.10 Neglect
To summarise: spiritualism’s place in Australian religious history, not to men-
tion broader Australian history, has been almost entirely ignored, academic
69Melissa Bellanta: “Victorian Spiritualism and Other Black Comedies”. In: Meanjin
Quarterly 70.1 (2011), pp. 119–25, p. 121.
70Bruce Williams: The Power Beyond. Glebe, N.S.W.: Wild and Woolley Pty Ltd, 1996.
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scholarship has yet to explore and chart its literature, and the prolegomena to
future studies have not been written. Unfortunately, a hundred and fifty years
after its zenith, nineteenth-century spiritualism is still a little disreputable,
even faintly ridiculous. Many people find it disconcerting to discover that
their great-grandfathers, sober Victorian gentlemen in side-whiskers, could
take a serious interest in levitating tables and messages from beyond the
grave, especially when their earnest beliefs were frequently rendered absurd
by the exposure of spiritualist mediums as frauds and charlatans.
3.11 Conclusion
The chapter has reviewed the main literature on Australian spiritualism, and
glanced at a few episodes in the history of the movement. It has surveyed sev-
eral of the historiographical problems, not all of them peculiar to spiritualism,
that have been encountered by other writers on the subject.
The most influential academic historical study of spiritualism in Australia
is that of Al Gabay, his Messages from Beyond. The personal, social, and
intellectual circumstances in which it has its roots have been described. Some
of the book’s shortcomings have been criticised.
Only a handful of research projects, most of them ethnographic, have
addressed spiritualism in Australia. These have been discussed briefly.
Chapter 4
W.H. Terry
In the second half of the nineteenth century Australia’s most energetic and
influential spiritualist—medium, mesmeric healer, spiritualist publisher, occult
bookseller, organiser, public speaker, debater, teacher, and promoter—was
William Henry Terry, proprietor of the ‘Liberal and Reform Book Depot’, a
bookshop, herbal medicine grocery, and clairvoyant healing clinic in Russell
Street, Melbourne. ‘The history of Spiritualism in the colony of Victoria’,
said the English spiritualist journal Medium and Daybreak in 1880, ‘is in some
respects the history of Mr Terry’.1
It was Terry who founded and edited the Harbinger of Light, Victoria’s
(and Australia’s) most influential and widely-circulated spiritualist journal of
the time, described by Gabay as a ‘clearing house for progressive heterodoxy’
and the ‘acknowledged organ of Australian spiritualism’.2 Not all of its
contemporaries believed the Harbinger ’s ‘progressive heterodoxy’ to be such
a good thing. Reviewing its first number, the Beechworth Ovens and Murray
Advertiser offered the very faint praise that ‘. . . the general tone of the
Harbinger does not appear so rabid as was that of its defunct predecessor, the
Glow-Worm’.3 A local Melbourne paper wrote that ‘It is not our intention
to attempt a criticism of this new light, for the simple reason that, having
1Medium and Daybreak, vol. 11, no. 549, 8 October 1880, p. 643. The Medium and
Daybreak was the dominant British spiritualist newspaper of the period.
2Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 95–129.
3Ovens and Murray Advertiser, Tuesday 6 September 1870, p. 2.
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by a severe effort, read through nearly the whole of it, we are still as much
in the dark as ever as to what it means’.4 Terry was the first secretary of
the Victorian Association of Progressive Spiritualists, which he helped to
found, and he was also the force behind the Melbourne Progressive Lyceum.
This was a spiritualist Sunday school; Terry was its first Conductor. Terry
arranged, sponsored, and promoted speaking tours by celebrated mediums
and fought government restrictions on Sunday spiritualist lectures. He was
one of Melbourne’s most persistent and vigorous opponents of the Christian
religion, ‘a tireless worker for the Rational Faith of spiritualism’, and ‘a
recognised leader of the Australian movement overseas’.5
In Messages from Beyond Al Gabay devotes an admiring chapter to
Terry, the book’s longest,6 and the Australian historian F.B. Smith gave him
several laudatory paragraphs in Religion and Freethought in Melbourne7 and
Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century.8 Not surprisingly, the
entry for W.H. Terry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, also written
by F.B. Smith, is uniformly favourable. Terry, wrote Smith grandly, was not
only an honorary member of the British National Association of Spiritualists
and an Australian representative of the spiritualist movement on his visit to
the United States of America, but also ‘an inaugural fellow and councillor of
the Theosophical Society in Australia’ and ‘an advocate of vegetarianism and
temperance’,9 implying without justification that these offices and activities
could only be to his credit.
4The Telegraph, St Kilda, Prahran and South Yarra Guardian, Saturday 17 September
1870, p. 6.
5Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 99.
6Ibid., pp. 92–129.
7Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 61.
8Smith, “Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century”.
9F.B. Smith, ‘Terry, William Henry (1836–1913)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography,
National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au-
/biography/terry-william-henry-4704/text7797.
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4.1 Terry’s historians
Al Gabay’s biography of W.H. Terry in Messages from Beyond describes
him as a member, the most visible, of a ‘potent triumvirate’ at the heart of
spiritualism in Victoria.10 The other two were the wealthy American merchant
Thomas Welton Stanford and Dr James Motherwell, a prominent Collins
Street medical gentleman.
Gabay’s main sources appear to have been (1) James Smith’s short bio-
graphical notice of Terry in the Cyclopedia of Victoria; (2) three items by
F.B. Smith: his 1960 M.A. thesis, his 1965 ‘Spiritualism in Victoria’ article,
and his entry for Terry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography ; (3) the
reminiscences of Terry as recounted to Mrs Annie Bright and published by
her in an article in the Harbinger of Light in 1904 (she was the journal’s new
editor when Terry retired); and (4) a few paragraphs by Emma Hardinge
Britten about Terry in her Nineteeth Century Miracles.11
These four sources are unreliable, however, and the tale that Gabay
distills from them is both tendentious and inaccurate. The Cyclopedia entry
is advertorial puffery by a fellow spiritualist; F.B. Smith, writing without
present-day historians’ instant access to searchable digital archives, was
hampered by limited access to the facts; Terry, naturally concerned to give
a good account of himself, was rather too economical with the truth; and
Emma Britten’s Nineteeth Century Miracles is hagiography, not history.
4.2 James Smith’s Terry
Putting maximum spin on Terry’s supposed healing talents, James Smith’s
Cyclopedia article introduces him as a ‘Chemist and Medical Botanist’ (phar-
macy was a trade for which Terry had no formal qualifications at all), wanders
in a dignified fashion through Terry’s achievements as an organiser of the spiri-
tualist movement—the Harbinger was ‘the representative organ’ of Australian
10Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 31–34.
11Excluding F.B. Smith’s 1965 article, these are the sources Gabay cites at Messages
from Beyond, p. 222, fn. 42.
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spiritualism, goes on to boast that Terry was ‘elected an Honorary Member
of the British National Association of Spiritualists’—and ends by endorsing
Terry’s spiritualist beliefs with the fatuous remark, spuriously flattering both
to Terry and to Smith, himself a spiritualist, that ‘[Terry] has lived to witness
a cause which was ridiculed and despised when he first embraced it espoused
and vindicated by some of the leading scientists and men of letters in Europe
and America’.12
4.3 F.B. Smith’s Terry
In his thesis and article, F.B. Smith gives very little circumstantial detail
about W.H. Terry and his contribution to Victorian spiritualism. A single
paragraph in the thesis and two in the article are enough to have Terry ‘arrive
in Victoria from London’, develop ‘a thriving drapery business’, convert
to spiritualism, become the first secretary of the Victorian Association of
Progressive Spiritualists and establish the Harbinger of Light.13 At four
paragraphs, Smith’s entry for Terry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography
is longer, but much of the additional information is false, unsubstantiated,
or speculative. In the absence of hard fact, F.B. Smith is content to take
Terry at his word—‘at Berigny’s and Crookes’s circles William discovered
that he possessed mediumistic skills’—and to sit in (favourable) judgement on
Terry’s character. Terry, according to Smith, was steadfast, evidently sincere,
mild in public, constructive, hard working, and the possessor of considerable
administrative and financial acumen.14 As we shall see, this is a rather
flattering characterisation of W.H. Terry. Though he may have been a shrewd
businessman, he was also devious, unpleasant, and self-serving, and there is
12James Smith, ed.: The Cyclopedia of Victoria: an historical and commercial review.
Melbourne: The Cyclopedia Company, 1904, p. 234. See also Henry Morin-Humphreys,
ed.: Men of the Time in Australia: Victorian series. Melbourne: M’Carron, Bird, 1878,
pp. clxxv–clxxvi.
13Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 61; and see Smith,
“Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century”, p. 258.
14F.B. Smith, ‘Terry, William Henry’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Cen-
tre of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/terry-
william-henry-4704/text7797.
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considerable evidence that Terry not only connived at but participated in the
faking and rigging of a great amount of spiritualist ‘phenomena’.
4.4 Terry’s Terry
Terry’s portrait of himself in his 1904 interview with Annie Bright is mostly a
recollection or, to be more accurate, a highly stylised re-telling, of a believer’s
journey—his own in this case—from scepticism to acceptance, with signs
and wonders, and Unseen Intelligences guiding his footsteps. One climactic
moment was the decision to set up a bookshop and healing clinic. On his
own account of it, bravely obeying the spirits’ summons Terry
. . . installed his father in a shop in Russell Street, the first one
of its kind in Australia for the sale of Spiritualistic literature,
disposed of his business, took up his quarters at the bookshop
and began the practice of healing.15
Or, as Gabay explains, Terry
. . . installed his father in his Spiritualist bookshop and herbal
emporium at 84 Russell Street, Melbourne, the first of its kind
in Australia, and disposed of his other business interests; then
taking up his quarters at the back of the bookshop, he opened a
healing practice’.16
There was more to it than that, as we shall see.
4.5 Emma Britten’s Terry
Gabay’s fourth source for Terry was spiritualism’s indefatigable Anglo-Amer-
ican itinerant propagandist Emma Hardinge Britten, who never failed to
present ‘leading’ spiritualists and their achievements in a good light. She
15Harbinger of Light, August 1904, p. 8487.
16Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 33.
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had given a series of very well received lectures in Melbourne in 1878,17 and
knew Terry well, but Mrs Britten had a small problem about recording his
successes. She and the Victorian Association of Spiritualists, of which Terry
was Secretary, had had a nasty falling out over her remuneration, which
she thought inadequate.18 However, perhaps gritting her teeth a little, in
her history of the movement Nineteenth Century Miracles she avoided the
problem and managed to anoint Terry with fulsome praise anyway by quoting
at length from favourable passages about him by other spiritualist authors.19
(Of course, the ultimate source for much of her (quoted) information about
Terry was Terry himself, and it is hard to believe that a man who soberly
reported that he had seen one of his fellow spiritualists levitate ‘as Mr Home
[levitated]’20 was a wholly reliable witness, especially to the events of his own
life.)
4.6 A different Terry
Gabay’s account of Terry, constructed largely from these four dubious sources,
is a rather mannered portrait of a sensitive working-class boy who, on be-
coming convinced of ‘the reality of [spiritualist] phenomena’ and discovering
himself to possess ‘clairvoyant healing powers’, ‘desired to extend his healing
work’ and opened a ‘healing practice’ and bookshop.21
From the evidence, however, it is possible to derive a more true-to-life and
interesting picture of W.H. Terry and a better understanding of Melbourne
and Victorian spiritualism.
It is necessary to go back a couple of generations, to W.H. Terry’s paternal
grandfather, a London bookseller named William Terry. In 1829, William’s
son, W.H. Terry’s father Thomas Charles Terry (1800–1876), an Islington
17The Argus, Monday 18 March 1878, p. 4.
18Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 133–35.
19Emma Hardinge Britten: Nineteenth Century Miracles: or, Spirits and their work in
every country of the earth. London: William Britten, 1883, pp. 230–32.
20Human Nature vol. 4, no. 8, August 1870, pp. 382–83.
21Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 31–33.
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cheesemonger and freethinking Liberal Unitarian, married Ann Law, daughter
of a well-known bookseller named Charles Law (1764–1827). Charles Law
was the son of Bedwell Law (d. 1798), also a bookseller.
Thomas Charles Terry and his wife Ann had five children: Thomas Charles
(1830–1857) [Terry claims to have contacted his dead brother Thomas in a
séance in Melbourne in 1859.22], Robert (b. 1832), Martha Ann (1834–1893),
William Henry (1836–1913), and another child (b. 1837, died before 1876).
In 1837 Thomas Charles Terry’s wife died. In 1843, his cheese business went
bankrupt. In 1853, at the age of 53, still describing himself as a cheesemonger,
Thomas Charles Terry took passage on the Emigrant—unassisted passage,
paying his own way, without Government help—to the colony of Victoria.
With him was his daughter Martha, then 19, and son Robert, 21, who like
his father gave his profession as cheesemonger. They landed in Melbourne on
29 April; Thomas Charles’s son William Henry, also an unassisted emigrant,
arrived on the Hempsyke on 16 August, travelling with a woman named Mary
Terry, 40 years old, possibly a relative. He was 17.
In the early part of the century Islington was still a middle class address,
and before his bankruptcy Thomas Terry and his family had been part of
the suburb’s moderately well-off. To repair his fortunes in Australia, Terry,
previously in trade, naturally enough turned to shopkeeping.
Within a few years of his arrival, he and his sons Robert and William
Henry were operating a grocery business at Flemington, a few miles from
central Melbourne, first stop on the main routes to the goldfields at Mt
Alexander and Ballarat. The store was also the Flemington post office; from
1856 until 1873 Robert Terry was the Flemington postmaster.23 Robert and
his brother W.H. went formally into partnership and their post-office and
store prospered. Thomas Charles Terry, meanwhile, joined in a business
partnership with a Flemington draper named Henry Bamford, who had had
shops on the goldfields.
In 1858, at the age of 24, Martha Terry married her father’s partner Henry
22See below, p. 100.
23State of Victoria Early Postal Cancels (and History) Illustrated, Section III: January
to August 1854, pp. 17–19. (http://www.stampboards.com/viewtopic.php?f=13&t=16494)
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Bamford, 29 years old, and W.H. Terry, 22, married Martha Robinson, also
22, daughter of a struggling Emerald Hill painter and glazier called Edward
Robinson. Children followed.
In 1862 the Melbourne to Bendigo railway was officially opened and
Flemington lost much of its importance as a stop on the route to the gold-
fields.24 Henry Bamford and Thomas Charles Terry dissolved their drapery
partnership, and Bamford, who had owned a house in Flemington,25 moved
to Castlemaine, where in 1869 he made an unsuccessful attempt to set up
a draper’s shop in the main street.26 By 1874 Bamford had found new em-
ployment in Castlemaine as a letter carrier (postman). Among his post-office
colleagues were John Paton and Henry Green, both spiritualists.27 ‘R. & W.
Terry’ partners began another grocery shop—‘grocery and wine and spirit
merchants’—at St Kilda. W.H. appears to have operated this, with Robert
managing the post-office and store in Flemington. Later, when W.H. Terry
moved out of the grocery business and the brothers were no longer business
partners, Robert began a career as a publican, licencee of the Phoenix Hotel
in Port Melbourne.28
The Terrys did well in business, buying a ‘handsome brick cottage’, which
they sold in 1869,29 and investing in a speculative block of land in Maidstone.30
At the end of the decade, however, W.H. Terry abandoned the grocery trade
and, reverting to the profession of both his grandfathers and his maternal great
grandfather, opened a bookshop on Russell Street, near the southeastern
corner of its intersection with Bourke Street.31 Cargo manifests of ships
arriving in Hobson’s Bay began to list cases of books consigned to W.H.
Terry rather than the previous shovels, axes, and brooms.32 From 1869
24The Argus, Tuesday 7 October 1862, p. 6.
25The Age, Thursday 12 March 1863, p. 1.
26The Argus, Friday 21 March 1862, p. 8; Mount Alexander Mail, Thursday 25 November
1869, p. 1., The Age, Tuesday 1 November 1870, p 4.
27See below, p. 243.
28Victorian Government Gazette, 38, 3 June 1870, p. 832; The Record and Emerald Hill
and Sandridge Advertiser, Thursday 25 June 1874, p. 2.
29The Argus, Thursday 27 May 1869, p. 8.
30Sunshine Advocate, Friday 18 February 1938 p. 9.
31The Australasian, Saturday 18 December 1869, p. 15.
32The Age, Tuesday 17 March 1868, p. 4; Thursday 14 January 1869, p. 3; 15 November
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‘Spiritualist Books’ were available at Terry’s bookshop, ‘96 Russell-street,
next Stanford’s’. Planchettes could be bought there ‘with directions for use’,33
and soon afterwards, ‘The Mediascope and Psychometer, an interesting little
instrument, showing the currents of magnetism that constantly flow from
the human body’ was also being offered for sale.34 Some people, it was said,
were ‘capable of holding communication with deceased friends through it’.35
Advertisements for the bookshop began to appear in Melbourne and regional
newspapers:
W.H. Terry Bookseller, 96 Russell Street
Importer of Advanced Literature
Works on Spiritism–Mesmerism–Harmonial Philosophy–Banner
of Light–and other Periodicals devoted to the same subjects.
Planchettes–Paper etc. Catalogues gratis.36
Terry by now was well launched on his bookselling and publishing career.
‘W.H. Terry’s Spiritual and Reform Book Depot, 96 Russell Street, one
door from Bourke Street’ did very well, and within a few years W.H. Terry
‘begged to inform his friends and the public generally that he had removed to
more commodious premises, No. 84 Russell Street (Five doors further up, on
the same side)’.37 There, comfortably situated, with a two-story brick shop
and a ‘fine brick-built two-story house. . . supplied with every requisite for
respectable family accommodation upstairs and down’,38 Terry sold occult
and spiritualist literature and offered his services as a herbalist and clairvoyant
healer. His father Thomas later occupied the Russell Street house; Terry
himself lived in fashionable East Melbourne, at 27 Gipps Street.39 In Gipps
Street Terry was a ten-minute walk from Stanford’s mansion in Clarendon
1870, p. 2.
33The Argus, Saturday 13 November 1869, p. 7; The Australasian, Saturday 18 December
1869, p. 15.
34The Argus, Thursday 17 March 1870, p. 1.
35Religio-Philosophical Journal, 9 April 1870, p. 3.
36Mount Alexander Mail, Thursday 3 February 1870, p. 3.
37Harbinger of Light, June 1875, p. 841.
38The Argus, Saturday 31 August 1872, p. 2.
39The Argus, Friday 17 October 1873, p. 3.
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Street. Dr Motherwell’s favourite medium, Mrs Loudon, lived just around
the corner in Simpson Street.
4.7 Thomas Welton Stanford
When Terry opened his first shop in Russell Street, next door, on the corner of
Bourke street, stood the Singer sewing machine headquarters of his landlord,
the wealthy American merchant Thomas Welton Stanford.40 Stanford’s shop
was three stories high, ‘erected at great cost, and presenting an imposing
appearance, unsurpassed by any place of business of this class in the city’.41
As his advertisements in the Harbinger boasted, Stanford was ‘Exclusive
Australian agent for Singer’s New Noiseless Lock-Stitch Sewing Machine, and
agent for the Universal Cog-Wheel Clothes Wringer, and Eagle Brand Con-
densed Milk and Coffee’.42 Since his arrival in Melbourne with a speculative
cargo of kerosene lamps in 1860, Stanford had built a large commercial empire
for himself and was on his way to acquiring an impressive fortune. Like Terry,
though on a larger scale, Stanford had an eye for the commercial possibilities
of new ideas and technologies, and the neighbouring entrepreneurs became
friends.
In 1870 Stanford’s young wife Minnie died in childbirth, just 23, only eight
months after their marriage.43 According to Annie Bright, who published an
interview with him in 1904, Stanford had begun to investigate the phenomena
of spiritualism, ‘table-turning, rapping and so forth, while still a resident of
his native land’, so he may already have been disposed in his grief to turn to
its consolations.44 Be that as it may, from this period Stanford was drawn into
very close association with the figures at the centre of Melbourne spiritualism,
chief of them his commercial neighbour and fellow businessman W.H. Terry,
40The Argus, Saturday 31 August 1872, p. 2.
41The Argus, Saturday 31 August 1872, p. 2.
42Harbinger of Light, September 1870, p. 12. Stanford’s advertisements continued in the
Harbinger for many years.
43The Argus, Thursday 13 May 1869, p. 4; The Age, Saturday 8 January
1870, p. 2. See also East Melbourne Historical Society, at: http://emhs.org.au/hist-
ory/buildings/east_melbourne_clarendon_street_180_stanford_house.
44Harbinger of Light, September 1904, pp. 8509–11.
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and he began to apply his money in support of the Cause.
The death of Minnie Stanford was followed within months by the founding,
in September 1870, of the Harbinger of Light (editor, W.H. Terry; major
advertiser, W.H. Terry) and the establishment, in October, of the Victorian
Association of Progressive Spiritualists (Secretary, W.H. Terry) with, as
Gabay notes, ‘the generous financial backing of Thomas Stanford’.45
Meanwhile, Dr James Motherwell began to attend spiritualist Circles
on Sunday mornings (convener, W.H. Terry). Convinced in 1864 by W.H.
Terry that the sources of séance phenomena were discarnate spirits,46 in 1869
Motherwell had formed a Circle of his own (Secretary, W.H. Terry) which met
at his Collins Street residence regularly, sometimes twice a week, for the next
two decades, attracting such celebrities as a ‘prominent Federal statesman of
world-wide reputation’ [Alfred Deakin, who] ‘was led to investigate through
benefits derived from Mr Terry’s diagnosis [and became] a constant visitor
at Dr Motherwell’s séance room.47 Deakin’s first flirtations with spiritualism
included sittings with the Castlemaine, later Melbourne, medium Mrs Paton,
friend and collaborator of Mrs Bamford, another Castlemaine medium. Mrs
Bamford was W.H. Terry’s sister.48 Mrs Paton served as medium in some
séances held by his father at the Deakin home in South Yarra, with ‘Messrs
Deakin, senior and junior. . . present’.49
Motherwell’s was Melbourne’s most fashionable Circle. Only people at
the upper end of the spiritualist movement were welcome and, naturally, only
the better sorts of spirits were in attendance.
One illustrious visitor was the Prince Consort who, dead for nineteen years,
45Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 31.
46Harbinger of Light, 1 May 1886, p. 3200. See also The Late Dr Motherwell. Bound
with pamphlets on rational religion by H.J. Browne. Melbourne: s.n.
47Harbinger of Light, August 1905, pp. 8730–31.
48Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 263. Denovan’s book has the subtitle
‘lectures, addresses and record of the spiritual phenomena, culled from the writings of
eminent authors, mediums, magazines and newspapers connected with the great spiritual
movement of my time, with copious memoranda of my own investigations and experiences
as to the truth of these things’. See also John Rickard: A Family Romance: the Deakins at
home. Carlton South, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 1996, p. 12. and see below, p. 229.
49Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 263.
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announced his presence to Motherwell’s group in 1880. Wearing what appeared
to be the blue Garter Ribband and bowing courteously to the Circle, Prince
Albert ‘expressed a desire’ to speak on national affairs. Addressing the Circle
as ‘my good friends on earth’, he defended the English Government against
the accusations of the Irish Liberator, Daniel O’Connell, but spoke strenuously
against Coercion, and denounced clumsy English attempts to suppress Irish
liberties. At a later séance, the Prince was accompanied by spirits of the
Liberator himself, and of the Irish nationalist and Republican Robert Emmett,
and other distinguished Irish patriots and several recently deceased English
statesmen. Motherwell had the Prince’s spirit communications published,
as The ‘Prince Consort’ on Irish Affairs.50 Political agitation of this kind
was not normally part of the spiritualist social program, such as it was, and
it must have been gratifying to Motherwell and Richardson, both Irish, to
have such eminent spiritual Beings involve themselves in terrestrial affairs,
especially as it was on the right side.
The controlling spirit of the Circle was Dr Elliotson, a well-known English
proponent of mesmerism, who had died in 1861. (Motherwell had met Elliotson
in England, and they had corresponded on medical aspects of mesmerism, with
Motherwell publishing case histories in Elliotson’s The Zoist). Elliotson often
also served as control for the medium Mrs Martha Bamford. The first medium
of Motherwell’s Circle had been Mr George Stow, Terry’s business partner,
‘whose healing powers had been developed through Mr Terry’s magnetism’.51
‘Mr Stow [could] be consulted from 2 till 6 at Mr Terry’s, 84 Russell Street’.52
Stow was followed by Mrs Bamford, Terry’s sister.
Melbourne spiritualism was beginning to look like W.H. Terry Pty Ltd,
and it is interesting to consider how well Terry was doing out of it. In 1873,
while an application from her husband W.H. Terry for judicial separation
was being considered by the Victorian Supreme Court,53 Mrs Terry applied
50J.B.M. (James Motherwell): The ‘Prince Consort’ on Irish Affairs: a communication
received at a Melbourne Circle. Printed for private circulation. Melbourne: Stephens, late
E. Purton & Co., 1881.
51Harbinger of Light, August 1904, p. 8487.
52Harbinger of Light, June 1875, p. 841.
53See p. 72.
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for alimony pendente lite (with litigation in progress). The hearing ruled
that Terry should pay her £1 per week retrospectively from the date of his
application and £1.1.0 weekly until further ordered. These amounts were
calculated according to his capacity to pay. This meant his income. Terry
had good reason, therefore, to minimise his stated annual earnings; even so,
his 1871 gross income, as sworn before the court, was £1269.9.1. In 1872 it
had increased to £1329.14.9. Terry, of course, exaggerated his expenses (‘Mr
Webb [representing Martha Terry] commented on the large amount set down
as business expenses, and remarked that the land [one of Terry’s property
speculations] said to be worth only £4 was valued by the petitioner at £50.’).
With expenses deducted, Terry calculated his net income, including what he
derived from practising as a herbalist and mesmeriser, to be £280 in 1871
and £240 in 1872. Martha Terry’s legal advisers asserted that he was making
£400 per annum.54 This was at the better end of middle-class incomes. By
comparison, in 1873 a report tabled in the Victorian Legislative Assembly on
the salary of public school teachers in 1872 suggested that a fair income for a
teacher would be between £150 and £175.55.
Terry’s spiritualist enterprises were earning him at least double, and
possibly treble, the salary of a school teacher. Or, to put it in more immediate
terms, he expected his estranged wife to live on £1 a week, while he himself
pocketed between five and eight times that amount.
The multi-faceted business operation W.H. Terry had created for himself
in Russell Street was doing very well indeed.
4.8 Terry at work
By 1879 Terry, though completely unqualified, had got himself registered as
a chemist by the Victorian Pharmacy Board, and in addition to his herbal
cures was now selling prescription medicine. In March that year, no doubt
distracted by more important matters, he dispensed a 12 oz. bottle of a
chloroform mixture, which should have been 8 oz. of chloric ether and was
54Melbourne Leader, Saturday 20 December 1873, p. 21.
55Melbourne Leader, Saturday 24 May 1873, p. 21.
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twenty times more powerful. He gave the dose as half a wineglassful, a hefty
swig, many times more than the specified two tablespoonsful. Enquiries
revealed that Terry had been recommended for membership of the Phar-
maceutical Society by a fellow spiritualist, one of his converts, Dr James
Motherwell.56 Motherwell had had his own problems with prescriptions. In
1865, in court giving evidence in the case of a baby killed by a carelessly
written chemist’s prescription, Motherwell explained that ‘he had doubts
about its [the prescription’s] perspicuity, but did not like to correct another
medical gentleman’. When it was thus revealed that the prescription had
been sighted by Motherwell, the case against the chemist’s assistant, who had
been charged with causing the death of a child, was immediately withdrawn.
The episode did not enhance Motherwell’s reputation.57
To supplement his Russell Street healing, Terry offered a remote diagnostic
service for 10/- a time, applying his medical-clairvoyant powers to a lock
of hair the sufferer would send him through the mail, though in 1872 Terry
wrote to the Age carefully denying that he claimed to be able ‘to successfully
prescribe for the most obscure and dangerous diseases’ by means of a lock
of hair.58 Terry’s postal diagnosis was doubtless a great convenience to his
country clients, and certainly much cheaper than travelling to the city. In 1888
a one-way first-class rail ticket to Melbourne from Kerang, on the northern
border of the colony, cost 29s 9d.59 With accommodation expenses included,
it was ten times cheaper for a sick person in the country to post a lock of hair
than to travel to Melbourne for a personal consultation.
Terry’s diagnoses were not always accurate, however, and his cures were
not uniformly efficacious. In 1871 a Mr George Cook of Ararat, who had been
unwell for some time, sent Terry a lock of hair, enclosing the usual ten shillings
for his clairvoyant services. Terry diagnosed his condition as weak lungs, a
hard liver, poor digestion, and bad circulation, sending Cook, for an extra
fee, herbal medicine to cure it. However, the mischievous spirits were teasing
Terry, or possibly testing his faith, for they failed to reveal the real cause of
56The Argus, Thursday 13 March 1879, p. 7.
57The Age, Thursday 14 March 1867, p. 5.
58The Age, Wednesday 24 January 1872, p. 2.
59The Mildura Cultivator, Thursday 2 August 1888, p. 12.
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Mr Cook’s illness, an aortic aneurysm so bad it was beginning to protrude
through his chest. An Ararat doctor named James Galbraith investigated the
case, agreed that Cook no doubt felt better for the diagnosis and treatment—
‘the wish was father to the thought’—but insisted that Cook’s false hopes
could not be of any real use, and in fact ‘the day that Mr Cook attempts to
do another day’s work in this world, that day will be his last’.60 (Gabay notes
without comment that Alfred Deakin believed Terry’s ‘remarkable diagnoses
and treatment of diseases’ were ‘remarkable for the general success attending
them, even in difficult cases. . . I never heard of a single mistake in their
prescription’.61)
A few years later, in 1874, Terry was again embarrassed by the spirits. A
farmer from Redesdale, near Castlemaine, was ‘being treated by Mr Terry,
the spiritist practitioner of Melbourne, to whom he had forwarded a lock of
his hair’, but ‘the spiritist prescriptions failed to effect a cure’, and he died
of tuberculosis. The disappointed patient, a thrifty Scot named McKenzie,
could see his end coming and asked the local doctor for a death certificate
in advance. His request was refused.62 At the time, the law allowed ‘healers’
to tout their services providing they did not pass themselves off as qualified
and registered medical practitioners. In 1885, more than a decade after these
incidents, Melbourne’s orthodox (‘allopathic’) medical establishment was still
complaining that it had no adequate legal protection from the competition of
quacks and charlatans and Terry was still offering his services as a clairvoyant
healer.63
If it seems unfair to mention these cases—surely anyone can diagnose an
aortic aneurysm incorrectly or mistakenly prescribe a jar or two of chloro-
form—there were occasions when Terry undeniably blundered badly. In
1885, wearing his other business hat of ‘liberal and reform bookseller’, Terry
imported his usual couple of boxes of freethought literature from the United
60Mount Alexander Mail, Saturday 18 November 1871, p. 2; Ballarat Star, Wednesday
15 November 1871, p. 2.
61Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 99.
62Geelong Advertiser, Friday 4 September 1874, p. 2.
63See ‘Medical Clairvoyant Imposture’, an article by ‘Marcellus’ in the Argus, Tuesday 1
September 1885, p. 6 and his earlier articles, published in August that year.
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States. On this occasion, however, the shipment included a pamphlet with
the innocent title ‘Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds’, which surprisingly
turned out to be—in the opinion of one reporter, who wrote as though he’d
seen quite a bit of this stuff already–‘so truly disgusting and so remarkably
devoid of any kind of merit that it is impossible to conceive what class of
taste the writer attempted to cater for’. Customs pounced:
The Melbourne Customs authorities on Thursday seized a case
of alleged blasphemous books and pamphlets, consigned from
America to a freethought bookseller in Melbourne.64
Actually the offensive pamphlet was mostly a compilation of reports of
criminal acts by clergymen, its author the ‘American Voltaire’ D.M. Bennett
(1818–1882), former Shaker, spiritualist, freethinker, and thorn in the side of
the purity crusader Anthony Comstock.65 Terry immediately protested in a
letter to the Argus that he was most definitely not an importer of indecent
literature, and that his treatment was palpably unjust. ‘I make no ostentatious
display of this class of literature’, said Terry, ‘it is simply catalogued for the
benefit of those who appreciate it. The editor, not to be put off with the
excuse that the stuff was sold strictly under the counter, replied that the
consignment of material contained a pamphlet not mentioned by Terry that
was ‘grossly and vulgarly indecent’.66
A hundred and thirty years after these events it is hard not to feel some
(anachronistic) sympathy for Terry’s fight against prudery and Comstockery,
and who nowadays would oppose the public exposure of sexual abuse by
clerics? On the other hand, Terry’s cry of injured innocence is difficult to
take seriously. The catalogue of books he regularly advertised on the back
pages of the Harbinger of Light often included many titles of (then) dubious
sexual propriety, works by such writers as Paschal Beverly Randolph and
Victoria Woodhull.67 This is what got Terry into trouble, and his protests
64Evening News, Friday 23 October 1885, p. 5.
65Geelong Advertiser, Saturday 24 October 1885, p. 2. On Bennett, see Rod Bradford:
D. M. Bennett: the truth seeker. Amherst, N.Y.: Prometheus Books, 2006.
66The Argus, Tuesday 27 October 1885, p. 8.
67For example, Paschal Beverly Randolph: Casca Llanna: (Good News.) Love, Woman,
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of hurt surprise on being caught do not ring true. (Gabay’s account of the
incident gives Terry a very sympathetic treatment.68)
The problem with W.H. Terry is that he has been excessively tidied up
and sanitised by his biographers and by historians of spiritualism, promoted
to normalcy, made one of us. Smith’s and Gabay’s re-configured Terry could
easily be agitating on behalf of—not conversations with dead people and
the overthrow of the Christian religion—but merely some laudable, benign,
perhaps slightly bizarre do-good cause. Did Terry really inhabit a world of
the kind conjured up by Smith, with inaugural fellows of learned bodies and
taking one’s place in one’s professional association, and so forth? There is
considerable evidence that he did not.
4.9 W.H. Terry and Miss Collins
A large part of what we know about the other Terry derives from court reports
of Terry v. Terry, W.H. Terry’s petition for a judicial separation from Martha,
his wife of sixteen years, on the grounds of her cruelty.69
‘The union was unhappy’, says Smith judicially,70 and no doubt he is
correct in a mainstream way, but he omits to mention Terry’s open abhorrence
of his wife, his contempt for her, his determination to put his interest in
spiritualism before her wishes, and his infatuation with a certain 22 year-old
young lady, the charming Miss Elizabeth Collins.
In the course of their marriage Martha had dutifully followed her husband
from lodging to lodging as he pursued his career, first as a grocer and then as
a spiritualist, and had regularly submitted to Terry’s exercise of his conjugal
rights, producing a child for him every eighteen months.
They had been married in 1858. Now, in 1874, she was thirty-seven, worn
Marriage: The Grand Secret! Boston: Randolph Publishing Co., 1871, and Victoria Caflin
Woodhull: A Speech on the Principles of Social Freedom. Woodhull, Claflin & Co., 1872.
68Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 126–27.
69There is a full report of the court hearing in The Australasian, Saturday 16 May 1874,
pp. 18–19.
70F.B. Smith, ‘Terry, William Henry (1836–1913)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography.
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out, clearly unimpressed by the Sublime Truths of spiritualism, and boring;
Terry applied to the courts to be rid of her.
His excuse for this request was a farcical list of his wife’s alleged cruelties.
‘The respondent’, Terry said, ‘snatched a novel by Bulwer-Lytton from my
hands’. She objected to another book because (in her ignorance) she thought
it referred to her. ‘I tried to climb out the window to get away from her but
she seized hold of me. She opposed my going out, and I was unable to leave
because she locked my hat in the pantry.’
Through all this, though sorely provoked, Terry was a model of restraint:
‘I offered no resistance. I did not strike her’. He merely reminded his wife
that he
. . . had found the law gave me power to take away all the chil-
dren. . . that it was better for her, for the children, and for me, and
that if I had to use coercion, I would probably take them all.71
A consistent rationalist—scientific naturalism was, after all, supposed to be
the foundation of his spiritualism—Terry had a physiological explanation
for his wife’s unpleasant behaviour. ‘I noticed’, he told the court, ‘that her
assaults on me usually took place after she had pork and porter: it brought
about biliousness, which usually ended in a row’.
Terry bore it all nobly, and as for physical violence against his wife, when
Dr J.W. Günst (a homœopathic physician) deposed that the respondent
had come to him suffering from bruises caused by being thrown against a
balustrade or a sofa, or being beaten by a stick, Terry simply brushed the
allegation aside—‘I deny having ever struck her with my hand or with any
weapon’—and that was that.
Terry was forced to concede that a certain Miss Elizabeth was caught up in
his marital problems, but this, he said, was all a regrettable misunderstanding.
His Elizabeth was not the medium Elizabeth Armstrong, with whom his
foolish wife suspected he had been involved. That Elizabeth was forty-five
years old and, Terry insisted (rather ungallantly), he hadn’t written love
71This quote and those below are from the report of the court’s transactions in The
Australasian, Saturday 16 May 1874, pp. 18–19.
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letters to her.
No, the love letter unfairly purloined from his pocket by Mrs Terry, which
read in part:
My dear Lizzie, Why did I allow myself to like you so? There are
so many points of sympathy in our natures it was impossible for
me to be in your company and enjoy your conversation. . . without
feeling an irresistible attraction toward you. . .
—this billet-doux was intended for a young lady he was treating as one of his
patients.
‘I first met the girl’, said Terry, ‘on her coming to me about a disease of the
lungs. I put her in a mesmeric trance and cured her’. (The cure also included
herbal remedies. Terry’s prescription for Miss Collins combined motherwort,
valerian, mandrake, skullcap, sassafras bark, and extract of butternut, oddly
enough all of them ingredients in the herbalist materia medica believed to
have powerful aphrodisiacal properties.) It was true that he took Lizzie
to the Opera twice (on both occasions neglecting to tell Mrs Terry) and,
admittedly, these outings were not part of the medical treatment, nor were
their companionable visits to lolly shops, but if he and Miss Collins were
upstairs for half an hour in the room above his premises in Russell Street
with the door locked and Mrs Terry listening to their whisperings through
the keyhole this was because Miss Collins was his patient and he was making
magnetic healing passes over her.
Terry described his method in a letter to Hudson Tuttle and J.M. Peebles
in May 1870. ‘He was able’, said Peebles, ‘to converse with spirits mentally.
The eyes close: there is tension on the forehead, and gentle shocks significant
of yes or no; and, in this condition, he takes the diagnosis of diseases, and
prescribes accordingly’.72
(Peeble’s own contributions to practical pharmacology were sold from
his ‘Institute of Health’ on the third floor above Minty’s Cigar Store in
Battle Creek, Michigan. His Institute, which ‘did not care for local practice’,
72Hudson Tuttle and J.M. Peebles: The Year-Book of Spiritualism for 1871. Boston:
William White and Company, 1871, p. 210.
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distributed its epilepsy cures through the mail. The most popular were ‘Dr
Peebles’ Brain Restorative for Epilepsy and All Diseases of the Brain and
Nervous System’ and ‘Nerv-Tonic for the Blood and Nerves’.73)
To resume the Court’s transactions:
Mr Webb [acting for Mrs Terry] : ‘Do you understand the French
and Italian languages?’
Witness [Terry] : ‘Not much.’
Mr Webb: ‘I suppose you know what Au revoir, Carissima means?’
Witness : ‘Well, I suppose I do.’
Mr Webb: ‘Did you write this letter with these words at the
bottom of it?’
Witness : ‘Yes.’
Mr Webb: ‘To whom did you write it?’
Witness (to the learned Judge): ‘Am I bound to answer that
question, your Honor?’
His Honor : ‘I think you are.’
Witness : ‘To Miss Elizabeth Collins.’74
He couldn’t give up Elizabeth Collins, Terry told his wife, but added, with
great generosity, that she—Martha—could go out when she liked, and come
in when she liked, and go with whomever she liked if she gave him the same
privilege. He thought this a fair arrangement.
When Terry’s father-in-law, Mr Edward Robinson, of Emerald Hill, de-
manded an explanation, Terry replied that he would not give up Miss Collins,
that he had indeed given his wife a black eye, and that he would send her
to live in the country with the children and himself remain in town, getting
anyone he liked to keep house. Robinson replied:
Perhaps you’ll get Miss Collins. You have mesmerised her till she
has driven you cranky. It appears to me it is another Nunawading
73Arthur Joseph Cramp, ed.: Nostrums and Quackery: articles on the nostrum
evil and quackery. Chicago: American Medical Association, 1911, pp. 148–
150. See also Jim Middleton, ‘The One Dollar Miracles of Battle Creek’, at
http://www.animatingapothecary.com/miracles.htm
74Bendigo Advertiser, Tuesday 12 May 1874.
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job. The Yarra Bend is more fit for you than another woman. 75
(‘Nunawading’ is a reference to a scandal which had received a great amount
of attention in the press three years previously, when James Fisher, the
‘Nunawading Messiah’, head of a millennialist sect called the ‘New Church of
the First-Born’, found himself accused of practising polygamy.76 ‘Yarra Bend’
was the Yarra Bend Lunatic Asylum at Kew.)
The Court granted Terry’s application for a judicial separation and gave
him custody of the children.
The separation hearing was held in May 1874. A month later, in June,
under the heading ‘The Missions of Spiritualism’, W.H. Terry, champion of
women’s rights, wrote and published in his Harbinger of Light a clarion call
for female equality. Three fundamental articles of his manifesto were:
21. To sow the seeds of a general reformation of morals. . .
37. To cause the rights of woman to be recognised to the full.
38. To cause the wrongs of woman to be redressed to the full.
4.10 Normalising heterodoxy
Spiritualists, of course, did not see themselves as crackpots—who is willing
to believe himself deranged?—though they were well aware that many peo-
ple outside spiritualism regarded them as deluded and rather queer. As a
consequence, much spiritualist literature was defensive and apologetic (in
the religious sense of apologia), its aim to justify, normalise and domesticate
the movement’s strange and heterodox beliefs. One technique was to stress
spiritualism’s compatibility with conventional Christianity, even to propose,
as, for example, Swedenborgianism seemed to do, that some elements of the
spiritualist message were in fact implied by Christian doctrine properly under-
stood. The historian of religion Sydney Ahlstrom, putting it the other way,
75The Age, Wednesday 13 May 1874, p. 4.; The Argus, Wednesday 13 May 1874, p. 6,
reported this as ‘Nunawading club’.
76See Featherstone, “The Nunawading Messiah: James Fisher and Popular Millenarianism
in Nineteenth-Century Melbourne”, and Metcalf and Featherstone, “A Messiah for the
West: J. C. M. Fisher and the Church of the Firstborn in Western Australia”.
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wrote, ‘. . . there is some ground for seeing Swedenborg as the greatest medium
in modern times and the New Church as the first spiritualist church.’77
The point of broadening the Terry story to include some of its less edifying
moments is not to demonstrate that he was hypocritical. Who isn’t? It is to
show how scholarship has taken a person perhaps best described as a sordid
quack-medicine dealer and (possibly self-deluded) professional spirit-botherer,
a person obsessed by matters judged by most people as nonsense, and brought
him into the mainstream. The Terry case is a fascinating illustration of the
way in which commentators, pundits, experts—and historians—collude in this
process of mainstreaming. By suppressing and minimising what was strange
and eccentric about Terry’s beliefs, his biographers have been able to promote
him from what was regarded at the time as the disreputable underclass of
peculiar small sects, and enable Terry to take his place with the important
men of history, to surge along with them in the main flow.
(Another prominent Melbourne spiritualist who has undergone a little
biographical tidying-up is Edward William Cole (1832–1918), the Melbourne
bookseller, whose Book Arcade, with fourteen miles of shelving and a vast
array of titles, was one of the wonders of Marvellous Melbourne. Cole was
an enthusiastic convert to the cause, as was his wife, who became a medium.
In 1871 Cole wrote: ‘Modern Spiritualism as a religion. . . will, I believe,
inevitably become the dominant system of the civilized world’.78 Yet Cole’s
ADB entry makes no direct reference to his belief in spiritualism, his séances,
and the mediumistic powers of his wife.79)
On a larger scale this was the process by which the movement as a whole
attempted to achieve respectability. Spiritualists yearned to be taken seriously,
and one of the reasons spiritualism’s apologists stressed its compatibility with
the methods and findings of natural science was to bring its bizarre beliefs
77Sydney E. Ahlstrom: A Religious History of the American People. 2nd ed. New Haven:
Yale University Press, 2004, p. 487.
78Edward William Cole: Spiritualism: a paper read before the Melbourne Free Discussion
Society, Sunday evening, July 9th, 1871. Melbourne: E. Purton & Co., Steam Printers,
1871, p. 7.
79E. Cole Turnley, ‘Cole, Edward William (1832–1918)’, Australian Dictio-
nary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University,
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/cole-edward-william-3243/text4897)
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within the boundary of what was considered respectable and normal.
4.11 Conclusion
This chapter has examined the various enterprises of W.H. Terry, a Russell
Street spiritualist bookseller, medium, clairvoyant healer, herbalist, publisher,
promoter and organiser, the figure at the centre of Melbourne and Victorian
spiritualism of the period. James Curtis in Ballarat has been shown to
have had a direct connection to Terry’s operations: Curtis was drawn into
spiritualism partly through the activities of Terry and his recruits and protégés,
he patronised Terry’s celebrity mediums, notably Henry Slade, he endorsed and
defended Terry’s celebrated visiting lecturer Emma Britten, he occasionally
travelled to Melbourne to participate in Terry’s séances, and he supported
and publicised Terry’s Harbinger of Light.
It has been argued that Gabay’s admiration for Terry is seriously misplaced.
W.H. Terry was doubtless very energetic in his various efforts on behalf of
organised spiritualism—though it has to be said that he himself directly
benefited financially and in other ways from his spiritualist activities—but
there is good reason to suspect that he systematically rigged much of the
‘phenomena’, the uncanny happenings which supposedly confirmed modern
spiritualism’s unique claims.
Terry had an eye on the main chance and, though he was self-effacing
enough, he was also cruel, devious, self-serving, hypocritical, and dishonest.
Terry’s moral failings, it might be argued, can be considered separately from
his contribution to Victorian spiritualism, but this is a dangerous position for
an historian to adopt, for the ‘movement’ was to a large degree brought into
being and sustained by Terry, and his readiness to deceive himself and put
it over others is an essential part of the story. Nothing is to be gained from
ignoring the unpleasant side of Terry’s dealings, and the history of Victorian
spiritualism is distorted by presenting him as a blameless, tireless worker for
a good cause.
Chapter 5
Beginnings
5.1 Origins, growth, beliefs
Nineteenth-century ‘modern’ spiritualism—the epithet proudly conferred by
spiritualists on their system of belief to distinguish it from mere superstition
and miracle-mongering1—was an archipelago of conjectures, ‘proofs’, stories,
beliefs, assertions, and hopes, shared and promoted by a diverse community
of believers, some of them tepid fellow-travellers and curiosity-seekers, many
deeply earnest in their commitment to the new truths, all inspired and stimu-
lated by what appeared to be the opening of a new avenue of communication
between living people and the discarnate dead. The modern bridge between
the mundane and spiritual realms was confidently held to be far superior to
the narrow, rickety structures of previous centuries, cobbled together from
faith and ecclesiastical authority. It was a high-speed overpass, with foun-
dations reinforced by what was thought to be concrete fact, the increasingly
well-attested plain fact (so it was asserted), that two-way intercourse between
our world and the next had become possible.
For several decades from the 1850s, spiritualism was an international
phenomenon of considerable size and influence, called a religion inasmuch
as it concerned man’s spiritual destiny, but better regarded as a sort of
1See Marc Demarest, at:http://ehbritten.blogspot.com.au/2012/12/first-use-games-
modern-spiritualism.html; Hobart Courier Friday 12 August 1853, p. 3.
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metaphysical vision, an understanding of the nature of this world and the
worlds beyond.
Some spiritualists vehemently denied that their beliefs constituted a
‘religion’ at all:
. . . on the contrary, it simply means a belief in the power of
departed spirits to communicate and converse in various ways,
with those still on earth. . . we trust our view is higher, more noble
and pure than [a mere religion] and we are quite willing to take
the risk, if there is one, of entering the eternal World with it.2
The facts, it was suggested, not only demonstrated spiritualism to be true,
but compelled belief in the spiritualist interpretation of them.
Sceptics and disbelievers called it humbug. The ‘facts’ of spiritualism were
variously denounced as deliberate fraud, or self-delusion, or real enough but
not the work of spirits of the dead:
They [the spiritualists] have, it is true, gained converts, but so
. . . has every humbug since the creation of the world. The gullibil-
ity of mankind is excessive, and it would be difficult to concoct a
story so absurd that it would not meet with believers.3
Putting it more succinctly, a reporter for the Bendigo Advertiser, upon
witnessing what was touted as the miraculous precipitation of a cauliflower
from empty air during a séance in Sandhurst in 1876, pronounced spiritualism
to be ‘diluted insanity’.4
There seemed to be little room for compromise and accommodation. As
early as 1850, a report in the Geelong Advertiser, canvassing the possibilities,
suggested that:
2R. Houghton: A Reply to a Minister of the Gospel, on Spiritualism. Huddersfield: Geo.
Whitehead, 1870, p. 4.
3The Daily Pittsburg, 19 March 1851.
4Bendigo Advertiser Saturday 10 June 1876. (This expression, used by the sceptic W B.
Carpenter to describe Crookes’s spiritualism, seems to have greatly annoyed Alfred Russel
Wallace. Ultimately the phrase is Carlyle’s, who applied it to the maunderings of Charles
Lamb. See Ross A. Slotten: The Heretic in Darwin’s Court: the Life of Alfred Russel
Wallace. New York: Columbia University Press, 2004, pp. 336, and James Anthony Froude:
Thomas Carlyle, a history of the first forty years of his life. London: Longmans, Green,
1891, p. 201.)
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It may be a juggle. . . it may be a new natural phenomenon. . . it
may be a newly established communication from some kind of
creature imperfectly cognizable to our sense, as a human being
must be to a sightless worm. Or—it may be a real manifestation
of ‘spirits’.5
One problem with the last possibility was that the ‘phenomena’ were
puerile, all too reminiscent of adolescent pranks:
The ‘supernatural’ visitants [tend] to deal exclusively with trivial-
ities and puerilities. . . Before it can be supposed that any higher
order of things would stoop to such triflings, we must alter our
whole idea of what is superior and what is inferior.
If these Rappites are spirits, they appear to be spirits of a very ju-
venile understanding, and quite inferior to the average of manhood;
if they are ghost, then the ghostly condition is one of degradation.6
To some degree these early reports in colonial newspapers of spiritualism
in America set the agenda for subsequent debate. Were the phenomena
real or mere ‘jugglery’, and if the manifestations were real, what was being
manifested and how was it caused? Australia’s remoteness, however, meant
that detailed, circumstantial information about spiritualism’s origins and
character was not readily available, and the terms of the discussion were
established well before the matter was laid before an Australian audience.
Few Australians reading the sketch of the new religion of spiritualism
presented by the Geelong Advertiser, for example, would have been aware
that the ‘news’ it reported was in fact a piece of tendentious story-telling by
two of American spiritualism’s first commercial promoters, as picked up and
part-digested by the English Spectator then re-presented in the Advertiser for
colonial readers. The Spectator was offering its opinion about Eliab Capron
and Henry Barron’s Singular Revelations, touted as one of the first ‘histories’
5Geelong Advertiser, Friday 26 April 1850, p. 2, reprinting material from the Spectator
of 22 December 1849.
6Ibid. The Advertiser did not reproduce the final paragraph of the Spectator ’s report.
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of the Fox rappings. Eliab Capron was in fact a family friend of the Fox
sisters and their agent and publicist. None of this was stated in the Advertiser
article.7
Spiritualism has been described as ‘one of America’s leading cultural
exports in the nineteenth century’, ‘. . . just as movies would become America’s
leading cultural export in the twentieth’.8 Considered in this light, it is not
surprising that spiritualism was distributed to its Australian consumers in a
processed and packaged form, with much of its rawness already sifted out. The
bumpkin credulity, Yankee hucksterism, and religious mania all too obvious
in the raw material were much less in evidence in the Australian product.
Public debate about spiritualism, in print and on the lecture platform,
was seldom subtle. Each side accused the other of stupidity and bad faith.
To spiritualists their critics seemed more or less wilfully blind to what stood
revealed as patent fact; sceptics confidently convicted spiritualists of insanity,
credulity, and various forms of intellectual dishonesty. Deeper questions, for
example as to whether the notion of a discarnate spirit, which seems to lack
individuating properties, is a coherent concept at all, were rarely considered.
Interestingly, few academic philosophers involved themselves in these de-
bates, with the notable exception of F.H. Bradley, a prominent British Idealist,
who in 1883 published an article in the Fortnightly Review questioning three
of spiritualism’s fundamental assumptions: that the supposed communicating
intelligences were trustworthy, were immaterial, and were immortal.9 What
good reason do we have to suppose that spirit intelligences are what they
claim to be? None. They could be evil entities masquerading as spirits of
the discarnate dead or, as Theosophists asserted, they might be ‘elementals’,
7Eliab Wilkinson Capron and Henry D. Barron: Singular Revelations: explanation and
history of the mysterious communion with spirits, comprehending the rise and progress of
the mysterious noises in western New-York, generally received as spiritual communications.
Auburn, N.Y.: Finn & Rockwell, 1850.
8Daniel Herman: “Whose Knocking? Spiritualism as Entertainment and Therapy in
Nineteenth-Century San Francisco”. In: American Nineteenth Century History 7.3 (2006),
pp. 417–42, at p. 420.
9Francis Herbert Bradley: “The Evidences of Spiritualism”. In: The Fortnightly Review
CCXXVIII (Jan. 1885). London: Chapman & Hall, 1865-1934, pp. 811–26. url: http:
//www.ehbritten.org/docs/fh_bradley_spiritualism_fortnightly_review_dec_
1885.pdf, pp. 811–26.
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sub-human nature-spirits.10 To spiritualism’s adherents and sympathisers,
however, direct and immediate intercourse with the spirit of a loved one
beyond the Veil seemed to provide all the guarantee of continued identity and
personality that was necessary, and to ask for proofs beyond this was pointless.
Scepticism of the sort urged by Bradley about who or what spiritualists really
spoke to was disregarded as unsustainable. Bradley’s arguments against the
spirits’ supposed immateriality and immortality also had no power to dislodge
deeply committed belief.11
5.2 Technology
By many of its own interpreters and apologists, and by historians who accept
spiritualists’ descriptions of the origins of their movement, the new religion is
held to have begun in the hamlet of Hydesville, near Rochester in western
New York state when, on 31 March 1848, communication based on a code of
rapped signals was established between two adolescent daughters of a family
named Fox and the disembodied spirit of a murdered pedlar.
Full-duplex transmissions were soon shuttling to and fro on a spiritual
telegraphic network linking the inhabitants of the earthly plane with those of
the higher spheres. The upper terminal was believed by some spiritualists to
employ a telegraph apparatus devised by the spirit of Benjamin Franklin.12
At this end transmissions were sent and received, coded and decoded, at
spiritual telegraph stations known as ‘séance’ Circles (Decades before it was
adopted by spiritualists, ‘séance’ was in use as a term to describe sittings of
groups such as learned societies.). These were powered by a battery composed
of an ‘electric’ circuit of sitters, often alternating male and female, which
energised a sensitive transponder, the medium.
10Henry Steel Olcott: Old Diary Leaves: the true story of the Theosophical Society. New
York and London: G. Putnam’s Sons, 1895, pp. 71–2.
11A recent survey is Michael Martin and Keith Augustine, eds.: The Myth of an Afterlife:
the case against life after death. Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015.
12Werner Sollors: “Dr. Benjamin Franklin’s Celestial Telegraph, or Indian Blessings to
Gas-Lit American Drawing Rooms”. In: American Quarterly 35.5 (1983), pp. 459–80, at
pp. 461–66.
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In 1868 the trance lecturer Mrs Britten offered a (not necessarily very
illuminating) sketch of the technology of this ‘first working of the spiritual
telegraph on scientific principles’. It was similar to the telegraph of Samuel
Morse, she said:
Take the simple forms of spiritual phenomena. You made your
battery, two plates of metal; you next formed your mind in the
message, there was an operator at one end of the wire and another
at the other. On the same principle, the spirit that had passed from
that earth was a spirit medium too, and that spirit represented
the zinc, and certain individuals the copper, and then was found
a solution that acted between them. . . 13
A better metaphor, perhaps, comes from naval signalling. In Napoleonic
naval warfare, fifty years previously, the eyes of an admiral were his frigates,
holding station in a line that stretched beyond his own horizon and signalled
their observations in a chain of relayed transmissions back to the flagship.
On land, news and orders could be transmitted from semaphore tower to
semaphore tower with, for example, the arrival of a ship in Portsmouth
known to the Admiralty in London within half an hour of its being sighted
in the offing. Just as the range of vision of the commander at sea and the
executive will of the Board of Admiralty were extended to operate remotely
by the signalling technology of the time, later in the nineteenth-century the
electric telegraph provided a new and exciting form of what is now termed
‘telepresence’, which seemed capable of generating a sort of simulacrum of
one’s self and sending it instantaneously over a great distance to interact with
remote local intelligences.
At the time, the technology seemed astounding, full of marvellous pos-
sibility. In 1878, demonstrating the new technology of voice telephony to
a group of interested gentlemen, W.P. Béchervaise, head of the Post and
Telegraph Office in Ballarat, remarked that ‘he had had instantaneous replies
at 1500 miles by telegraph, and was, for his part, quite ready to believe
13Artis [pseud.]: Extemporaneous Speaking: Mrs Emma Hardinge on Spirit Mediums.
Extracted from ‘Brighton Observer’, April 10th, 1868. Brighton: E. Lewis, Printer, 1868,
5ff.
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anything’.14 Four years previously the Ballarat School of Mines had started
classes in telegraphy: ‘The newest addition to the curriculum is the study of
telegraphy. A class, comprising eighteen ladies and two gentlemen, has been
recently formed under the auspices of Mr Béchervaise, the superintendent of
the Ballarat Telegraph-office’.15
To spiritualists this kind of technology seemed to promise the possibility
of a new relationship between the mundane and the divine, for it provided
a seductive and powerful model and metaphor for communication with the
dead: spiritual telegraphy had become possible between our world and the
next, with the inhabitants of each able to project themselves into the other’s
realm.
This imagined technology of spiritual communication, based on supposedly
well-attested scientific fact, lay at the heart of spiritualism, from the first
raps to full-form manifestations. What appeared to be its possibilities were
widely recognised. In Ballarat in 1878 William Béchervaise, Manager of the
Ballarat Post and Telegraph Office, (who incidentally was rumoured to be a
spiritualist) was asked in a teasing way by the Ballarat Star whether:
. . . he could not only give us some information on the subject of
telephoning at great distances with the inhabitants of this our
spheriod, but also enlighten us as to telephony between this and
other spheres.16
The technology of electrical telegraphy was, of course, neutral as to its
theological implications; these were read into it as the science and engineering
of communication between Planes of Being were developed. The mundane
technology came first, then its spiritual form; its theological implications were
explored afterwards. A loose contemporary analogue is the invention and
growth of the Internet, with cults springing up in its wake that deem the
World Wide Web to be a manifestation of God, imbued with His Presence.17
14Ballarat Star, Monday 18 February 1878, p. 4.
15Ballarat Star, Wednesday 10 June 1874, p. 2, Saturday 13 June 1874, p. 4.
16Ballarat Star, Friday 14 June 1878, p. 3.
17See, for example, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/oct/07/god-internet-
alexander-bard-syntheism-new-elite. For serious discussion, see Philippe Breton and David
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Morse’s system of electrical telegraphy was patented in 1847, the year
before the Fox discoveries. In 1848, the Hydesville spirit-rapping technology,
also in a way an impressive product of go-ahead Yankee ingenuity, extended
electrical telegraphy’s transmitting power and range. The electric telegraph
was rapidly being developed and rolled out in the region, and it cannot have
been a coincidence that the primary hub of the first major continental tele-
graph network, the Western Union Telegraph Company, was being constructed
not far from Hydesville, the centre of the first rapping excitements.
It is also not surprising that the commercial possibilities of spiritual
telegraphic technology soon began to be considered. In 1854 a prominent
spiritualist named John Murray Spear, guided by instructions he had received
from the discarnate Benjamin Franklin, proposed the construction of a trans-
continental messaging system, a ‘Soul-Blending Telegraph’, to be composed
of a chain of relay towers operated by teams of telepathic male and female
mediums.18 Spear recommended that the ‘Central Telegraphic Station’ for
the American continent be built at Randolph, a hundred miles southwest of
Rochester, ‘on account of its peculiar electric character’.19
With its fundamental technology seemingly in place, modern spiritualism’s
superstructure of religious belief, derived from what were argued to be the
theological implications of the new inter-sphere communication, grew rapidly.
Of course, the mere fact that the technology had been invented and employed
with seeming success for this kind of intercourse of itself showed only that
Bade (trans.): The Culture of the Internet and the Internet as Cult: Social Fears and
Religious Fantasies. Sacramento, CA: Litwin Books, 2011.
18See John Benedict Buescher: The Remarkable Life of John Murray Spear: agitator for
the spirit land. Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2006, pp. 106-9.
Spear is better known for his New Motor project, an attempt to create a living, spiritually-
propelled, perpetual motion machine. It didn’t work. (Ibid., 110 ff.) A contemporary
account of some of Spear’s visions is at S. C. Hewitt: Messages from the Superior State:
communicated by John Murray through John Murray Spear in the summer of 1852. Boston:
Bela Marsh, 1853. On Spear and his theology, see Joseph Laycock: “God’s Last, Best Gift
to Mankind: Gnostic Science and the Eschaton in the Vision of John Murray Spear”. In:
Aries 10.1 (2010), pp. 63–83. On telegraphy as a model for spiritual communications see
also Sollors, “Dr. Benjamin Franklin’s Celestial Telegraph, or Indian Blessings to Gas-Lit
American Drawing Rooms”.
19John Murray Spear: The Educator: being suggestions, theoretical and practical, designed
to promote man-culture and integral reform, with a view to the ultimate establishment of a
Divine social state on earth. Boston: Office of Practical Spiritualists, 1857, p. 539.
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after death we can continue to communicate with still-living people and
they with us, and because it entailed no one particular religious doctrine or
understanding, the theology of Spiritualism was naturally drawn from a wide
range of sources.
With Christianity the Western hemisphere’s overwhelmingly dominant
religion, spiritualism was naturally forced into an accommodation with Chris-
tian theology, and in response to attacks from Christian critics spiritualists
were often greatly concerned to interpret and explain their beliefs in Christian
terms. Much of the early apologetics of Spiritualism was directed at showing
that its religious understandings were compatible with conventional Protes-
tantism. Biblical miracles, for example, were interpreted in the categories of
spiritualism’s theology.20 When the King of Syria demanded to know why
his military plans against the Israelites seemed to be known to them, he was
told by his advisers that ‘Elisha, the prophet that is in Israel, telleth the
king of Israel the words that thou speakest in thy bedchamber’.21 This was
clairvoyance. When Elisha made an iron axe-head float, this was levitation.22
Angels, naturally, were spiritual beings in the spiritualist sense, discarnate
dead humans.
5.3 Growth
Within a decade of the Hydesville events, it was being confidently asserted
that:
The spiritual is gradually shining out through the material, satu-
rating and flooding it. At length, it must dominate sensibly, and
entirely govern, even to the lowest things of life, and perfect and
open communication be established.23
20See Curtis, The Spiritualism of the Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism.
212 Kings 6:8–12.
222 Kings 6:1–7.
23Edward Brotherton: Spiritualism, Swedenborg, and the New Church: an examination
of claims. New York: New Church Publishing Association, 1860, p. 44.
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The seed of spiritualism’s discoveries had fallen on fertile soil. The early
decades of the nineteenth century saw America, at least the more densely
settled north-east, in the throes of one of its recurrent evangelical and mil-
lennialist ‘Awakenings’. This revival, moreover, which generated and gave
accommodation to new forms of religious expression, among them Mormonism
and Millerite Adventism (both had their origins a short distance from Hy-
desville), coincided with a rising wave of interest in mesmerism, especially the
phenomenon of ‘somnambulistic’ clairvoyance, which could be interpreted as
demonstrating that a person in a certain state of consciousness—‘mesmerised’,
‘magnetised’, ‘electro-biologised’—might have direct intercourse with heavenly
beings, possibly even with the discarnate dead. Mesmerism, which had spread
through North America with itinerant lecturers and performers in the 1830s
and 1840s, laid the groundwork for spiritualism by providing well-established
philosophies of spiritual intercourse, plausible explanations for spiritualism’s
physical effects, a ready-made network of professional clairvoyants, and a
considerable number of experienced authors, editors, and lecturers on hand,
ready and willing to promote ‘the new dispensation’.24
Spiritualism’s phenomena, which included physical manifestations such
as rappings, and what came to be called ‘mental’ phenomena—clairvoyance,
trance speaking, automatic writing, and the like—had found an explanation
which was startling, satisfying, and alive with possibility: these strange
occurrences were the work of spirits of the dead, who wished to communicate
with us. In what seemed a natural progression, relations between ours and
the spirit world first took the form of poltergeist pranks, performed by spirits
to attract the attention of mortals still inhabiting the mundane sphere. These
were followed by conversations with the phenomenon’s source: the spirits
began to answer questions put to them, thereby revealing that the phenomena
had a directing intelligence.
A cosmology in which the human personality survives death was both
assumed and confirmed in these exchanges, and this provided a context for
the matter-of-fact transactions with the spirit realm which the conversations
24Podmore, Modern Spiritualism, a history and a criticism, vol. 1, pp. 202–203.; vol. 2,
pp. 348–351.
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began. At Hydesville, ‘His Ghostship’—the mocking honorific was conferred by
early newspaper reports on the Fox’s first discarnate rapping spirit—explained
that his body had been exhumed from the cellar where the murderer buried it
and re-interred in the bank of a nearby creek. Part of His Ghostship’s body
remained in the cellar, however, and the spirit vowed that until it was found
he would keep on rapping.25 This version of the Hydesville tale epitomises
much of the story of modern spiritualism. Inexplicable ‘phenomena’ occur,
these are attributed to discarnate spirits of the dead and, serving the interests
of both parties, two-way intercourse between the living and the dead begins.
5.3.1 Knocking on our door
The rappings at Hydesville and similar incidents illustrate an aspect of our
dealings with the spirits that is often overlooked—the initiative to commu-
nicate came from their side. Heaven was knocking on our door, not we on
Heaven’s. The restless dead, it appears, yearned to cross back into our world
quite as much as we sought news from theirs.
That notion that discarnate spirits would wish to return to the realm they
had left behind and might sometimes succeed became increasingly important
in the theology of spiritualism. It is a powerful, but not always the dominant
conception of what the spirits might wish to do. After all, why should
discarnate spirits take any interest in the inferior world they had left behind?
Other cultures do not necessarily make this assumption. In the well-known
tragic Chinese poem ‘Song of Everlasting Regret’ 長恨歌 Chánghèn ge¯, by
the Tang poet 白居易 Bái Ju¯yì, Emperor Xuánzo¯ng of the Tang dynasty 唐
玄宗, fleeing from a rebellion, is forced by the imperial guard to order the
execution of his favourite concubine Yáng Guìfe¯i楊玉環, whose clan had been
blamed for the disorder. Afterwards, ‘her soul did not come to him’, even
in his dreams 魂魄不曾來入夢, and the emperor was heartbroken. A Daoist
priest is sent as emissary to search for her spirit, and she is found dwelling
with ascended beings in a palace in the clouds. But Yang Guifei’s spirit has
no wish to return to Emperor Xuanzong in the mortal sphere. ‘Turning back
25Geneva Daily Gazette, 7 May 1848.
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to gaze below at the place of living people’, she says in a famous couplet, ‘I
cannot see Chang’an [the imperial capital]; I see only dust and mist 回頭下
望人寰處，不見長安見塵霧’.26
In Ballarat, a critic of spiritualism put it more bluntly:
The departed good spirits have much better employment than
troubling themselves about the world they have left and the people
in it, by joining spiritual circles; and the departed bad spirits are
by far too fully occupied in their state of suffering to attend
spiritual stances and humbug the community with the stupid
manifestations we sometimes hear of.27
The spiritualist vision of the next Plane of Being, largely derived from
Swedenborg, as picked up and rebroadcast in a diluted form by Andrew
Jackson Davis, though agreeable and upbeat, is rather suburban, a sort of
celestial gated estate, a gentleman’s country park or members-only country
leisure resort.
The abode of the spirits is reassuringly like ours. You can get a cigar and
a nip of whisky on the astral plane, and it’s OK to wear a suit until you feel
comfortable about dressing in the white robes provided by the management.
We have this on the authority of the English physicist Sir Oliver Lodge, who,
through a medium, received the information from his dead son Raymond,
killed in Flanders in 1915.28 Though putting it this way may sound facetious,
the ordinariness of the existence that awaits us beyond death was one of
its great selling points, for while it is difficult to imagine an eternal future
entirely given up to, say, contemplating the ineffable glory of God, anyone can
see the point of a Paradise in which decayed teeth are instantly and painlessly
replaced and our long-gone pet doggies are restored to us. (Raymond’s dog
Curly, ‘a nice doggie. . . with a nice tail, not a little stumpy tail, a nice tail
with nice hair on it’, had joined him in Summerland.29)
26See A.S. Kline, at: http://www.taleofgenji.org/sorrow.html. See also David Hinton:
Classical Chinese Poetry, an anthology. 1st ed. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2008.
27Ballarat Star, Friday 3 December 1880, p. 4.
28Oliver Lodge: Raymond, or Life and Death. London: Methuen & Co, 1916, pp. 196–98.
29Ibid., p. 203.
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Bai Juyi’s paradise is a palace of erotic languor in the clouds; St John the
Revelator gave us a vision of the city of a fabulously wealthy potentate; in
each case heaven was conceived in terms of the good life supposedly enjoyed
by the class at the apex of one’s own society.
If the spiritualist conception of heaven seems particularly boring, one
reason, as Podmore remarks, is ‘the parochial limitations of its chief prophets’:
Probably no body of earnest men and women ever presented a
more unlovely picture of the hereafter.30
The Melbourne rationalist and freethinker Henry Turner wrote that spir-
itualism ‘. . . degrades the idea of a future state below the ‘happy hunting
grounds’ of the red Indian’.31
5.4 Evidence
Spiritualism was democratic—successful spirit communication did not require
special knowledge, arcane powers, or priestcraft; it was ‘scientific’, inasmuch
as its phenomena could be approached, assessed, and interpreted by the
methods of ordinary common sense (in other words, spiritualism was founded
on supposed fact, not faith or dogma, with proof of the facts open to private
judgement); and its ethical implications, the most immediate of which were
understood to show that the good and evil we do in this life have suitable
consequences for us in the next, were broadly compatible with the Christian
moral climate of the countries in which spiritualism took hold. On his own
initiative, it seemed, a man could discover the facts about communion with
the spirits, himself judge them to be true, and personally establish intercourse
with his dead friends and relatives, all on the basis of his own native good
sense and without gross offence to his Christian community.
30Podmore, Modern Spiritualism, a history and a criticism, vol. 2, p. 352. See also
Gary Scott Smith: Heaven in the American Imagination. New York: Oxford University
Press, 2011.
31Turner, Spiritualism, a paper read before the Eclectic Association of Melbourne, on
September 2nd, 1869, p. 20.
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The new spiritualist dispensation was argued to be directly accessible
new knowledge about the spiritual and material worlds, not a teaching to be
taken on faith nor a set of beliefs whose truth needed to be guaranteed by
the authority of a religious tradition. Spiritualists proclaimed that:
Spiritualism substitutes knowledge for faith; assurance for hope;
certainties for vague expectations; and an ever-increasing light
for. . . the darkness which has so long enveloped the human mind.32
In practice, ‘substituting knowledge for faith’ meant piling (putative) fact
upon (putative) fact until inductive certainty was reached. Since spiritualists
usually combined this method with proof by subjective, personal conviction,
expressed by James Curtis, for example, as the view that ‘personal experience
is the best touchstone by which its [spiritualism’s] various alleged phases
can be tested’,33 this located spiritualism’s central project, the investigation,
elaboration, and defence of spiritualist claims, in the realm of the ‘facts’
as they appeared to have happened. This was a hybrid of Baconianism—
marshalling and parading the facts—and epistemological relativism, the belief
that, ultimately, what is true is what is true for me.
The warrant for spiritualists’ beliefs was similarly provided by their per-
sonal judgement about the facts. Curtis wrote of his own gradual acceptance
of the truths of spiritualism that:
Almost every communication [from the spirits] was in one way or
another accompanied by reiterated assurances that the messages
were directly from those who had lived in the body as we do
now. . . [But] the whole seemed too good to be just meekly and
kindly received and cherished; and I craved for further and still
further kinds of evidence. I was determined to keep on the enquiry,
neglecting no opportunity available within reach of additional and
wider investigation. . . I followed on, meeting with overwhelming
and indubitable evidences.34
32‘Gnostic’, in a letter to the editor of The Bacchus Marsh Express, Saturday 28 October
1893.
33Curtis, The Spiritualism of the Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism, p. 27.
34Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 28.
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By ‘overwhelming and indubitable’ Curtis meant ‘evidence that convinces
me’. The relativism that this implies was clearly recognised, and in fact
embraced, by other spiritualists of the time. B.S. Nayler, an earlier Melbourne
(and Stawell) spiritualist, wrote:
What is Truth?. . . All of us must answer it [this question] (indi-
vidually) for ourselves; as what seems Truth to one mind, appears
Error to another; what I may conceive to be fact, my readers may
look upon as fiction.35
What mattered was personal conviction. If other investigators failed to
achieve it, so much the worse for them. Nayler was asked by an un-named
correspondent to produce evidence that would compel belief. He refused, for
why should he concern himself about another man’s incapacity to recognise
the facts?
Inquirer : ‘If Mr Nayler will bring up for me a Spirit, and let me
talk to him, and convince myself of his being ‘genuine’, I will
believe.’
Nayler : ‘I care not a straw for your belief or disbelief Mr ’36
In his writings James Curtis frequently makes it plain just how high he
set his own evidential standards. It was very low indeed. He tells us, for
example, that calling on a friend named Macmaster one evening (Macmaster
was one of Curtis’s allies in the temperance struggle), he found him and his
young daughter Marguerite busy with a planchette, attempting to contact the
spirits. Curtis joined in, and immediately received a message that his mother
was present in spirit. ‘Is there any other spirit wishing to write?’ ‘Yes’, came
the reply, ‘his uncle John’. This uncle had died about the time Curtis was
born, and Curtis thought it ‘very wonderful’ that a girl thirteen years old
35The Glowworm, no. 1, 31 December 1869, p. 33., para. 105. The Glowworm was
Melbourne’s first spiritualist newsletter. On Nayler, see Wallace Kirsop: “Life Before and
After Bookselling: The Curious Career of Benjamin Suggitt Nayler”. In: The La Trobe
Journal 78 (2006), pp. 11–38; see also The Spiritualist 22 October 1875, p. 201, reprinted
in Psypioneer, at http://www.woodlandway.org/PDF/PP3.12December07.pdf
36The Glowworm, no. 1, 30 November 1869, p. 3., paras. 18 and 19.
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‘not only gave me messages but told me of a relative whom I had never seen,
only heard of’. Curtis mentions, however, quite without guile, that while the
planchette was moving, the fingertips of his own right hand rested lightly on
the back of Maguerite’s.37
It is significant that this incident happened only two or three days before
‘the gathering of our little band’—the first meeting of Curtis’s ‘Investigative
Circle’. Curtis was convinced of the reality of spirit communication even
before he began to investigate.
When Irenæus described the beliefs of the Valentinian Gnostics as forming:
. . . a system which neither the prophets announced, nor the Lord
taught, nor the apostles delivered, but of which they boast that
beyond all others they have a perfect knowledge...38
he might have been talking about nineteenth-century spiritualists.
5.5 Australia
Spiritualism spread quickly. By 1851 the city of New York was said to
have had a hundred mediums. Philadelphia had twenty or thirty ‘private
circles’.39 Fifteen years later it was estimated by its proponents, perhaps rather
optimistically, that the spiritualist movement had eleven million adherents in
North American alone.40 In 1852 the American medium Mrs Hayden brought
spiritualism to England,41 and by the early 1850s spiritualism was established
in Australia.
From its beginnings the origin and rapid growth of the American spiritualist
movement was being reported in colonial newspapers,42 and within a few
37Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 28–29.
38Schaff, The Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus, p. 868.
39Podmore, Modern Spiritualism, a history and a criticism, p. 183.
40See Emma Hardinge Britten: Modern American Spiritualism: a Twenty-year’s Record
of the Communion between Earth and the World of Spirits. 3rd ed. New York: self-
published, 1870, p. 13 and R. Laurence Moore: In Search of White Crows: Spiritualism,
Parapsychology, and American Culture. Oxford University Press, 1977, pp. 14, 41, 68.
41Doyle, The History of Spiritualism, pp. 150–71.
42South Australian Register, Saturday 6 April 1850, p. 4.
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years of the purported rappings at Hydesville, spiritualism in various forms
began to be practised in the Australian colonies.
In 1852, the English traveller and author William Howitt sailed to Victoria
to write about life on the goldfields.43 He stayed for two years. ‘Whilst we
were in Australia’, Howitt said,
. . . came to us rumours of the outbreak of Spiritualism in America.
In our letters from home we heard of it having assumed first the
shape of table-turning. . . I laughed at this new phenomenon. We
were, however, much sooner to be convinced of the moving of hats
and tables than we expected.44
Near Wangaratta, the local doctor invited Howitt and his sons to his home
for a social evening, ‘after our journeyings through the forest, a rare pleasure’.
The after-dinner entertainment was a demonstration of the power of the
spirits:
A hat was placed on the table, one or two of us put our hands on
it, and certainly it began to spin round, without any action on our
part. It struck us as very curious. The same experiment was made
with a small table, and the result was the same. Whatever was the
cause, the effect was real and curious. Thus my first acquaintance
with modern Spiritualism was made in the Australian Bush.45
There was Mesmerism, too, which Howitt clearly associated with spiritualist
phenomena:
After these demonstrations, the Doctor threw his eldest daughter
into the mesmeric sleep, and showed us some remarkable experi-
ments. The Doctor took a little pile of halfpence, set them on the
table, and, taking me aside, told me that he had willed that when
43William Howitt: Land, Labor and Gold: or, Two years in Victoria, with visits to
Sydney and Van Diemen’s Land. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1855.
44Anna Mary Howitt Watts: The Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation. London: The
Psychological Press Association, 1883, pp. 235–36.
45Ibid., p. 236.
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his daughter awoke she should immediately take up these pence,
and put them away in a cupboard. This exactly occurred.46
Soon afterwards in similar circumstances at Charlton in western Victoria,
Howitt saw a table ‘whirling about the room in very wild way’.The fad seems
to have reached the Australian colonies quite quickly.47 Table-turning, often
but not always undertaken as a attempt to communicate with the spirits, was
a fashionable diversion in England and Europe, especially France, for a few
years from the early 1850s; evidently the colonies were not being left behind
in forms of popular amusement.
It seems reasonable to suppose that the great wave of immigration to
Victoria in the decade that followed the discovery of gold brought with it many
strange ideas and novel forms of religious expression, among them spiritualism.
The evidence for this is easy to over-interpret, but it is interesting to note
in the Howitt anecdotes—if the accounts are trustworthy48—that a fad only
a year or two old, which he associates with ‘modern Spiritualism’, already
had a following in the colonies and, in Victoria at least, was geographically
widespread (with Howitt and travellers like him doubtless contributing to
the dissemination of spiritualist or proto-spiritualist ideas). It is also worth
noting that the people he mentions, the Wangaratta doctor and Turnbull,
the Charlton squatter, were probably men of some substance and more than
minimal education. The audience for spiritualism in Australia had many
men of this type, and among notable and prominent nineteenth-century
Australian spiritualists there seems to be a disproportionately large number
of doctors, wealthy graziers, successful businessmen and other professional
figures, including lawyers and journalists. It scarcely needs to be added,
however, that rich and successful people are no less prone to open-mouthed
credulity than anyone else, and indeed if it is true that a spiritualist was more
likely to be someone doing well, perhaps even more prone.
46Watts, The Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation, p. 236.
47See theAdelaide Observer, Saturday 8 October 1853, p. 3.; Perth Gazette and Indepen-
dent Journal of Politics and News, Friday 14 October 1853, p. 3.
48Watts, The Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation, p. 237.
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5.6 Sceptics
The factual claims of spiritualists and their interpretations of the alleged
‘phenomena’ were, as we shall see, disputed and derided from the beginning
by sceptics and disbelievers. Howitt himself was later mocked in satirical
verse by a bush poet, who said that although
I believe in William Howitt; I believe in Prophet Penn;
I who bark my knees and knuckles bowing to ‘distinguished’ men.
Faith I have in talking tables, faith in air-supported Home,
And in giants, and in ‘glowworms,’ lighted by a glimmering gnome.
what he really wanted in the way of spirits was brandy, ‘sweet and hot’.49
(Prophet Penn was the Quaker William Penn, founder of the English
North American colony of Pennsylvania. The Glowworm was a short-lived
Melbourne spiritualist newsletter. The ‘glimmering gnome’ was B.S. Nayler,
its publisher, then 73, a small, wizened old man.50. One of Nayler’s supporters
was William Howitt.51 The Scottish-American medium D.D. Home was famous
for his levitations.)
By mid-1853 semi-public séances were beginning to being held in Australia,
and were coming to the attention of the Australian press.52 Spiritualism
began to be aired and debated in the editorial columns of metropolitan and
provincial newspapers.53 Press opinion, perhaps not surprisingly, was usually
hostile. The Hobart Courier, for example, described an American spiritualist
convention as:
. . . a singular collection of dupes and fanatics, resembling more
a congregation of lunatics than a company of rational creatures.
Their bleared and sunken eyes, their idiotic starings, their sprawl-
ing and pawing acts of familiarity with each other, their mumbling
49Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, Saturday 30 October 1869.
50Kirsop, “Life Before and After Bookselling: The Curious Career of Benjamin Suggitt
Nayler”.
51Ibid., p. 28.
52Argus, Friday 5 August 1853, p. 4F.; Bendigo Advertiser, Wednesday 6 October 1858,
p. 3.
53See the Launceston Examiner, Saturday 24 September 1853, p. 5.
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and incoherent speeches all would seem to favour the vulgar no-
tions that these creatures are ‘possessed’. The conduct of the
chairman, the ‘Rev. Mr Ballon’, resembled that of a fuddled
somnambulist.54
By 1862, newspapers were reporting that séances on the American pattern
were being conducted in Australia, with a group of people seated at a table
holding hands, a woman medium, an invitation to the spirits to take part,
knocks in agreement, questions put to them, knocks in reply, correct answers
given—answers that only the spirits could have known—and so on. There was
also table-tipping, in one case with the table rising on two legs and descending
so violently on the floor that ‘it might have been heard 300 yards off’, and
other phenomena, some quite advanced, including levitation—‘the table rose
from the floor, so that the top of it was on a level with our breasts, and
remained suspended in that position for several seconds’—and, surprisingly,
spirit photography.55
Spirit photography
At a séance in Wollongong in 1863, the sitters asked one of the attendant
spirits about spirit photography. At first there was some confusion:
Sitters : ‘Can you give us any instructions with respect to Spiritual
Photography?’
Spirit : ‘Place your hand on the camera’.
Sitters : ‘What do you mean by telling us to place our hands on
the camera?’
Spirit : ‘Put your hands on the place where you wish the spirit to
be.’
Sitters : ‘We are still unable to understand you: do you mean the
place where the mortal sitter is posed?’
54Hobart Courier, Thursday 6 January 1853, p. 2.
55The Empire, Friday 9 May 1862, p. 2., ‘F.S.’ giving an account of a séance in a letter to
the editor. ‘F.S.’ was F. Sinclair, who in 1863 began publishing the Australian Spiritualist
in Wollongong (see below). The description of table-tipping is taken from the Australian
Spiritualist, vol. 1. no. 2, p. 14.
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Spirit : ‘No. The focus.’
Sitters : ‘You mean the shield?’
Spirit : ‘Yes.’
The light shield, or plate-holder, was a thin wooden or metal box holding
a glass plate coated with light-sensitive chemicals. The plate in its shield
fitted into a slot in the camera body. To take the photograph, the shield was
withdrawn, exposing the plate to light transmitted through the lens. The
spirit was instructing the Wollongong sitters to influence the photographic
process by placing their hands on the box that shielded the plate; clearly, the
jargon of this new sub-lunar technology was unfamiliar to the spirit guide in
attendance
The first great spirit photographer was a Boston engraver named William
Mumler (1832–1884), and Mumler is usually given credit (and he conferred it
upon himself) for the invention of the process in 1861.56 It is fascinating to
see how quickly the technology for capturing images of discarnate spirits was
taken up in Australia. Within two years of its discovery in the United States,
the techniques of spirit photography were being explored by spiritualists in
Wollongong.57
5.7 W.H. Terry and the Harbinger of Light
In 1863 Australia got its first spiritualist newspaper, the Wollongong Aus-
tralian Spiritualist, which ran for six issues.58 In 1869 Melbourne’s first
spiritualist newsletter appeared, B.S. Nayler’s Glowworm.59
The Glowworm lasted only six months. It was followed in 1870 by the
Harbinger of Light, founded, allegedly under the direction and guidance of the
spirits, by William Terry, the enterprising Russell Street spiritualist bookseller
56See Jolly, Faces of the Living Dead, p. 16.
57Spiritual Telegraph, vol. 3., no. 48, 31 March 1855, p. 191. See also http://spirithistory.-
iapsop.com/early_attempts_at_spirit_photography.html.)
58Argus, Wednesday 28 October 1863, p. 4.
59Glowworm: an advocate for misapprehended spirit-philosophy and a defender of its
adherents (1869). Newspaper, published B.S. Nayler, South Melbourne.
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and clairvoyant healer.60
The story of the founding of the Harbinger of Light, as told by Terry and
passed on by Al Gabay, has him, encouraged by his father, first drawn to
spiritualism in 1859 at the age of 23, six years after their arrival in Australia
in 1853. W.H. Terry’s father Thomas Terry, in England a Unitarian and
freethinker, had come across a copy up country somewhere of Spiritualism,
by John Worth Edmonds, a disciple of the Fox sisters and a vigorous and
influential proponent of ‘modern’ spiritualism.61
Terry Snr was greatly impressed by Edmonds’s book and began looking for
a medium in Melbourne who could guide him further. According to Terry, he
and his father first joined the Circle of a well-known actress called Mrs Alfred
Phillips,62 then the family Circle of ‘Dr Crookes [sic.]’, of North Melbourne.63
Convinced by the rappings at Crook’s séances, the Terrys began sittings
with a ‘friendly neighbour’, where they received messages from a spirit member
of the Terry family, William’s brother Thomas Charles, who had died two
years previously. W.H. Terry, so he tells us, began to experience further
phenomena, including spirit-tapping on his body as he lay in bed,64 automatic
writing,65 and the felt presence of a ‘powerful influence’. Terry’s group also
experienced direct communication from Judge Edmonds himself who, perhaps
unsurprisingly, recommended his own book to them. (It should also come as
no surprise that the phenomena Terry experienced were mostly of the kind
reported in Edmonds’ book.)
Terry soon began to sense that he and the spirits could hold personal
intercourse, with questions he put to them answered by little shocks on his
forehead. By this means he was able to diagnose and cure the illness of a
60Harbinger of Light, August 1904, pp. 8485–89; Harbinger of Light, August 1905, pp.
8729–30.
61John W. Edmonds and George T. Dexter: Spiritualism. Melbourne: W.H. Terry, 1898
[first published 1853].
62The Argus, Monday 14 August 1876, p. 5. See: Tom W. May and Andrew Brown-May:
“‘A mingled yarn’: Henry Edwards, thespian and naturalist, in the Austral land of plenty,
1853-1866”. In: Historical Records of Australian Science 11.3 (1997), pp. 407–418. See also
Argus, Saturday 25 July 1891, p. 5.
63Harbinger of Light, August 1904, p. 8486.
64But see Edmonds and Dexter, Spiritualism, pp. 18–20.
65Ibid., pp. 92–95.
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certain ‘lady visitor’ and heal his own sick son. His healing powers, guided and
developed by Unseen Intelligences, grew quickly, and he and his father decided
to abandon their grocery business and set up ‘in the practice of healing’ at
96 Russell Street. A bookshop for the sale of Spiritualistic literature was
established and, attached to it, a clairvoyant medical clinic. His father ran the
bookshop; Terry did the healing, rapidly gathering ‘a great influx of patients’.
One of these was a woman called Mrs Lees, a ‘sensitive’, with mediumistic
powers, who came to Terry with a lock of her daughter’s hair for his clairvoyant
analysis. Terry successfully diagnosed the girl’s condition, Mrs Lees reported
this to her doctor, James Motherwell, and Motherwell asked to see Terry
‘in consultation’. Dr Motherwell believed that ‘an obscure and unsuspected
condition of the patient had been revealed’ and promised to carry out the
treatment regime suggested by Terry’s spirit collaborators.
This incident had two significant consequences. Terry gained entrée
to Melbourne’s medical circles and, allegedly following the instructions of
the Intelligences communicated to him through Mrs Lees, he established a
spiritualist newspaper:
Mrs Lees, cured by means of Mr Terry’s diagnosis, became clair-
voyant under his magnetic development and predicted the estab-
lishment of the Harbinger. Once, when in the magnetic state,
she described a bright noble-looking spirit holding a scroll in his
hand. Presently, he unrolled it and she read the words Harbinger
of Light, ‘Dawn approaches, error is passing away, men arising
shall hail the day’. ‘There is printing underneath the inscription’,
she went on, ‘it is a newspaper and you are to write it’.66
At first Terry resisted, but when Nayler’s Glowworm folded, he gave
in to the commands of the Unseen Intelligences and, with financial help
from Stanford and others, established a new Australian spiritualist journal
to replace Nayler’s, using the name and masthead banner the spirits had
suggested. It was to be a forum for discussion about spiritualism, as an
announcement in the Australasian explained:
66Harbinger of Light, August 1905, p. 8730.
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This is essentially an age of free thought, and among other mat-
ters attracting the attention of the thinking public, Spiritualism
occupies no insignificant place; nevertheless it is a subject of which
the larger portion of the public are profoundly ignorant, and it is
principally with the view of ventilating it, and offering a field for
a fair and impartial discussion of its phenomena and principles,
that the Harbinger is called into existence.67
With Terry as its proprietor and editor, the Harbinger, as prophesied,
quickly became the main forum in Australia for spiritualist news, instruction,
and debate. Curiously, the Harbinger gave very little coverage to Ballarat
spiritualism, and it had no Ballarat sales agent.68
A different version of the story
Terry’s version of the founding of the Harbinger makes a good yarn, but
unfortunately much of it is fictional. Gabay is content to note that there may
have been some ‘post factum embellishment’;69 it seems more likely that a
large part of Terry’s story of the founding the Harbinger is pure invention, or
rather patterned myth-making.
The source for Terry’s account is W.H. Terry himself, as recorded by
Emma Hardinge Britten70 and Mrs Annie Bright.71 There is no good reason
to suppose that Terry stuck slavishly to the facts, however, nor that Emma
Britten and Annie Bright related Terry’s stories with scrupulous care. On
the contrary, there is reason to suspect that the tale follows a model, with
the facts adapted to fit a pattern, for it very closely parallels another, earlier,
story about a similar event.
The Boston Banner of Light was spiritualism’s most important newspaper,
the longest-running, with the widest and largest circulation. How did it come
67The Australasian, Saturday 27 August 1870, p. 28.
68See Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s
Golden Age, 1870–1890, pp. 92–129.
69Ibid., p. 95.
70Britten, Nineteenth Century Miracles: or, Spirits and their work in every country of
the earth, p. 231.
71Harbinger of Light, August 1905, p. 8729.
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into being? According to Annie Bright, the American paper was founded in
just the same way as the Harbinger of Light in Australia. It was suggested to
a pioneer spiritualist named Luther Colby in 1857 that there was possibly a
place in the market for a spiritualist newspaper, and that he had been chosen
to establish one. At first he declined to be involved, protesting that there
were not enough potential subscribers to keep a spiritualist newspaper afloat.
However, Colby was persuaded to take on the task by a female medium, who
in trance told him firmly that he had been chosen for the responsibility by
the spirits and that he must accept the burden. Another female medium, in
vision, saw the name of the paper and its masthead banner. ‘From that time
Luther Colby never faltered. . . ’ and the Banner of Light went from success
to success, as prophesied.72
In fact, the founding of the Banner of Light was rather more prosaic. A
prospectus was issued calling for subscribers. The promoters had a falling
out and a new prospectus was published. The first group of promoters had
claimed that the new paper was being started in obedience to the commands
of ‘a company on high’, with support from ‘regions of light’ to ‘carry out the
wishes and views of higher intelligences’. The second group advertised it as
‘a New Weekly Journal of Romance, Literature, and General Intelligence’,
with space for a Spiritual Department, to be filled with communications from
the world of the spirits.73 The spirits may have been involved, but Colby’s
Banner of Light was certainly not founded in the manner Mrs Annie Bright
related, as the direct result of Colby’s reluctant response to the urging of a
trance medium.
Form-critical Biblical exegetics has long acknowledged that in the context
of religious belief highly-patterned stories with common elements in a regular
sequence cannot be interpreted as plain historical fact, even though they
may be presented in that guise. Such stories function not as a record of
what actually happened, but (often with their source in oral tradition) in
their written form constitute part of a religion’s devotional literature, sacred
tales avowed by believers, with purposes variously consoling, inspirational,
72Harbinger of Light, August 1905, p. 8729.
73http://ehbritten.blogspot.com.au/2015/04/the-citadel-of-all-truth-first.html
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apologetical, confessional, liturgical, and proselytising.
The story here, Terry’s account of the founding of the Harbinger, presented
as a tale of spirits acting through chosen earthly agents, has four essential
elements. First, the spirits command a person to assume a burden or perform
an onerous task. Second, the chosen person is reluctant to obey. Third,
his unwillingness is overcome and the task is performed, And fourth, the
chosen person achieves success, often accompanied by spiritual insight and
blessings. The tale of Jonah is a good instance of the type. An ordinary
person—Jonah—is singled out by a Divine being to perform a special task.
He attempts to evade the duty laid upon him, flees to Tarshish, but is stymied
by the whale. The duty is performed—he preaches to Nineveh, which repents
and is spared. Jonah is made to understand Jehovah’s mercy—as Jonah
wished the gourd had not been blighted, so God in his pity had no wish
to destroy Nineveh. (This is the also the pattern, incidentally, of James
Curtis’s encounter with the Great Beings of the spirit world, as we shall
see.) Since modern spiritualism inherited and recycled, or at least was very
conscious of, the devotional literature of Protestant Christianity, it is no
surprise that spiritualist stories should sometimes conform to these patterns.
(It is also possible to interpret this as a pattern in which the protagonist issues
commands to himself in the voice of an internalised God-figure, a pattern
similar to the description of a sort of consciousness, ‘bicameral’, proposed by
the psychologist Julian Jaynes.74)
The least-noticed element of this typology of spiritualists’ transactions
with the discarnate dead is the first. The encounter typically begins not
with our reaching toward the spirit world, but with the spirits attempting
to contact us in ours. In a sense the main focus of Terry’s tale about the
founding of the Harbinger is not Terry. Just as the story of Jonah is about
Jehovah’s power to command the service of his prophet, Terry’s story is
about the spirits’ need to requisition his services, their success in gaining his
obedience, and their power to intervene in the affairs of the mundane world
and bring about their purposes in it.
74See below, p. 257.
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5.8 Decline
The following chapter traces some of the some of the currents of spiritualism
in Ballarat over the next three decades until the turn of the century. Broadly
speaking, spiritualism through the 1850s into the 1860s was an American
novelty, sometimes thought to be shocking, usually regarded as Yankee
nonsense. The 1870s saw growth and consolidation. Interest in ‘modern’
spiritualism peaked in the late ’70s and early ’80s, declining to very modest
levels by the end of the ’90s. These trends are of course impossible to
quantify with any great confidence, but some suggestive figures can be derived
from newspaper statistics. Occurrences of the word ‘spiritism’ in digitised
Australian papers of the period, an indication of the newsworthiness of the
subject, are arguably a rough proxy for interest in the movement and the
level of activity of its practitioners and opponents.
Decade Occurrences
1860–1869 115
1870–1879 1,855
1880–1889 580
1890–1899 282
This table is derived from the National Library of Australia ‘Trove’ digi-
tised collection of Australian newspapers, searching http://trove.nla.gov.au-
/newspaper, with the search term text:spiritism, restricted to Articles. (‘Spirit-
ism’ is a less ambiguous proxy than ‘spiritualism’, a word that has other,
irrelevant, senses. The Trove corpus is expanding; these figures were calculated
on 16 September 2015.)
The decade 1870 to 1880 saw the founding of the Harbinger of Light, the
formation of the Victorian Association of Progressive Spiritualists, and visits
by the great American mediums Henry Slade and Jesse Shepard and the
trance lecturer Emma Britten. The Trove statistics confirm that these were
indeed the peak years of spiritualist activity in the Australian colonies.
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5.9 Conclusion
This chapter has offered a sketch of the origins of modern spiritualism, with
some observations about its relations with technological developments of
the time. It was supposed, suggested, and asserted that our world and the
spiritual spheres were contiguous parts of an all-encompassing whole, across
which telegraph-like communications could be conducted. When messages
said to have been initiated on the Other Side were received it appeared to
follow that they must have come from departed spirits, and the ‘phenomena’
seemed to provide proof that the communications were genuine.
The movement’s rapid growth has been noted and its basic metaphysical
premise, that spiritualism substitutes knowledge for faith and certainties for
unsupported promises and vague expectations, has been briefly examined.
Spiritualism’s arrival in Australia (accompanied by a considerable amount
of sceptical criticism and hostile comment) soon after its beginnings in the
United States has been described.
The founding of the Harbinger of Light, Melbourne’s spiritualist newspaper,
which followed earlier newsletters for spiritualists, has been recounted, with a
note about W.H. Terry’s rather unedifying rôle in its establishment.
It has been suggested that the three decades 1860–1890 was the peak
period of ‘modern’ spiritualism. There is evidence in the varying volume of
newspaper mentions of ‘spiritism’ and other textual data to suggest that the
‘movement’ peaked in the late ’70s and early ’80s, declining to pre-1860 levels
by the end of the ’90s.
Chapter 6
Spiritualism in Ballarat
6.1 Ballarat
In 1865 the Ballarat Star reported that spiritualism had established itself in
the city:
Although spirit-rapping and the other eccentricities of what is
called ‘spiritualism’ have been pretty well laughed at and the
humbug exposed in the old world, there are devout believers or,
at any rate, zealous experimenters, here in Ballarat. Regular
‘seances’ have lately been initiated here amongst the ‘spiritualists,’
and ladies and gentlemen, doctors, schoolmasters, tradesmen, and
others, who are sane enough in their ordinary vocations, are taking
to reading spiritualist books, to laying their hands upon tables,
and waiting for, and even hearing, with all seriousness, the ‘rap’
talk of ‘the spirits.’ There are those who say the spirits don’t
care a rap for these rapt worshippers, and that the whole thing is
either a delusion or an arrant imposture, but thus do not think
the newly awakened spiritualists of Ballarat.1
The jibing is typical. Very few contemporary newspaper reports of spiritu-
alists’ activities were sympathetic or even neutral. Most readers, presumably,
1Ballarat Star, Monday 21 August 1865.
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were thought to disapprove of spiritualism: editorial policy, as ever, followed
the money and flattered readers’ opinions. The tone was usually a sort of
condescending head-shaking at the folly of it all, a paraded struggle to un-
derstand how anyone could be so silly. In 1863, the Argus’s review of the
Australian Spiritualist, the country’s first spiritualist newsletter, affecting to
believe that the new paper had ‘able correspondents of tried truthfulness
and usefulness in the spirit world’, took great delight in reporting that one
spirit, said by the Spiritualist to have a ‘rollicking manner’, described his
present state as ‘unutterably jolly’.2 (Later in the article, however, the spirit
confesses that his self-description was ironic, and he is ‘doomed to misery for
ever by his Maker’.)
In the three decades from the mid-1850s, as spiritualism in Ballarat
grew and established its presence, it continued to attract hostile reporting
and disapproving editorial comment in the local newspapers. The Star was
particularly antagonistic, carrying stories of ‘Spiritual Humbug Exposed. . . one
of the vilest, boldest swindles and humbugs ever practised upon a confiding
community’;3 ‘[spiritualists were] unhappy persons, to whom the revealed will
of God is addressed in vain’;4 ‘trickery of spiritualism. . . a matter of clever
conjuring’;5 ‘thimblerigging. . . coolest effrontery. . . impudence’.6
The term ‘humbug’, frequently used to describe spiritualism, was given a
special airing in 1869, when Marcus Clarke’s Humbug, ‘a weekly illustrated
journal of satire’, challenged spiritualists to use their powers to give a fair copy
of a sentence ‘written, sealed, and deposited in the Union Bank, Melbourne’.
Thirty tried, none succeeded, and the prize of £50 was not awarded. Under
the heading ‘The Spirits Sold’, the Star gleefully reprinted Humbug ’s report,
with the conclusion that, ‘the pretensions of [the spiritualists]. . . are what we
originally alleged them to be—all Humbug’.7
2Argus, Wednesday 28 October 1863, p. 4.
3Ballarat Star, Thursday 5 January 1865, p. 4., reprinting a piece from the Toronto
Globe of 16 September 1864.
4Ballarat Star, Monday 6 February 1865, p. 2.
5Ballarat Star, Wednesday 12 September 1866.
6Ballarat Star, Tuesday 3 November 1868, p. 3. ‘How the ‘Medium’ Does It’, reprinted
from the London Times. ‘A critical enquirer looks at the “spirit-rapping business” ’.
7Ballarat Star, Friday 26 November 1869, p. 3.
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In 1865 in a Paris letter from ‘Our Own Correspondent’, the Ballarat Star
warned its readers that ‘. . . since spiritualism became known in France cases
of mental alienation have increased 50 per cent’.8 In 1866 it smugly reported
that the manager—‘A Traitor in the Camp’—of the Davenport Brothers, a
popular American stage-act which later toured Australia with a show that
seemed to reproduce the phenomena of the spiritualist séance, had exposed
the brothers as charlatans.9 In 1868, blending contempt for spiritualism with
popular outrage against the ‘assassin’ O’Farrell, of Ballarat, who was soon to
be hanged for his attempt to assassinate Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh,
the Ballarat Star reported that a Newcastle man named Carr, who visited
O’Farrell in the condemned man’s cell to ask him about his views on the
immortality of the soul, was a spiritualist.10
Ballarat newspapers were occasionally willing to give theories bordering
on spiritualism a less dismissive hearing. A talk in 1861 at the Mechanics’
Institute on ‘The Phenomena of Psychology’ by ‘Dr’ John Bell Hickson,11 a
well-known Melbourne homœopath who had recently moved to Ballarat—his
lecture included speculation about clairvoyance, Baron von Reichenbach’s
‘Odic force’, and ‘the reality of disembodied communication’—was reported by
the Star without hostility; the paper even noting that ‘the lecturer resumed
his seat amid loud cheers’.12 Hickson had been careful not to endorse the
claims of spiritualism fully. ‘The soul’, said Hickson, ‘was a ‘subtle magnetic
or odic force”. He did not openly speculate about its persistence after death.
It is worth mentioning that not all clairvoyant mediums were focussed on
death and the afterlife, and in fact some were very definitely in the service of
Mammon in this world. In 1871 a Mrs Tressillian, for example, who advertised
herself as a ‘Business and Mining Medium’ could be consulted at her offices in
8Ballarat Star, Tuesday 21 November 1865, p. 2S.
9Ballarat Star, Monday 26 March 1866, p. 3. See also Melissa Bellanta: “The Davenport
Brothers Down Under: Theatre, Belief and Modernity in 1870s Australia”. In: Impact of
the Modern: Vernacular Modernities in Australia 1870s-1960s. Ed. by Robert Dixon and
Veronica Kelly. Sydney: Sydney University Press, 2008, pp. 171–84.
10Ballarat Star, Wednesday 4 November 1868.
11See: http://www.historyofhomeopathy.com.au/people/item/98-hickson-john-bell.html.
See also Jacqueline Templeton: Prince Henry’s: the evolution of a Melbourne Hospital
1869-1969. Melbourne: Robertson & Mullens, 1969.
12Ballarat Star, Wednesday 2 October 1861 p. 3.
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Sturt Street Ballarat between 10 a.m. and six p.m. for a fee of one guinea.13
In a letter to the editor of the Courier, someone signing himself ‘A. Miner’
gave her his endorsement:
Sir,—Allow me a short space in your columns to say a few words
about clairvoyance. I understand but very little about it, but
I have proof of a stone coming from a certain place, and being
examined by Mrs Tressillian. The answers she gave about the
stone, and the place it came from, were quite satisfactory, and I
have great pleasure in bearing testimony to her abilities. . . 14
It was said to be ‘a common practice amongst mining speculators to call
in the aid of clairvoyance before going into a fresh speculation, and to take
no action in such matter except as the oracle may direct’.15 The credulity
of Ballarat miners had its limits, however. Within a year, Mrs Tressillian
had left Ballarat for Fitzroy.16 A report in the Age suggests why. When Mrs
Tressillian was put to the test—she was asked detailed questions about a
shaft in Bendigo—
. . . the pretended miraculous vision of the clairvoyante was about
as far wrong, and as near an approach to humbug pure and simple,
as could well be imagined.17
6.2 Critics and sceptics
6.2.1 Opposition from churches
Condemnation of spiritualism from the pulpit was not common in Ballarat,
or at least was seldom chronicled in the newspapers, but from time to time,
Christian reverend gentlemen were provoked into attacking spiritualism’s false
13 Ballarat Courier, Saturday 28 October 1871, p. 3.
14Ibid.
15The Age, Saturday 10 August 1872, p. 6.
16The Age, Tuesday 16 April 1872, p. 3.
17The Age, Saturday 10 August 1872, p. 6.
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doctrines. Acrimonious controversy was newsworthy, of course, and clerical
denunciations were reported closely.
For example, on 5 November 1871 at St Paul’s on Bakery Hill, Archdeacon
Stretch, Ballarat’s most senior Anglican cleric, preached a well-attended
sermon against spiritualism.18 With pastoral concern over what seemed to be
growing popular interest in the spiritualist movement and its direct insult to
Christian belief, the Venerable Theodore Stretch, taking as his text Galatians
1:7 ‘There be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of Christ’,
told his congregation that he felt compelled to refute the ‘pernicious doctrines’
promulgated by spiritists because their perverted teachings were gaining
ground in Ballarat.19
Archdeacon Stretch was responding to a lecture delivered at the Mechanics’
Institute the previous Wednesday by the prominent Melbourne spiritualist
B.S. Nayler, ‘one of the teachers of this devilish creed’. Nayler’s lecture had
been reported in some detail by the Star which, reining in its hostility for
once, described the address as ‘. . . calmly argumentative, and contain[ing]
some very pungent hits at churches, creeds, and press’.20
(Nayler was very active in the district at this period, but not all his
proselytising efforts met with success. In December 1871 he gave a public
séance in Clunes, which included a demonstration of the planchette. Reverend
John Herring, the local Anglican parson, offering to try it out, deliberately
wrote a spurious message from the Other Side. ‘Some persons present actually
regarded it as a veritable telegram from the summerland’, he said. Nayler was
taken in, Herring admitted the deception, and a furious exchange of letters
to the editor ensued.21)
The task of examining and censuring spiritism, said the archdeacon, was
repulsive, ‘like burrowing in the corruptions of the sepulchre’. This was an
18Theodore Stretch (1817–1899) Anglican archdeacon of Ballarat and Hamilton 1869-75.
See James Grant, ‘Stretch, Theodore Carlos Benoni (1817–1899)’, Australian Dictionary
of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/stretch-
theodore-carlos-benoni-4655/text7691.
19Ballarat Courier, Monday 6 November 1871, p. 2.
20Ballarat Star, Thursday 2 November 1871, p. 2.
21Ballarat Star, Monday 18 December 1871, p. 2, Wednesday 20 December 1871, p. 3,
Monday 25 December 1871, p. 3.)
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allusion to the moral decadence popularly associated with spiritualism. James
Campbell, writing to the Star a year later, described his revulsion when he
read
. . . [spiritualism’s] nauseating literature, aping the terminology of
philosophy, but without a single philosophical idea—a mass of
crude, ill-digested, contradictory, and illogical propositions, when
I saw its natural outcome in free-love, womans-rights, Claflin-
Woodhull, untrammelled lives, Oneida and Modern Times com-
munities, and such like cognate rubbish and abominations, I drew
back with disgust from that which I had thought well of, and
regarded with contempt that which at first I thought I would have
admired.22
He refused (said Stretch) to waste any time debating whether or not the
alleged ‘manifestations’ of spiritualism had actually happened, but proposed
to draw attention to the movement’s main theological defects.
There were two. First, he said, the spiritualist nonsense that a man’s
wickedness is progressively refined away as he rises through the spheres, implies,
absurdly, that evil-doers like Burke and Hare [the Edinburgh ‘resurrection
men’ murderers] would eventually find themselves fit associates for St Paul.
Second, spiritualists advocated the heresy that Jesus Christ was not mankind’s
mediator and saviour—was nothing more than a great prophet and medium—
and a yet greater saviour might arise.
The whole thing was either a gigantic imposture or the work of the Devil,
said the archdeacon. It was ‘a dangerous, lying doctrine, which should be
condemned by all who had been taught in the orthodox faith, and who
believed in their Redeemer and the truth and mercy of God’.
Not surprisingly given his profession the Venerable Theodore Stretch had
put his finger on the two main theological issues that divided Christians from
spiritualists. First, in the Christian understanding, man, tainted by evil, lives
in a good world created by a loving God. To spiritualists, the spark of divine
within is fundamentally good, but this fragment finds itself in an evil world,
22Ballarat Star, Saturday 2 March 1872, p. 3.
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trapped in a physical encumbrance from which only death can provide a
release. Second, to Christians, our natural wickedness has been redeemed by
the death of God’s son; we are saved by His grace and mercy. To spiritualists,
we are liberated from our degraded condition in the material world by the
divine knowledge that our inner being has the potential to develop, unfold,
and rise through the spheres to ever more complete perfection.
It scarcely needs to be added that spiritualists aggravated the offence of
promoting heretical doctrine by refusing to recognise Stretch’s authority as
the proper intermediary between themselves and spiritual knowledge. They
by-passed the Church and sought the truth themselves, appointing themselves,
moreover, as its arbiter.
A few weeks afterwards, responding to a letter from the spiritualist Dr
Walter Richardson, the archdeacon wrote to the Star stressing the great
importance of the matters being debated.23 The point at issue between
Spiritists and Christians, he said, was not about the nature of the force that
produced the ‘phenomena’ but about what conclusions might be drawn from
their occurrence. Stretch was in no doubt as to the seriousness of the heresy.
The dispute was not over some minor issue of doctrine. It had come down to
a simple choice, he said. ‘Either the revelations of Spiritism are delusive and
wicked’ or Christianity was utterly false. (He did not, of course, canvass the
third possibility, that both systems of belief might be delusory.)
Though Stretch was clearly hostile to spiritualism, it would be wrong to
assume that Protestant clerical opinion in Ballarat was uniformly against
the movement. In 1870, for example, the Reverend Alexander Gosman
delivered a lecture on ‘Spiritism’ at a Tuesday evening tea-meeting at the
Congregationalist church in Dawson Street, and his talk, by contrast with
Stretch’s, was mild and accommodating.24 Gosman was a friend of the liberal
reformist Presbyterian minister Charles Strong, the Unitarian H.G. Turner,
and Alfred Deakin. If this seems strange company for a Congregationalist
minister to keep, Gosman in fact had attended and participated in séances
and was a firm believer in spiritualism—properly interpreted—and in the
23Ballarat Star, Tuesday 28 November 1871, p. 4.
24Ballarat Courier, Saturday 9 April 1870, p. 2.
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genuineness of spiritualist phenomena.25 Clearly, Gosman was flirting with
spiritualism, not condemning it. He told a Melbourne meeting that,
. . . spiritism, as it was promulgated by some persons, came so
close in its claims to their common Christianity, that it behoved
him to look into its claims to be considered in the light of a new
religion. It was wise to investigate its claims, and if it was found
to be such as could be received, then it might be adopted.26
6.2.2 James Campbell
Although Stretch’s denunciation of the movement was certainly vigorous,
spiritualism in Ballarat rarely became a divisive and contentious public issue.
In the aftermath of the B.S. Nayler incident at Clunes, a Mr B. Gillingham
gave a lecture at the Mechanics’ Institute condemning spiritualism, arguing
that the false doctrines of the Spiritists could not be left to wither of their own
accord, ‘for that would be to leave a raging pestilence alone’.27 He repeated
this lecture at Durham Lead, under the auspices of the Durham Lead Mutual
Improvement Society, two months later, explaining to his audience that,
‘there had been no communication received from a disembodied human spirit,
but they were all from the seducing spirits of evil’.28 Gillingham, who
seems unusually agitated about the subject, ten years later wrote a book
furiously attacking spiritualism.29 Gillingham also wrote books about the
prophecies of Daniel and the revelations of St John of Patmos. He seems
to have believed that atheism and spiritualism were signs of an imminent
Apocalypse.30 Gillingham’s talk in Durham Lead attracted an audience of
25Ovens and Murray Advertiser, Thursday 8 June 1871, p. 3. On Gosman, see Niel Gun-
son, ‘Gosman, Alexander (1829–1913)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre
of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/gosman-
alexander-3642/text5673, where he is described as a ‘theologian and social reformer’.
26The Age, Tuesday 12 July 1870, p. 3.
27Ballarat Star, Saturday 23 December 1871, p. 2.
28Ballarat Star, Tuesday 20 February 1872, p. 2.
29B. Gillingham: Spiritism Candidly and Fully Stated & Exposed: showing its early history,
modern manifestations, varied agency, delusive doctrines, pernicious morals, dangerous
politics, and final overthrow. Melbourne: Dunn & Collins, 1881.
30Ballarat Star, Saturday 6 September 1879, p. 2.)
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just thirty people.
Christian attacks on spiritualism, when they did come, often took the
form of reasoned, earnest pamphlets from laymen explaining why the new
religion was theologically unsound, or a fraud, or both.
An example is Modern Spiritism, a fifty-six page tract printed and pub-
lished by the Star in 1872.31 Its author was James Campbell (1845–1893),
the wealthy son of Matthew Campbell, an early Ballarat gold-digger and
later, engineer, and businessman.32
In 1871 James Campbell visited the United States and, he said, ‘determined
to learn what I could of Spiritism at its fountain-head’, read a great amount
of spiritualist literature, attended spiritualist lectures, and participated in
séances in Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco. He concluded that communion
with spirits was just ‘a poor mixture of gross imposture on the one hand, and
where genuine, of a peculiar form of disease on the other’.33
Campbell’s main theological objection to spiritualism was that it had no
creed. There was a general understanding that communion with the dead
was possible, but beyond that, spiritualism had no answer to the question
‘What do you teach?’
With what Campbell calls ‘astonishing elasticity’, spiritualism seemed to
assert that in the matter of authoritative creedal principles anything goes. He
quotes a statement of doctrine proposed at the Fourth National Convention
of Spiritualists held at Cleveland Ohio in September 1867, that:
Spiritualism frees man from the bondage of authority, book or
creed. Its only authority is truth; its interpreter reason. . . It can
have no creed; every individual must be a law unto himself, and
draught his own creed, and not seek to force it on others.34
31James Campbell: Modern Spiritism. The Star. Ballarat, Vic., 1872. Much of the
material in Modern Spiritism was serialised in the Star in late 1871.
32Clarence Irving Benson, ed.: A Century of Victorian Methodism. 1st ed. Melbourne:
Spectator, 1935, p. 251. See also : A. Goding: “James Campbell 1845-1893, An Admirable
Type of Australian Scot”. In: Victorian Historical Journal (Nov. 1997) and Justin J.
Corfield, ed.: The Eureka Encyclopaedia. Ballarat, Vic.: Ballarat Heritage Services, 2004,
p. 95.
33Campbell, Modern Spiritism, pp. 3–4.
34Ibid., p. 10. See also Hudson Tuttle: Arcana of Spiritualism: a manual of spiritual
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This epitome of spiritualism’s central (non)-doctrine makes postmodern
religious relativism look rather old-fashioned or, to put it the other way round,
nineteenth-century spiritualism’s stress on personal ‘spirituality’ rather than
organised religion seems surprisingly modern, as does its epistemological
relativism: ‘No inspired communication. . . is authoritative any farther than it
expresses truth to the individual consciousness, which last is the final standard
to which all inspired or spiritual teachings must be brought for test.’35
For Campbell this was mere foolishness. To the notion that, though
lacking firm doctrine, spiritualists are nevertheless all brothers in the same
Truth, working in the same cause, he simply responded with a joke: Old
Sandy Mackay is told that someone had devised a plan for uniting all sects
and parties on the one broad fundamental ground of the unity of God as
revealed in science. Sandy is not impressed: ‘Vera like uniting men,’ he says,
‘by pulling aff their claes and telling them, “There, ye’re a’brithern noo, on
the one broad fundamental principle of want o’ breeks.” ’36
Campbell combined contempt for spiritualism’s doctrinal free-for-all with
scorn for its revelations, and quoted at length to sneer at spiritualists’ descrip-
tions of Summer Land, the realm beyond death where, he said, spiritualists
believed that:
The language is ‘a universal phonetic system’ among the upper
grades. The females generally choose to appear about twenty-four
years old; the men from thirty-five to forty. They have books, but
they are on scrolls, and picture-written. There are libraries, to
which all who wish have access. There are kings and rulers, who
attain their position by ‘natural, spontaneous selection.’ Spirits
make voyages and visit countries other than their own; but happily
‘there are no railway or steamer fares to pay’.37
science and philosophy. Boston: Adams & Co., 1871, p. 16.
35Resolution 12, adopted at the Fifth National Convention [of
spiritualists], held at Rochester, N.Y., August 28th, 1868. See:
http://spirithistory.iapsop.com/1868_american_association_of_spiritualists.html
36Campbell, Modern Spiritism, p. 28. The humorous story is from the 1850 novel Alton
Locke, Tailor and Poet by Charles Kingsley.
37Ibid., p. 21.
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A less confident believer might have recognised the vulgar spiritualist paradise
as a sort of reductio ad absurdum of the Christian vision of Heaven; Campbell
did not. He seems similarly unaware of a difficulty for his own views implied by
his rejection of the ‘phenomena’. Campbell dismissed reports of levitation, self-
playing accordions, apports of fruits and flowers, manifestations of departed
friends and so forth, with the question, ‘Is it more likely that these marvels
actually occurred as narrated, or that the witnesses to them were deceived
by their own imaginings?’, but he failed to see that this rhetorical question
might be used with equal force against the miraculous events of the Gospels.38
(Whether he knew it or not, Campbell was invoking David Hume’s famous
argument against miracles, that ‘. . . no testimony is sufficient to establish a
miracle, unless the testimony be of such a kind, that its falsehood would be
more miraculous, than the fact which it endeavours to establish’.39)
In short, Campbell’s pamphlet against spiritualism expresses the attitude
of a self-assured, even complacent, Christianity, comfortable in its established
religious dominance and disdainful of crude, popular, and ill-educated enthu-
siasms (an attitude, oddly enough, rather like that of the empire of Rome
towards early Christianity).
6.2.3 Peter Campbell
James Campbell’s views are those of a person well informed about the
spiritualist movement and sufficiently well-educated to give forcible expression
to his opinions, patronising and dismissive though they may be. Popular
opposition to spiritualism was usually less well considered, often descending
into accusations that the movement was simply exploitation of the innocent
by charlatans, or worse, that spiritualism was a kind of Satanism, wicked
dealing with the dead.
For example, on 7 July 1878, an itinerant evangelist named Peter Campbell
(like Hickson, a dispenser of homœopathic medicines), a sort of one-man
travelling Christian bush crusader, who styled himself the ‘Voluntary Bush
38Campbell, Modern Spiritism, p. 51.
39Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Sect. X, Part 1; § 91, pp.
115-16.
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Missionary’ of ‘The Australian Bush and Goldfields Mission’,40 gave a lecture
in the Ballarat Societies’ Hall exposing and ridiculing spiritualism and its
champions. He began:
There is a modern, Satanic, and false religion, which has its
preachers, male and female; its own Press, mediums, wizards,
disciples and dupes. Within thirty years it has come into organised
existence. Cradled in America, it has spread like wild-fire through
various portions of the civilised world, including Great Britain
and the colonies, and the number of its votaries is legion. That
false religion is called spiritualism.41
Though he called it a ‘religious’ lecture, Campbell’s arguments against spir-
itualism for the most part were practical and secular rather than theological.
Spiritualism was a fraud ‘. . . carried out by a few sharpers and adventurers
at the expense of their numerous and deluded (although in the majority of
cases innocent) votaries, disciples, and dupes’.42 Although Christian critics
sometimes suggested that the miraculous ‘phenomena’ of spiritualism had
diabolical origins, this line of argument was usually avoided, for it forced
spiritualism’s detractors to explain why miracles had ceased with end of the
Apostolic age, and why the present-day phenomena could no longer be taken
as the direct intervention of God in the natural world. Conversely, it was for
its polemical value that Emma Hardinge Britten gave the title Nineteenth
Century Miracles to one of her surveys of the movement.43
If to we later observers the debate between spiritualists and their opponents
seems occasionally take on a too-serious, over-earnest, tone, at stake was a
matter of immense importance, the future of one’s immortal soul. Spiritualists
40Peter Campbell: Progress report in re Mr. Peter Campbell’s Australian voluntary,
undenominational, evangelical, and itinerating town, village, bush, gold fields, and copper
mines mission. Adelaide: P. Campbell, 1881.
41Peter Campbell: An expose of so-called ‘Spiritualism’ or ‘Spiritism’ and its Champions
and ‘Mediums’, being a Religious Lecture delivered by Mr Campbell, the Australian Bush &
Gold-fields Missionary. Ballarat Star. Ballarat, Vic., 1878, p. 4.
42Ibid., p. 6. On Campbell see also the Manaro Mercury, and Cooma and Bombala
Advertiser, Saturday 10 August 1878, p. 2.
43Britten, Nineteenth Century Miracles: or, Spirits and their work in every country of
the earth.
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believed that the ‘new dispensation’, knowledge about life beyond death newly
granted to mankind, revelations supported by the ‘phenomena’, was supremely,
overwhelmingly, important; to conservative Christians the phenomena and the
revelations were fraudulent and quite possibly the work of the devil. These
were thought to be weighty matters.
6.2.4 David Blair
In Ballarat, more-or-less secular scepticism seems to have provided most
of the overt opposition, such as it was, to spiritualism. ‘Refutations’ and
castigations came mostly from the public platform and the press, not the pulpit.
The Melbourne newspapers, by contrast, more frequently carried reports of
clerical denunciations of spiritualism—“The Rev. J. Nish, of Sandhurst,
delivered a lecture last evening at the West Melbourne Presbyterian Church,
on ‘Spiritualism weighed in the balance, and found wanting.’ There was
a numerous attendance. . . the argument of the lecturer went to show that
spiritism was a delusion”.44 There was very little of this kind of thing in
Ballarat newspapers of the period.
In Ballarat, secular opposition was more common. For example, a promi-
nent public figure of the period, the journalist David Blair (1820-1899), whom
the Australian Dictionary of Biography describes as a ‘controversialist and
littérateur’,45 lectured against spiritualism in Ballarat at the Mechanics’ Insti-
tute in 1872 to ‘protracted cheers of the audience, the lecture having frequently
elicited unmistakable signs of approval’.46
Spiritualism was ‘an exploded delusion’, said Blair, a ‘crude mass of
absurdity’. Modern Spiritualism, with all its ‘stupendous mass of rubbish
and imposture’, was just the most recent phase of the same old folly:
The new ‘gospel’ of the modern Spiritist was but a prigged [stolen,
44Argus, 12 December 1871, p. 4.
45Jill Roe, ‘Blair, David (1820–1899)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Cen-
tre of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/blair-
david-3011/text4407.
46See the Hobart Mercury, Tuesday 28 May 1872, p. 3., which reprinted a report of his
Ballarat lecture.
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copied] gospel. The epidemic outbreaks of faith in such things
were records of history. . . down to modern times the same beliefs
existed. . . even mesmerism and phrenology were all signs of the
old phenomena.47
Blair’s performance was directed against the views of James Smith, another
Melbourne journalist and controversialist, who was widely known for his public
endorsement of spiritualism. Smith’s views, said Blair, ‘were the outcome of
intemperance and delusion, and leading to immorality and social disruption’.
Smith had received his revelations ‘through the deadened brain of a female. . . ’
The ‘female’ was a medium called Mrs Jackson, who in 1881 found herself
at the centre of a sordid legal dispute over the will of George Lamont, a
wealthy Stawell miner. Three of Lamont’s sisters applied to the Supreme
Court to have the probate of his will revoked on the ground that its making
had been unduly influenced by Mrs Jackson and a man called Ebenezer
McGeorge, with whom she was living. Lamont, a little too fond of drink, and
suffering from the DTs, had moved in with them, and it was suggested that
Mrs Jackson, a spiritualist, took the opportunity to beguile and cheat him, or
rather his heirs, of his wealth.48 This was the Mrs Jackson—Flinders Street
‘electro-biologist’ and spiritualist medium—whose malign hypnotic powers
had enslaved James Smith. Under her thrall, Smith began to believe that
in previous lives he had been successively Moses, Elijah, John the Baptist,
and Shakespeare. In 1872 he discovered himself to be God’s prophet and
mouthpiece in present times. Smith pronounced God’s imminent judgement
on the world, soon to be ‘burnt up into nothing by a wave of magnetic fire,
obliterated from the book of life’. Smith was accused of using Lamont’s
money to finance propaganda for his reincarnation hobby-horse.49 All this
was a great embarrassment to ordinary spiritualists. Punch commented:
‘The Magnetic Institute [a new Flinders Street clairvoyant healing practice
with which Mrs Jackson was said to be associated] is the latest phase of this
47The Hobart Mercury, Tuesday 28 May 1872, p. 3.
48The Argus, Friday 25 March 1881, p. 7.
49Harbinger of Light, November 1872, p. 327., and see also Stuart, James Smith: the
making of a colonial culture, pp. 137–38. and the Akaroa Mail and Banks Peninsula
Advertiser, 10 May 1881.
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gigantic humbug. The patrons of this shop pretend to be inspired by God
direct, and consequently look down on mere spiritists. Is there any higher
point in the Thermometer of blasphemy that these lunatics can reach!’50
Blair enjoyed stirring up an audience, and his lecture was a fine piece of
lecture-hall polemics. A couple of months after his Ballarat appearance, in a
public debate with the popular champion of spiritualism John Tyerman, a
former Anglican clergyman, Blair pronounced one of Mrs Emma Hardinge
Britten’s books to be ‘the greatest piece of imposture he had ever met with’.
According to the Argus reporter, ‘This strong language set the whole audience
in motion, and while some were stamping and some were hissing, one specta-
cled listener, who had been tossing about a good deal in his seat, concentrated
a whole volume of negatives into one brief show of gesticulations’.51 Blair’s
performance was an intemperate attack on a man he disliked—some years
previously Smith had sued Blair for libel52—but it hardly advanced the debate
to point out that the phenomena of spiritualism had been found in other
cultures and at other times and places, for to spiritualists this was merely
confirmation that the spirits had manifested their powers in the mundane
world on many previous occasions. It is difficult to resist the impression that
Blair could not understand spiritualism’s attraction for honest and thoughtful
people and that he himself had no deep interest in the subject. He was talking
for effect, exhibiting his talent for invective, amusing himself and his audience,
providing popular entertainment by denouncing peculiar beliefs.
6.2.5 Entertainment
During this period music-hall entertainment began to include acts that seem-
ed able to reproduce, and were certainly able to mimic and parody, the
phenomena of spiritualism. Since spiritualist lectures and performances were
themselves often a form of public entertainment,53 the line between the real
50Melbourne Punch, 3 October 1872, p. 7.
51The Argus, Tuesday 30 July 1872, p. 7.
52Ballarat Star, Friday 16 January 1863, p. 2.
53See, for example, Herman, “Whose Knocking? Spiritualism as Entertainment and
Therapy in Nineteenth-Century San Francisco”.
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thing and parodies of it was often vanishingly thin.
The Great Wizard ‘Professor’ Jacobs, for example, performed at the Bal-
laarat Mechanics’ Institute in 1865 and 1866 to demonstrate that spiritualist
phenomena were nothing more than ‘easily-reproduced tricks of a stage-magic-
ian’. Jacobs advertised himself as an ‘Anti-Spiritualist’, and insisted that by
employing the acknowledged sleight-of-hand trickery of his own profession he
could do ‘all that could be accomplished by those who would impose upon the
public mind with such notions as supernatural existences’.54 Jacobs boasted
that ‘he practised his unrivalled powers on the optics of his audiences, not
to their fears but to their gratification and astonishment’.55 Significantly,
Jacobs began his stage act with an exhibition of spirit-rapping, replicating
or imitating as mere stage entertainment the foundational phenomenon of
modern spiritualism.
The Star reported in 1865 that:
On Friday night the hall of the Mechanics’ Institute was crammed,
and on Saturday night it was even more crammed. . . His feats,
whether with or without apparatus, are done with rare skill, and
his pleasant humour and what may be called histrionic ability,
give to the whole entertainment a continuous attraction. The
spiritualists are beaten by this wizard, and the Davenport Brothers’
feat more than equalled.56
and in the following year that:
Professor Jacobs opened his entertainment last night at the Me-
chanics’ Institute, before a large audience, and his performances
were distinguished by all their old skill and success. The most
startling things were done with the ease and grace for which the
‘wizard’ has become so favorably known to Ballarat audiences,
and his delighted patrons were not niggardly in their applause.57
54The Age, 7 March 1865, p. 8.
55The Age, 8 March 1865, p. 8.
56Ballarat Star, Monday 1 May 1865, p. 2.
57Ballarat Star, Tuesday 17 July 1866.
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Several years later, exhibitions like those of the Wizard Professor were
still a popular form of entertainment. A Mr W.A. Chapman, ‘the Ameri-
can Somatic Conjuror’, performed before large audiences at the Mechanics’
Institute every evening for a week from 30 November 1869, with a Grand
Afternoon Performance on Saturday 4 December, introducing the ‘Marvellous
Phenomena of Supernatural Vision or Second Sight, the Anthropoglossus [a
machine said to be able to speak], Ghosts, Sepulchral Visitations, Spiritual
Manifestations, and much more’. All this could be had for only a shilling a
ticket (three shillings for Orchestra Seats).58
Mock-spiritualist entertainments had the effect of undercutting and trivi-
alising the more-or-less dignified debate between spiritualists and their oppo-
nents over what they took to be weighty and serious matters, for spiritualists
were made to look ridiculous by stage conjurers’ tricks that reproduced
spiritualism’s deeply significant ‘phenomena’, and solemn condemnation of
spiritualism by Christians and secular critics was rendered irrelevant and
foolish. Spiritualists argued, fallaciously, that a counterfeit coin does not
in itself render a genuine coin less valuable—the fallacy is to assume that
there was a distinguishable difference between the real and counterfeit forms,
importing an assumption supposedly the conclusion of the argument—and
the Christian condemnation of spiritualism as a form of trafficking with evil
demons was in theory unaffected by the existence of ‘entertainments’ in imita-
tion of rapping, levitation and so forth. Parody, however, has an effect a little
like Gresham’s Law (‘Bad money drives out good.’). The commodity value
of a genuine spiritualist phenomenon was greater than the nominal value of
its false counterpart: the devalued form, representing itself as the real thing,
tended to circulate in its place.
‘Professor’ Baldwin, for example, the American magician Samuel Spencer
Baldwin (1848–1924), who toured Australia in 1878–79, advertised himself as
a ‘Spirit Exposer’, whose stage tricks could equal phenomena from the alleged
mediumistic powers of spiritualists.59 He was specially a thorn in the side of
58Ballarat Star, Wednesday, 1 December 1869.
59Australian Variety Theatre Archive, at http://ozvta.com/practitioners-b/ On Baldwin,
see F.C. Florence: Spirit mediums exposed by Prof. S.S. Baldwin, the celebrated original
spiritual exposer, written and compiled by F.C. Florence with the aid and sanction of Prof.
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the celebrated American slate-writing medium Henry Slade, dogging Slade’s
footsteps in his tour of the colonies to challenge Slade publicly as a fraud:
‘I stand upon this stage,’ said Professor Baldwin on Saturday
night, ‘and I tell you that Slade is an impostor; I brand him
publicly as a humbug, and I challenge him to the test. All his
manifestations are the result of trickery, and when he takes your
money, and tells you otherwise, he swindles you. Let him come
upon this stage, and if I do not duplicate all his tricks, I will
forfeit a hundred pounds. I am responsible for what I say, and if
he feels aggrieved, let him enter an action against me in a court
of law for slander.’
Slade, perhaps unwilling to assist Baldwin’s attempt to advertise his stage
performances by stirring up controversy, did not respond, even taunted like
this:
Dr Slade came here as a great spirit medium, and obtrudes his
doctrines upon the public in such a way as to defy contradiction;
but the moment an opportunity is offered of proving his bona
fides, he is as silent as the grave. What interpretation is to be
put upon this?. . . It is due to the public, and more particularly to
those persons who have been eased of their guineas, to show that
they have not been imposed upon by a mountebank.60
All in all, however, despite the successful parodies, it seems unlikely that
the faith of serious spiritualists was disturbed by debunking stage perfor-
mances.
In 1881, James Curtis was present at a small private séance with an
entertainer-cum-spiritualist-debunker who billed himself ‘Professor Rice’:
professor rice, the mind reader
Baldwin. Melbourne: M’Carron, Bird and Co., Printers, 1879. See also Thomas A. Sawyer:
S.S. Baldwin and the Press. Santa Anna, California: self-published, 1993.
60Both quotations are from the Bendigo Advertiser, Wednesday 27 November 1878, p. 3.
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Professor Rice, the celebrated mind reader, gave a second private
exhibition at Craig’s hotel last evening, there being present several
firm believers in the Spiritualistic doctrine, including Mr James
Curtis, the well-known printer. Several very difficult tests were
given, including the finding of a small pill-box which was hidden
away behind a bundle of papers in a desk containing about 30
pigeon-holes. A pencil, silver topped, was hidden beneath the
table, to which the Professor immediately led his subject, but
being unable to reach the object, he named the same, to the
surprise of all assembled. These and similar innumerable tests
were given, the unanimous testimony of the audience being to the
effect that Professor Rice does not advertise to do more than be is
capable of, and in fact that mind reading is but the introduction
of a new and startling science.61
At the time, Professor Rice was one of the best-known and most impressive
spiritualist-debunkers in Australia. In the early 1880s and, it appears, in
the next decades and into the new century,62 he performed widely in the
Australian colonies and in New Zealand. Interestingly, Rice even took his
act abroad, with a tour of California in the late 1870s.63 On his return Rice
advertised his act as ‘performed by him throughout the leading cities of
America. . . with electric success’.64
In Ballarat, Rice wrote to the Star, warning people against fraudulent
spiritualist mediums. A few days later he gave a performance at the Academy
of Music ‘exposing’ spiritualist phenomena.65
‘Persons inclined to a belief in spiritualism will find it difficult to retain
a shred of their faith after seeing an exposition of its trickery by Professor
Rice’, said the Port Adelaide News.66
61Ballarat Star, Thursday 8 December 1881, p. 4.
62Bathurst Free Press and Mining Journal, Wednesday 26 February 1890, p. 2; Mount
Gambier Border Watch, Wednesday 31 October 1888, p. 2; Kiama Independent, and
Shoalhaven Advertiser, Friday 21 October 1904, p. 2.
63San Francisco Daily Alta, vol. 27, no. 9076, 7 February 1875.
64Launceston Examiner, Saturday 3 September 1881, p. 3.
65Ballarat Star, Monday 12 December 1881, p. 4; Monday 15 December 1881, p. 3.
66Port Adelaide News, Tuesday 18 April 1882, p. 6.
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The News was mistaken. Counterfeit entertainments shook no one’s faith.
Curtis easily survived his encounter with Professor Rice.
6.3 Celebrity mediums and lecturers
Spiritualists held that all men survived death, that the spirit, having shed the
body, was launched on an upward path through the planes above. This seemed
to imply a natural democracy of spiritual potential but in this life some people
were clearly more spiritually developed, born with greater capacity for direct
intercourse with discarnate beings, more favoured by the spirits as channels
for communication between the spheres. These were the mediums, and among
them were the specially blessed, those whose advanced spiritual unfoldment
put them in the front rank of the movement. The Bendigo Advertiser wrote:
Ballarat (from our own correspondent)
When the wind blows from this quarter look out for prickly sen-
sation or airs or touches from the odyllic depths or heights. The
electro-biological-magnetico-psychological-Shepardo-Sladean for-
ces are just now being largely let loose here. Slade is no more, but
Shephard is, and his price is 5s., lights down, doors locked.
There are still extant here reminiscences of Slade miracles, but
the present Jesse beats him hollow if all that is told me is true,
and I do believe, for he locks out those lying reporters now, and
paragraphs himself. At least this is his latest development, and
I admire the plan, as it is conducive to a pleasant uniformity of
narrative, in itself respectful to the spirits and silencing to the
scoffers.
One old Spiritist here has given up the whole thing as diaboli-
cal, and consoles himself with the gospel according to the ‘Two
Worlds’,67 but in his place a score of converts have succeeded in
67‘The Two Worlds’ was a sixteen-page weekly literary supplement promoting the
doctrine of reincarnation, published for two years from 1877 by the Maryborough and
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embracing the faith of the Spiritists. ‘He is holding developing
circles now,’ said a believer to me gleefully the other night, ‘under
the gaslight,’ and on inquiry, I was told that Shephard [sic.] is
developing mediums all over the town, and that ‘the most won-
derful phenomena’ are nightly and darkly produced. In fact there
is what some of the church people call an ‘outpouring’ just now.68
The difference between this and the earlier mockery is that by the 1870s
spiritualism was no longer mere rapping, and it was becoming more difficult
to dismiss out of hand. Spiritualism was not yet respectable—it would never
be that—but it had established a presence in print, had acquired a sort
of theology, had built some elementary organisational structures, and had
gathered a number of notable converts and propagandists.
This is clear from even a casual parsing of the Bendigo Advertiser ’s report.
The reference to odyllic electrical, biological, magnetic, and psychological
forces is an indication of the range of debate about spiritualist phenomena
considered as part of the natural world. (Odic force, an imagined ‘elán vital,
was an elusive theoretical construct proposed by the notable Prussian chemist
and researcher Ludwig von Reichenbach (1788–1869) to explain hypnotism.69)
Both Henry Slade and Jesse Shepard, internationally-renowned mediums, had
visited Ballarat at the invitation of the city’s Psychological Society, formed
‘to investigate the proof of soul by facts’. That Shepard wished to ‘paragraph
himself’ suggests that he could, that spiritualists had their own access to
presses—and indeed they did, as in the case of James Curtis.
Smith was a well-educated and talented writer, more than a match for the
Advertiser ’s reporter, whose sniping looks rather ill-informed and petty. And
whatever the sneering connotations of spiritual ‘outpouring’, the many con-
verts who ‘succeeded in embracing’ spiritualist beliefs, and the snigger quotes
Dunolly Advertiser (James Evans, ed.: The Two Worlds: a weekly supplement to the
Maryborough Advertiser (1877–78). Bound in two volumes; State Library of Victoria.),
each issue including a section ‘The Law of Reincarnation’, with other sections attacking
orthodox Christian beliefs.
68Bendigo Advertiser, Saturday 25 January 1879
69See: Carl von Reichenbach (F.D. O’Byrne trans.): Reichenbach’s Letters on Od and
Magnetism. London: Hutchinson & Co., 1926. url: https://www.woodlibrarymuseum.
org/library/pdf/S_ACPY.pdf.
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around ‘the most wonderful phenomena’, are signs, jibes notwithstanding, of
flourishing interest in spiritualism in Ballarat.
6.3.1 Henry Slade
Dr Henry Slade (1835–1905) was an internationally famous American clair-
voyant healer70 and medium, best known for his slate-writing séances. In
Slade’s presence, and through his mediumistic powers, messages from the
spirits were written on blank, closed slate-boards. The séances were held in
well-lit rooms, with Slade and the sitter on opposite sides of a small table.
Slade would hold the slate partly concealed under the table and, without any
apparent sleight of hand on Slade’s part, after some scratching noises like the
sound of writing chalk, the sitter would open the slate-board, there to find a
written message from a spirit, usually a friend or relation of the sitter.
It should also be noted that, however celebrated at the peak of his career,
Slade was later roundly condemned as a fraud. The Seybert Commission,
for example, a three-year investigation into the claims of spiritualism by the
University of Pennsylvania, was not impressed:
With this Medium, Dr. Henry Slade, we had a number of sittings,
and, however wonderful may have been the manifestations of
his Mediumship in the past, or elsewhere, we were forced to the
conclusion that the character of those which passed under our
observation was fraudulent throughout. There was really no need
of any elaborate method of investigation; close observation was
all that was required.71
Slade in Ballarat
In late 1878, on a tour of the Australian colonies, Henry Slade spent some
time in Ballarat, by far the most acclaimed celebrity spiritualist medium
70See: http://ehbritten.blogspot.com.au/2013/06/the-spirit-postmaster-some-notes-on-
j-v.html
71Seybert Commission: Preliminary report of the Commission appointed by the University
of Pennsylvania to investigate modern spiritualism in accordance with the request of the
late Henry Seybert. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1887, p. 7.
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ever to visit the city. He conducted clairvoyant healing sessions in Lester’s
Hotel, gave private and semi-public slate-writing séances and, at the request
of James Curtis, extended his already impressive powers by materialising
Curtis’s dead lover Annie Beal.72 Curtis had many sittings with Slade and was
astonished, persuaded, and deeply affected by his mediumistic gifts. Rustlings
in the Golden City devotes three of its thirteen chapters to Slade’s visit, and
reproduced facsimiles of slate messages channelled by Slade to Curtis from
his dead sweetheart, ‘your own loving Annie B ’.
As we shall see, Curtis’s love for his darling Annie and hers for ‘dear James’
forms a large part of the context for his spiritualism and is to a considerable
extent its point and purpose. In spiritualism Curtis found his lost lover, was
reunited with his dead Annie—and she was not dead, but gloriously alive.
Love, joyous and intense, which conquers death, showed spiritualism to be
true. Spiritualism’s discoveries, conversely, prove that love survives the grave.
Conan Doyle devotes a couple of pages of his History of Spiritualism to
Slade’s visit to Ballarat ‘in Australia, where psychic conditions are good’
and his séances there with James Curtis, whom he describes, repeating what
Béchervaise wrote in the Preface to Rustlings, as having ‘an initial extremely
sceptical state of mind’.73
In December 1878 the Ballarat Psychological [roughly, ‘psychical’] As-
sociation invited Henry Slade to demonstrate his powers. Slade put on a
good show. The Secretary of the Association, Mr R. Lorimer, a wealthy,
well-educated, and cultured Ballarat mining agent, engineer and speculator,
reported that:
On Sunday evening, 1st December [1878], Dr. Slade attended
a meeting of the Psychological Association by invitation of the
members. The sitting was for the express purpose of producing
materialisations. The members ranged themselves around a table
in their usual seats, whilst Dr. Slade took his seat at a small chess
table, in front of a green holland blind, through the centre of
72Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 63–65.
73Doyle, The History of Spiritualism, pp. 303-5.
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which a small opening was made of about ten inches in depth.
After we had thus taken our seats, the sitting opened in the usual
manner. Previous to sitting our spiritual friends answered to
their names by giving the knocks on the table or floor peculiar
to each of them. One of our friends gives very hardy muﬄed
knock on the floor, which causes it to vibrate a great deal. It
seemed to startle Dr. Slade a good deal by what he termed ‘its
solemn unearthly character’. Immediately after this he asked
Owasso [Slade’s controlling spirit] if the preparations were nearly
completed, who replied by giving three knocks on the book he
held in his hand. Our gifted medium then described the spirit of
a female standing between the chairman and Mrs. L. We were
asked to sing a little. Whilst doing so a female materialized and
showed herself at the opening in the blind. She was, however, but
dimly visible, a veil seemed as if drawn over her face. She was
asked if she would come again a little plainer. She nodded an
affirmative. The gas was now turned on again a little brighter.
We sang again, and whilst doing so she appeared to those sitting
close to her, bright and clear, Mrs. L., who had a materialization
sitting with the doctor on Friday, looked surprised, expecting to
see the same face again. Gazing intently for a moment, exclaimed,
‘Why, it is Maggie.’ She smiled and bowed, then turned to her
and fell back in her chair fainting with the sudden surprise. She
quickly recovered, but the angelic face with a smile of love was
gone, Owasso now informed us that the materialization sitting
was over. Dr. Slade, under control, gave an instructive address on
the means of procuring this form of manifestation, after which,
according to the request of his guides, he left us to ourselves.
The spirit who appeared was Mrs. B—, who passed away at
Castlemaine about ten years ago. She was very like Mrs. L.—.
The similarity of features was marked by those who were sitting
near to the materialized form.
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R. Lorimer
Secretary, Psychological Association, Ballarat74
Slade’s Decline and Fall
Henry Slade’s performances were clearly very impressive and persuasive, good
enough anyway for a colonial audience willing to be persuaded by them.
There seems to have been some public concern about the possible reper-
cussions of Slade’s sensational demonstrations. The Victorian Government
responded, as governments do, by setting up a committee to look into the
matter: ‘A committee, consisting of Mr. Service, Mr. J.J. Casey, and Mr.
Ellery (the Government Astronomer), have been appointed to investigate the
manifestations which are said to take place in the presence of Dr. Slade, the
Spiritualistic medium.75 He had known better days, however, and at the time
of his Australian tour Slade was well past the peak of his career.
Henry Slade had begun to enjoy international fame for his slate-writing
communications with the spirits two years previously, in 1876, when, on his
way from the U.S. to Russia as an emissary of the Theosophical Society, which
had been invited to send a trustworthy medium ‘to be tested by a Special
Committee of Professors of the St. Petersburgh Imperial University’, he broke
his journey in England. There,
. . . through greediness, or vanity, perhaps, most certainly unadvis-
ably he stopped in London, gave séances, [and] created a great
public excitement. . . 76
It was a lucrative business while it lasted:
Crowds of people rushed to witness the ‘phenomena’, paying one
guinea each for a sitting lasting but a few minutes. You would
think they were giving gold guineas away. The ‘Doctor’ must have
74Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 638.
75Sydney Morning Herald, Thursday 10 October 1878.
76Olcott, Old Diary Leaves: the true story of the Theosophical Society, p. 101.
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netted some hundreds of pounds weekly which in those days was
rated a high sum of money for an individual ‘performer’.77
Unfortunately for Slade, two sceptics, E. Ray Lankester, a former student
of T.H. Huxley and, by 1876, Professor of Zoology at University College
London, and Lankester’s friend Horatio Donkin, a Westminster Hospital
doctor, were determined to expose Slade as a fraud. Their intention was to
embarrass Alfred Russel Wallace who, they believed, had degraded the prestige
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science by introducing
the subject of spiritualism. Lankester and Donkin attended one of Slade’s
séances and, snatching the slate prematurely from his hand, found a message
already written there, ‘I am glad to meet you, Edwin Lankester. . . ’ This
was a mistake. Lankester, was known as Ray. He did not use his first name
Edwin. Lankester denounced Slade in a letter to the Times.78 Charged and
found guilty in the Bow Street magistrate’s court of violating the Vagrancy
Act 1824—a law against palm-readers and sleight-of-hand sharpers, which
made punishable as a rogue and vagabond ‘every person. . . using any subtle
craft, means, or devices by Palmistry or otherwise to deceive and impose
on any of His Majesty’s subjects’—Slade was sentenced to three month’s
imprisonment with hard labour. There was an appeal and the conviction was
quashed—spirit-writing was not palmistry under the Act—but knowing that
he would be summonsed again, Slade left England the next day.79
The critical point of difference between the spiritualist supporters of Slade
and their scientific opponents became apparent in remarks made by the
magistrate when overruling the evidence given by witnesses for Slade. He
must base his decision, said the magistrate, on ‘. . . inferences to be drawn
from the known course of nature’.
77Harry Houdini: A Magician Among the Spirits. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1924,
p. 80, quoting the English magician John Maskelyne.
78The Times (London), Saturday 16 September 1876, issue 28736: p. 7, col. e.
79Lewis Spence: An Encyclopedia of Occultism. New York: Dodd, 1920, pp. 369-70.
See Richard Milner, ‘Charles Darwin and Associates, Ghostbusters’, Scientific American,
October 1996, pp. 72-77, and The Linnean Society, ‘Survival of the Fittest: A Special
Issue of The Linnean celebrating the 150th anniversary of the Darwin-Wallace theory of
evolution’, at http://www.darwinlive.com/linnean.pdf, and (Serjeant (William) Ballantine:
Some Experiences of a Barrister’s Life. Philadelphia: J. M. Stoddart, 1883, pp. 357-9
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For spiritualists, the ‘known course of nature’ was no longer a sufficient
guarantee of truth, for new Truths had appeared in the world. This was
the Good News that shielded spiritualism from its critics. From inside the
movement, looking out, their opponents seemed to spiritualists to be sadly
attached to outworn creeds, either a narrow materialism, or a corrupted and
superstitious Christianity, both inadequate to comprehend and explain the
phenomena of the new dispensation.
Henry Slade’s unfortunate encounter with the Vagrancy Act was widely
reported in the English and colonial press, and when subsequently he began
to run into similar problems on the Continent, this too was reported in the
newspapers. The Argus, for example, told its readers that ‘Dr Slade, the slate-
writing medium, has been compelled to leave Vienna because he could not
explain his vocation satisfactorily to the police. He was afterwards expelled
from Berlin’.80 When he came to Australia two years after the Lankester
debacle he was still under a cloud, and sceptics were keen to catch him out in
fraud.
In September 1878, after a few weeks in Melbourne, Slade established
himself in Ballarat, probably at the invitation of James Curtis. The Ballarat
Star sent a reporter to one of his séances at Lester’s hotel, hoping to discover
his tricks:
a half-hour with slade. Accepting an invitation to be present
at a sitting, the representatives of the Ballarat Press waited upon
Dr Slade at Lester’s hotel on Sunday evening, for the purpose of
criticising the manner in which the extraordinary manifestations
which have rendered that gentleman’s name famous throughout
the world are accomplished.
Slade, however, treated his audience to a compelling demonstration of slate-
writing, psychokinetic bell-ringing, and even levitation:
The table was then told to ‘lift and remain suspended’, the hands
of the company were raised free from the table, the feet and hands
80The Argus Friday 22 February 1878.
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of Dr Slade were secured by one gentleman, when the table rose
about a foot from the floor, and remained stationary in mid-air
for some ten seconds.
The reporters’ intention to expose what they had supposed to be a hoax was
entirely disappointed. They left, baﬄed:
It is but fair to state that Dr Slade afforded every possible op-
portunity to those present to fully test the matter. He insisted
upon a thorough examination of table, slates, bell, floor, and so
forth, took off his boots, showed his arms, and, in fact, displayed
a keen anxiety to satisfy all that no legerdemain business was
about. For ourselves, we can only say that everything seemed
fair and open; the gaslight was, as stated, brilliant; there was no
desire manifested to hide anything; and, generally speaking, the
manifestations, as such things are called, were as wonderful as
they were successful.81
Dr Slade was certainly in good form. The day before, he had dematerialised
then re-materialised a book, manifested spirit lights, levitated a heavy table,
which remained suspended eighteen inches above the floor while the Lord’s
Prayer was recited, delivered a ‘short, powerful address, with language sublime
and full of meaning’ while in a trance, had pencils write ‘without any external
aid’, and all the while ‘a strong breeze seemed to be blowing all round the
table’.82
6.3.2 Slade and James Curtis
It is little wonder then that James Curtis, who yearned to believe that his
dead lover Annie had survived death, was so keen to employ Henry Slade as a
means of reaching her. Curtis had started sitting with the Ballarat Circle in
May; now in August, the greatest medium in the world was on his doorstep.
81Ballarat Star, Monday 30 September 1878, p. 3.
82Avoca Mail, Tuesday 22 October 1878, p. 3.
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Curtis leaped at the chance. In late August, within a week or two of
Slade’s arrival in Australia, Curtis travelled to Melbourne for séances with
him. From the first sitting, held at W.H. Terry’s spiritualist bookshop in
Russell Street, Curtis was completely convinced that Annie had got through.
Five messages from her appeared on the slates: ‘Oh, I am so happy to come
in this way!—I am Anne Beal’; ‘May God and his holy angels bless your
soul.—Anne Beal’; ‘We can’t do so now, but will develop him in a short
time.—Anne B.’; ‘Much good will come to you for coming here. We can do
no more [writing] for you.—Anne Beal’.
The fifth communication from Annie was especially intimate and touching.
Curtis had somehow acquired a lock of his lover’s hair, ‘cut from Anne Beal’s
head when she died in Southampton in 1850’, twenty-eight years previously,
and before travelling to Melbourne he had pinned this to the frame of a slate,
‘entirely covered from sight’. (Curtis, in South Australia when she died, could
not have acquired this memento directly. He was possibly given it when he
returned to England in late 1861, or someone, perhaps someone who knew
them both, passed it on to him. Curtis’s sister Christabel, who emigrated
to Australia five years after Curtis and settled in Daylesford, seems a likely
person.) Through the agency of Henry Slade—‘the writing was done [by
the spirits] whilst the slates were resting on my shoulder, close to the left
ear’—another message from Annie came through. Curtis found, written on
the slate below the curl of his dead sweetheart’s hair, ‘. . . these still-living
words’:
This is some of my hair. Good night. God bless you. Anne.83
A series of impressive physical phenomena accompanied these messages
from Annie Beal. According to Curtis, the slate became agitated, as if alive,
and he was lifted bodily from the floor in his attempts to retain it. He was
touched by spirit hands, ‘soft, velvety, warm, and flesh-like’, a handkerchief
was mysteriously stolen from his pocket and thrown about the room, and the
séance table was levitated eighteen inches from the floor, where it remained,
83Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 36.
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unsupported, for half a minute.84 Sceptics will note that the ‘phenomena’
occurred in the rooms of W.H. Terry’s establishment in Russell Street. Terry
had the means, motive, and opportunity to help out with a bit of thimble-
rigging in the dark; Curtis, already deeply convinced, would have been a
pushover. On the other hand, taking the sceptical bull by the horns, Mrs
Emma Britten, writing about some Australian séances of the Welsh medium
George Spriggs, noted seemingly without irony that they ‘took place at Mr
Terry’s office in Russell Street, an arrangement which Mr Terry’s well-known
probity rendered highly satisfactory to the sitters’.85
The next day, Curtis had a second séance with Slade in Terry’s rooms
in Melbourne. This time Curtis was in the company of ‘a lady, the wife of
the owner of an extensive business establishment in Melbourne’, probably
Eliza Cole, whose husband was the wealthy bookseller Edward William Cole.
Cole was interested in spiritualism; Eliza had mediumistic powers. While
Curtis’s encounters with the spirit of Annie Beal usually took place in an
emotionally intense atmosphere, other spirits were more playful. Doubtless for
good reasons, this time Annie did not appear, and his spirit visitor was Eliza
W , formerly of Ballarat, ‘a young lady well known and highly esteemed for
her cheerful disposition and many other amiable qualities, who had “passed
over” five or six years ago’.86 Curtis seems to have been specially favoured by
the attentions of spirits of attractive young women—besides Annie Beal, there
had been Lizzie Grave87—and now Eliza had come to tease him with her little
pranks. She gave the collar of his coat ‘just below the flower button-hole’ three
or four smart tugs and boasted in a slate-message that ‘It was I that pulled
your coat.—Eliza W ’. Then she caused a walking-stick, ‘without apparent
hands’, to assume ‘various threatening attitudes and give me [Curtis] three or
four gentle (make believe severe) cuts under my right arm. . . threatening me
with corporeal punishment and in mirthful frolic carrying out the menace’.
At a later séance with Slade, Curtis mentally asked a spirit—probably that
84Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 36, 40.
85Britten, Nineteenth Century Miracles: or, Spirits and their work in every country of
the earth, p. 245.
86Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 39.
87See below, p. 248.
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of Annie, though he does not name her—to pinch him. He was duly pinched,
hard enough to leave:
. . . its impress on my wrist by deep indentations of large nails of
the first, second and third fingers. The evidence of these marks
of favor, though rather severe, I carried several days, and was
pleased to show them to many interested persons.88
It is hard not to see an erotic dimension in Curtis’s encounters with these
spirits.
6.3.3 Jesse Shepard
In 1879, from January to March, another well-known touring American
spiritualist—and gifted musician, pianist, singer, and talented writer—‘the
celebrated musical and physical medium’ Jesse Shepard89 spent three months
in Ballarat at the invitation of the Psychological Association. This society’s
President was no less a personage than the Ballarat Postmaster and Manager
of Telegraphs, William Béchervaise, who had been assured by the spirits that
he had mediumistic powers of his own: ‘You possess many valuable spirit gifts
if developed.’90 The Society had been founded six months previously and
was meeting twice weekly to examine, investigate, and report upon psychical
phenomena, to ‘help forward the proof of soul by facts’. Its members hoped
that Shepard’s ‘remarkable mediumship’, by ‘adding to swell the immense
bulk of accumulated evidence’ would confirm their conviction that modern
spiritualism was a proven path to true spiritual knowledge of life beyond the
grave.91
88Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 39, 58–59.
89See: Herald P Simpson: “Francis Grierson: A Biographical Sketch and Bibliography”.
In: Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society 54.2 (1961), pp. 198–203. url: http:
//dig.lib.niu.edu/ISHS/ishs-1961summer/ishs-1961summer-198.pdf and Francis
Grierson: Psycho-Phone Messages. Los Angeles, California: Austin Publishing Company,
1921.
90Avoca Mail, Tuesday 22 October 1878, p. 3.
91R. Lorimer: Report of the Ballarat Psychological Association: referring to a series of
seances held with Mr Jesse Shepard, the celebrated musical and physical medium. Ballarat,
Vic.: James Curtis, 1879, p. 2.
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The Ballarat Psychological Association believed that showing that the
soul existed after death was a task of immense importance for, if true, as the
Scientific American had pointed out four years previously, this would:
. . . become the one grand event of the world’s history; it will give
an imperishable lustre of glory to the nineteenth century. . . If the
pretensions of Spiritualism have a rational foundation, no more
important work has been offered to men of science than their
verification.92
The hopes of the Psychological Association were not disappointed. Within
two days of Shepard’s arrival in Ballarat, a spirit of ancient Egypt called
Hermes, speaking through the entranced medium, gave a ‘fine lengthy ad-
dress’, flattering and assuring the Association’s senior members that Ballarat
possessed significant advantages as a place for developing spiritual gifts, and
that ‘materializations would soon be cultivated at Ballarat, and grow so as
to attract the attention of all the colonies’.93 (This Hermes was probably
the spirit called Hermes from whom Curtis said he had ‘received much of his
spiritual education’.94)
After a short stay at one of Ballarat’s best hotels, Lester’s in Sturt Street,
where he had been accommodated as a guest of the Psychological Association,
Jesse Shepard established himself in rented rooms at 10 Doveton Street North.
There he had a cabinet constructed to ‘concentrate his magnetic energy’ for
spirit manifestations, and held a large number of private séances for groups of
a ‘select circle of investigators’, and semi-public sessions, with on one occasion
eighty ‘ladies and gentlemen’ present.
On Tuesday 21 January 1879, Shepard performed a ‘Grand Psychologi-
cal, Mesmeric, Clairvoyant, and Musical Soirée’ at the Academy of Music,
attracting a large audience. The Star reported that:
Mr Shepard did a number of astonishing things, such as giving
messages to persons in the room, who recognised the names
92Lorimer, Report of the Ballarat Psychological Association: referring to a series of
seances held with Mr Jesse Shepard, the celebrated musical and physical medium, p. 2.
93Ibid., p. 6.
94See below, p. 174.
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mentioned in them although they were strangers to Mr Shepard.
Difficult music was performed in a very excellent style, and the
visitors departed mystified by what they had seen and heard.95
Jesse Shepard was renowned as a brilliant pianist: in September the
previous year, when he had given a concert in Sydney, the Evening News
wrote that ‘his musical performances stamp him as one of the wonders of
the age’.96 It was the phenomena, however, that interested the Psychological
Association, and with Jesse Shepard these too—at least as reported by the
Association—were brilliant and plentiful.
At his séances in Ballarat, Shepard was able to conjure spirit-voices and
disembodied spirit hands, and to make guitars and tambourines float, playing,
over the sitters. As a pianist Shepard could bring into being the clash and
din of an Egyptian battle and, simultaneously, levitate the piano, ‘one of
Collard and Collards’, a foot off the floor. He raised a table legs-first to the
ceiling with a partly-materialized spirit sitting in it. He summoned talking
spirits and, with the aid of a diamond ring, clairvoyantly viewed the world
beyond the Veil. In his presence a grand piano was tuned—strings struck and
tightened—by invisible spirit hands.
Under Shepard’s influence, a calico glazed curtain and peaches mysteriously
transported themselves through walls. Even more astounding, beneath his
table-napkin Shepard discovered a Napoleonic medal that had been spiritually
transported from St Helena, ‘a talisman, such as of old they gave to the
twelve tribes and the apostles’. The apport arrived in three hops: St Helena–
Cape of Good Hope, Cape of Good Hope–Melbourne, Melbourne–Ballarat.
Unfortunately, someone noticed that the medal could not have been struck by
Napoleon in life, for it bore the date of his death. Jesse Shepard, as nimble
as he was gifted, called for paper and pencil and soon received a clarifying
communication from Napoleon that the medal had in fact been taken from
the grave of one of the Emperor’s faithful followers.
The spirits had many to choose from, for about 400,000 copies of the medal,
gazetted in 1857 and called the Médaille de Sainte-Hélène, had been minted,
95Ballarat Star, Wednesday 22 January 1879, p. 3a.
96Sydney Evening News, Monday 16 September 1878, p. 2.
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with all soldiers French and foreign who had served under Napoleon and were
alive in 1857 eligible for the award.97 Unless Shepard was mistaken, or had
been misled by the spirits, the owner of the medal must have taken himself
to St Helena sometime after 1857 to die there and be buried with his medal.
Curiously, F.B. Smith, in relating the episode, does not mention Shepard’s
adroit cover-up, deliberately leaving the reader at the initial moment of
‘great amazement’. He certainly does not canvass the possibility that a St
Helena medal might have found its way into the possession of a professional
prestidigitator.98
The apported medal was followed by another message from Buonaparte,
boasting that he had taken command of his new, spiritual, domain: ‘As I
ruled armies, so I rule spirits’. The former emperor added that Sappho, Helen
of Troy and others were appearing to their Ballarat audience courtesy of his
rapport.
On 31 January 1879, reported Lorimer, the door of Shepard’s spirit-cabinet
opened, and out stepped the fully-formed figure of the goddess Minerva, who
greatly pleased one of the gentlemen sitters by offering him a ‘Theodoricum’
talisman, a perfumed fragment of her robe. Could it have been a coincidence
that Ballarat had a prominent statue of Minerva in its main street, gracing
the pediment of the Mechanics’ Institute? Julius Cæsar appeared and gave
Shepard a strangely-shaped charm, about the size of an acorn, which was later
discovered to contain, among other things, a strand of Cleopatra’s hair, a
drop of water from the river Styx, a wisp of the Golden Fleece, and a fragment
of the bridal robe of Iphigenia. This charm, which had helped Cæsar win
many of his victories, could be consulted as an oracle and ‘it was found to
answer admirably’. Sappho, Diana, and Helen of Troy dropped in to chat.
Napoleon Buonaparte and Julius Cæsar re-appeared, and strolled by,
shaking hands. Eurydice, also present, filled the room with a sweet perfume
which Orpheus, there too, explained was composed of the tips of fairy fingers,
the petals of fair flowers, the stings of bees, and the little finger-nails of Ionian
97https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/RELAWM14769/?image=2
98Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 79. See also Smith,
“Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century”, pp. 250–51.
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brides. Shown with some pride a Ballarat invention called a ‘spectrum’,
a device designed to facilitate direct communication between ours and the
spirit world, Shepard delighted his hosts by using it to name and describe,
accurately, the appearance of Ballarat people in the realms above.99
Summing up the results of Jesse Shepard’s séances, the Ballarat Psy-
chological Association’s twenty-page Report, compiled and published by its
Secretary, Mr R. Lorimer, and printed by the Caxton Press of James Curtis,
considered them to offer:
. . . clear and demonstrative proof that ‘soul’ exists after the death
or decay of the material body, and can become manifest to the
senses. . . 100
Not everyone was impressed.
The Star commented that ‘There are persons [this is an allusion to James
Curtis and other Ballarat spiritualists] who believe that they have seen a
piece of Cleopatra’s toe-nail materialised, and portion of Helen’s hair has also
been produced. . .What is the possible good of discussing these things? There
is no power of reason which can affect the minds of the persons who believe
in these manifestations, and there can be but an idle bandying of words’.101
A Californian newspaper reported that the colonials had been thoroughly
hoaxed:
Mr Jesse Shepard appears to have humbugged the Australians in
a very complete and unscrupulous manner. The representations
cited are in all cases so hopelessly silly that it makes one think less
respectfully of the capacities of the human intellect to find that
so many people who have evidently been fairly educated should
have walked so simply and easily into so shallow and apparent a
trap.102
99Lorimer, Report of the Ballarat Psychological Association: referring to a series of
seances held with Mr Jesse Shepard, the celebrated musical and physical medium, pp. 5–15.
100Ibid., p. 7.
101Ballarat Star, Tuesday 15 May 1883, p. 2.
102Sacramento Daily Union, Volume 8, Number 96, 28 June 1879.
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A Geelong newspaper sneered that:
The latest success in spiritualism is claimed by Ballarat. . . a vocal
and musical séance was given on Wednesday night, in a house in
Doveton-street by Mr Jesse Shepard. . . He goes through a certain
performance and leaves the audience to draw their own conclusions.
The séance took place in the dark.103
Shepard himself later denounced spiritualism, calling it ‘a form of weak will,
bending to the phenomenal gimmicks of money-grubbing charlatans’.104
James Peebles
Jesse Shepard was not by any means the last international celebrity medium
to visit Ballarat. Another famous spiritualist who included the city on his
Australian tours was James Peebles, a long-lived American seer, publicist,
propagandist, editor, temperance advocate, women’s suffrage campaigner,
proponent of vegetarianism, Theosophist, one of its founders,105 and prolific
author of spiritualist books, who lectured to Ballarat audiences on his first
and second visits to Victoria, in 1872 and 1875. Peebles travelled with a large
group of his Spirit Guides, among them Chief Powhatan, father of Pocahontas
(known as the Magnetic Cleanser); and John of Patmos, ‘around whom the
whole band revolved as planets around their central sun’.
Peebles’s reception in Ballarat was lukewarm. In 1872, after the second of
his public lectures, the Courier noted that Mr Peebles was applauded, ‘but
as before, the audience separated without passing a vote of thanks’.106 Only
a hundred people attended his first lecture, held in the Alfred Hall, during
which ‘Mr Peebles was once or twice faintly cheered’.107
103Geelong Advertiser, Friday 17 January 1879, p. 2.
104Matt Marble: “The Illusioned Ear: disembodied sound & the musical séances of Francis
Grierson”. In: Ear|Wave|Event 1.1 (2014). url: earwaveevent.org, p. 11.
105See: K. Paul Johnson: The Masters Revealed: Madam Blavatsky and the myth of the
Great White Lodge. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994, pp. 75–79.
106Ballarat Courier, Thursday 12 December 1872, p. 3.
107Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 11 December 1872, p. 3.
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Dr Walter Lindesay Richardson, who had lived and worked in Ballarat, was
rather put out by the tepid welcome given to Peebles and his misrepresentation
by the press. He wrote to the Courier to complain:
He [Peebles] would have omitted Ballarat [from his lecture tour]
had I not undertaken to offer my old townspeople an opportunity
of hearing from him. . . It is notorious that he has not been accorded
it [fair play by the press] in Melbourne. The country journals are
not, however, under the same interests.108
Richardson should have expected nothing better, for presumably he had
read the Courier ’s earlier, splendidly sarcastic, announcement of Peebles’s
forthcoming visit:
Mr Peebles, the “Seer of the Ages”, is, it seems, about to pay
Ballarat a visit, to enlighten us quid nuncs on the subject of
Spiritualism. Mr Peebles, according to an advertisement in another
column, will deliver two lectures in the assembly rooms of the
Alfred Hall, next Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, his text being
“If a man dies, shall he live again?” Mr Peebles will no doubt draw
good houses, as there is a great deal of curiosity abroad to know
something of this problem.109
6.3.4 Mrs Britten in Ballarat
In July and August 1878 Mrs Emma Hardinge Britten, at that time the
world’s best-known and most talented spiritualist ‘trance’ lecturer—she de-
claimed with her eyes closed, in a half-conscious mediumistic trance, ostensibly
channelling the voices of spirits—gave three well-received public lectures at
the Academy of Music in Ballarat, the city’s largest theatre.110 She was
quite famous: in 1878 it was said that, ‘In English-speaking communities, not
108Ballarat Courier, Thursday 12 December 1872, p. 2.
109Ballarat Courier, Saturday 7 December 1872, p. 2.
110See Peter Freund and Val Sarah: Her Maj: a history of Her Majesty’s Theatre, Ballarat.
Ballarat, Vic.: Her Majesty’s Theatre, 2007.
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to have heard of Mrs Emma Hardinge Britten would stamp the individual
so asserting as one, who, like Rip Van Winkle, had been asleep for many
years’.111
Mrs Britten had come to Australia from California at the invitation of
the Victorian Association of Progressive Spiritualists (VAPS), the Melbourne
organisation at the centre of Australian spiritualism, founded in 1870 by W.H.
Terry. She had contracted to deliver public lectures for the Association as its
paid speaker and, no doubt to supplement her VAPS emolument, which she
thought inadequate, Mrs Britten ‘frequently spoke at St Kilda, Gippsland,
Ballarat, Geelong, Sandhurst, and other places accessible from Melbourne’.112
At various times in her long career as a spiritualist, Emma Britten was
a ‘test’ medium, organiser for the cause, and the movement’s most active
and determined advocate, evangelist, and propagandist. She published many
spiritualist tracts and pamphlets, edited and published her own spiritualist
journal, and was the author of several books about spiritualism’s philosophy,
origins and progress. She and her manager husband William Britten, a
mesmerist ‘doctor’, also advertised themselves as ‘electric physicians’, offering
for sale their ‘Home Battery Electro-Magnetic Machine’ with which, ‘for the
trifling outlay of twelve dollars, together with Mrs E.H. Britten’s admirable
guide to “Self Cure by Electricity” ’, ‘any family [could] possess themselves of
a universal and unfailing source of health, and forever dispense with drugs
and medical attendance’,113 and, calling themselves Drs William and Emma
Hardinge Britten, offered medical examinations using ‘the Infallible Electrical
Cranial Diagnosis’, and treatments, ‘Invariably Cash’, at $3 a time.114
With these and her other ventures Mrs Britten was one of modern spiritu-
alism’s most successful and well-known entrepreneurs. Her greatest talent,
from which it appears she derived the bulk of her income, lay in her powers
of oratory. Emma Britten was a splendid performer, of whom the London
111Ovens and Murray Advertiser, Saturday 14 September 1878, p. 1.
112Margaret Wilkinson, ed.: Autobiography of Emma Hardinge Britten. London: J.
Heywood, 1900, p. 235.
113Emma Hardinge Britten: The Electric Physician or, Self Cure through Electricity: a
plain guide to the use of electricity, with accurate directions for the treatment and cure of
various diseases, chronic and acute. Boston: Dr William Britten, 1875, p. 61.
114Ibid., p. 63.
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Times said,
. . . whatever opinions maybe formed of the faith in which Mrs
Hardinge Britten is such a devoted believer, none can deny that
she is one of the most powerful and fascinating orators of the
day.115
When Mrs Britten gave a lecture in Wangaratta, the correspondent of
the Beechworth Ovens and Murray Advertiser wrote: ‘Excessive clearness
of enunciation, graceful action, apparently impulsive but at all times most
appropriate, a voice flexible and cultured to express the varied emotions called
up by the glowing imagery painted in vivifying words, are attributes which
place Mrs Emma Hardinge Britten far ahead of any orators, male or female,
that I have ever heard’.116
A Sydney journalist (during her visit to Australia Emma Britten also
lectured in Sydney) wrote:
With respect to Mrs Britten’s oratorical powers there can be
but one opinion, namely, that they are magnificent. She has a
commanding and highly presentable stage appearance, much dra-
matic power and feeling, and an exuberant command of language.
Her action is graceful and often majestic, and her delivery of
sarcastic and emotion-producing passages exceedingly telling and
appropriate.117
Interestingly, this newspaper’s reporter also adverted to Mrs Britten’s
‘histrionic power’.118 In an autobiographical sketch Mrs Britten, then Emma
Hardinge, claimed to have spent seven years on the stage in London. This
was doubtless a considerable help in her later public-speaking career.119
115Ballarat Courier, Tuesday 16 July 1878, p. 2.
116Ovens and Murray Advertiser, Saturday 14 September 1878, p. 1.)
117Australian Town and Country Journal, Saturday 2 March 1878, p. 10.
118Australian Town and Country Journal, Saturday 5 October 1878, p. 13.
119Emma [Emma Britten] Hardinge: Six Lectures on Theology and Nature. Boston, 1860,
p. 8.
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On Monday 29 July 1878 Mrs Britten addressed an attentive audience at
the Ballarat Academy of Music on ‘The Ministry of Angels’. As always, Emma
Britten’s message was intended to be accommodating and uncontroversial,
and she tried hard not to offend doctrinally orthodox Christians. The spirits
of the dead, declared Mrs Britten, were the Biblical ‘ministering angels’,
who love us still, hovering nearby, caring for and guarding us: this was the
message both of the Bible and of modern spiritualism. She refused to be
drawn on contentious issues. Asked whether Paul was a spiritualist who did
not believe Jesus was the Son of God, she declined to answer. Emma Britten’s
first Ballarat lecture was well received and she ‘retired amid considerable
applause’.120
On Tuesday 30 July Mrs Britten gave a second lecture in the Academy
of Music, with William Béchervaise the spiritualist Ballarat postmaster in
the chair. This time her topic was ‘What and Where is the World of Spirits?’
The answers to these questions, she said, could be gathered from the spirits
who had revisited the earth and ‘given their experience and knowledge for the
benefit of man’. The spirit realm extends in seven zones outwards from our
planet. In our own, terrestrial, zone the soul is brought into being and grows,
‘the body forming the matrix, from which, at what we call death, the perfected
soul springs’. The second zone is a prison, occupied by those whose earthly
works were evil, and none escape it until they have made full atonement. The
third zone is for those who died young; the fourth is the sphere of knowledge,
‘to which poets, statesmen, painters, heroes, philosophers and such great
minds pass on leaving earth’; the fifth is the zone of love, ‘where every soul
went that in this mundane sphere showed great love to poor humanity’; the
sixth combines the glories of the previous two, and is the sphere of music and
the arts. Teasingly, ‘the lecturer did not mention the position or nature of
the seventh heaven’.121
On 3 August 1879 Mrs Britten gave her final talk in Ballarat:
Mrs Hardinge Britten gave the last of her series of lectures on
modern spiritualism at the Academy last evening, but the audience
120Ballarat Courier, Tuesday 30 July 1878, p. 4.
121Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 31 July 1878, p. 3.
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was limited. The lady lecturer took for her subject “The Religion
of the future”, and delivered a most eloquent discourse which was
frequently interrupted by the applause of the audience.122
Emma Britten’s Ballarat lectures seem to have been popular enough and
successful in at least that sense, though the same could be said for many
public entertainments of a similar kind at the period. In Ballarat, as elsewhere,
public talks, on anything from the Bible as a work of literature,123 the chemical
properties of carbon,124 prison life in New South Wales,125 the ‘Parentage of
Colonial Rights’,126 to “ ‘Mineralogy”, by the Rev. Dr Bleasdale’127 were an
important form of advertising, amusement, and instruction.
But Mrs Britten’s talks were more than light entertainment. She was in
earnest—or so it appeared—and she was taken very seriously. From when it
was first proposed, her visit stirred strong feelings in Ballarat, and a war of
words erupted in the editorial columns of the Courier between spiritualism’s
supporters, including James Curtis, the city’s most notable spiritualist, writing
as ‘Astral’,128 and the movement’s opponents and detractors.
The controversy began when, flying false colours as ‘Clairvoyant’, a corre-
spondent asked the editor, with an air of innocence:
Sir:- Would it be asking too much of some correspondent of your
paper to inform me what are the necessary requisites for forming
a spiritualistic circle?
Clairvoyant129
‘Believer in Spiritualism’, sailing into the trap, replied that he had left ‘Clair-
voyant’ a useful pamphlet called ‘Investigating Circles’ at the newspaper’s
office and that:
122Ballarat Courier, Saturday 3 August 1878, p. 2.
123Ballarat Star, Tuesday 10 September 1878, p. 4.
124Ballarat Star, Saturday 1 July 1871, p. 3.
125Ballarat Star, Saturday 8 January 1870, p. 2.
126Ballarat Star, Thursday 26 February 1874, p. 3.
127Ballarat Star Thursday 6 August 1874, p. 4.
128Ballarat Courier, Thursday 8 August 1878, p. 4.
129Ballarat Courier, Friday 19 July 1878, p. 3.
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. . . I would further refer ‘Clairvoyant’ to Emma Hardinge-Britten’s
lecture on ‘The Spirit Circle and the Laws of Mediumship’, price
about 6d; Terry, bookseller, Melbourne. And also to another small
work by that excellent authoress, ‘On the Road’; price 1s; Vale,
Ballarat.
Believer in Spiritualism130
‘Clairvoyant’ pounced:
To the editor of the Courier
Sir:- Permit me to thank your correspondent, ‘A Believer in
Spiritualism’, for the information and instructions. . . I find it
stated, however, by scientific writers, that by conforming to the
instructions laid down for ‘investigating circles’, I am in danger
of inducing in myself a peculiar cerebral derangement termed
hypnotism. It would appear from the statements of these scientists
that the ‘expectant attention’ observed during the sitting, in
conjunction with the passive state of mind necessary for the
production of phenomena, is all that is required to induce the
hypnotic state. The higher phenomena of spiritualism (as for
instance the visions of Judge Edmonds) are especially ascribed to
unconscious cerebration while in this state. Among the prominent
names of spiritualistic writers I find that of Robert Dale Owen,
author of ‘Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World’, which is
considered one of the standard works on the subject. In no work
favourable to spiritualism, however, do I find the melancholy fact
recorded, that this unfortunate gentleman died in a madhouse.
The scientific hypothesis given above, together with the fact just
mentioned, would point to the conclusion that hypnotism is a
precursor of insanity. Can your correspondent throw any light on
this phase of the subject? By doing so, he will oblige,
Clairvoyant131
130Ballarat Courier, Saturday 20 July 1878, p. 4.
131Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 24 July 1878, p. 4.
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Supporters and opponents of ‘Clairvoyant’ and ‘Believer in Spiritualism’
were soon weighing into the argument. ‘A Lover of Truth’ called spiritualism
the new golden calf, before which we were being asked to fall down and
worship. Some people claimed spiritualism to be a higher form of Christianity,
while others asserted that spiritualists were possessed by devils, so what
should sensible men do? Laugh at them all, he said.132
‘Believer in Spiritualism’ replied to ‘A Lover of Truth’ with the dignified
pronouncement that he worshipped the Great Almighty God, not a golden calf.
Without naming him directly, he also managed a swipe at James Campbell,
Ballarat’s most outspoken critic of spiritualists and spiritualism.133 (A few
days after this, Campbell, clearly one of the chief agitators in the debate,
placed an advertisement in the Courier offering his exposé of Spiritualism
for 3d a copy. There had been unprecedented sales, he said, but a few copies
were still left.134)
‘Tasca Novello’ suggested that only spiritually-developed natures under-
stood the issues being debated, and that ‘in order to receive the faintest
mental image concerning spiritual forces, refined senses and well balanced
perceptives’ were essential to the investigation’. ‘In what degree’, he asked
pointedly, ‘are our Ballarat controversialists fitted for the difficult task they
assume?’135
‘Clairvoyant’ entered the fight again, upbraiding ‘Believer in Spiritualism’
for failing to defend the charge that hypnotism and mesmerism were the
precursors of insanity.136 ‘A Lover of Truth’ returned to insist that truth
should be able to stand scrutiny, and that ‘the public of Ballarat are not such
babes as to be scared away from hearing an eloquent female elocutionist [Mrs
Britten]’.137
At this point James Curtis, writing as ‘Astral’, came into the debate,
offering his own experiences as proof of the reality of spiritualistic phenomena.
132Ballarat Courier, Friday 26 July 1878, p. 4.
133Ballarat Courier, Saturday 27 July 1878, p. 4.
134Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 31 July 1878, p. 3.
135Ballarat Courier, Monday 29 July 1878, p. 3.
136Ballarat Courier, Monday 29 July 1878, p. 3.
137Ballarat Courier, Monday 29 July 1878, p. 3.
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(In his newspaper correspondence Curtis sometimes used the pen-names
‘Hesper’, ‘Philo’ or ‘Astral’.138) He himself, Curtis said, had taken part in
an investigating circle with ‘gentlemen holding some of the highest positions
in the colony’ and had seen the heavy séance table rise 6 inches from the
floor. Hundreds of beautiful spirit lights had appeared. Materialised hands
had been placed on his own, and voices from spirits had addressed him
personally. Curtis advised ‘Clairvoyant’ to form a Circle and investigate for
himself, and—an interesting piece of advice coming from Curtis, who was
greatly influenced by the literature of spiritualism and to which he made his
own contributions—‘let [‘Clairvoyant’] procure some of the best works on
spiritualism, and he will find a charm and a reality about them which no
other class of literature contains’.139
The controversy began to take a personal turn. ‘An Old Bird, Not Easily
Caught with Chaff’ wrote to the editor to insist that the ‘spiritualistress’ had
got it wrong about a certain John Singleton of Melbourne, a man whom Mrs
Britten claimed healed by spiritualism.140 He didn’t. And for Mrs Britten to
call Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria a Trinitarian spiritualist was
an unjustifiable and impertinent libel.141
At this point, Mrs Britten herself replied to ‘Old Bird’, noting that his
age gave him no excuse for telling fibs, suggesting, however, that ‘the worthy
bird’ was now probably too old to learn anything new anyway. As for Queen
Victoria, she and her daughters—Emma Britten did not mention Victoria’s
four sons—were well known to be spiritualists and the warm and liberal
patronesses of spirit mediums. The ‘incomprehensible diatribe’ of a Ballarat
critic would not arrest the progress of spiritualism nor affect the millions and
tens of millions of its adherents.142
‘Philalethes’ [‘lover of truth’] accused Mrs Britten of picking out verses
from the Bible as it suited her, ‘dipping in here, there, and everywhere’ and
138Curtis, Newspaper Correspondence Over Twenty Years in the Ballarat Newspapers, p. 3
139Ballarat Courier, Monday 29 July 1878, p. 3.
140See the Argus, Wednesday 9 October 1878, p. 4; Geelong Advertiser ; Saturday 13
September 1879, p. 3.; the Argus, Tuesday 20 December 1898, p. 7.; and the Emerald Hill
Record, Friday 18 May 1883, p. 3.
141Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 31 July 1878, p. 4.
142Ballarat Courier, Thursday 1 August 1878, p. 4.
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casting the rest aside’. Nor were the demonstrations of spiritualism genuine,
he said, for the age of miracles was over. The divinity of Christ, His sacrifice,
atonement, and mediation were sufficiently attested already, and it was not
necessary for the miracles of early Christian times to continue.143
‘A Rationalist’, who said he had been delighted by Mrs Britten’s wonderful
elocution and charmed with the novelty of her subject, nevertheless pondered
whether what she asserted was true. It was useless to test the claims of
spiritualists by the Scriptures, for ‘belief in miracles demands an exercise of
faith, and the man who has faith enough to believe in the supernatural events
recorded in the Bible, can offer no sufficient ground for disbelieving those
of spiritualism’. A rational explanation of the phenomena requires first the
existence of a new physical force, hitherto unknown to science and, second,
that the force be intelligent. If the mystery was to be unravelled, this must
be done by the sceptic, who submits everything to criticism and examines
the evidence. ‘A Rationalist’, however, believed that the case for spiritualism
was as yet unproven. The evidence was insufficient and the theories were
unsatisfactory.144
‘Believer in Spiritualism’ was back the next day to agree with ‘Rationalist’
that the issues should be investigated thoroughly, step by step, with nothing
taken for granted. This he and his friends had done and they were quite sat-
isfied with the results. Soon ‘the great majority of the citizens of the civilised
countries of this earth will possess the one true religion’, the demonstrably
true religion of spiritualism. They will not confine themselves to ‘follow after
forms and dogmas laid down by men’.145
‘Philalethes’ wrote again to defend Christianity from the attacks of Mrs
Britten who, he said, had been permitted to denounce and revile the Christian
religion ‘night after night, in our metropolis’. But ‘compare the results of the
first thirty years of Christianity with the first thirty years of spiritism. Has
it revolutionised a single empire, or unseated the former religion of a single
nation?’146
143Ballarat Courier, Thursday 1 August 1878, p. 4.
144Ballarat Courier, Monday 5 August 1878, p. 4.
145Ballarat Courier, Tuesday 6 August 1878, p. 4.
146Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 7 August 1878, p. 4.
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On 8 August, ‘A Lover of Truth’ returned with his opinions. As before,
his intention was not to endorse spiritualism nor to condemn it—or so it
appeared. ‘The symbolisation and shadowing of stern realities’, he wrote, ‘are
about to be presented to our view. . . all showing that “life is only a time-drop
in the ocean of eternity” ’.147 It is hard to say just what he has in mind by
this. He may have been poking fun at the portentous pronouncements of
other letter-writers.
‘Parma’, puzzled, and not clear about the issues generally, complained to
the editor that despite possessing a fair education, knowing the meaning of
language, and reading books on spiritualism and the ‘mass of correspondence
that has recently appeared in your columns’, he ‘had failed to glean what
spiritualism is, or what it professes to be—what it does, or professes to
do’. ‘Of course’, he said, ‘I have heard all about flat irons coming through
stone walls, and so on; but I have not yet heard spiritualism defined, or its
(presumed) utility explained’.148
James Curtis now made a second appearance as ‘Astral’, advising ‘Ratio-
nalist’, as he had advised ‘Clairvoyant’, to form a Circle in his own family. ‘He
will be delighted beyond measure’, said Curtis, ‘by the visits of his friends who
have passed over, and thousands and hosts of spirits who are anxious to hold
communication’.149 Curtis stressed as one of the rewards of this intercourse
access to the cultural achievements of the spirits, promising ‘Rationalist’ that
he would hear ‘eloquence, and reason, and philosophy which will eclipse, by a
long way, our grand old writers—Shakespeare, Bacon, and Newton’.
There is something dubious about this boast, however, for Curtis was a
man of modest educational attainments and breadth of reading: why should
he believe himself competent to rank the spirits’ artistic and intellectual
accomplishments as superior to those of mortals (on some scale or other,
left unspecified)? Perhaps the notion just struck him as reasonable; on the
principle that everything on the next Plane is brighter, and greener, and more
joyous, and grander, we would naturally expect the achievements of spirit
147Ballarat Courier, Thursday 8 August 1878, p. 4.
148Ballarat Courier, Thursday 8 August 1878, p. 4.
149Ballarat Courier, Thursday 8 August 1878, p. 4.
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playwrights, for example, to eclipse those of the earthly Shakespeare. John
the Revelator tells us that the gates of the Heavenly city are made from huge
pearls: ‘And the twelve gates were twelve pearls; every several gate was of
one pearl: and the street of the city was pure gold, as it were transparent
glass.’;150 presumably the city’s cultural life is magnificent in proportion. But
this shows an impoverished imagination. Surely the gateway to Paradise
is far more glorious than a large lump of nacre, and surely the ‘eloquence,
and reason, and philosophy’ of the spirits is indescribably richer than the
terrestrial variety! Curtis’s account of the next Plane is like a child’s vision of
Heaven as a giant lolly-shop: it has what he’s used to enjoying, but in vastly
greater quantity and quality. This works only if life after death continues in
much the same fashion as mortal life. One of the challenges of spiritualist
literature was to describe the spirit world in a way that made it both familiar
and attractively better, offering what we are used to wanting and yet with
the want not so much better supplied that the point of wanting it is lost.
The next day, 9 August 1878, there was a letter, seemingly in illustration
of the proverb about the pot and the kettle, from someone calling himself
‘One Who Does Not Believe in “Believer” ’. He began by abusing spiritual-
ism, ‘with its puerilities, shams, impostures, delusions and money-grubbing’.
Spiritualists, he said, fill their letters with personalities instead of arguing
the points at issue. Mrs Britten’s visit had not been a success, he said, and
“ ‘Believer” ‘may vapor and crow as long he likes, but nobody but ‘Believer’
thinks that Mrs Britten will ever again visit Ballarat professionally. Let Mrs
B. engage someone more intelligent and courteous than “Believer” to uphold
her cause’.151
On 14 August ‘Rationalist’ was back, with a bit of old-fashioned anti-
clericalism, to censure and condemn Christianity for all the miseries it had
brought on the world, ‘crushing out liberty of thought, speech, and action
wherever it had the power’. Spiritualism seems not to contemplate a revival
of these horrors, he said, therefore ‘it is as much entitled to hold a place in
our midst, and to be as generously considered as any church or creed based
150Revelation 21:21.
151Ballarat Courier, Friday 9 August 1878, p. 4.
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on Christian dogma’.152
On 21 August the editor of the Courier announced that for the present
no more letters on the subject would be published.
Spiritualism defended and defined
Consciously or not, in these exchanges the spiritualists and their critics were
rehearsing and restating most of the characteristic arguments advanced by
the movement’s proponents and detractors, and the war of words in the
Courier illustrates the major lines of the dispute between them. In fact, since
spiritualism had a very meagre tradition, no liturgy and no stable, codified,
and agreed-upon doctrinal base, it was in a sense largely defined by public
disputes of this kind.
6.4 Fading away
It is impossible to give a reliable figure for the number of spiritualists in
nineteenth-century Ballarat. The city’s spiritualist community established
no permanent public ecclesiastical facilities, they did not regularly identify
themselves (nor were they invariably identified) as members of a distinct
religious group, and it was possible to profess the beliefs of a Christian
denomination while still accepting some of the tenets of spiritualism. At most
it can be said that spiritualism appeared in the 1850s, established itself in
the city in the 1860s, flourished over the next two decades, declined in the
1890s, and was moribund by the first decade of the twentieth century. At its
peak there were several Circles—possibly as many as a dozen, some scores of
earnest and committed spiritualists, and perhaps several hundred people with
a more than casual interest in the phenomena and message of spiritualism.
For comparison, in 1874, special excursion trains were arranged to take
spiritualists to Hanging Rock, near Woodend, for a picnic get-together. It was
estimated that from Sandhurst there would be more than 2,000 visitors, and
152Ballarat Courier, Wednesday 14 August 1878, p. 4.
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300 from Castlemaine.153 In 1872 Bendigo spiritualists held a ‘Grove Meeting’,
a sort of outdoor rally, at Crusoe Gully, west of Kangaroo Flat, at which
W.D.C. Denovan addressed an audience of ‘not less than 2,000 people’.154
In 1871 Sandhurst had a population of 21,987.155 These figures seem to
imply that in Sandhurst at that period one person in ten was in some sense a
spiritualist or was sufficiently interested in spiritualism to attend an open-air
spiritualist meeting. Discount the attractions of a late-Spring picnic, which
perhaps seemed to include the possibility of some unusual entertainments,
and the figure still seems very high.
In 1880, around the high point of the movement in Ballarat, the Star
could remark, scarcely concealing its sarcasm, that:
Spiritualistic seances are now matters of everyday occurrence
in Ballarat, and many tales are told by believers in spiritual
intercourse of the wonderful manifestations that transpire at such
gatherings. The latest we have heard is that at a seance not long
since a young lady, who in her ordinary hours has no knowledge
of pianoforte playing, was inspired to perform in remarkably good
style, and the name of the ‘spirit’ power was given as that of
a skilful musician for many years connected with the Ballarat
press, and not very long deceased. None of the circle recognised
the name given from spiritland, but subsequent enquiry revealed
the identity of the musical communicant. Of course spiritists are
wonderfully strengthened in their faith by stories of this kind.156
Yet by the first decade of the twentieth century organised Spiritualism
in Ballarat had largely faded away. In 1902–03, J.J. Morse, a prominent
figure in the English and American spiritualist movements—he served a
153The Argus, Monday 16 November 1874, p. 7.
154Bendigo Advertiser, Monday 4 November 1872, p. 2, and see Denovan, The Evidences
of Spiritualism, p. 7.
155Census of Victoria, General Report and Appendices, p. 9. See: http://www.-
parliament.vic.gov.au/papers/govpub/VPARL1874No28.pdf. See also Angus B. Watson:
Lost & Almost Forgotten Towns of Colonial Victoria: a comprehensive analysis of census
results for Victoria 1841–1901. Self-published, 2003, pp. 37, 394.
156Ballarat Star, Monday 8 November 1880, p. 2.
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period as editor of the Manchester Two Worlds and of the Boston Banner
of Light—wrote a series of letters to the English spiritualist journal Light
about his experiences in Australia, which he was visiting as part of a world
tour to promote and encourage the movement. Morse enjoyed some success
in Melbourne, less in Geelong, but in Ballarat, he said:
. . . the state of affairs can only be described as deplorable. That
city, with East Ballarat, has a population of about 44,000, and
at one time (1878) had a flourishing Psychological Society, which
body secured the services of Dr Slade and Mr Jesse Shepard for
a series of séances, the results of which were recorded in a work
issued by the late Mr James Curtis, called Rustlings in the Golden
City, an English edition of which was lately issued by the publish-
ers of Light [publisher of the third, 1902, posthumous edition of
Rustlings];157 and, so far as Mr Shepard’s mediumship was con-
cerned, the results were published in a pamphlet compiled by Mr
R Lorrimer [sic. correctly, Lorimer] and issued by the society.158
The society died, and in place of it an ‘Eclectic Association’159 was
formed, the latter body being in reality a Freethought association,
and its principles being far too much in advance of the time, it fell
into disrepute and soon became defunct. Most of the members
were Spiritualists, so they, and the subject, shared in the common
odium cast on the Freethought effort, and since then only two
or three people have dared to say they are Spiritualists; the Mr.
Lorrimer [sic.] mentioned above was the only person who would
undertake to promote my visit.
(The Ballarat Eclectic Association seems to have been affiliated with H.K.
157See Brian Glenney, “Light, more light”: The ‘Light’ Newspaper, Spiritualism and
British Society, 1881–1920”. (Brian Edmund Glenney: ““Light, more light”: The ‘Light’
Newspaper, Spiritualism and British Society, 1881–1920”. MA thesis. Clemson, South
Carolina: Graduate School of Clemson University, 2009)
158R. Lorimer: Report of the Ballarat Psychological Association: referring to a series of
seances held with Mr Jesse Shepard, the celebrated musical and physical medium. Ballarat,
Vic.: James Curtis, 1879.
159Ralph Biddington: “Eclectic Association: Victoria’s first rationalists, 1866–1894”. In:
Australian Rationalist 66 (Autumn 2004), pp. 35–45.
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Rusden’s Melbourne ‘Eclectic Association’. This group changed its name in
1869 to the ‘Eclectic Association of Victoria’ and had affiliations with groups
in country areas, including one at Ballarat.)
The rest of the few avowed Spiritualists promised to attend the
lecture, but emphatically refused to identify themselves openly
with my presence, or take any active share therein! As a matter
of fact, I was only introduced to three other Spiritualists, the rest
being literally afraid to compromise themselves by being seen with
a Spiritualist lecturer! The three local papers positively refused to
name the matter for fear of being boycotted by their advertisers
or supporters; while the advertisements of the meeting said not
a word about Spiritualism! In the worst days at home I never
encountered such timidity on the part of our people or our local
Press.160
By contrast, when the American spiritualist celebrity speaker James Peebles
visited Ballarat thirty years previously, he had had a much more satisfactory
reception, and the Ballarat Star ‘reported our lectures, delivered in Alfred
Hall, fairly and handsomely’.161
On the whole, Morse’s diagnosis of spiritualism’s decline is indisputable.
When James Curtis died in 1902, the generation of spiritualists to which he
had belonged—the first great wave of believers in the new dispensation, who
had held with deep conviction that the dead live on, continue to care for us,
and are able to communicate across the veil that screens us from the spiritual
realm—this generation was passing away. Much of the ethical message
of religious spiritualism had been appropriated by agnostic ‘Freethought’
social-reform movements of various kinds. Moreover, public disapproval of
spiritualism—really, a sort of hostile indifference to its extraordinary claims—
was the natural outcome of the repeated exposure of spiritualist ‘phenomena’
as fraudulent: sceptics and disbelievers had less and less difficulty in showing
160Light, 21 February 1903, reprinted in Psypioneer, Paul Gaunt, ed., vol. 2, no. 8 (August
2006), at http://www.woodlandway.org/PDF/PP2.8August06..pdf, pp. 184–86.
161J.M. Peebles: Around the World: or Travels in Polynesia, China, India, Arabia, Egypt,
Syria, and other ‘Heathen’ Countries. Boston: Colby and Rich, 1875, p. 69.
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the outlandish reports of spiritualists to be humbug. In that sense, spiritualism
destroyed itself by attempting to meet the demand for ever more startling
‘demonstrations’, for these were correspondingly easier and easier to expose as
contrived. And, as Morse, himself a stage ‘trance’ speaker and entertainer,162
was beginning to discover, the market for public lecturing performances about
spiritualism was dwindling, and it was easily supplied anyway by avowed
illusionists and the providers of newer forms of public amusement.
In the end, spiritualism in Ballarat, as elsewhere, was let down by its
fundamental epistemological assumption, the absolute sovereignty of individ-
ual judgement. Spiritualists were perhaps able to convince themselves; they
could not inspire and maintain conviction in others. Spiritualism postulated a
domain of verifiable natural facts, among them facts about the spiritual world
to which we are translated when we die. When it came to the point, how-
ever, ‘proof’ mean agreement with personal experience, not proof by testable,
falsifiable, scientific hypothesis. Spiritualism as deep inner conviction was
unaffected; spiritualism’s public phenomena could not withstand any serious
investigation.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter, resuming the story of spiritualism in Ballarat, has given par-
ticular attention to the 1870s and early 1880s, the period of the movement’s
greatest strength and influence.
Visits to Ballarat by two of the world’s most renowned spiritualist mediums,
Henry Slade and Jesse Shepard, and by the famous professional spiritualist
trance lecturer, evangelist and self-appointed chronicler of the movement,
Emma Hardinge Britten, have been described in detail. Curtis’s involvement
is noted. He was an admiring and earnest client of these three visiting celebrity
spiritualists and he believed without hesitation or reservation in the truth of
their demonstrations and message.
162Simone Natale: “The medium on the stage: Trance and performance in nineteenth-
century spiritualism”. In: Early Popular Visual Culture (Routledge Taylor & Francis
Group) 9.3 (Aug. 2011), pp. 239–255, at pp. 241-43.
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The opposition of established Christian churches to spiritualism has
been explored, with close analysis of a sermon by the Anglican Archdea-
con Stretch of St Pauls, in Ballarat East, who in his condemnation showed a
well-considered awareness of spiritualism’s gnostic tendencies. Stretch par-
ticularly objected to spiritualism’s implied repudiation of the doctrine of
atonement. It was absurd to suppose, he said, as spiritualists supposed, that
men enjoyed a natural and inevitable ascent through the Spheres and that
the consequences of their wickedness would be refined away as they rose.
(Spiritualists, by contrast, claimed to have certain knowledge that this was
so and, as in the broad vision of gnosticism, they knew that their ultimate
destiny was to be re-united with the Godhead.)
Examples of secular opposition to spiritualism have been cited: the cam-
paign of the prominent Ballarat business James Campbell, who fought a tract
war against what he called ‘gross imposture’ and ‘a peculiar form of disease’;
Peter Campbell, an itinerant evangelist, who thought spiritualism was a fraud
perpetrated against mostly innocent dupes; and lectures by the Melbourne
journalist David Blair, who called spiritualism ‘a crude mass of absurdity’.
Spiritualism as a form of stage entertainment has been treated briefly.
The public lectures of Mrs Emma Hardinge Britten, who came to Ballarat
in 1878, have been outlined, and the general trends of controversial newspaper
correspondence generated by her visit have been indicated.
The letters to the editor, analysed, seem to take the usual positions:
spiritualism is a delusion; a form of madness; precious new knowledge, based
on evidence, about our future life; a sane and rational alternative to Christian
belief.
It is interesting to note that there was a debate, with at least some
reasoned argument on both sides. Spiritualism’s opponents and defenders
alike positioned many of their exchanges in the neutral space of rational
intercourse, with the ostensible aim of reaching conclusions by a consideration
of the facts; those who condemned spiritualism gave away much ground by
tacitly accepting this basic premise, for spiritualism was (in the view of its
supporters) ‘proven by facts’. This put the debate in the realm of facts not
doctrine.
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Some tentative guesses have been made of the number of spiritualists
in Ballarat. By the end of the century Ballarat spiritualism was moribund.
Some reasons have been suggested.
Some of the causes of spiritualism’s decline have been proposed: repeated
public exposures of fraudulent phenomena and charlatan mediums, a dimin-
ishing market for ‘spiritualistic’ stage entertainments, the beginnings of a
modern approach to the explanation of delusory beliefs and abnormal psy-
chological states, including the hypnotic (mesmeric) trance—for these and
related reasons by the turn of the century interest in spiritualism had faded
away.
Chapter 7
Rustlings in the Golden City
7.1 Introduction
Rustlings in the Golden City is James Curtis’s personal account of what led
him to spiritualism, of what convinced him that its revelations were true, of
his conversion from sceptic to believer, and of his subsequent experiences as
spiritualist, including his activities as a propagandist for the Cause.
Rustlings was first printed and published by Curtis’s own Caxton Printing
Works—Curtis published several tracts printed at his own expense defending
and promoting spiritualism, the longest, at 33 pages, The Spiritualism of the
Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism1—and he was an assiduous writer of
letters to the editor on spiritualism and other topics—more than a hundred,
by his own count, some of which are included in a compilation of his letters
to the editor and short newspaper articles.2 Rustlings was his only book.
It received a few favourable notices in the Australian press and several in
English and American spiritualist journals, appears to have had some local
influence, was quoted by Conan Doyle—a single passage of a few paragraphs,
describing spirit materialisations at one of Curtis’s séances with the medium
1James Curtis: The Spiritualism of the Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism. Bal-
larat, Vic.: Caxton Printing Works, 1879
2James Curtis: Newspaper Correspondence Over Twenty Years in the Ballarat Newspa-
pers. Ballarat, Vic.: James Curtis, Printer and Publisher, 1901.
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Henry Slade3—and is now largely forgotten, even by historians of spiritualism.
There is no mention of Curtis or spiritualism in Weston Bate’s Lucky City4.
Other histories of Ballarat, Withers’s for example5 mention Curtis but ignore
spiritualism. Al Gabay completely ignores Curtis, Rustlings, and spiritualism
in Ballarat in his Messages from Beyond.6. Rustlings occasionally turns up
in unexpected places, mentioned by the popular debunker of pseudoscience
Martin Gardner, for example, in one of his many books.7 In Corrupting the
Youth, a history of academic philosophy in Australia, James Franklin gives
Rustlings as an instance of ‘the religious determination to have the universe
congenial’, a species of philosophical idealism indulged in by people ‘who
[could] no longer suffer the raw barbarisms of popular religion’.8
James Curtis seems to have been pleased with Rustlings and was keen to
have it kept before the public. In his lifetime it went through two editions
and several printings. At the time of his death, in 1901, Curtis was working
on a third, revised edition. This was published posthumously in London in
1902.
In its autobiographical form—as a record of the author’s spiritual awaken-
ing—and in much of its content—‘proofs’ of the reality of intercourse with the
discarnate dead combined with detailed description of life in the hereafter—
Rustlings has its place in a genre of spiritualist writing very popular in the
movement, especially in the 1870s and 1880s, for which Emanuel Swedenborg’s
works were frequently the indirect inspiration and model. To some degree,
Curtis’s Rustlings derives from Swedenborg, filtered through A.J. Davis, an
American spiritualist who was heavily influenced by the Swedish visionary.
3Doyle, The History of Spiritualism, pp. 304–05.
4Weston Bate: Lucky City: the first generation at Ballarat 1851–1901. Melbourne,
Victoria: Melbourne University Press, 1978.
5Withers, The History of Ballarat from the first Pastoral Settlement to the Present
Time.
6Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890.
7Martin Gardner: Are Universes Thicker than Blackberries?: discourses on Gödel, magic
hexagrams, Little Red Riding Hood, and other mathematical and pseudoscientific topics.
1st ed. New York: W.W. Norton, 2003, pp. 266, 269.
8James Franklin: Corrupting the Youth: a history of philosophy in Australia. Paddington,
N.S.W.: Macleay Press, 2003, p. 114.
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Andrew Jackson Davis (1826–1910), had had a direct mystical encounter
with Swedenborg—so he claimed—and regarded his writing and teaching as
under Swedenborg’s guidance and direction. Davis’s admirers, who believed
him to be the father of American spiritualism, gave him the flattering titles
‘Prophet of the New Revelation’ and ‘John the Baptist of Modern Spiritual-
ism’. (He was mocked by his detractors as ‘the Seer of Poughkeepsie’.) Davis
made his mark by appropriating, diluting, and popularising the writings of
Swedenborg, and Davis’s style, partly confessional, partly descriptive, with
breathless visions of the glory of the Summer Land, and partly sermonising,
preaching to the world about man’s spiritual nature and progress, became the
model for a great amount of spiritualist literature, much of it, unfortunately,
like the Seer’s, utterly self-absorbed, bloated, and ridiculously high-flown.
Spiritualist writing of this period—Curtis’s included—is often all too evidently
the work of the enthusiastic convert, keen to convince unbelievers, but com-
posed in ignorance of—sometimes with open contempt for—the elaborations
and subtle distinctions of better informed and sophisticated reasoning by
well-educated minds.
Since spiritualism was a religion of self-discovery, of salvation through
self-knowledge and the progress (‘unfoldment’) of the self, we should not
be surprised, perhaps, that it had a special attraction for the self-taught,
self-made man, who looked to his own success as the measure of what was
attainable and right. Curtis had forged his own way in the world (as had
Browne and Watson). He had no time for delicate distinctions, and wanted
immediate practical results. He got them. The voice channelled by the medium
was that of his dead sweetheart Annie, and for this he had proof, against which
theological subtleties and distinctions had no effect. Moreover, the fact that
Curtis undertook to record his spiritual journey is itself significant. As the
theologian Malcolm Young remarks—discussing Thoreau’s confessional diary—
‘The practice of keeping a spiritual journal suggests that the individual, rather
than an institution, represents the locus of religious experience. It implies
that individuals and not just church councils are legitimate interpreters of
religious truths’.9
9Malcolm Clemens Young: The spiritual journal of Henry David Thoreau. 1st ed. Macon,
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There is another reason for attending closely to Curtis’s writings. In
Ballarat, as elsewhere, spiritualists formed a loose community of individual
believers, and were not an accepted religious denomination with a common
creed, ecclesiastical structures, and an acknowledged source of doctrinal
authority. In describing Curtis’s spiritualism we are forced to give considerable
weight to his first-person testimony, for Curtis, like other spiritualists, took
his own direct experiential knowledge of the phenomena of spiritualism to be
the epistemological justification for his spiritualist understandings, the basis
of their content and direction.
In the case of James Curtis there is another, special, reason to begin
with biography and autobiography. Rustlings stands alone as the published
religious confessions of a nineteenth-century Australian spiritualist. Hugh
Junor Browne’s Reasons for the Hope that is in Me and Sydney Grandison
Watson’s Spiritual Communications are comparable to a degree, but Curtis’s
writing, unlike theirs, comes straight from the heart. From Curtis we learn
what it was like to be a spiritualist.
7.2 Rustlings, its reception
In February 1897 the 1896 edition of Rustlings was favourably reviewed as an
example of Colonial endeavour by the Healesville Guardian:
The motto of Victoria is ‘Encourage colonial industry,’ so I refer
with pleasure to a book recently printed in Ballarat by Mr. James
Curtis, the veteran printer of that city. The volume contains
about 300 pages, beautifully printed and handsomely bound. The
book is entitled ‘Rustlings in the Golden City’, and is written by
Mr. Curtis. It is semi-autobiographical, and details the author’s
experience in Occultism and Spiritualism. The book is most
interesting, as well as ably written, and in general get up is equal
to the productions of London and New York. Mr. Curtis deserves
to be highly commended for producing so splendid a specimen of
Ga.: Mercer University Press, 2009, p. 72.
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colonial industry.’10
Was the Guardian’s reviewer deliberately missing the point? Curtis had
discovered in spiritualism ‘the greatest revolution of human thought that the
world has witnessed’—and his book is complimented for its general get up!
A less perfunctory notice came in June, when Curtis and his Rustlings
received a gracious compliment from “L’Amico”, lady columnist of the Fitzroy
City Press, who wrote the paper’s ‘News and Notes for Ladies’. She had
treated her readers to a rather gushing account of a visit she’d made to
Ballarat, and it was time to finish, but, she said:. . .
I must not close my notes without some recognition of the kindness
of a Ballarat citizen (Mr. Curtis), in giving me a copy of his little
book, “Rustlings in the Golden City.” The book is a compilation
of successful seances, held here [in Melbourne] and in Ballarat,
and would well repay careful reading by any one anxious to know
something of the phenomena of Spiritualism. I think in this age
of progression there are few thinking people who doubt for one
moment the reality of the spirit world; to those who do, I would
recommend strongly their perusal of “Rustling [sic.] in the Golden
City,” as it furnishes proof of a future life, which many crave for,
but are in doubt; especially when their friends ‘pass on,’ do they
look for some intelligence whereby they can fix their hope on a
reunion.11
If these two reviews seem a little light-weight, Curtis’s book received a more
serious treatment, quite favourable, in the spiritualist press. Reporting the
publication of the second edition of Rustlings in 1896, the English spiritualist
journal Light wrote that,
Rustlings in the Golden City by James Curtis is a record of séances
held in Ballarat, including séances with Mr Henry Slade and Mr
Jesse Shepard. The results were exceedingly varied; but by far
10Healesville Guardian, Friday 5 February 1897, p. 3.
11Fitzroy City Press, Thursday 10 June 1897, p. 3.
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the largest part of the book is occupied with trance addresses and
clairvoyant descriptions, or copies of messages given by automatic
writing. The copy of the book before us is a Second edition, revised.
We are strongly inclined to think that it deserves an honourable
place among the records of experiences during the past twenty
years.12
W.H. Terry, publisher of the Melbourne spiritualist monthly Harbinger
of Light, had a letter from a Mr Hoover of Philadelphia praising Rustlings
effusively: ‘I am now re-reading that good book, ‘Rustlings in the Golden
City’. The book is so full of good food and brother James Curtis is so kind
and gentle in presenting his facts, that I just feel like giving him a good
hand-shake, and say, ‘God bless you, my dear brother, for giving to the
world that good book.” The Countess Adelma Vay [(1840–1925) Ukrainian-
Hungarian Christian spiritualist authoress] wrote to Curtis, ‘Your beautiful
book, ‘Rustlings’, afforded me great pleasure. It is an excellent book. I have
read it with the deepest interest; and it is a good work you did in publishing
it’. The Manchester spiritualist weekly Two Worlds said, ‘Mr James Curtis,
of Ballarat, has published a handsome volume of some three hundred pages,
entitled ‘Rustlings in the Golden City’, and in it the veteran Spiritualist
gives his own experiences in a pleasant chatty style’. Extracts from these
encomiums form the publisher’s blurb of Rustlings ’ 1902 posthumous edition.
Rustlings in the Golden City found its way into private collections and
various libraries, among them the library of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute,
the Ballarat Public Library, Ballarat East13 the State Library of Victoria,
other State Libraries, the British Library, and the libraries of Cambridge,
Oxford, and Dublin universities. Hugh Junor Browne owned a copy inscribed
‘Presented to H.J. Browne by the author, April 1900’.14 The Alfred Deakin
collection of Deakin University has a copy of the third, 1902, edition, possibly
12See Light, 2 January 1897. This brief notice was inserted on a printed slip in copies of
the 1896 edition.
13The 1896 copy once held by the Ballarat East Public Library is now in the collection
of the Australiana Research Room of the Ballarat Public Library.
14See: http://artsonline.monash.edu.au/rare-books/rustlings-in-the-golden-city-1896/,
at Clayton, Rare Books Call no:133.9 C979R 1896.
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once owned by Deakin.15
Curtis’s book can also be found in spiritualist libraries and booksellers’
catalogues of the period. The library of Borderland, a London spiritualist
quarterly edited by William Stead, has two copies ‘presented by the author’,16
and a copy was in the library of the influential trance lecturer and historian of
the spiritualist movement Emma Hardinge Britten.17 In the late nineteenth
century Rustlings could be bought in the United States for $1.50 from the
New Epoch Publishing Company, which described it as ‘Personal Experiences
in Various Phases of Spirit Phenomena’.18
7.3 Rustlings, the text
First edition, 1886
Rustlings in the Golden City was first published in 1886 as a small book, 280
pages octavo. About 300 copies got into circulation.19
Curtis began the drafts for the first edition during a period of several
month’s illness in 1883 when, unable to work and largely confined to his home
in Drummond Street, he gathered together various documents, mostly reports
of séances he had attended—principally in Ballarat, a few in Melbourne—with
‘trance, clairvoyant, materialising, and other mediums’, and various notes
from sessions of his Circle. ‘These documents’, he said, ‘were compiled from
numerous memoranda of my own’.20 The first edition jumbles together this
material, printing (or reprinting) it as it came to hand: chapters out of order,
some material repeated, a pasted-in addendum, and no continuous pagination.
When Curtis completed the first manuscript, he intended to ask Trübner
of London to publish it, with the proposed title Rustlings in the Golden
15Deakin University Library, Alfred Deakin collection, at ADPML SPWV 133.909945
Cur/Rit 1902.
16Borderland, vol. 1, no. 6, October 1894 p. 583.
17http://www.woodlandway.org/PDF/Leslie_Price_PP3.pdf, p. 24.
18New Epoch Publishing Company: The Bibliography of Progressive Literature: a De-
scriptive Catalogue. New York: New Epoch, 1899, p. 38. New Epoch lists Rustlings as
Rustlings from [sic.] the Golden City.
19Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 2.
20Introduction to Chapter 12, 1886 edition.
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City from Over the Great Sea (of Death). Curtis believed that the allusion
to the ‘Great Sea’ between England and Australia and the ‘Great Sea (of
Death)’ would be ‘easily apprehended’. (In 1849, when he immigrated to
Australia, Curtis spent three and half months at sea on the journey between
Southampton and Adelaide. ‘It was’, he said, ‘a long and tedious voyage’.
Many of his readers would have had a similar experience.) ‘Rustlings’ was
an allusion to the sensuous swishing of the silk skirts worn by his sweetheart
Annie, which, to his profound joy, Curtis had discovered he could hear again
in the ‘Golden City’ of Ballarat. (At this period the rustling of spirits’ dresses
was a not uncommon motif in spiritualists’ descriptions of materialised female
apparitions.) Even though her body was dead and buried in England on the
far side of the world, Annie was still alive! For Curtis, the rustling noise was
both compelling evidence that the real Annie had not died and proof of the
revelations of spiritualism.21
Trübner evidently declined to publish the MS, or perhaps Curtis decided
to take on the job himself. The second part of the proposed title was dropped,
and a chapter expounding the ‘Golden City’ reference to Ballarat (Chapter 1
of the 1886 and 1902 editions) was cut short.
After the manuscript of the first edition had been compiled, but before it
went to press, Curtis was requested by a spirit—a High Spirit, ‘who had been
nigh two thousand years in Summerland’—that he would not yet publish
the book. Curtis was told that the communications of Chapter 12, which
had come through the medium Miss Harriet Milne, were not intended for
the public, but were specifically for his own instruction, to help him gain a
knowledge of the spiritual spheres.22
With the embargoed portions of Chapter 12 struck out and ‘after the MS
had lain by two or three years,’ wrote Curtis, ‘[I] produced a small edition
for private circulation amongst friends only’. To disguise her identity, Miss
Harriet Milne was given the pseudonym Miss ‘Rithelname’, using letters from
her forename and surname. (When she died in 1890, Curtis considered the
restriction lifted, and printed an uncut version of Chapter 12 in later editions.)
21Light, vol. VII, no. 344 (1887), p. 386.
22Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 7–8.
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After a dozen or so copies of the first print run of the first edition had been
distributed to members of Curtis’s ‘Investigating Circle’, William Béchervaise,
its Chairman, requested that an endorsement of the book, written by himself,
be included in the Preface of subsequent copies. It reads, in part,
I have carefully perused every page of this little volume. . . and
I now desire to say that the reading of the matter before me
has unfolded a sense of continued pleasure, not only owing to its
strictly truthful statements, but also to the graphic descriptions
of the many grand and beautiful scenes of Spirit Life in the
Spheres. . . Should other harmonious individuals be led on to follow
our example. . . they will then bless the day they ever read this book
and my few straggling remarks corroborative of its contents.23
Second edition, 1896
A second, revised, edition of Rustlings in the Golden City appeared in 1896.
Curtis assured readers that this edition was substantially the same as the
earlier version, though ‘Some typographical and literary corrections have been
effected, verbal changes made, and a few small additions supplemented’.24
As a professional typesetter with his own presses, Curtis had direct control
over the composition of his books’ pages and the size of print run, and both
the first and second editions show signs of having been altered and adjusted
in small ways.
By the time of the 1896 edition, various parts of the earlier edition had
been more widely published, in Ballarat and abroad. Chapter 3 of the 1886
edition, which describes sittings with the medium Henry Slade, had been
published as an article in the Ballarat Courier, ‘a newspaper’, said Curtis
proudly, ‘circulating over seven thousand copies daily’.25 Chapters 4 and 5
were published in the English spiritualist newspaper Light.26
23Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 11–12.
24Ibid., p. 2.
25Ibid., pp. 31.; Ballarat Courier, 3 September 1878.
26Light, vol. VII, no. 344 (1887), pp. 386–88. In this issue Light published ‘Sittings with
Mr Slade’, corresponding to chapter 5 of the 1896 edition. In November 1888, under the
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Third edition, 1902
A third, revised, edition, ‘prepared for publication’ by the prominent English
medium and trance lecturer J.J. Morse, was issued in 1902.27 Curtis died in
1901; Morse explained that he ‘regretted to announce the passing away of
Mr Curtis during the preparation of these pages’. This edition seems to have
been guided through the press by William Béchervaise, Chairman of Curtis’s
‘Investigating Circle’, who was recompensed £43.8.0 by Curtis’s executor for
his ‘expenses in publishing 500 copies of Rustlings ’.28
The posthumous edition of Rustlings is based on the 1896 second edition
and follows it closely, with few changes beyond some minor editorial tidying-
up of its style and grammar. Printings of the third edition, however, carry
the added subtitle, ‘Being a record of spiritualistic experiences in Ballarat
and Melbourne’, this probably inserted by J.J. Morse. The subtitle, used in
the 1902 edition, often appears in library catalogues wrongly included in title
details of the printed version actually held. The National Library of Australia
catalogue compounds the confusion by giving the date of publication of one
of its copies as 1966.
Differences between editions
Although Curtis insisted that ‘there has been no alteration of the substance’
between the first and second editions of Rustlings,29 there are in fact subtle
differences of detail and emphasis, with a tendency to embroider and improve
heading ‘Slade in Ballarat’, Light published an abridged and edited version of the material
corresponding to Chapter 4 of the 1896 edition, ‘Mr Slade in the Circle’. (Light, vol. VIII,
no. 409 (1888), pp. 540–41.)
27Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City: being a record of spiritualistic experiences in Bal-
larat and Melbourne. In 1902, Morse, who visited Australia several times, was in Melbourne,
giving trance lectures for the Victorian Association of Spiritualists. (The Argus, Saturday 27
September 1902, p. 9.) In a letter back to Light he mentions Curtis, Ballarat, and Light ’s re-
publication of Rustlings. (Light, 21 February 1903, reprinted in Psypioneer, Paul Gaunt, ed.,
vol. 2, no. 8 (August 2006), at http://www.woodlandway.org/PDF/PP2.8August06..pdf,
pp. 184–86.)
28Supreme Court of Victoria, Probate Jurisdiction. 82.308. In the Will of James Curtis,
late of Armstrong Street Ballarat in Victoria printer deceased. Affidavit of Searches, filed
19 December 1901, p. 16.
29Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 2.
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the story, deliberately or otherwise to support a spiritualist interpretation of
the phenomena which Curtis claimed to have experienced.
Consider, for example, Curtis’s account of one of his séances with ‘Dr’
Henry Slade, the celebrated American medium who visited Ballarat in 1878.
Slade arrived in Melbourne on 14 August.30 In September he was giving
private séances there, for a guinea (in 2015, roughly $100) a time.31 Curtis
attended two. In October Slade established himself at the Shamrock in
Bendigo, where he ‘received investigators from 10 to 12 o’clock a.m. daily’.32
In November he was in Ballarat, and again in December, to attend a séance-
meeting hosted by the Ballarat Psychological Association.33 Curtis had a
dozen or so sittings alone with Slade and four or five with other people
present,34 and he describes several of these sessions in Chapter 5 ‘Further
Sittings with Mr Slade’. We have four separate accounts of them from Curtis,
one in 1886, in the first, privately-circulated edition of Rustlings, the second
in 1887, published in the English spiritualist Light as ‘A Chapter from an
Unpublished Book by James Curtis, Ballarat, Australia’, the third and fourth
in the 1896 and 1902 editions.
The 1887 description of one of these séances has ‘a hand came up between
my arms’. In 1896 this becomes ‘a spirit-hand, which in all respects seemed
like the human hand, came up from under the table’. The 1887 edition has,
‘The hand moved about. . . ’ The 1896 edition has, ‘[The hand was] turning
about showing every part’. The 1887 description, ‘It was the exact form of
one I had known. . . ’ in 1896 becomes ‘It was the hand of my friend. . . ’. In
1887 ‘I felt hands about my knees’ in 1896 becomes ‘I felt spirit hands on my
knees, shoulders, arms, etc’.
Point for point the later descriptions are more elaborately contrived, less
natural, and more confident in suggesting a spiritualist construction. The
1887 account has a hand under the table ‘performing all that a naked hand
could do on a bare arm’. In 1896 a spirit hand is ‘perhaps, performing all
30Sydney Morning Herald, Wednesday 14 August 1878.
31Mercury, Saturday 28 September 1878.
32Bendigo Advertiser, Thursday 17 October 1878.
33Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, Ch. 4.
34Ibid., p. 53.
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that a naked hand could affectionately do on a bare arm’. During the séance
Curtis’s arm was pinched. In the 1887 account he showed these marks to his
friends. In 1896 it was ‘these small signs of spirit force’ which he showed off.
At one of the Slade séances, a young lady was levitated. In 1887 Curtis wrote,
‘This seemed rather wonderful’. In 1896 he has, ‘This was the first case of
levitation of a mortal being I had ever seen, and the fact of such an incident
rather astonished me’.
When in the course of this séance the spirit of Curtis’s dead sweetheart
Annie began to manifest itself, the 1887 edition has ‘I observed something’.
In 1896 he wrote, ‘I observed something like a little misty cloud’. Fully
manifested, in 1887 the figure had ‘all the form except the face, which seemed
to be covered with a veil. In the 1896 account the veil was mostly gone
and ‘the forehead, mouth, nose, cheeks, and beautiful brown hair showed
harmoniously. Only the eyes were veiled because they could not be completely
materialised’. Later, in the words of the 1887 edition, a ‘spirit hand found its
way into my inside breast pocket and drew from thence a letter’. The 1896
edition has, ‘a materialised hand of one of the spiritual beings which we felt
around and about us, found its way into my inner left-side breast coat-pocket,
and drew from thence a letter in an envelope, and rustled and waved it about
in all directions, and then gently dropped it on the table’.
Describing the full-form manifestation at Slade’s séance, in 1886 Curtis
wrote:
This mist-like semblance rapidly grew till it became as large as
the full human female form. The apparition thus formed and
perfectly glided onto the top of the table. . . 35
By 1896, this had become:
This cloud-like appearance rapidly grew and became transformed,
when we saw before us a woman—a lady. The being thus fashioned,
and all-but perfected, rose from the floor onto the top of the
table. . . 36
35James Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, first edition 1886, Chapter 5.
36Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 63.
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If his story was indeed improved in the telling, it may be significant that
Curtis’s descriptions were—of course—becoming increasingly remote from
the events they pictured. Curtis’s initial account of his 1878 conversion to
spiritualism and his first séance encounters with Annie was published eight
years afterwards, in 1886; another decade had passed by the time the second,
1896, edition of Rustlings appeared. Did his faith increase precisely because
the evidence to support it was slipping into the past? By 1896 Curtis was an
old man of seventy, with only a few years to live; his young sweetheart Annie
Beal had been dead for half a century. In a way, Curtis was, like Lear, just a
very foolish fond old man, even though we might marvel that his passion for
Annie should still, after all these years, burn so fiercely—‘Who would have
thought the old man to have had so much blood in him?’ (as was said of
Duncan, another king).
7.4 Rustlings, and Curtis’s mission
In the final chapter of Rustlings in the Golden City James Curtis reveals
that his book, which to that point he has presented largely as a personal
spiritual autobiography, a journey from indifference and neglect—‘I was
wilfully stupid and ignorant, and the alleged phenomena did not occur to me
as something worthy of either special notice or investigation’—to dawning
insight followed by fervent belief—‘nothing. . . is of so much importance as the
revelations of Modern Spiritualism’—was in fact written at the command of
‘high communicating intelligences’, who required him to perform some special
work.37
Curtis explains that his ‘present endeavour’, which included the publication
of Rustlings, was ‘the spread of the knowledge of the facts of Spiritualism’, to
record and document the overwhelming evidence that he had been shown for
spiritualism’s profound truths.
37Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 288–89.
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A mighty work
Curtis was instructed and encouraged to undertake this task, he said, by an
ancient Egyptian spirit called Hermes, who urged him to regard himself as a
pioneer in the work of extending spiritualist knowledge.
The earthly adventures and achievements of this spirit Hermes, who was
a disciple of Jesus and one of His intimate friends (not, it appears, Hermes
Trismegistus, thrice-great god of the Hermetic tradition), were recorded by
the medium David Duguid, a Glasgow cabinet-maker.38 Curtis was familiar
with the writings of Duguid and had read his biography of Hermes.39
In spirit writing on a heavenly scroll, which the great Spirit Zion himself
unfurled, and with his mighty companion Hafed writing the message, it was
revealed to Curtis that,
You are destined to declare to the world the holy spirit commu-
nion.40
Curtis was shown this vision in a séance session with the clairvoyant
Miss Harriet Milne on 17 March 1881, two years before he began assembling
material for the first edition of Rustlings in the Golden City. It confirmed
what had been intimated to him many times before, that he had a large rôle
in the coming spiritual revolution.
On 30 September 1880, for example, Curtis was told that:
The time is at hand when man will commune with the angels as
with his fellow. You will help to bring this about.41
and later in the same séance that,
Hermes, commander of a Mighty Army of Heavenly Reformers,
has taken orders, and has gone to the four winds to distribute
38David Duguid: Hermes, a Disciple of Jesus: His Life and Missionary Work (sequel to
‘Hafed Prince of Persia’). Glasgow: Hay Nisbet & Co., 1888.
39Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 97.
40Ibid., p. 271.
41Ibid., p. 205.
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knowledge. In time you [Curtis] will receive instructions from the
commander.42
Curtis was frequently exhorted by the great Spirits Zion, Hafed, and
Hermes to show courage and determination. Hermes was described holding
a banner which read ‘Courage! Courage! Courage!’ ‘We come, my son’,
the Spirits said, ‘to cheer you; to strengthen you, and to encourage you’.43
Curtis’s important rôle was explained to him: he was being prepared by the
spirits for the special work which was expected to be accomplished through
him. He was told how it was that the mighty spirits had chosen him for the
task, and he was instructed to lead a ‘pure and holy’ life, be earnest in the
work, and ‘unlock his heart’ to receive the mighty teachings of the spheres.44
Curtis, of course, was not alone. Besides himself, ‘a mighty host from the
spheres beyond’ was ‘enlisted in the work of Reformation’, a vast endeavour
to diffuse true spiritual understanding and overcome earthly ignorance.45
Nevertheless, he was told,
There is much work for you to do. Knowledge will be given by
the bright intelligences who are round about you.46
Spiritual blindness
In his writings Curtis only ever loosely specifies the cause of mankind’s spiritual
numbness, sometimes as ‘superstition’ (an allusion to orthodox Christian
teaching), sometimes as ‘materialism’ (rationalism, empiricist science), and
he never makes it clear whether or why men willingly choose to remain in the
dark or by what power they are kept there. The world simply seems to be
made in a way that thwarts and discourages true spiritual awareness.
Whatever the cause, its cure lay in acquiring knowledge, coming to recog-
nise and understand the truths of spiritualism, gaining the insight, so Curtis
42Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 208.
43Ibid., pp. 214–15.
44Ibid., pp. 217–18.
45Ibid., p. 180.
46Ibid., p. 167.
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believed, that contains in itself the remedy for enfeebling ignorance. Cur-
tis’s spiritualism postulates no evil force abroad, no ‘devil, as a roaring lion,
walketh about, seeking whom he may devour’.47 Man is not mired in sin
needing salvation. No apocalypse threatens, no repentance is demanded.
Achieving true spiritual knowledge is more like waking from sleep or coming
out of a drunken stupor.
The gnostic Gospel of Truth describes a very similar process, with the
agent the author of his own enlightenment:
[Those who achieve this knowledge] know it as someone who,
having become intoxicated, has turned from his drunkenness and,
having come to himself, has restored what is his own.48
This too was the basis of Curtis’s belief, and the optimistic assumption
that truth will set you free is the foundation of all of his writing. The
project to spread true knowledge of man’s spiritual essence and destiny seems
to imply that his natural state is to wallow in ignorance of it, and even
though this was a condition from which, unfortunately, not everyone could be
extricated, for most people the dawning of spiritual understanding begins on
being shown the truth. Truth itself was salvific, for unlike the good news of
orthodox Christianity, which merely leads a believer to a source of salvation
outside himself—the atoning power of Christ’s sacrifice—spiritualist knowledge
liberated directly. Escape from spiritual stupefaction did not require the
intercession of a divine being; men had within themselves the god-like power
to achieve freedom. This concept of emancipation through insight—Curtis’s
own liberating spiritual knowledge and his work in communicating it to
others—is the chief theme of Rustlings in the Golden City.
To Curtis, mankind seemed naturally to fall into three classes: men
constitutionally incapable of discerning fundamental spiritual truths about
themselves (Curtis was intrigued by the possibility that not all human beings
possessed immortal souls); second, those who might be led to discover the
471 Peter 5:8.
48Willis Barnstone and Marvin Meyer, eds.: The Gnostic Bible. 1st ed. Boston, Mass.:
Shambhala, 2003, ‘The Gospel of Truth’, p. 245.
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spark of divinity within; and third, those who recognised their divine nature
and rejected the illusion of the primacy of the material self. Curtis was
enlisted as a member of the third, enlightened, group, and commanded to
help those who belonged to the second. (The three classes correspond to the
three levels of Valentinian gnostic spiritual understanding: the material, the
psychical, and the spiritual.49)
One of Curtis’s rôles in this great campaign was to circulate spiritualist
literature. For this reason, he explained, that he maintained a library of books
and other publications about spiritualism to lend to anyone ‘who intimated a
desire to be informed on the subjects taught through the spiritualistic press’.50
However, persuaded by Hermes’s revelation that he had a larger part to play,
Curtis began to believe that his own writings could contribute to the glorious
work of ‘showing mortals that they are immortal’. In this he was urged on by
the many mediums he consulted, who gratefully repaid Curtis’s confidence
in them with the flattering news that he had been born with mediumistic
powers of his own and was destined for a special spiritual mission. In time,
Curtis came to boast that:
I am constitutionally capable of giving out more freely than many
others what is generally termed ‘magnetism’, or it may be some
kind of vitality, that seems necessary for spirits to utilise in
order to make themselves manifest or understood. . . I sometimes
recognised that something had been taken from me, causing a
feeling of temporary exhaustion, or languor of body and mind,
mostly occurring after the most successful demonstrations of
spiritual phenomena.51
In choosing him for his special rôle as a broadcaster of spiritual truth, the
spirit Hermes, not to mention Curtis’s special friend William Béchervaise,
Chairman of their Circle, was probably not unaware that Curtis was a
commercial printer with his own press and some of the most up-to-date
49Barnstone and Meyer, The Gnostic Bible, p. 309.
50Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 271.
51Ibid., p. 288.
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printing equipment in the colony. When Curtis established his business in
Armstrong Street,
. . . his contemporaries were satisfied with hand presses, but Mr
Curtis had both a Demy and a Royal Cylinder machine, which,
as he proudly stated, were able to turn out 1,000 impressions per
hour.52
This equipment was soon put to use in the service of the spiritualist Cause.
The spiritual understanding that Curtis had gained was liberating, but
it was also constraining, for the knowledge that he had found bound him to
the necessity of imparting it to those still in darkness. As second-century
gnostics had proclaimed, ‘Who is really free through knowledge is a slave
because of love for those who have not yet attained the freedom of knowledge’.
The liberated person has an obligation to ‘Raise up and awaken those who
sleep’.53 Curtis shrank from this personal service, but the spirits required it of
him. He encouraged himself with the thought that it was a person’s duty to
‘offer what evidence [he] can of the reality of the future life’.54 To know was
to be free, and like a prisoner who has found a secret exit from his dungeon,
love for those still incarcerated drove Curtis to show them the way out too.
For Curtis, this was a form of public education, not mere proselytising.
His task was not to gain converts but to obey the command of the spirit
Hermes and other Spirit Guides ‘to assist others in their enquiries after truth
and fact’ and to diffuse spiritual knowledge ‘to the best of my ability’,55 so
bringing truth to the unenlightened.
It was unnerving, nevertheless, and spiritualists, Curtis included, were
well aware that their exposure would bring public scorn. In September 1878
the Bendigo Advertiser ’s Ballarat correspondent wrote:
52Herrin, The development of printing in nineteenth-century Ballarat, p. 36, citing
Herbert Norman: The Development of the Printing Industry in Australia. 1934, p. 19.
53Barnstone and Meyer, The Gnostic Bible, ‘The Gospel of Philip’, p. 289; ‘The Gospel
of Truth’, p. 251.
54Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 9–10.
55Ibid., p. 165.
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There is a knot of devotees here who hold frequent seances, but a
certain secrecy has been preserved, because, as I am told, many
of the disciples are people in business, who dread publicity lest
it should injure them in business. How is this? Do they suspect
themselves of lunacy, fear other people’s fanaticism, or shrink
with timorous love of truth from “The world’s dread laugh, which
scarce the firm philosopher can scorn?”56
Curtis, determined not to be one of these timorous souls, was willing to stand
up and be counted, and he did not shy away from identifying himself as a
spiritualist:
readings from spiritualistic literature—Brunn’s Harm-
onic-hall, next State school, Doveton street, This (Monday) Even-
ing 28th June, by Mr James Curtis. Tickets on application. See
programme.57
but, he said, he was well aware that
. . . discoverers of this truth of spirit communication will be liable
to the loss of their nearest and dearest friends, and to be maligned
and contumely treated, as seems to have been the case with
most, in all ages, who have discovered facts of this nature for
themselves.58
However, at least sometimes, his efforts were evidently well received:
Mr James Curtis delivered a lecture at Brunn’s hall on Monday
evening, on the subject of ‘Spiritualistic literature’. The lecture
was very interesting; and very conclusive, no doubt, to those who
already had faith. The lecturer was attentively listened to and
applauded at the conclusion of his lecture.59
56Bendigo Advertiser, Saturday 28 September 1878, p. 1S.
57Ballarat Star, Monday 28 June 1880, p. 3.
58Curtis in a letter to the editor of the Ballarat Star, Friday 25 May 1883, p. 4.
59Ballarat Star, Tuesday 29 June 1880, p. 2.
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Rustlings in the Golden City has almost no theological discussion as such,
and Curtis spends very little time defending spiritualism from its Christian
and secular critics. The essence of spiritualism lay in the implications of
factual discoveries about the everyday world, and it was these he sought to
communicate. The spiritual and physical realms were contiguous, both part
of a larger natural order; ‘death’ was merely a change of state, a butterfly
emerging from its chrysalis; discarnate spirits were, reassuringly, very much
like us; and the world of the spirits was comfortably similar to the world
we mortals presently inhabit. These were demonstrable facts, objectively
true, backed by verifiable testimony from reliable witnesses, including Curtis
himself.
Curtis’s message left the world as it was. As Wittgenstein said of phi-
losophy, ‘It leaves everything as it is’.60 Philosophy’s job was to remove
puzzlement; Curtis’s, similarly, was to let in the light of truth. He was not cry-
ing the Second Coming, not calling for submission to the Lord, and although
intercourse between the mundane and higher planes was becoming easier,
nothing about the nature of man’s relations with the divine had suddenly
changed. Spiritualist knowledge was rather a dawning comprehension, the
discovery and grasp of overlooked and neglected truths that had lain there
all along.
His own spiritual awakening was confirmed, Curtis tells us, by loving and
tender messages from the spirit of his dead sweetheart Annie, and the claims
of spiritualism, which had made this possible, were thereby demonstrated to
be true. As we shall see, by looking into his soul, Curtis had found his lost
love. That this was possible was underwritten by the truth of spiritualism.
In short, Curtis wrote Rustlings in response to what he believed to be his
obligation to document the facts of spiritualism and spread knowledge about
what he called the ‘profounder truths’ which these implied. For Curtis, these
truths were not the mere deliverances of mystical intuition. He had found
liberating divine knowledge about the nature of the world; the duty to help
others compelled him to share it.
60Ludwig Wittgenstein: Philosophical Investigations. Oxford: Blackwell, 1953, §124.
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7.4.1 The argument from unremarkableness
With his message fundamentally an explanation about how the world is
constituted in this plane and the next, it not surprising that a large part of
Curtis’s method for imparting this knowledge is what might be called the
argument from unremarkableness, the rhetorical technique of insisting that
it must be so because it seems familiar. Make your assertion sufficiently
banal and commonplace and scepticism is that much disarmed. Stressing the
ordinariness of things that stagger the imagination with a show of spurious
sincerity and hollow truthfulness is often a way of making a joke. Curtis, like
Munchausen, employs the same device to pass off the wildly extraordinary as
commonplace fact.
For example, on one occasion, in a sitting with his favourite medium
Miss Harriet Milne, Curtis was shown a vision of the astronomer Herschell
[sic.] ‘beside a magnificent telescope, examining the firmament’. (This was
on 27 April 1881. On 30 November the previous year, another of Curtis’s
mediums, Mrs Reynolds of Melbourne, had revealed to him that William
Herschel was one of his spirit Guides.61 It is possibly not a coincidence that
Curtis was widely known to be interested in astronomy.62) What could sound
more natural and less offensive to common sense than a depiction of a famous
astronomer glimpsed at his telescope observing the stars? What could be
more reassuring than this sketch of life continuing above just as we have
known it here below? It is only when we recall that Herschel had been dead
fifty-nine years, and that the vignette is set in a heavenly realm with what
was presumably a heavenly telescope pointed at a heavenly sky does the
description begin to lose its ordinariness and become implausible.
Curtis’s argument from unremarkableness was also a convenient way of
smuggling in the contexts for facts with the facts themselves, the circumstantial
detail without which detached facts have no meaning—the scientific and
technological context of astronomy, for example, whose background presence
is necessary for it to be sensible to talk about observing the sky with a telescope.
61Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 169, 177.
62Curtis, Newspaper Correspondence Over Twenty Years in the Ballarat Newspapers,
p. 11.
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Curtis’s reference to Herschel and his telescope conveniently assumes (with no
explicit warrant) that heavenly instrument makers in the next Plane of Being
have the technical skill to build telescopes, that suitable grades of optical
glass are available there, that lenses and mirrors can be ground, polished
and coated in heaven, that the local observational conditions are similar to
those of our world, and so forth. How otherwise—to follow the argument
around its logical circle—would astronomy be possible in the next world, as it
evidently is? Astronomy is possible there because the conditions necessary for
astronomy are present; the presence of astronomy shows that the necessary
conditions do exist, making it possible. Moreover, the scientific and technical
achievements that form the foundation of Herschel’s astronomy in the next
Plane of Being did not emerge from nothing. Their existence implies that
many of the social, economic, and other preconditions that underlie worldly
Herschelian observational astronomy must also obtain in heaven, and indeed
spiritualists’ descriptions of life after death make it sound very much like life
as we mortals know it here.
For Curtis this circularity was benign and confirmatory, not vicious. Noth-
ing had been smuggled in; fuller descriptions simply give greater plausibility
to baldly-stated facts. No insurmountable metaphysical barrier divides the
mundane and spiritual planes of being. No miracle (or sustained series of
miracles) is necessary to keep our world and the next synchronised. There
is a permeable screen between them, increasingly easy to penetrate in both
directions, but otherwise they form a single, integrated whole. The apparent
absurdity of supposing that we continue to exist after death was thus partly
neutralised by painting life after death as very much like our present existence
and directly connected to it, with the detail to be filled in as required. This
was one of the great projects of modern spiritualism, to which James Curtis
made a significant contribution.
Unfortunately, however, spiritualists’ descriptions of life in the higher sph-
eres were all too often unsatisfyingly thin and unconvincing. To unbelievers
they were just a flimsy façade—the glimpse we have of Herschel for example,
nothing more than a cardboard cut-out. Spiritualists’ reports of life hereafter,
including those offered by James Curtis, are faux-literal, and like naïve art,
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fail for want of technical skill to capture the subject. The Creswick self-taught
painter Victor Litherland was fond of boasting that the number of rows of
bricks in his paintings of the town’s buildings matched the number of rows in
the real buildings.63 This, unfortunately, is not a reliable method of achieving
verisimilitude.
Curtis’s direct personal knowledge of the higher spheres was, of course,
necessarily second-hand and meagre. Still encumbered by his fleshly garment,
he had not himself travelled to the heavenly realms, and this constrained
his ability to perform the duty imposed upon him of disclosing his divine
knowledge to others.
Curtis’s task was made easier, however, for he had been given convincing
demonstrations of the reality of the spirits. One of these was the phenomenon
of apports.
7.5 Rapport
Chapter VIII of Rustlings in the Golden City, entitled ‘An Unsuccessful
Experiment: the Rapport Box’, is the record of an attempt in 1879 by Curtis
and his Circle to have the spirits transport a copy of a Ballarat newspaper
to London and bring a copy of the Times of the same date from London to
Ballarat, instantaneously in both directions.64
Strictly speaking, Curtis meant ‘apport’ not ‘rapport’; ‘to bring’, from the
French ‘apporter’, not ‘rapport’ as in ‘être en rapport avec. . . ’ ‘Apport’ was a
nineteenth-century spiritualist term of art, used to refer to the instantaneous
re-location of an object, living or inanimate, across space and through solid
matter, to another place, usually the closed séance room. Sometimes ‘apport’
referred to the object itself, often a small article such as a flower or a piece of
fruit (at a séance in Ballarat the medium Jesse Shepard transported three
peaches from the room next door and, later, brought a Napoleonic medal to
Doveton Street North from Longwood on St Helena). Some apports were quite
spectacular. A Melbourne medium named Bailey, a protégé of W.T. Stanford,
63B. Catrice 2014, pers. comm., 7 Aug.
64Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 95–102.
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the wealthy American importer who helped finance William Terry’s Harbinger
of Light, apported a shark, still dripping seawater, into one of his séances.65
A stout lady medium called Mrs Guppy was apported across London in her
nightwear, or so it was claimed. On 3 June 1871, she suddenly de-materialised
at her home in Highgate and a few minutes later re-materialised with a thump
onto the table of a séance Circle in Holborn. ‘Unconscious and dressed only
in a nightgown, [Mrs Guppy] was swiftly followed by some more respectable
clothing for her return journey’.66 At Castlemaine, the well-known medium
Mrs Bamford—this was the sister of W.H. Terry; it was partly through her
that Curtis was connected to Terry’s Melbourne group—apported a chamber
pot to the séance table.67
Curtis and his Circle, which he called ‘[our] little band of enquirers after
psychic phenomena’, had proven to their own satisfaction that small objects
could be apported into the séance room from rooms in the same house, but
Curtis craved for something more impressive: a grand spiritual demonstration
to amaze the world, a striking exhibition of phenomena ‘the reality of which
could be no more doubted than the fact of St Paul’s Cathedral in the City of
London’.
Curtis was inviting his readers to regard the apport phenomena as belong-
ing both to the world of religious experience and the to realm of everyday
fact. The demonstration, he said, would be ‘the most convincing proof of
spirit power. . . that had hitherto been furnished’,68 but at the same time
would ‘cause scientific men to know that there are many laws in nature not
understood by them at present’.69
It hardly needs to be pointed out that in Curtis’s time, as now, whatever
professional theological and philosophical debate had been able to establish,
65Sydney Evening News, 27 January 1906.
66Molly Whittington-Egan: Mrs Guppy Takes A Flight. ISBN/EAN:978-1-906000-75-2:
Neil Wilson Publishing (Epub/Mobi), 2014, See also Walter Mann: The Follies and Frauds
of Spiritualism. London: Watts & Co., 1919, pp. 74–75.
67Melbourne Age Thursday 3 April 1873, p. 3.; Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City,
p. 286. See also Britten, Nineteenth Century Miracles: or, Spirits and their work in every
country of the earth, p. 135.
68Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 95.
69Ibid., p. 99.
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spiritual and material matters were commonly understood to occupy different
realms. Defying the distinction, Curtis was attempting to subsume the
spiritual under a widened materialism. For Curtis, spiritual and ‘scientific’
forms of knowledge were not fundamentally different. Both were derived from
direct experiential engagement with the natural world, and their truths were
underwritten by the certainty which this seemed to confer. Curtis hoped that
the newspaper apport would prove to science the existence of a previously
unrecognised physical force and, in addition, he believed that the proofs would
be demonstration of the work of the spirits.
The spirits, for their part, were also keen to show off their powers:
We are desirous as any of you can be to forward the good work,
which will prove to many that we are still living and can perform
some services which the people of Earth will deem valuable.70
With the spirits offering to help, Curtis and another member of his Circle
consulted them for details. It would be necessary, they were told, to find a
‘harmonious and powerfully magnetic’ Circle in England to act as that end’s
receiving and transmitting terminal. The spirit friends suggested to Curtis
and his group that they should write to the Glasgow Circle of Mr David
Duguid, a well-known Scottish seer,71 and promised to use their influence
with Duguid ‘for the establishment of the rapport you desire’.
Following the advice of spirits in order to prove the existence of spirits
seems a little circular, but Curtis, unmindful of this or undeterred, adopted
their suggestion and wrote to Duguid’s group in Scotland. There was no reply.
In the meantime Curtis had had a better idea. Why not try the experiment
over a shorter distance, between Ballarat and Sydney, where a member of an
‘investigating Circle’ was already in correspondence with a person in Curtis’s
group?72 Rustlings does not name the Sydney person nor the person in
70Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 99.
71See above, p. 174 Duguid’s Hafed: Prince of Persia, had given James Curtis ‘much
spiritual instruction’. (David Duguid: Hafed, Prince of Persia: his experiences in earth-
life and spirit-life, being spirit communication through Mr David Duguid, the Glasgow
trance-painting medium. 2nd ed. London: James Burns).
72Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 96.
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Curtis’s Circle. (It is interesting to note that news of the attempted apport
seems to have come to the attention of the Ballarat correspondent of the
Bendigo Advertiser, who wrote: ‘A spiritualist here tells me that the circles
are maturing developments for the transmission of materialised messages
between here and Sydney, and that it is expected similar communications
will by-and-bye be possible between Australia and Europe’.73)
The spirits, happy with this arrangement, now began to issue detailed
instructions for the construction of the apporting device:
Make ready for the Sydney Circle a box of plain white deal, twelve
inches by four inches in width and four inches in depth. Let it be
padded with a lining of sawdust which must be well magnetised
and covered over with blue silk, which must also be magnetised.
Let this be done by each member of your circle, and through your
lady medium as well.74
The Sydney Circle was required to construct a similar box and send it to
the Ballarat Circle. Each box had to be kept in a protective outer container
and never handled except when being brought to the séance table. To enhance
the ‘magnetic’ force, members of the Circles were asked to place a lock of
their hair in the sawdust padding.
For the next few months, at every weekly sitting of the Circle in Ballarat,
three raps were given, the lights were turned down, the apport box was placed
on the table and a copy of that day’s Ballarat morning or evening newspaper,
first passed from hand to hand to be magnetised by the sitters, was gently
inserted into the apparatus by the entranced medium. At its end the Sydney
group was engaged in a similar performance at precisely the same time. After
that it was up to the spirits to do their bit, in Curtis’s words, ‘it was then
left for our spirit friends to continue the work thus begun, whilst we silently
protracted each sitting.’75
73Bendigo Advertiser, Saturday 4 September 1880, p. 1S.
74Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 98.
75Ibid., p. 100.
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The experiment was almost a complete success: according to Curtis, it
was successful, but ‘not entirely’ successful.76
The box became enveloped in a white cloud and moved about on the table
with pretty lights playing around it. Spirit hands were seen close by, and
the medium’s hand would be gripped as she opened the lid to deposit the
day’s newspaper. Sometimes the apport box with the newspaper it contained
disappeared altogether. It is true that none of the Ballarat newspapers were
actually conveyed to Sydney, nor was any Sydney paper apported to the
Ballarat Circle, but on several occasions the outgoing Ballarat paper was
mysteriously removed from the box. Once a paper was absent for three weeks
before it was returned.
In Curtis’s opinion—and he discussed the matter with his spirit collab-
orators—what kept the experiment from complete success was the human
factor. ‘We can perform much,’ the spirits explained, ‘provided we get the
proper physical organisms to act through and upon’.77 Sadly, the local Circle
was under-strength, with its most powerfully magnetic member absent from
Ballarat on government business. This was probably W.P. Béchervaise, the
Ballarat postmaster, who was Chairman of Curtis’s Circle. If the Circle’s
phenomena failed in the absence of Béchervaise, a sceptic might be forgiven
for concluding that Béchervaise was assisting the spirits in practical ways
when he was present, that it was Béchervaise who was performing or directing
the thimblerigging. The Sydney group was not only numerically weak, with
just three sitters, a lady and two gentlemen, but ‘domestic circumstances’
and illness prevented their complete involvement. Moreover, it appears that
the Sydney Circle bungled the apport tests at its end or, as Curtis puts it
with some restraint, ‘It is doubtful whether they understood all the necessary
arrangements for carrying out the project’.78
In his summing-up Curtis was quick to point out, rather in the manner of
a man who says that if we had bacon we could have bacon and eggs if we had
eggs, that had the Glasgow Circle taken up the task there might have been
76Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 100.
77Ibid., p. 99.
78Ibid., pp. 99–100.
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a ‘work new to the world’ and a resounding success. ‘Had the fulfilment of
the attempt been accomplished’, said Curtis, ‘it would. . . have begun a new
era in this psychological period, grand, glorious, and beautiful’.79 Curtis was
not, however, willing to draw the converse conclusion from the experiment’s
failure.
For Curtis the apport experiment was clearly not a failure. He did not
regard the experiment as the strenuous testing of an hypothesis, and he was
perfectly willing to modify his expectations to suit what appeared to have
been the results. It would be naïve to expect scientific rigour of course, for
Curtis already knew what the result of the test would be: newspapers could
be apported with the help of the spirits if the conditions were suitable and
the sitters were harmonious and magnetically strong. The ‘experiment’ was
unsuccessful only to the extent that it failed to provide a spectacular public
demonstration of what he already knew.
The ‘proof’ that Curtis craved was not the outcome of satisfactory tests
at all, not in the usual sense of the word ‘test’. For Curtis, a proof was a
performance that compelled personal belief. A message from the spirits had
declared that, ‘Each one only knows truth as it appears to him or her’—a
neat encapsulation of epistemological relativism. This was signed by ‘several
spirits, friends of members of the circle, and others of history’.80 Following
the logic of this, Curtis stressed the over-riding importance of the sense of
conviction that an impressive demonstration conveys, where truth is not a
matter of factual correspondences but inner persuasion. Did it matter that
the smug sceptic thought he had caught a glimpse of the puppeteer’s hand?
Not a bit. If the performance was defective the performers might be to blame,
but the facts remained intact. ‘It’s all too human to cheat occasionally’, said
spiritualists in excuse of mediums caught in fraud, disappointed not by the
cloud this might throw over the ‘facts’ but upset by the inadequacy of the
fraudulent performance as a demonstration.
The apports episode also conveys something of Curtis’s contempt for the
mundane natural world, which only very reluctantly and grudgingly allows
79Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 102.
80Ibid., pp. 90-91.
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the glory of the spiritual realm to shine through. Curtis, who knew in his
heart that the divine realm of the spirits was almost within his reach, was
nevertheless unwillingly compelled to accept that the awkward and clumsy
design of this world, where séances fail because sitters are away ill or absent on
government business, where magnetism might leak away if a box is improperly
handled, where other Circles can’t understand their instructions, where
Scottish celebrity mediums don’t reply to your letters—in this crudely put-
together Plane of Being (which we are all fortunately destined to leave behind
for a better place) demonstrations of spiritual phenomena are inevitably
blurred and ambiguous.
There is a theodicy implicit in the apports affair, unmistakably gnostic,
though of course Curtis did not recognise it in those terms. Jehovah boasted
that after six day’s Creation, he ‘saw every thing that he had made, and,
behold, it was very good’.81 Clearly, however, the mundane world was not
good, not because it was penetrated by evil, but because it was a botched
construction. On the next Plane of Being spirits are free of all the restraints
and constraints of the material world, free from the tyranny that governs our
actions here below. In the spheres above, Curtis’s sweetheart Annie Beal was
now intensively alive, without care, full of joy and hope; in our world here
below she died an undeserved, pointless, premature, and painful death (at the
hands of—though Curtis baulked at assigning the responsibility—a wicked or
impotent Creator). This knowledge, this illuminating insight, was true divine
knowledge, gnostic knowledge, which Curtis had discovered and sought to
share. It was good news, not in the Christian sense—a gospel of sacrificial
atonement, which with grace and faith will deliver us from the penalty for
sin—but a revelation about the real nature of the world and our spirit’s place
in it, substantial knowledge about our spiritual destiny, which lay in better
worlds above.
The apports episode also gives us a glimpse of the caring spirits that
surround us, guiding and guarding us as we struggle in this imperfect world.
Why should they care, and how do they communicate with us? To explain
why and how, Rustlings devotes Chapter IX to spirit writings and Chapter X
81Genesis 1:31.
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to spirit rappings.
7.6 Who’s rapping?
On 7 May 1824, at the Theater am Kärntnertor in Vienna, in the moments
after Beethoven had conducted the première performance of his Symphony No.
9 to its triumphant, ringing conclusion, kind hands turned him around to face
the audience, which had risen to a standing ovation. By then profoundly deaf,
Beethoven could not hear the tumultuous applause which had erupted behind
him. For Beethoven, all the magnificent glory of the choral finale sounded in
another place, and his musical experience of the schöner Götterfunken was
of a different kind to the common, shared, auditory experience of ordinary
listeners.82
It might seem to a sceptic that in this we have a model for spirit rappings,
a phenomenon that formed a vital part of Curtis’s exchanges with the world
of the immortals. So strong was his conviction that spirits were tapping out
coded messages to him that Curtis, it might be suggested, simply imagined
that there was a complete correspondence between noises which presented
themselves to his own consciousness and sounds generated by ordinary forces
acting in the shared, public world, but really the noises were only in his head.
There are difficulties, however, with this interpretation, not the least of
which is that it was utterly rejected by Curtis himself. Curtis tells us that he
sat twice-weekly for seven years and ‘probably the numbers [of raps] heard
at an ordinary sitting were not much under one thousand’.83 For Curtis,
these raps, half a million or more, were generated by discarnate spirits of
dead people, took place in the common realm of ordinary experience, were
not fraudulently created by the medium or by other sitters, and were not
the result of a sort of a collectively constructed illusion, with the medium
and others conspiring to build and inhabit a persuasively real world of the
imagination.
82David Benjamin Levy: Beethoven: the Ninth Symphony. rev. New Haven, Conn: Yale
University Press, 2003.
83Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 155.
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So Curtis believed, and Chapter X of Rustlings in the Golden City, ‘Spirits
Rapping’, is greatly concerned to establish the rappings as sounds in the
everyday world of ordinary experience. Since our Plane of Being is contiguous
with the next it is not surprising that spirit sounds should have the character-
istics of mundane sounds, or to put it the other way—the logic is circular—the
fact that spirit sounds have some of the features of the sounds we mortals
make is partly a guarantee of their authenticity.
Nevertheless it is hard to imagine why spirit messages come so often in
the form of raps. The Cock-lane ghost of 1762 communicated by rapping, and
in fact it was its failure to make good a rapped promise to rap in the crypt
of a church that led Dr Johnson—as reported by Boswell—to conclude with
other investigators that ‘It is, therefore, the opinion of the whole assembly,
that the child has some art of making or counterfeiting a particular noise,
and that there is no agency of any higher cause.’84 ‘The child’ was a ten-year
old girl in whose presence the raps occurred; the Cock-lane story is similar in
this respect to the tale of the Fox sisters’ rappings.
In 1824 (coincidentally, the year of the 9th Symphony’s first performance)
when the sailing captain William Hovell, a not very competent bushman,
became lost on a journey of exploration with Hamilton Hume from Goulburn
to Port Phillip, he fired shots into the air until Hume came to his rescue.85
Hume and his party, of course, recognised the distress sounds as signs of
human intelligence. The noise had a self-evident human purpose, and it
disclosed characteristics of the agent producing it.
In a similar fashion, Curtis recognised the marks of personal agency in the
spirit rappings that appeared to his Circle. The raps were intended to convey
messages; they displayed the marks of human intention and they carried
distinguishing characteristics of particular individuals.
84James Boswell: Boswell’s Life of Johnson: Including Their Tour to the Hebrides. Ed.
by John Wilson Croker. London: John Murray, 1860, p. 138.
85See William Hovell and Hamilton Hume: A brief statement of facts in connection
with an overland expedition from Lake George to Port Phillip in 1824. Reply to “A brief
statement of facts, in connection with an overland expedition from Lake George to Port
Phillip, in 1824,” published in May last, by Hamilton Hume. Sydney: Thomas Daniel, 1855.
See also E. Scott: “Hume and Hovell’s Journey to Port Phillip”. In: Journal of the Royal
Australian Historical Society 7.6 (1921), pp. 289–307.
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The spirits’ rappings, unlike, say, their levitation of ponderous objects,
were not just a demonstration of the spirits’ power to obtain effects in our
Plane of Being. The sounds carried coded messages. Interestingly, in Curtis’s
Circle, these arrived in plain text, so to speak, without teasing allusion and
elaborate periphrasis. The ghosts of folklore and literary fiction often speak
cryptically and indirectly, with hints and mystery, but in their dealings with
no-nonsense Australian spiritual investigators, Curtis’s interlocutors gave
unequivocal answers to straightforward questions. They spoke plainly, not
in the gabbled manner of many fictional ghosts but in the familiar tones of
relatives and friends.
Once again, Curtis is invoking the argument from unremarkableness. If
their world was like ours, if the source of the rappings was indeed the discarnate
dead, messages from those on the other side of the Veil would naturally arrive
in easily-understood terms, bearing the signs of human intelligence, with their
familiarity a guarantee of the fact that the next Plane of Being was very much
like this one.
Curtis emphasised the point by explaining that a spirit’s manner of rapping
was unique to the individual spirit, or at least characteristic of it:
. . . number for number of spirits, their styles of ‘rapping’ in our
circle were as varied as the voices of the members [and by this]
another link [was] welded in the chain of evidences of the presence
of spirits in our immediate vicinity.86
A baby spirit called Tottie rapped in tiny triple taps; Curtis’s niece Lily Brown,
who died aged about eight or nine, rapped more slowly and deliberately. Mr
Brayton, in mortal life an employee of Cobb & Co., gave loud, confident,
double knocks.87 The notorious atheist Sir Benjamin Brodie, former President
of the Royal Society, who while alive had ridiculed spiritualism as simply an
amusement for grown ups, but who in death had become a firm believer in the
spirit life, was not content simply to rap with his knuckles, but stomped his
feet in heavy thuds.88 (It seems odd that the style of rapping was apparently
86Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 149–50.
87Ballarat Courier 11 April 1917.
88The Spiritual Magazine, vol. 1, no. 3, March 1860, p. 103.
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partly determined by the age of the rapper when he died. It is as though the
spirits had not grown older on the Other Side.)
A long-established sitter in Curtis’s Circle, ‘one of our Spiritualistic
Investigation Members’—in fact its Chairman—was, says Curtis proudly, ‘one
of the highest officials in the Government Postal and Telegraph Department
in the Colony of Victoria’. This was Mr William Béchervaise, the Ballarat
Post and Telegraph Master. Béchervaise conducted rapped exchanges in
Morse code with two dead employees of the Post Office, both of them former
telegraph operators.89 Curtis gives several samples of their traffic, which rather
oddly appears to have employed the original American encoding, even though
International Morse Code had been widely adopted since an International
Telegraphy Congress in Paris in 1865. ‘Is Lewis present?’, rapped Béchervaise.
‘Dit-dit dit-dit, dit, dit-dit-dit’ [Yes], came the answer. Curtis’s special ‘young
lady spirit friend’ Annie Beal announced herself—‘manifested her presence,
companionship, and attachment to the circle’—with a ‘dit-dit-dah’ [U, for
‘You’]. (This is both unorthodox and illogical, though perhaps Annie was
simply unfamiliar with Morse protocols. She should have been Commencing
Transmission with a CT, ‘dah-dit-dah-dit-dah’.)
With the Morse raps encoding unambiguous messages, accompanied by
evident signs of human intelligence, and showing some marks of the personality
of the sender, the exchanges were very convincing. Replaying his bacon and
eggs argument, Curtis asserted that while unfortunately his Circle was short
of time:
. . . [a] concise method of communication might have been system-
atically and more thoroughly established, had time permitted,
between this world and the spirit spheres.90
Sadly, the flaw in his logic is all too obvious. No amount of time could supply
the missing element, the physical return of spirits to our sphere. The explorer
89Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 153. See also Jeremy Stolow: “The Spiritual
Nervous System: reflections on a magnetic cord designed for spirit communication”. In:
Deus in Machina: religion, technology, and the things in between. Ed. by Jeremy Stolow.
Fordham University Press, 2013, pp. 83–116.
90Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 154.
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Hume, presumably, was quick to assume that the musket shots he heard in
the distance were from Hovell. His confidence would have faded, however, if
the shots continued but Hovell himself was never found, just as Man Friday’s
footprints in the sand would have ceased to interest Crusoe if the maker of
them had never turned up.
The implication of this soon became apparent. From the first simple raps,
modern spiritualism’s growth was accompanied by a relentlessly escalating
demand for increasingly elaborate ‘phenomena’. As rapping became com-
monplace, demonstrations of the spirits’ powers to levitate began. Apports
followed, then manifestations, first of faces, then of temporary ‘full-form’
apparitions of the departed. It was as though the lost William Hovell was
demanding more and more attention, insisting that he was present, first with
louder and louder musket-fire, then drawing the attention of his would-be res-
cuers to himself by stealthily lifting ponderous objects around their campfire,
then presenting glimpses of himself flitting through the gum trees.
Those hostile to spiritualism argue that the demand for ever-more elab-
orate and compelling demonstrations of the reality of spiritual intercourse
was a consequence of staling interest in already-demonstrated phenomena,
supposedly producing an inflation of expectations. This was only part of the
story. The logic of ‘proofs’ required that Hovell show himself in the flesh,
for otherwise, who could say with certainty that all the signs and marks
of his presence really had William Hovell as their source? So it was with
spiritualism: from the first, the logic of rapping required a rapper. If the
rapper did not in the end reveal himself, it was all sizzle and no steak.
In the short term this did not matter. Even if the rappings were like
one of Mr Micawber’s promissory notes, which he issued with much self-
congratulation but whose redemption seemed to be forever postponed, the
phenomena seemed to offer spiritual knowledge with, for believers, all the
certainty of the experiential encounter. As Curtis says, ‘your inmost sense
of sight. . . can never deceive’,91 and presumably this applies equally to the
inmost sense of hearing. Beethoven, in the often-told anecdote recounted
above, could hear in his own soul the divine glory he had described in music,
91Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 126.
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and it did not matter that the story is largely fictional, that Beethoven was
so far gone in his deafness that in fact he was incapable of conducting an
orchestra, that though he sat in the wings and tried to beat out the tempo, he
was several measures behind, and the musicians had anyway been instructed
to ignore his gesticulations. Nor did it matter that contemporary critics called
his choral symphony eccentric, wilful, and incompetent.92
7.7 Letters from the Other Side
Annie and her James
Chapter IX of Rustlings in the Golden City, ‘Spirits Writing’, is presented by
Curtis as the edited transcript of twenty-two love letters from his sweetheart
Anne Beal. The letters, of course, by-passed the colonial Post Office and
Telegraph Department and came to him direct from the spirit world. To his
great joy, thirty years after her death in Southampton, Curtis was able to
receive mail in Ballarat from his darling Annie.
Chapter IX is the central section of Rustlings and the clearest statement
of its theology, although ‘theology’ is not quite the right word for the book’s
deeper explorations. For Curtis, the truths of spiritualism did not lie within the
conventional range of systematic speculation about a transcendent Being and
His intervention in the human world. Curtis’s spiritualism had very little to do
with the self-proclaimed creator-God and His supposed purposes. Its stated
and implied religious message instead concerned the nature of our existence,
a central theme of which was our ‘thrownness’, Heidegger’s Geworfenheit
(though of course Curtis did not use this term). ‘Thrownness’ in the Heidegger
sense is the condition of arbitrary abandonment we discover ourselves to be
in; Spiritualism’s is a peculiar thrownness, without abandonment, in fact
with a direction, the soul’s self-discovery in this world and its destiny in
the next. Implicit in Chapter IX, forming the metaphysical warp through
which he weaves the weft of his personal story, is Curtis’s concept of our
92Nicholas Cook: Beethoven Symphony no. 9. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1993, p. viii.
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existential predicament. Crucially, Curtis’s understanding of these deeper
truths, derived partly from a lover’s knowledge of his beloved, was knowledge
of, direct acquaintance with, rather than knowledge about, agreement with
public propositional truths. It was gnostic knowledge, Divine knowledge of
our origins and destiny.
If the immediate experiential encounter could deliver such profound un-
derstanding, we might be forgiven for wondering why so much of Curtis’s
writing concerns proof. What could ‘proof’ add to what was already known?
What did Curtis mean by ‘overwhelming and indubitable evidences’ which he
believed he had found for the truths of spiritualism?
Part of the answer is that by ‘evidence’ Curtis meant ‘compelling demon-
stration’, and the search for proof was to a large extent a product of his
yearning for yet another reassuring exhibition of the nature of a world in
which the inexplicable could happen and he and his dead lover could be
brought together again.
However, Curtis’s enthusiasm for confirming and reconfirming what he
already knew about the spirit world and its powers was not the whole story.
Curtis had experienced the ‘phenomena’, Annie’s messages of love, for example,
as real and compelling—anyone might in similar circumstances—but for him
the phenomena were not simply intriguing displays of the supernormal. For
Curtis the performances carried deep personal meaning and great emotional
significance. There were, of course, many possible explanations for the
phenomena interpreted by Curtis as whispers of love from the spirit Annie,
but for Curtis, the messages, backed by proofs that they could have come
only from her and were meant for him—the medium could have known
nothing about her and therefore must be channeling her spirit—was as much
a consoling, hopeful, and joyous message that she loved him still as it was an
amazing demonstration of spirit power. In short, for Curtis the phenomena
were suffused and vibrant with significance. To Curtis the message was as
important as the supernatural envelope in which was delivered.
Annie sent her love letters to Curtis through the agency of one of his
friends, whom he does not name, in a form of communication known as
‘automatic writing’. A spirit would take control of a person’s hand and
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employ it to draft words on paper without the deliberate participation of its
owner, so enabling a discarnate entity in a higher Plane of Being to compose a
message to someone in ours. Curtis would often call of an evening on a friend
who had the gift of spirit writing, they would sit quietly together, and ‘the
letters contained in this division [Chapter IX] were automatically written’.93
(The spirit Hermes was usually present as a sort of chaperone. He gave a
benediction at the end of each session and sometimes dictated Annie’s words
through her.) Curtis insisted that the friend who accepted messages on his
behalf from the spirits ‘knew nothing whatever of the earthly life of the spirit
Anne who controlled his hand to write’.94
Annie also urged Curtis to learn the technique himself. ‘Our joy will be
complete’, she said, ‘when we shall be able to convey our messages through
yourself’.95 (Annie applied second-person pronouns to herself, said Curtis,
probably because she wrote ‘with the help of, or in conjunction with, other
spirits who accompanied her’.96) If this seems like the point at which complete
self-delusion might begin, it is worth remembering that in Curtis’s understand-
ing a telegraph operator might, without self-deception, receive and transcribe
a private message intended for himself. His confidence, derived from what
appeared to be public ‘proofs’, that the source of the communication was
outside himself, allowed Curtis to circumvent, or at least evade, the solipsism
implied by his writing letters from Annie to himself.
Curtis received Annie’s letters, messages of deep affection and longing,
with great joy. ‘I have treasured them as my very own,’ he said, ‘as one might
value a bundle of old love letters,’97 and it could be argued that it mattered
very little whether it really was Curtis who wrote the letters, or the friend
who was said to have drafted them automatically, or even poor dead Annie.
Whatever their authorship they seemed to convey Divine knowledge. Curtis
presents them as from his lover, but if their journey from her was helped
along a little by Curtis or someone else, well, Annie was doing her best to get
93Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 103.
94Ibid., p. 104.
95Ibid., p. 109.
96Ibid., p. 105.
97Ibid., p. 103.
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through, and the sentiments were most definitely hers. In our badly-made
world the awkward edges of hard ‘reality’ impede the expression of the divine;
if brute facts seem to be getting in the way, bad luck for the facts and, as
Humbert Humbert said, in the end words are all we have to play with.
The words, whether they are Curtis’s or Annie’s, are an outpouring of
ardent passion and deep devotion. Every one of the published letters, all of
which were written between March 1879 and October 1880—and the letters
published in Rustlings are only a selection from the lovers’ correspondence—is
an expression of the profound and abiding love Curtis had for Annie, his
tender memories of their brief moments together before she was snatched
away, and his yearning hope to be re-united with her in the Summerland.
There were many more letters of this kind. Curtis refers to those quoted in
Chapter IX as ‘this selection from original documents’.98
(Here may or may not be an appropriate place to remind ourselves that
Curtis was married. Beside Annie—the other half of his spiritual whole, his
destined other, his affinity, with whom he pined with joyful longing to be
reunited—Curtis had an earthly, Ballarat, partner called Elizabeth.99)
Curtis’s depiction of himself as the recipient of adoring love letters from
his distant sweetheart is strained mostly by our reluctance to accept that
poor dead Annie could have written them. Once again, Curtis employs the
argument from unremarkableness to ease the difficulty. A man shows me
snippets of letters from his lover. How absurd to suggest that he wrote them
himself. Of course they were written by his lover. What could be more
natural? And of course Annie would be as thrilled as Curtis to discover that
they could be in touch again!
Moreover, if in our Plane of Being the knowledge that those we once loved
still live on and can communicate with us helps to comfort the bereaved and
‘causes despairing hearts to rejoice’, it is even more so in the spirit world.
Annie, generous and caring, has even ‘greater joy’ because, she told Curtis,
‘[I] now know that you can hear from and of [me]’.100 ‘Oh how delightful to
98Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 103.
99See above, p. 24.
100Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 106.
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find my simplest thoughts recorded and to know that they can be conveyed to
you as by letter’.101 Even more wonderful, their communication was soon to
be direct—face to face—for she would be able to materialise in his presence,
‘and through the development of that mysterious power, come forth and hold
conscious intelligent conversation’.102 Then, said Annie, she would feel again
the delight she had felt in the happy days of her sunny youth.
As with the cut-out figure of Herschel, there was a danger that a poorly-
drawn Annie might look unconvincingly flat and, unfortunately, at times she
does come across as a little too saccharine to be true, though of course spirit
ladies, not beset by the petty annoyances of earthly life, were presumably so
much the sweeter. Annie disdainfully referred to her previous life as taking
place in her ‘birth world’; in her present elevated state, the dainty chain of
tiny red roses she wore around her uncorseted waist presumably didn’t wilt
and fall off, spoiling the effect and making her cross.
In places the opposite happens, and Annie’s tone, losing its over-sweetness,
becomes sententious and stiff, nothing like a lively young lady’s speech. There
is an explanation for this, however. Sometimes the Spirit Guide Hermes,
pompous and moralising, ‘impressed’ Annie, dictating her words for Curtis’s
spiritual edification, and Annie’s own dainty tones were drowned out.103
Hermes’s speeches were bombastic and heavy with pulpit exhortation:
‘May thy soul be made clean in the true and only bathing of purification
made possible to man; may a pure and holy life be thy lot, free from reproach
because pure within’, wrote Hermes’,104 and much more in a similar vein.
Though the gods of ancient Greece spoke in dactylic hexameters, the rhythm
of epic poetry, in the nineteenth century their English messages came in
prose, dignified by an elevated, declamatory mode of expression, or at least
an attempt at it, no doubt partly inspired by the language of the Sunday
morning service.
However, if occasionally Hermes’s deliverances were ludicrously overblown,
Curtis had a ready explanation. The spirits themselves, even the mightiest,
101Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 109.
102Ibid., p. 119.
103Ibid., p. 124.
104Ibid., p. 115.
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though becoming ever more god-like, were not yet gods, but human person-
alities still, with limited capacity to put their feelings and circumstances
into speech. Moreover, transmissions from them were necessarily conducted
through or by the agency of an incarnate person on our plane, and this
introduced corruptions, mis-readings, and an unnatural tone of voice. In fact
it seems very likely that a significant source of distortion was Curtis’s ‘spirit-
writing friend’ who, perhaps encouraged by Curtis, expected that messages
from the next plane would be delivered in an exalted style, and that indeed
is how he delivered them. Here is one of Annie’s more wooden billets-doux:
Receive with much love our warmest acknowledgments of your
steady and constant attachment to the once much-loved friend
of earlier years, when the world seemed so fair and beautiful and
all nature smiled upon us. What storms have since arisen which,
like a dark cloud, have hidden us from one-another. Now that the
clouds are breaking, and the dawning appears to our delighted
eyes, let us be patient, wait, and hope on for evermore. The
glorious sun of day, the bright beams from our beautiful world,
will soon stream upon your vision with dazzling effulgence and
glory.105
If this does not sound like the words of a passionate lover longing to be
reunited with her darling—it’s a good bet the word ‘effulgence’ is probably
quite rare in love letters—we should remember that the real miracle was her
felt presence. That Annie was able to get through at all was enough to make
up for the occasional clumsiness in the way she presented herself.
Annie was there; she was present. That was all that mattered.
More unremarkableness
Not surprisingly, Annie seems more real as she becomes more ordinary. In a
letter of 12 May 1879, for example, the spirit Annie complains that she’d had
trouble at her end getting through to the lower plane. ‘Your old well-loved
105Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 106.
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friend has been waiting some time to speak a few words to you’. Being put
on hold for two hours was very annoying: ‘You must be distinctly informed
that we have still the failing common to humanity of feeling impatient at
times’.106 Feeling hurt and resentful was another failing, and Annie was
especially indignant at being written off as dead and gone by ‘earth friends’:
‘To what are we dead?,’ she demanded, ‘Dead to our friends only whose
minds are darkened by sensuous things’.107 Annie was also rather prim: ‘My
dear James, our desire is at all times pure and free from earthly taint. We
wish to see those we loved on earth pure and spotless’.108 Or was Annie just
teasing? ‘Remember,’ she told him, ‘we are still, in a sense, human. Although
we do not wear our earthly garments, we still have the same feelings as of
old’.109 Of course by ‘earthly garments’ Annie may have meant the ‘former
garments of the flesh’ laid aside on entering spirit life, but the context makes
it sound as though she was referring to ‘These troublesome disguises which
we wear’—clothes—that in the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve were ‘eas’d
the putting off’ when they retired hand in hand to their Bower in the evening.
110 Curtis’s Annie was also a bit bossy: ‘[When you go to Melbourne for your
séance there] do not forget to wear the rose I loved so well when on earth; it
calls back to my mind pleasant associations and agreeable thoughts. . . ’111
It is possible to argue that there is nothing especially irrational about
complying with the wishes of the dead. After all, the legal system of wills
and testaments depends on just this sort of obedience. And, as Julian Jaynes
pointed out, it is ‘still more irrational to disregard the instructions of an
acknowledged authority, if you are in fact still ‘hearing’ those instructions’.112
106Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 117.
107Ibid., p. 131.
108Ibid., p. 110.
109Ibid., p. 109.
110Milton, Paradise Lost, Book IV, lines 739–40.
111Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 108.
112David Stove: “The Oracles & Their Cessation: A Tribute to Julian Jaynes”. In:
Encounter (Apr. 1989), pp. 30–37, at p. 35. and see: Julian Jaynes: The Origin of
Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. London: Allen Lane, 1979.
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Torn apart
. . . at times [wrote Annie] when in former years we met on a calm
still evening; nature hushed to sleep, we could almost hear the
heart beat, and the faintest whisper was loud enough for us who
were linked together in holy love, whose souls were but parts of
one great whole.113
And so, when they were separated, she said, recalling their parting thirty
years before their reunion in Ballarat, it was like ‘rending by force the heart
from the living animal’,114 the startling image standing not only for their
severance from each other by her death but also for Curtis’s departure from
England, which in the circumstances came to the same thing. Briefly, in
1849 James Curtis emigrated to the colony of South Australia. He never
saw Annie again, at least not in the flesh. About the time Curtis left, Annie
contracted tuberculosis. She died in December 1850, without her lover by her
side. The date is significant. Curtis began his journey to Australia in March
1849, landing in Adelaide three months later.115 It was about this time that
Annie Beal contracted ‘tubercular phthisis’ (tuberculosis), the disease that
killed her.116 Curtis had left his sweetheart, full of life and hope, behind him;
when she was struck down he was far away, a vast ocean between them. He
had left her to go adventuring on the other side of the world.
It is natural to wonder whether Annie resented Curtis’s abandoning her,
whether Curtis felt guilty remorse for his absence through Annie’s illness and
death, and what they might have said about it had they been able. Would
they have been reconciled, with forgiveness and understanding? Would they
have spoken reproachfully, or with apologies, or with defiance? When the
spirit Annie wrote to Curtis that she ‘would ever creep up to thy heart to
find the protection and shelter looked for long ago’,117 did she intend this
113Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 138.
114Ibid., p. 138.
115Ibid., p. 14.
116Death certificate issued by the General Register Office of England: 1850, Death in the
Sub-district of Southampton, 141, 11 December, 8 Clifford Street, Annie Beal, Female, 21
years, Spinster.
117Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 111.
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to draw attention to his leaving her when she was sick and dying? Was she
complaining that he was not there with her to provide love and shelter and
protection?
In a way, we have the answer to these questions, and it helps to give a
more rounded portrait of Annie. She wrote:
You have seen how nature rises in the dumb mother’s heart to
protect her offspring, as is well and beautifully exemplified amongst
the lower animals. We had reason, and yet our reason spake not.118
Nature had given them—Annie and Curtis—the ability to recognise that
she and he formed a whole that could never be broken, that they could never
be severed. But at the time of their parting, when Curtis left Annie to sail
for Australia, their innate capacity to understand this was, as yet, beyond
their power to command:
No, dear one, we knew not those subtle mysteries which held us
enchained.119
At that time, he and Annie were unaware, or only imperfectly recognised,
that they were each other’s affinity, though it is worth pointing out that the
notion of spiritual affinity was not accepted by all spiritualists, or at least not
by all spirits. For example, a communication to a New York medium called
Dexter from Francis Bacon on 21 April 1853 pointed out that at a different
stage of existence, ‘the affinities which attract male to female, and otherwise,
might act as a repellent in another stage’.120 Dexter, who was keen to get
to the bottom of the matter, asked Bacon whether it was true, as he had
heard, that ‘each human being has its mate, with which it unites in your
stage of existence, if not in ours, and they two progress on together until they
finally unite and amalgamate into one being’, but the spirit of Francis Bacon,
‘from some interruption in the circle’, was unable to provide a satisfactory
answer.121 In earthly life Bacon had suffered some romantic disappointments;
118Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 138.
119Ibid., p. 138.
120Edmonds and Dexter, Spiritualism, p. 138.
121Ibid., p. 139.
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perhaps his spirit was reluctant to air an opinion or perhaps he thought
the notion ludicrous (the concept was given rather mocking treatment by
Aristophanes in The Symposium).
Curtis had no doubt, however, that Annie was his destined other, and he
for her, but at the time of his departure for Australia they did not understand
this. Only now, years later, could she see:
I cannot express the feelings that encompasses me. We shall be
together and rove through the realms of space, always growing
more beautiful, two-in-one, knit together eternally. . . The love of
affinity can never be broken. It is an ecstasy of joy, dear one, that
I am near to you.122
The deep spiritual meaning implied by their affinity, ‘a union of soul with
soul’123—the knowledge that they were fated to be re-united for evermore in
the next world—could be treacherous, however, and Annie hastened to warn
Curtis of its greatest danger, the temptation to suicide.124 A few paragraphs
further she explicitly commands Curtis not to kill himself in order to be with
her: ‘No, dear, a thousand times No!’125
Yea, dear, knowledge is power; yet there are powers in nature it
is well some are ignorant of.126
Freedom, she said, is a glorious thing, but very few people would be able
to understand and appreciate the sudden extinction of their mortal life and
translation to the higher spheres if they exercised their freedom to bring it
about. But if the world beyond is so much better than this one, why not take
the obvious step and move yourself there directly? This was a difficult issue
for spiritualists, and it attracted a degree of mockery in the press, with some
spiritualists said to recommend suicide as ‘the high road to paradise, and that
122The first, 1886, edition of Rustlings in the Golden City has an addendum to Chapter
IX, from which this quotation is taken.
123Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 142.
124Ibid., p. 139.
125Ibid., p. 138.
126Ibid., p. 138.
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all persons who have anything to trouble them are fools if they do not clear
out from earth by “cord or knife, poison or fire, or suffocating stream”’.127
This freedom, said Annie, is ‘such as angels would cover their faces from
in shame’.128 According to Plato in the Phaedo Socrates refused to accept
that a man might be permitted to terminate his own life, that he could be
allowed to be his own benefactor if he were better dead. He gave two reasons.
First, the gods are our guardians. We are their possessions and they will be
angry and punish us if we take the liberty of putting ourselves out of the way.
The second reason, related to Annie’s, was that ‘man is a prisoner who has no
right to open the door and run away’. Plato teasingly called this ‘a doctrine
whispered in secret’.
Warp and weft
A persistent motif of Annie’s letters is the coming revelation of ‘noble truths
which are destined to regenerate the human family’, the triumph of knowledge
over spiritual ignorance.129
Who was the author of these great truths? ‘Curtis, and the system of
belief in which he was immersed’ might seem the obvious answer, but the
plot of Rustlings—devised by Curtis, of course—would have us believe that
the truths were revealed to him by Mighty Spirits, their disclosures often
supplemented by the patient explanations of his dead lover Annie.
However, if Schopenhauer, for example, is to believed,
Whoever seriously thinks that superhuman beings have ever given
our race information as to the aim of existence and that of the
world is still in his childhood. There is no other revelation than
the thoughts of the wise, even though these thoughts, liable to
error as is the lot of everything human, are often clothed in strange
allegories and myths under the name of religion.130
127Heathcote McIvor Times and Rodney Advertiser, Thursday 10 December 1874, p. 3.
128Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 138.
129Ibid., p. 108.
130Arthur Schopenhauer: Religion: a dialogue, and other essays. Selected and translated
by T. Bailey Saunders. 6th ed. London: G. Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1915, p. 117. The passage,
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So it might be suggested that Curtis was indulging in more-or-less deliber-
ate myth-making, and that his spiritualism can be understood as ‘thoughts of
the wise’ in the form of allegory and myth, with the real authorship irrelevant.
Talk of ‘allegory’, however, would not have satisfied Curtis, who portrays
himself in Rustlings as believing in the objective, literal truth of Annie’s
account of her life in the hereafter and what this implies. The book’s author—
and its main character, ‘Curtis’—asks his readers to follow him in treating
his story and Annie’s verbatim contributions to it as a record of real events,
not mythmaking, not metaphor, not a mere literary conceit. Curtis (in the
persona of Annie’s lover) says that he is telling the plain ordinary truth about
what took place, and in his rôle as narrator he presents himself as completely
honest and sincere.
But authorial sincerity is an elusive quality, and of course it cannot be
established by the protestations of the author himself. According to his friend
and editor Charles Kinbote, the New England poet John Shade once said that,
‘When I hear a critic speaking of an author’s sincerity, I know that either the
critic or the author is a fool’.131 Kinbote, however, though playing the part of
a sincere admirer of Shade, was spectacularly insincere, barking mad, possibly
the literary creation of Shade anyway, and both he and Shade are fictional
characters in an entirely fictional world created by Vladimir Nabokov. Other
unreliable narrators in Nabokov’s fiction are Humbert Humbert (Lolita), who
creates a persona for himself utterly at odds with the book’s putative ‘facts’,
and Hermann Karlovich (Despair), who believes, against all the evidence, that
he has a doppelgänger, that his wife loves him, and that he has committed
the perfect crime. ‘Nabokov wrote many of his novels as from an unreliable
first-person author, creating puzzles for his readers, who struggle to follow
the clues and the red herrings in search of a solution, knowing full well, of
course, that in the world of fiction there is no ‘real’ answer.
This is not to say that Curtis’s intention was to fabricate a fiction, but
the problem of the unreliable narrator nevertheless affects him quite directly.
to ‘wise’, is quoted by Walter Mann in his Follies and Frauds. (Mann, The Follies and
Frauds of Spiritualism, p. 9.)
131Vladimir Nabokov: Pale Fire. London: Penguin, 2012 (first published 1962), note to
line 172.
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To put it bluntly, there is no way of knowing whether the internal author of
Rustlings—the character ‘James Curtis’, ‘I’, ‘myself’, in Curtis’s story—is
telling the truth. Actually, the problem is even more acute, for ‘truth’ and
‘falsity’ are not decidable properties of propositions within a fictional world,
and to the extent that Rustlings is fiction, their application is meaningless
until we step out of the narrative into the ordinary world of everyday fact.
7.7.1 Five truths
Five great truths had been shown to Curtis, and upon these he built his
narrative. They are: Heaven is God within; deep within the self is the spark of
the Divine, reason is sovereign; knowledge is bound to triumph over ignorance;
and the soul’s destiny is one of unfoldment and progress.
Heaven as God within
On 16 December 1879 Annie wrote to Curtis on the subject of Heaven. Some
people, she said,
. . . come to our world prepared to find a future state of their own
imagining; a grand city, perchance with opal walls and gates,
pleasant to look upon, set with precious stones; and streets in the
New Jerusalem paved with fine gold. They depict the glorified
souls of humanity chanting the everlasting songs of praise with
voices set to the harmonies of heaven, accompanied by the music
of harps of gold.132
‘Alas! said Annie, these visions are not’. She meant ‘Alas for disappointed
expectations’, alas for the sudden realisation of the newly-arrived that they
would be getting no more than their just deserts, that ‘they would find
themselves compelled to take their position in the places assigned to them. . . ’
Heaven does not present everyone who arrives at its gate with a winning
lottery ticket; like attracts like, and on their arrival in the next Plane of Being
people find themselves in the company of those whose degree of spiritual
132Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 140.
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unfoldment in earthly life is to be similarly rewarded in the next world, for
a new spirit’s place on the ladder of progression depends on his previous,
earthly spiritual attainments.
Fortunately, such is the glory and beauty of life in the spheres above that
‘the dormant faculties of the soul [are] awakened into renewed vigour’.133
On the next Plane of Being we are still separated from God, who takes His
place in a far higher and vastly more remote realm (with the great distance
between Him and our bungled world attenuating to nothing His responsibility
for its evils), but in the sphere to which we are translated upon our death
we continue in the spiritual growth we have begun here below, rewarded and
stimulated by a fuller knowledge of our ultimate destiny. In short, as the
Gospel of Luke tells us, Heaven is not ‘Lo here! or, lo there!’ but, as Jesus
said, ‘the kingdom of God is within you’.134 When you pray ‘Thy kingdom
come’, Annie explained to Curtis, you should know that ‘the kingdom is
come, and is within you’.135
Knowing the kingdom of God within is knowledge by acquaintance, know-
ledge of one’s inner Divine spark. The knowledge we have of our spiritual
nature brings us ‘nearer to the angels—more god-like [ourselves]’.136
Self as the Divine spark
If death is the act of discarding our mortal habiliments and ascending to a
higher plane, what is it that ascends? What is the nature of the entity that
must—as a bare minimum—carry into the next world our memories of this
world and the features of our personality? Annie’s letters to Curtis do not
labour over the philosophical problems of the surviving self, what, for example,
constitutes its individuating properties. Clearly, for Curtis, communications
from spiritual beings, Annie’s the self-confirming, obvious example, show
that the discarnate dead really do exist in the expected sense. Philosophical
speculation ends in that hard fact.
133Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 141.
134Luke 17:21.
135Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 107.
136Ibid., p. 115.
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Nevertheless, it is still possible to ask what part of our mortal being is
the indestructible element that survives death so making a continued life in
the next world possible. Annie explained to ‘Dear James’ that:
Man is a triune being; he feels instinctively that he has within
him a something which is not flesh; a something which is more
than mere animal. . . 137
(The tone of this address is not Annie’s; it must be assumed that this
is Hermes speaking through her.) To Curtis and Annie, this something was
the ‘divinity inborn’, the ‘god within’,138 the ‘Spark of Divinity which can
never be quenched—can never be blotted out. It is the god within each
individual. . . ’, the ‘soul principle’, ‘not denied even to the poor helpless one
you call ‘idiot”.139
Sovereignty of reason
Spiritual knowledge came to Curtis not through faith nor by revelation, but
by private insight, guided and interpreted by human reason. ‘Be not unwilling
to accept any theory which carries with it the force of reason’, wrote Annie,140
‘for reason has the power to dispel the dark clouds of gross ignorance which
hover round some earth-bound mortals like a funeral shroud’.141 Reason, ‘the
god within’, can be imposed upon by false ideas,142 or remain in childish
ignorance, ‘like a new-born babe, unconscious of the fact of its own existence’,
or caught up in the ‘conflagration of ignorance and materiality in which the
world has sunk’,143 but it is reason that ultimately leads to knowledge, and
knowledge to liberation.
When St Paul wrote, ‘The Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek after
wisdom: but we preach Christ crucified. . . ’,144 he was drawing a distinction
137Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 142.
138Ibid., p. 110.
139Ibid., p. 114.
140Ibid., p. 132.
141Ibid., p. 123.
142Ibid., p. 110.
143Ibid., p. 124.
1441 Corinthians 1:22-23.
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between three broad modes of religious understanding, the Jewish, whose
foundation was Israel’s covenantal relationship with Jehovah; the Hellenistic,
based on reason; and the Christian’s, the fundamental element of which is
the redemptive sacrifice of God incarnate in Jesus. In these terms, Curtis’s
(Annie’s) theology, with its roots in a certain kind of knowledge, is closest to
the Greek. As the Anglican bishop of Goulburn Lewis Radford,145 a severe
critic of the implicit theology of spiritualism, wrote,
‘Like the Gnostic of old, the Theosophist [and with these he included
spiritualists] insists that he does not speculate—he knows. . . Here in modern
garb is the gnostic elevation of knowledge above faith, and also the gnostic
depreciation of the historic Christ as the incarnate revelation of God in favour
of the evolution of the idea of God in human thought’.146
The triumph of knowledge
Curtis, he tells us, learned from Annie that on the next plane of being we
receive instruction about the higher spiritual laws from bright bands of Spirit
Teachers and Guides. ‘Millions are engaged upon the great work of moulding
the minds of humanity for greater and nobler truths’, ‘labouring to fix this
heavenly plant [the understanding that the kingdom of God is within] in
the human soul,’ she told him.147 The knowledge they foster is the means
of redemption—our liberation and progress—from lower to higher and more
perfect spheres. Annie helped to smooth Curtis’s path of progress, she said,
by removing mysteries that might perplex him.148 He, for his part, was ‘never
to be led astray by vain dogmas’, ‘nor permit [his] reason to be fettered
by the conceptions which are the pet children of incipient [sic. ‘Insipid’?]
imagination’.149
145See: K.J. Cable, ‘Radford, Lewis Bostock (1869–1937)’, in Australian Dictio-
nary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University,
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/radford-lewis-bostock-8147/text14235.
146Lewis Bostock Radford: Ancient Heresies in Modern Dress. Melbourne: George
Robertson & Co., 1913, pp. 138, 139. See also Philip J. Lee: Against The Protestant
Gnostics. Oxford University Press, 1987.
147Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 128, 130.
148Ibid., pp. 112, 114.
149Ibid., p. 128.
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The discarnate dead had undertaken the immense task of bringing true
spiritual knowledge not only to all living people but also all those yet to
take on human flesh. In this magnificent vision, everyone, including those
unencumbered, those encumbered, and those about to be encumbered by the
trappings of the physical self—every single spark of the divine—is or will be
set on the path of spiritual progress with the knowledge of his own divinity.
The millennium will come, said Annie, when these truths are generally known
to all the races of men born and as yet unborn, ‘the generation of souls they
are striving to call into existence’.150
Unfoldment and progress
Everyone is capable of improvement and advancement, said Annie. ‘Let all
remember that’.151 Our spiritual natures unfold, and ultimately we become
gods ourselves. The Melbourne spiritualist Hugh Junor Browne put it in
much the same terms. Men progress spiritually by using their reason in all
things, and ‘thereby become godlike’.152 (The concept of perfectibility, which
underlies the spiritualist conception of spiritual progress, is explored by John
Passmore in his Perfectibility of Man. Passmore explores the history of this
idea in both its secular and religious forms.153)
Not knowing his spiritual destiny, not understanding that our inner being
unfolds like a budding rose, Curtis had thought gloomily of the future,
burdened by a sceptic’s doubt. Annie had often tried to whisper into his soul,
‘Not so, dear one; life on earth is not all, it is but the beginning; you little
know the bliss that awaits all god’s children’.154 Go on in the path of progress,
said Annie, but do not expect that these truths will be revealed suddenly and
completely. Letters form words, words form sentences, sentences compose a
message. ‘So it is with your spiritual unfoldment. We cannot expect the full
150Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 130.
151Ibid., pp. 145–46.
152Hugh Junor Browne: Reasons for the Hope That is in Me, or, Wonderful and Irrefutable
Evidence of a Future Life. Manchester: William Britten, 1891, p. 48.
153John Passmore: The Perfectibility of Man. London: Duckworth, 1970.
154Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 125.
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unfoldment of all your spiritual gifts at once—they must come by degrees.’155
The end point of this process was a sort of personal apotheosis.
Millennium
On 19 August 1879 in the course of a discussion about the nature of thought—
thoughts would soon be able to be captured and recorded like photographs—
Annie adverted to a matter she had not previously talked about in any detail,
the coming Millennium, ‘that period dreamt of by the seers of old, and sung
by the poet’.156 A few weeks later, on 5 September, she referred to it again:
‘When will the time come when we shall ring in the mellenium [sic.] sung and
spoken of by the poets of old?’157 The answer she gave to this question tells us
what the thousand-year period will usher in: ‘harmony in [men’s] own minds,
their homes, and the generation of human souls [as yet unborn]’.158 It will
be a period when men must be good, for with the development of ‘thought
photography’ everyone will know his neighbour’s thoughts, and ‘everyone
would know if there was even an inclination to evil’.159 (‘The passing thought
will be registered with as much minuteness as the photographer could catch
the passing shadows to tell the world a person’s likeness’, wrote Curtis. What
he seems to have in mind (an interesting metaphor in itself) is not quite
what is now called neuroimaging, which at most might be able to reveal the
neural substrates of cognitive processes. He seems to be saying that future
technology will be able to record thoughts themselves.)
Annie (Curtis) was well aware that the concept that evil might be extin-
guished if people’s evil thoughts were permanently on public display seems a
little muddled. But, she said, there was not enough time for her to enter into
a ‘speculative explanation’ of evil, and besides, ‘there are many others who
could do so with much greater ease’.160 There Annie leaves the topic, with the
remark that ‘what the world calls evil might bear a different interpretation’.
155Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 115.
156Ibid., pp. 126–27.
157Ibid., p. 130.
158Ibid., p. 130.
159Ibid., p. 126.
160Ibid., p. 127.
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This is possibly an allusion to a doctrine she later develops in more detail,
that there is no hell, no eternal punishment and, in the light of the new
revelation, ‘sin [is just] a negative of good, even as darkness is a negative of
light’. ‘Evil,’ said Annie, ‘when seen from the higher standpoint of spirit, is
but undeveloped good’.161
Patterns
If the weave of Curtis’s book is his personal story and its weft the philosophical
and theological principles it invokes, what patterns emerge in the woven fabric?
Two stand out: a preoccupation with the self-created self and an obsession
with spiritual progress through inner knowledge. At the core of Curtis’s
book is James Curtis’s view of James Curtis and of James Curtis’s spiritual
unfoldment.
The two leading characters of Rustlings are its narrator ‘I’ and Annie
Beal ‘whose personality intertwines every leaf of this book’.162 Both came
into being as Curtis examined himself, and took shape as Curtis discovered
aspects of himself in his reflections. His self-examination which, of course,
had itself as its object, naturally revealed a soul searching for itself. (So far as
the book’s theology is concerned, it might be argued that it does not matter
if ‘I’, the narrator of Rustlings, and Annie, after Curtis its main character,
are fictional constructions, no more at least, than it matters that ‘Jesus’ was
probably a literary construction of the gospel writers.)
Curiously, in seeking spiritual knowledge at its source—within himself—
Curtis was unwittingly following the advice of the gnostic Jesus:
Know what is in front of your face and what is hidden from
you will be disclosed. There is nothing hidden that will not be
revealed.163
Curtis’s book portrays its author avidly studying his face in a mirror, to
find, flatteringly, that the Curtis who looks back also has a greedy interest
161Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 144.
162Ibid., p. 10.
163Barnstone and Meyer, The Gnostic Bible, p. 45, Gospel of Thomas, verse 5.
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in him. This is not mere autobiography, which seeks, in part, to locate the
personal story in its wider context. Curtis’s tale has very few factual references
to anything other than himself and Annie; the focus is almost entirely on
matters directly before Curtis’s own consciousness, about which he, Curtis,
has unassailable knowledge. Where public facts seem to conflict with his
inner certainties, as with the failure of the newspaper apports, for example,
these facts are interpreted out the way, and facts which seem to support his
contentions are paraded triumphantly as ‘proofs’. Curtis’s autobiographical
project is to construct a persona—himself, ‘Curtis’—whose spiritual awareness
and comprehension deepens with the growing spiritual knowledge he finds
about himself within himself, direct experiential awareness, ultimately derived
from his burning love for Annie and hers for him.
7.8 Spiritual investigations with Miss Milne
Chapter XII, of Rustlings in the Golden City, ‘Clairvoyance and Trance:
Sittings with Miss Harriet Keith Milne’, at 109 pages more than a third of the
book, is Curtis’s account of séances he held with his favourite medium, Miss
Milne, of the many he consulted the medium he considered to be the most
gifted. In this chapter Curtis tells us how she conducted him through the
spirit world to his long-dead lover Annie, who had prepared a Bower there, a
home for them when on his death they would be reunited forever.
7.8.1 Curtis’s favourite medium
Miss Harriet Milne (1832–1890) was a Scotswoman from Aberdeen, a ‘lady
of independent means’, sister of a Mr Charles Milne, who kept a hotel at
Smeaton. She was not one of the well-known public mediums of the period,
and she is remembered only in connection with Curtis, who greatly admired
her highly developed spiritualistic talents. Even in her normal state, he said,
Miss Milne was often clairvoyant, able to see and sometimes converse with
spiritual beings who hovered nearby. When she died, on 25 January 1890,
Curtis wrote a letter to the editors of the Ballarat Star and the Courier, a
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‘memoir of one who lived amongst us, and had some rare gifts’. He reproduced
this letter as an addendum to Rustlings.164
Curtis had many séances with Miss Milne, often devoting an hour or more
of his afternoons to explorations of the spiritual realms under her guidance.
Their sittings were private, just Harriet and Curtis seated together at a small
oblong table, his left hand between hers, his right free to record what she saw
clairvoyantly or spoke in trance. Their intimacy gave Curtis the opportunity
to exercise his own mediumistic powers, and he was ‘enabled to supply the
medium with a portion of the aura, or magnetism, or vitality needed by
spirits to possess strength to manifest themselves’.165 This made the séances
a three-way co-operative affair, with the eager dead as keen, apparently, as
their earthly collaborators to make contact and as pleased when it happened.
In his writings Curtis does not consider, or at least refrains from dis-
cussing, one of the possible implications of this. As a spirit communication
to Motherwell’s Circle pointed out, the rapidly growing intercourse between
ours and the higher realms seemed to suggest that:
. . . the time will come when the union between the two worlds
shall be so complete that men will meet and converse with spirits,
scarcely knowing that they were disembodied.166
Indeed the notorious spiritualist Victoria Woodhull insisted that:
Both spheres advance alike toward each other, and when the union
shall come, it will not alone be spirits coming to earth but mortals
going to heaven as well. Indeed, it will be both; and heaven and
earth will then be forever merged in one.167
In Victoria Woodhull’s rather over-heated vision, the spirits were coming back
to claim frustrated sexual rights denied them in earthly life. ‘They will love
164Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 293–300.
165Ibid., p. 172.
166W.H. Terry, ed.: Spirit Teaching: oral, impressional, and automatic. Received at Dr
J.B. Motherwell’s Circle. Melbourne, 117 Collins Street: W.H. Terry, 1908, pp. 43–44.
167Victoria Caflin Woodhull: The Elixir of Life or, Why Do We Die? An oration delivered
before the Tenth Annual Convention of the American Association of Spiritualists. New
York: Woodhull & Caflin, 1873
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whom they will; and in their loving, lift us of earth, to their level’. Victoria
Woodhull’s speech contained a warning: ‘Once and for all I tell you, Oh,
children of earth, that you had better put your houses in order and await the
coming of the bridegroom or the bride.’ (It seems likely the vision was that
of her lover, Stephen Pearl Andrews, not Victoria Woodhull’s. He wrote the
speech; she delivered it.)
Clearly, with death regarded a trivial boundary, the tendency of spiritualist
thought was to erode the distinction between the earthly and heavenly realms,
combining them into an enlarged, all-encompassing sphere. This expanded
world is reminiscent of the gnostic ‘pleroma’ or fullness, through which the
divine spark ascends.
Curtis does not tell us whether he paid Miss Milne for her services, and
other delicate matters are also passed over in silence, whether, for example,
holding hands in a darkened room with a member of the opposite sex was
proper either for himself, or for Miss Milne, an unaccompanied maiden lady.
At the time of the séances he recorded in Chapter XII, Curtis was fifty-four;
she was forty-nine, both of an age when a little bit of late-blossoming romantic
silliness is not unheard of.
However, paid or not, and whatever feelings lay between them, Miss
Milne served him well, quickly putting him in touch with his darling Annie:
‘She is angelic! There is none so beautiful; Oh that I could describe her!’,
gushed Miss Milne, consciously or otherwise giving her description plenty of
spin, presumably for Curtis’s benefit.168 (Miss Milne also regularly produced
Curtis’s mother, Annie’s sister, and the inevitable Hermes, though without
the exclamations of delight.)
There was much more in this vein, with Miss Milne’s vocabulary, at least
as transcribed by Curtis, rich in ‘Ohs’ and exclamations, her descriptions
of the heavenly spheres becoming ever more affected and mannered as she
attempted to lift the prosaic to the sublime with high-flown diction. ‘Whilst’
she used for ‘while’, ‘my vision beholds’ for ‘I see’, and ‘Listen! Listen! Listen!
Oh listen!’ for ‘listen’, all extravagantly peppered with exclamation marks to
indicate amazement and awe.
168Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 192.
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7.8.2 Celestial traveller
Curtis insisted that his record of their journeys together in the spirit realms
was real, ‘neither fable, allegory, imagination, nor fiction, but reality’.169
This gave his record its marvellous nature, he said, but also its special
value, for there was an important difference between these séances and his
other encounters with the spirits. Where previously the spirits had come to
Ballarat, in these sessions Miss Milne exploited her power to journey in the
other direction, from Ballarat to the habitations of spirits.
Accompanied by her Guides, she and Curtis roamed freely in the higher
Spheres, across hundreds of millions of miles of space,170 from its gloomy
hellish depths almost to the throne of God Himself. (‘Space, as we count space,
is virtually annihilated to a large number of freed spirits,’ explained Curtis
helpfully.) Curtis, as Miss Milne’s travelling companion, could see through
her eyes what she saw. The compelling difference for Curtis was the difference
between being told about a foreign country and visiting it himself. Harriet
Milne and Curtis discovered for themselves, so Curtis says, what many earlier
explorers had reported. Not surprisingly, his account of heaven’s marvels is
not greatly different from the earlier descriptions of celestial travellers, from
Swedenborg on.
In Chapter XII Curtis continues to develop some of his earlier themes,
particularly the concept of the salvific power of knowledge. In their first
séance Miss Milne was taken by her Guides to a land of dismal cold, where
crowds of cheerless souls, vicious and repellent, huddled in darkness. Such is
the power of knowledge to save, however, that even these ‘benighted beings’
could escape the dungeons and be promoted from misery to bliss by liberating
instruction in the higher truths. Higher spirits were in turn taught by celestial
beings from yet higher spheres.171 In a Temple of Wisdom great and glorious
Divine knowledge seemed to flow from the Centre of All Good.
The dissemination of spiritual knowledge and the struggle against ignor-
ance—reform on Earth and on other planets which Miss Milne was able to
169Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 174.
170Ibid., p. 173.
171Ibid., pp. 176–77.
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visit—was carried out by a ‘mighty host’, the Army of Reformers, thousands
of bright spirits who, under the command of their Leader, were sent to ours
and distant inhabited worlds, where they were given the task of overcoming
ignorance.172
7.8.3 Mystical intuition?
Curtis warned his readers that these scenes should not be interpreted allegor-
ically. The knowledge he had gained of the higher realms was direct and real,
and his reports were a plain account of what actually awaits us there. His
experience was not a visionary revelation, nor mystical insight of the kind
that words supposedly cannot encompass, like Wordsworth’s ‘thoughts that
do often lie too deep for tears’, that is, knowledge beyond the reach of verbal
representation.
James Curtis, like most spiritualists, was never at a loss for words, and at
no point does he imply that his beliefs end ultimately in some sort of intuited
but ineffable understanding. In fact, his account of spiritualism’s discoveries
was prosaic to the point of banality.
Táo Yua¯nmíng 陶淵明, a Chinese poet of the Six Dynasties period,
standing quietly in his garden in the evening and watching flocks of birds
returning to their nests, wrote: ‘In these things there is real meaning. I
want to explain, but I’ve already forgotten the words. 此中有真意 慾辨已忘
言’.173 Words did not fail Curtis, however, and he took it for granted, with
unreflecting optimism, that his account of our state of being after death, or
at least the knowledge his descriptions seemed to convey, had special power
to shape our actions in this present life. He had discovered that the deposits
of gold lay here and had told us so; why would anyone dig for it in barren
rock over there?
Curtis’s plain man’s theology, however, blurs an important distinction,
between knowledge about—propositional knowledge of a set of facts—and
knowledge of, knowledge by acquaintance. The difference, expressed clumsily
172Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 180.
173See Arthur Waley: A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, translated by Arthur Waley.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1909, p. 111.
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in English, is easier to indicate in some other languages. French, for example,
has savoir and connaître. Chinese has two quite distinct verbs: 知道 zh¯ıdào
‘to know the truth of’, and認得 réndé ‘to recognise, understand, and know the
meaning of’, as, for example, to understand the meaning of written characters.
Curtis had come to know not only the factual truth of spiritualism’s discoveries
about the afterlife, propositions to which anyone might give their assent, but
also, beyond that, he felt the force of the experiential knowledge about the
worlds above, which he had acquired by direct acquaintance. Beyond the
words lay an exquisite longing to be reunited with his old love, a deep yearning
to be with her again forever, which only the promise offered by spiritualism
was able to satisfy. The sweet by-and-by wasn’t going to be soon enough; he
wanted Annie again now, and it is the intensity of this feeling that underlies
and gives force to the truths he had discovered, which he tried to impart in
his stories.
7.8.4 The Heavenly Planes
The Plane of Being to which we ascend when we die was described by Miss
Milne and many other spiritualists of the period as a bucolic paradise, with
fountains and mountains and meadows and flowers and gardens and lakes
and rivers and lawns, balmy breezes, golden cities, bright beings, and white
temples.
Although Miss Milne’s descriptions tend to confirm the picture of the
Summer Land drawn by other visitors, the explanation need not be the obvious
cynical one of plagiarism. They were, after all, describing the same scenery,
and perhaps to some degree unconsciously borrowed each other’s phraseologies.
It is worth noting, however, that Miss Milne’s clairvoyant sketches of the
hereafter are in close agreement with those of the American seer Andrew
Jackson Davis in his many publications, which in turn were largely drawn from
the descriptions of Heaven in the work of Emanuel Swedenborg. They are
also very much like those of the American seer J.M. Peebles, who had visited
Ballarat five years previously,174 and also parallel the writings of another
174Peebles, Around the World: or Travels in Polynesia, China, India, Arabia, Egypt,
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American spiritualist, Eugene Crowell, whose The Spirit World influenced
Curtis considerably.175 In 1879, when Curtis published the text of a lecture
he had given about Spiritualism in the Bible, he specially ‘acknowledged
his obligations to Dr Eugene Crowell and Mr M. Hull, authors of several
Spiritualistic Works’.176 Crowell’s book, copyright 1879, came out less than a
year before Curtis’s lecture. It is also worth mentioning that among the books
classified as ‘Animal Magnetism, Phrenology, Psychology & Spiritualism’ in
the 1882 catalogue of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute library, a collection
used by Curtis, quite a few, including those of Swedenborg, Davis, who
coined the term ‘Summer Land’—Davis tells us177 that the first Summer
Land ‘revolves near the grand orbit of the Milky Way’ and ‘the plane of its
orbit is at an angle of 20◦ with that of the sun’—and Robert Owen (a Welsh
industrialist, social reformer, and spiritualist), gave eye-witness portrayals of
life in the spirit realms very similar to those of Curtis’s favourite medium,
Miss Milne.
The next world in all its unimaginable glory seemed more attainable,
perhaps, for being described for us and, in reserve, so to speak, there were
visions of even greater, indescribable glory beyond. From the next realm,
Annie’s visitors were able to catch glimpses of higher and higher spheres
beyond it to which we are destined to progress in stage after stage. According
to Davis, ‘The next sphere of human existence is only another department in
the great educational system of eternity. There mankind have opportunities
to outgrow the errors and follies of this life, and thus innumerable myriad
become prepared for another ascension.’178 The resurrected Christian achieves
beatitude in only two steps, first on earth with the righteous under the
thousand-year reign of the triumphant Christ after the Parousia then, for
ever more, in the New Jerusalem. For spiritualists, when the body, an
Syria, and other ‘Heathen’ Countries, p. 69.
175Crowell, The Spirit World: its inhabitants, nature, and philosophy
176Curtis, The Spiritualism of the Bible Identical with Modern Spiritualism, p. 3.
177Andrew Jackson Davis: A Stellar Key to the Summer Land. New York: William White
& Company, 1868, pp. 159, 161.
178Andrew Jackson Davis: Memoranda of persons, places and events: embracing authentic
facts, visions, impressions, discoveries, in magnetism, clairvoyance, spiritualism. Also
quotations from the opposition. Boston: W. White & Company, 1868, p. 174.
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inconvenient husk, was permanently sloughed off, the spirit was free to rise
upward indefinitely. Spiritualists passed through several more stages (the
number is often given as seven) on their way to what was often conceived
as the last, where the spirit was said to achieve union with the godhead.
(This is a concept easy to satirise. In Among the Spiritualists (1866) Mark
Twain has the spirit of a parson, whom he describes as a sort of a cross
between a Universalist and a Unitarian, progressing through the spheres at
great velocity ‘until he lands on the very roof of the highest sphere of all, and
thus achieves perfection’.179) Fuller knowledge of itself and its destiny gained
in the previous stage was the passport into the next. By contrast, since 381,
when the First Council of Constantinople added a resurrection clause to the
creed agreed upon at Nicea in 325, Christians have confessed to the bodily
rising of the dead, and a Christian’s spiritual progress is completed with his
reanimation in Heaven. There’s no where to go after that and the striving of
his soul comes to an end. The Christian has his body restored to him; the
spiritualist achieves immortality by shedding it.
7.8.5 Annie’s Bower
At the beginning of their travels in the higher spheres, the first spirit person
to come forward to welcome Miss Milne and, through her, Curtis, was ‘your
friend, wearing in her golden girdle a bunch of small roses’. This was Annie,
‘like an angel’,180 who placed a wreath of white roses, symbol of innocence,
purity, and love everlasting, on Curtis’s brow. Later, speaking through her
control, Annie communicated a verbal message to much the same effect: ‘My
loved one, how joyfully I meet you today’.181
Annie, it appears, spent much of her time preparing for Curtis’s removal
from the earthly plane to join her in Summer Land. She had constructed a
Bower, ‘a residence fit for the angelic being who inhabits it’,182 to be a home
179Mark Twain: The celebrated jumping frog of Calaveras County, and other sketches.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1996.
180Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 183.
181Ibid., p. 185.
182Ibid., p. 192.
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for them both when Curtis should finally arrive to stay. Annie’s Bower, ‘like
a fairy palace’, ‘bathed in a golden heavenly light’,183 was clearly modelled
on, or at least surprisingly similar to, the Bower of Paradise Lost (a work
probably known to them both, and perhaps also to Miss Milne). Adam
and Eve’s bower, according to Milton, was a private love-nest roofed over
with laurel and myrtle and adorned with flowers: acanthus, irises ‘of all
hues’, roses, jasmine, violets, crocuses, and hyacinths.184 Miss Milne, with
admirable verbal economy, simply said that Annie’s bower had ‘lovely lawns
and beautiful flower beds’.185
On 13 November 1886, thirty-six years after Annie’s death, the Spirit Guide
having discreetly removed himself a little distance, Curtis stood beside his
sweetheart at their Bower. ‘Loved one’, she said, her phrasing understandably
stilted by nervousness on this deeply poignant and affecting occasion, ‘I have
the joyful pleasure of again speaking to you. How I have longed for this time
to come’. At this point, Curtis, who had been recording Annie’s words as
they issued from the medium, laid down his pen, overwhelmed by his love for
Annie and completely overcome by his emotions. ‘I listened wholly. . . I could
not write with a heart so full.’186
If there is in fact an allusion in this story to the Bower of Paradise Lost
and the innocent couple who make love amongst its rose petals, we have
an excuse for considering Milton’s warning to them a few lines later. As he
contemplates Adam and Eve asleep in each other’s arms, Milton advises them
against seeking deeper knowledge of their happy state:
Sleep on,
Blest pair! and, O! yet happiest, if ye seek
No happier state, and know to know no more!187
Adam, he suggests, would be less happy if he were to know how happy he
was. It would be better to know how not to seek to know more than is proper
183Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 209.
184Milton, Paradise Lost, Book IV, lines 694–702.
185Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 227.
186Ibid., p. 234.
187Milton, Paradise Lost, Book IV, lines 773–75.
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to know. The plot of Paradise Lost, of course, turns on the failure of the
blest pair to follow this advice, who are damned for attempting to know
too much—not too great a quantity of objective knowledge, but too much
reflexive knowledge of themselves and their state of being, damned for seeking
forbidden knowledge beyond blissful ignorance. Similarly, the spiritualist
project—at least Curtis’s version of it—was directed at disclosing the self to
itself, to show its real nature and destiny. Spiritualists believed that they had
the key not only to our fate beyond the grave, which ultimately derived from
the true nature of the self. Selfhood was not embodiment, at least not in this
mortal flesh.
We are the dead; human bodies are little more than graves. The
departed, the invisible, are the truly living.188
The spark that lives on no longer identifies itself with its former material
being. It is now able truly to know itself, and its reflexive knowledge of itself
deepens with its continuing unfoldment and progress through the spheres.
The danger that accompanied the spiritualists’ project, directed at discovering
the self-aware self, at knowing the self’s self, was the danger of self-delusion,
for the self will certainly find within itself what it seeks there.
7.8.6 More séances with Miss Milne
The remainder of Chapter XII189 is composed of extracts from Curtis’s
memoranda of séances he held with Miss Milne between 1880 and November
1885, with summaries under various headings, ‘Cities in the Spiritual Spheres’,
‘Children’, ‘Spirits in Prison’, ‘Work to be Done’, and the like. Certain themes
recur, most prominently that of Annie and the love-nest, the Bower, she had
prepared for herself and Curtis.
Annie The main topic of these pages, as with the rest of the book, is
Annie Beal, Curtis’s dead lover. Annie is always near him, or with him in
188J.M. Peebles: Immortality and our Employments Hereafter: with what a hundred spirits,
good and evil, say of their dwelling places. Los Angeles: Peebles Publishing Co., 1907,
p. 19.
189Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 235–280.
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the twinkling of an eye. Annie promises to materialise for him. The time
is drawing near when Annie will meet Curtis at their home in the spheres.
Annie caresses him and puts her arms around him (‘At times’, said Curtis, ‘I
was quite aware of this fact.’) ‘Each time we draw near,’ Annie tells him, ‘we
are establishing affinity’. ‘Love never dies! It is as enduring as the light of
heaven. It is a ray from the Divine Father that illuminates the inner chambers
of the soul. . . ’ ‘I come with rejoicing and joy’, said Annie, ‘I clasp your spirit
form. . .My loving heart overflows.’ ‘I have much to say, dear one’, Annie
explained, ‘but my love overpowers me’.
Annie’s Bower, and a small problem Another persistent theme is the
Bower. In later visits, Miss Milne attempted to make up for the meagreness
of her earlier descriptions: ‘There is some change! What can it be? Arches
of flowers and garlands of roses, laurels, holly, and mistletoe. . . and festive
flowers’.190 (Curtis helpfully supplies ‘[Christmas]’ between ‘festive’ and
‘flowers’, evidence, if it were needed, that seasons mean nothing to flowers
in heaven, where roses bloom with the holly.) Annie appears at the Bower
dressed in— ‘What!’, said Miss Milne, surprised by Annie’s daring, ‘dressed
in flowers, Yes, all dressed in flowers’. Miss Milne stressed the rose theme
heavily: ‘Your friend Anne is now resting on you, wearing a beautiful wreath
of white roses around her head, and your little roses in her bosom. She is
covered with roses, and is now dressing and decorating you with them. . . ’
Decorating the Bower in preparation for the arrival of her lover seems to
be Annie’s main occupation in the Spheres, excluding, of course, her rather
simpering conversations with visiting clairvoyant entities such as Miss Milne’s
and her occasional brief interactions in séances with the still-living. She shows
few signs of strong agency. Regarded as a literary creation of James Curtis, a
person of his imagining, this of course is not surprising. Women in his world
knew their place, and it would be anachronistic to expect that Annie would
not be appropriately demure and self-effacing.
But this brings in its train a problem not considered by Curtis. In our lower
Sphere manners and morals, not to mention science and technology, art and
190Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 244.
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literature—indeed every aspect of our cultural environment—change over time.
Spirits newly precipitated into Heaven, therefore, might wake up in a very
unfamiliar place. Unless there is some provision for chronological segregation
in the Spheres (as, conveniently, there was thought to be arrangements for
racial segregation) Miss Annie Beal might find herself, for example, sharing
a Heavenly beach with a brazen trollop from the future in a bikini, or
alternatively, a bikini-clad modern girl might be puzzled to discover that
decent women dress to cover themselves modestly and swim from bathing-
boxes, and so on for every possible combination of taste, fashion, and cultural
circumstance.
Moreover, if terrestrial scientific and technological progress does not reach
the next Plane, discarnate spirits will fall further and further behind their
embodied contemporaries. This was a problem noted by Thomas Welton
Stanford, who believed that the spirits spent at least some time keeping up
with developments in our world. In 1905 Stanford reported that Dr James
Motherwell, dead since 1886, was making an effort to stay abreast of progress
in the medical sciences:
In respect to the disembodied Dr Motherwell, who, by the way,
has done duty at many seances, it is said by Mr Stanford that
modern methods of medical treatment are adopted by the spirit,
as it keeps itself up-to-date by study, just the same as it would
have done had it remained in the flesh on earth.191
Curtis’s unreflecting solution to the problem of contemporaneity was
simply to assume that the world inhabited by discarnate former human beings
closely resembled his own, that the next Sphere was in all relevant respects,
just a more agreeable, unchanging version of what he was used to here below.
Heaven The Heavenly landscape is described further. There are cooling
and invigorating soft winds, murmuring waters, and all the usual amenities
of bucolic ease. Heaven also has cities, some built of transparent glass,
with libraries and universities. Interestingly, none of these facilities has any
191Bendigo Advertiser, Monday 30 October 1905, p. 8.
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technology from the future, and in his descriptions the element of what was
later to be called ‘science fiction’ is entirely absent. Curtis’s Heaven was a
static version of his own world, tarted up and re-erected in the sky.
Hermes Hermes, addressing him as ‘Son’ and speaking with great dignity,
reminded Curtis that he, Curtis, was a privileged person with great respon-
sibilities. Hermes lectured Curtis, every word a sermon, on the undying
elements of the soul; on our kinship with the angels; on the guerdon of
immortal hope; on the glory of spiritual truths, on the music of the spheres;
and on the love that was ever flowing. The spirits Hafed, a contemporary
of Jesus and associated with him in his work on earth, and his companion
Zion, who had a less important rôle, often accompanied Hermes. They too
spoke with portentous condescension, ‘My son’, said Hafed to Curtis, drawing
attention to a little-noticed aspect of the matter, ‘precious is the name of
truth’.
Children According to Miss Milne, a maiden lady, children in the higher
spheres are ‘precious little spirits, tender flowers with angelic faces, bounding
as light as air’. Blessed babies, separated by death from their mothers, are
nursed by female spirits: ‘Oh, happy children’. Contentedness, apparently,
marks every brow, even in the schools and universities of the Higher Planes
where, curiously, children receive instruction ‘through flowers’.
Spirits in Prison ‘Spirits in prison’ are wretched, low, grovelling souls,
‘quite unable to take advancement offered to them’, who inhabit the cold,
damp, lower spheres. Whatever is sown in mortal life is reaped in the next;
spirits in prison have ‘perpetrated some wrong’, and their spiritual element
inevitably suffers. Curtis devotes seven pages to the problem of these degraded
beings who, fortunately, have the opportunity to repent their evil deeds and
reform their conduct. In time they are able, all of them, to progress to higher
and more spiritual spheres. Curtis quotes Tennyson’s ‘In Memoriam’:
. . . not one life shall be destroy’d,
Or cast as rubbish to the void,
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When God hath made the pile complete.192
(One print run of the 1886 edition of Rustlings uses these lines as an
epigraph. Sadly, a typographical error—and Curtis a compositor!—renders
the final line as ‘When God hath made His pile compl’, and there it ends,
incomplete.)
Oddly enough, as with the Milton-Bower innocence-lost story, by removing
the quoted lines from their context Curtis perverts the poet’s intention and
misses an important subtlety. In these lines and the preceding stanzas
Tennyson was suggesting that ‘We [can only] trust that somehow good will
be the final goal of ill’ and that not one life will be destroyed or cast aside as
rubbish.
In the stanzas that follow, Tennyson emphasises our uncertainty: ‘we
know not anything; | I can but trust that good shall fall | At last’.193
The final lines of this section of In Memoriam read:
So runs my dream: but what am I?
An infant crying in the night:
An infant crying for the light:
And with no language but a cry.
But this is entirely at odds with Curtis’s contention, which is that we are
not infants in the darkness crying for light. The spiritual knowledge we are
able to acquire of ourselves and of our destiny is sure and certain, and its
language is not a howl of despair, but confident exposition, the language, in
fact, of Rustlings in the Golden City.
7.9 The Circle
In Chapters II and VII of Rustlings in the Golden City, ‘The Investigating
Circle’ and ‘Circle Meetings—Continued’, Curtis describes the founding,
development, and activities of the ‘Ballarat Circle of Members for Enquiry in
192In Memoriam, sect. LIV.
193My emphasis.
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the Nature of the Alleged Phenomena of Spiritualism’, the first séance group
he sat with.
When the Circle was proposed at ‘a meeting of a few gentlemen’ on 17
May 1878 only one sitter, ‘the experienced member’, not named by Curtis,
had any practical knowledge of spiritualist séances—or so it was said. The
others joined to see if there was anything to it. Of these, Curtis was the
keenest and best informed. He had read newspaper articles about spiritualism,
had studied at least two books on the subject and was familiar with its main
doctrines. In 1901, the year before his death, Curtis recalled that:
About twenty-two or twenty-three years ago [around 1878] I read
two works on Spiritualism. The perusal seemed to unveil a new and
reasonable view of things referring to life here and hereafter. . . I
then resolved to let no available means or opportunity escape of
gaining proof of a future life.194
Wolfe’s Startling Facts was one of these two books;195 the other was The
Question Settled, by Moses Hull, a Seventh-day Adventist minister turned
spiritualist.196 Hull (1836–1907) was notorious both within and outside the
spiritualist movement as an advocate of ‘free love’, central to which was the
doctrine of ‘spiritual affinity’, the idea that uniting in love with one’s destined
other trumped the conventional matrimonial virtues of fidelity, permanency,
and so forth. In these matters Hull declared that he was answerable to
no one but himself: ‘While writing on the subject of respectability and
the approbation of the world, permit me to say—I seek the approbation of
no one in heaven or earth, but Moses Hull.’197. Hull put his theories into
practice, serially, explaining to his wife Elvira that he had special needs. The
mystic and sex-magic occultist–spiritualist Paschal Randolph called Hull a
194Curtis, Newspaper Correspondence Over Twenty Years in the Ballarat Newspapers,
p. 4.
195Napoleon Bonaparte Wolfe: Startling Facts in Modern Spiritualism. Chicago: Religio-
Philosophical Publishing House, 1875 (first published 1874.)
196Moses Hull: The Question Settled: a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spiri-
tualism. Boston: William White & Company, 1869.
197The Age, Saturday 30 March 1878, p. 7., quoting The Universe, 2 July 1869
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‘semi-responsible cerebro-prostatic maniac’.198
Several decades later, recalling Curtis’s conversion, his friend William
Béchervaise gave a date two years earlier for Curtis’s first interest in spiritu-
alism, not 1878, but 1876:
It was in the midst of a busy life, about the year 1876, that
the subject of Spiritualism was first brought under Mr Curtis’s
notice.199
This seems to imply that Curtis had been investigating the claims of spiritu-
alism earlier than he was willing to admit in Rustlings, though a discrepancy
of a couple of years in reminiscences of happenings thirty years previously
is probably not significant. It is interesting that Curtis recalled his first
encounter with spiritualism as a sober and cautious search for truth, whereas
Béchervaise’s account of these events emphasises the excitement and enthusi-
asm of the participants. Curtis joined the Circle determined to gain ‘proof of
a future life’, or at least to let no possible proof slip by; Béchervaise was eager
to explore spiritualism’s manifestations. Both men were favourably disposed
to a positive result.
7.9.1 Castlemaine and the roots of Ballarat spiritualism
Though hardly a backwater, Ballarat was not the centre of nineteenth-century
spiritualism in Victoria—nor was the colonial capital, Melbourne—and Curtis
and Béchervaise in Ballarat were not among the movement’s very earliest pio-
neers. In the early 1870s Castlemaine was the main arena of spirit phenomena
and spiritualist activity in Victoria.
In 1870 the Kyneton Guardian wrote:
. . . the theory of Spiritualism has a large number of adherents
in the neighbouring town of Castlemaine. “Circles” are regularly
198Paschal Beverly Randolph: Eulis! The History of Love: its wondrous magic, chemistry,
rules, laws, modes, moods, and rationale. 2nd ed. [first published 1874]. Toledo, Ohio:
Randolph Publishing Co., 1961, p. 77.
199Harbinger of Light, July 1906, p. 9002.
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formed there, and spirits are said to manifest themselves, and
to transmit messages by the agency of the favoured individuals
known as mediums’.200
In 1873 the Argus asserted, with careless sarcasm, that ‘Castlemaine
possesses a proud pre-eminence over all other [Victorian] spirit centres in the
reported frequency, eccentricity, and incomprehensibility of those physical
manifestations which are regarded by devout spiritualists as the miracles
bearing testimony to the New Evangel.’201
Castlemaine spiritualism was largely associated with the very impressive
spiritualist manifestations in the house of a certain Mr and Mrs Paton:202
For years past several members of the family of Mr John Paton,
of Castlemaine, have had the reputation of possessing very re-
markable mediumistic powers. Indeed, according to reports, the
rappings of the Fox girls and the aerial ascensions of Mr Home,
were dwarfed into comparative insignificance beside the extraor-
dinary physical manifestations vouchsafed in the presence of Mr
Paton’s son, a lad of fourteen years; while Mrs Paton herself was
known to share largely in those ‘spiritualistic potentialities’ which
are understood to distinguish the very best mediums.203
W.D.C. Denovan, Chairman of the Sandhurst ‘Energetic Circle’, described
Mrs Paton as ‘one of the most powerful of living mediums for physical
manifestation, either in this, or any other country’.204 Denovan also noted
that Mrs Paton’s elder sister, who lived in Philadelphia, was also a medium.205
200Quoted in the Bacchus Marsh Express, Saturday 30 April 1870, p. 4.
201Argus, Tuesday 22 April 1873, p. 5.
202Sarah Jane Paton, née Hall, was the daughter of a Tasmanian convict named John
Hall, who was sentenced to 14 years transportation at the Northumberland Assizes on 3
August 1820 and sailed with 155 other convicts to Van Diemen’s Land in November 1820.
(Australian Convict Transportation Registers—Other Fleets & Ships, 1791–1868 (Home
Office: Convict Transportation Registers, pp. 207, 209. [The National Archives Microfilm
Publication HO11); The National Archives of the UK (TNA), Kew.]) Sarah Hall and John
Paton were married in Melbourne in 1852. (Victorian Registry of Births, Deaths, and
Marriages, 1852, Registration Number: 6045.)
203Melbourne Leader, Saturday 5 April 1873, p. 19.
204Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 262.
205Ibid., p. 264.
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Though this report in the Melbourne Leader sounds more than a little
sceptical, the séances of Mrs Paton attracted great attention, as did the
séances of another Castlemaine medium, her friend Mrs Bamford, who, as it
happened, was the married sister of W.H. Terry.206 Mrs Bamford and Mrs
Paton knew each other well and sometimes held what were effectively two-
medium joint séances. These occasions produced impressive results, including
some quite spectacular apports.
As early as 1871 the Castlemaine Mount Alexander Mail, quoting the
Harbinger of Light, was claiming that:
At no previous period has the course of spiritualism been so
healthy and active, as in the district of Castlemaine. To my own
knowledge we have amongst us advanced private circles sitting
every night; and, on every Tuesday night; we have a public free
circle, at which all who choose can attend free of expense. It is
held at Mr Bamford’s office, Barker-street. . . 207
Henry Bamford ran a drapery shop, where as a sideline he sold spiritualist
supplies: ‘Planchettes, Medicoscopes, or Pscyhometers [sic.], The Glowworm
and other Spiritual Works [can] be had of H. Bamford, Barker Street. Sole
Agent’.208 In 1872 it was reported that ‘Mr Bamford [Mrs Bamford’s husband
also had mediumistic powers] at Castlemaine. . . has had upwards of 2,000
visitors at his public circles during the last six months’.209
Spiritualism in Castlemaine can be traced to the late 1860s. In July 1869
the Age reported that in a well-attended sermon the Venerable Archdeacon
Crawford of Castlemaine and Sandhurst had condemned the ‘recent revival’
of spiritualism in Castlemaine. ‘Both its practice and belief [were] enervating
to the mind and even dangerous to the soul of the true Christian.’210 Later
the same month the Gawler Bunyip told its readers that: “ ‘Circles” are being
206Martha Terry married Henry Bamford in Victoria in 1858 (Victorian Registry of Births,
Deaths, and Marriages Registration Number 1464); she died Martha Bamford in St Kilda
in 1893 (Victorian BDM Registration Number 3928).
207Mount Alexander Mail, Friday 2 June 1871, p. 2.
208Mount Alexander Mail, Saturday 2 April 1870, p. 3.
209Medium and Daybreak, vol. 3, no. 102, 15 March 1872, p. 93.
210The Age, Tuesday 6 July 1869, p. 2.
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formed in Castlemaine, and various other parts of the colony, and the science,
or to the uninitiated, the mystery of spiritualism, is gaining ground’.211
By 1870 the movement was becoming increasingly popular and well-
established, with G.C. Leech, a local barrister, conducting ‘Universalist’
services in the Castlemaine Lyceum Theatre and weekly meetings ‘for com-
munion with the spirits of the mighty dead, and of friends and loved ones
now in the spirit world’.
The enterprising W.H. Terry, ‘Bookseller and Importer of Spiritual and
Advanced Literature’, on the spot and keen to make his mark, published one
of Leech’s Castlemaine lectures.212. Leech’s pamphlet, the burden of which is
that ‘life beyond the grave is one of progressive development, ever onward
and upward’, carried an advertisement for the Harbinger of Light, which
Terry, already positioning himself at the centre of the movement, called ‘The
Victorian Exponent of the Spiritual Philosophy’.
‘Universalism’, the local paper explained, ‘is an apparent combination of
Unitarian and spiritualistic doctrines’,213 though was some uncertainty as
to how Leech and the Universalists conducted intercourse with the spirits,
whether by rappings, the planchette, or some other means. Soon after Leech
converted to spiritualism214 he made a notable convert himself, recruiting
into his spiritualist Universalist community the Reverend John Tyerman,
a Sandhurst Church of England priest. (It appears that Mrs Paton and
Mrs Bamford were instrumental in his conversion: ‘[The communications
from the spirits] were received in my presence, and I have no more doubt
of the good faith of the two ladies who were the media, than I have of the
honor of my wife’, wrote Leech in the Harbinger.215) The Anglican hierarchy
investigated, and Tyerman’s licence to preach was withdrawn. His martyrdom,
however, had its compensations: ‘A sum of £310 13s [was] presented to him
211Bunyip, Saturday 31 July 1869, p. 3.
212G.C. Leech: Beyond the Grave: a lecture delivered at the Mechanics’ Institute, Castle-
maine, on Sunday, September 18th, 1870. Melbourne: W.H. Terry, 1870.
213Bendigo Advertiser, Monday 20 June 1870, p. 2; Ovens and Murray Advertiser, Thurs-
day 30 June 1870, p. 2.
214Bendigo Advertiser, Saturday 1 October 1870, p. 2.
215Harbinger of Light, October 1870, p. 23.
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at Sandhurst by his admiring spiritistic friends’,216 ‘a handsome testimonial
in compensation for the pecuniary sacrifice he had made on the adoption of
his views’,217 and Tyerman was launched on a career as a spiritualist lecturer,
writer, and publisher.
After some success in Australia and abroad, Tyerman died in 1880, in
sad circumstances, mad and an alcoholic.218 It had long been rumoured that
before his conversion to spiritualism Tyerman had spent some time in an
insane asylum. The Mail commented rather unkindly that ‘We have always
looked upon a Spiritualist as an idiot, and the discovery that he is a lunatic
as well won’t make any very great strain upon our credulity’.219
Meanwhile, the fame of Mrs Bamford was growing, and in 1871 she
travelled to Melbourne to demonstrate her considerable powers to groups
there, notably spiritualists associated with the Circle of her brother, W.H.
Terry. Her séances were a great success, and the CastlemaineMount Alexander
Mail devoted an entire column to a report of Mrs Bamford’s visit to the
metropolis and her demonstrations of trance mediumship.220 The report was
taken from the Harbinger of Light ; the Mail makes no mention of the fact
that W.H. Terry, proprietor and editor of the Harbinger, was Mrs Bamford’s
brother.
Unusually for trance performances, which normally consisted of the eerily
relayed speech of the controlling spirit, in her trance state Mrs Bamford
sometimes broke into song:
A gentleman present. . . mentally addressed a question to the spirit
[Dr John Elliotson the mesmerist, Mrs Bamford’s ‘control’], and
received instantly a full, clear, and intelligent reply, which we all
heard, and could appreciate when he stated the inquiry he had
made. The same person then silently expressed a wish to have
a message from the spirit of his deceased wife, and a long low
address was ended with a song of exceeding sweetness, with which
216Mount Alexander Mail, Monday 4 December 1871, p. 2.
217Australian Town and Country Journal, Saturday 4 December 1880, p. 12.
218Australian Town and Country Journal, Saturday 4 December 1880, p. 12.
219Mount Alexander Mail, Thursday 28 December 1871, p. 2.
220Mount Alexander Mail, Wednesday 5 April 1871, p. 2.
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the words of affection preceding it, deeply moved the gentleman
referred to.221
From 1872 Mrs Bamford’s achievements began to be overshadowed by the
physical mediumship of her friend Mrs Paton, in whose presence the spirits
had the power to apport large objects of various kinds. On 6 August that
year in Mrs Paton’s presence the spirits transported a hind quarter of bacon
to the séance table and, from the yard outside 50 feet away, apported the
iron wheel of a barrow weighing sixteen and a half pounds, a most impressive
demonstration of her mediumistic skills.222
Mr Paton wrote to the Harbinger to insist that the strange phenomena
happening in his house had indeed taken place. In the presence of ‘the
medium’—Mrs Paton—their household furniture was moved about by the
spirits, sometimes even the chair he was sitting in. A small pine table floated
18 inches above the floor and remained suspended while he counted to fifty.
Mrs Paton’s work basket slid about by itself under the couch and when ‘in a
jocular mood’ she asked for a spoon, the cutlery box moved towards her in
jerks until it was close enough for her to take one. The box, however, refused
to return to its original position on Mr Paton’s command.223 Paton professed
to be sceptical of the spiritualist explanation of these strange happenings,
but his insistence that they really did take place in his presence (and his
participation in his wife’s séances) seems to suggest that he was either her
dupe or her accomplice. However, though Paton gave at least the appearance
of sincerity, as the Australasian remarked, ‘Those who have studied some of
the singular phases of this aspect of spiritualism will be quite prepared to
admit the phenomenon of a man thoroughly in earnest believing that he is
intelligently seeking the truth, while in reality he is sinking into a debasing
superstition and encouraging self-delusion in a manner that tempts those
around to join in’.224
In early April 1873 W.H. Terry led a group of prominent Melbourne
221Mount Alexander Mail, Wednesday 5 April 1871, p. 2.
222Mount Alexander Mail, Wednesday 28 August 1872, p. 2.
223Alexandra Times, Friday 14 June 1872, p. 3.
224Australasian, Saturday 26 April 1873, p. 21.
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spiritualists on an expedition to Castlemaine to see for themselves. The
party included his patron Thomas Stanford and a ‘medical gentleman’ who
did not give his permission to be named, but could only have been the
Irish-born spiritualist James Motherwell, a ‘doctor who talked so wisely and
so hibernically upon the subject of ocular delusions’.225 Motherwell was
one of Terry’s first important converts.226 Two other prominent Melbourne
spiritualists who travelled to Castlemaine to participate in the séance were
John Carson, well-known in the movement at that period227 and Andrew
Dempster, another member of the group around W.H. Terry.
The séance put on for them by Mrs Paton and helped along, or at least
attended, by Terry’s sister, Mrs Bamford, who unfortunately on this occasion
was rather jerked about by the spirits—‘Mrs Bamford seems to have been
too much occupied with keeping her limbs from being torn from their sockets
by spontaneous jactitation to enter rationalistically into the matter’—was,
like their previous séances, largely a demonstration of the power of the spirits
to transport physical objects through solid walls and closed doors. A variety
of odd items were brought by the spirits into the sealed séance room and
dumped with a thump onto the table. ‘First it was a hot flat-iron then a
stew-pan, of more extensive dimensions; then the family Bible; and then
an object of scarcely so reverent an interest to the household.’228 Another
newspaper described the last item, with laboured facetiousness, as ‘an article
of bedroom furniture [which] it is difficult with decency to particularise’.229
Denovan suggested that Mrs Paton apported the chamber pot as a deliberate
affront to sceptics, and he may be correct, but spiritualists were usually not
given to épater la bourgeoisie in this fashion.230 It appeared that a baby
might also be apported, but in the end ‘was not brought into hostile relations
225Mount Alexander Mail, Friday 4 April 1873, p. 2.
226On Motherwell, see: http://www.medicalpioneers.com/cgi-bin/index.cgi?det-
ail=1&id=2287.
227Medium and Daybreak, vol. 10, no. 466, 7 March 1879, p. 153; vol. 10, no. 497, 10
October 1879, p. 634.
228Mount Alexander Mail, Friday 4 April 1873, p. 2.
229Melbourne Age Thursday 3 April 1873, p. 3.
230Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 74.
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with its previous experience of the laws of gravitation’.231
On 14 April, another séance produced a table rocked by the spirits, an
apported wash-stand, basin, clothes-brush, and still-warm tea kettle, and
ghostly whispering in the ear of ‘Mr L.’ (probably G.C. Leech) of Sandhurst.
The session ended after those about to leave had said good night to the
controlling intelligences, requesting them to answer by ten knocks, ‘which
they did “crescendo”; culminating at the last two to a complete raising of the
table, excited thereto, perhaps, by the singing of “Auld Lang Syne” by the
sitters’.232
On 17 April, another Paton séance at Castlemaine generated similarly
impressive results, with cloudy ‘spiritual figures’ moving about, an apported
carpenter’s handsaw, and a heavy tea-kettle carried through the walls of the
séance room by an old friend of Mrs Paton’s who had passed to the spirit
world many years previously.233
‘Castlemaine is once more substantiating its claim to be considered the
Mecca or Jerusalem of Spiritualism’, wrote the Mount Alexander Mail sarcas-
tically.234
But Terry was not to be silenced by a sceptical press. In fact, the Mail ’s
mockery and the open hostility of the Melbourne Age and other metropolitan
and provincial newspapers was really just good publicity for him. Delighted
by the attention, he wrote to the Age offering to put on a test séance:
The evidence [for the phenomena] is not concluded. A party will
proceed to Castlemaine to thoroughly investigate the matter on
Saturday next, and your reporter is invited to join. . . Every facility
will be offered to the investigating party to test the alleged fact
that solid substances are brought by some supermundane agency
into a closed room.235
On the next occasion, however, the ‘investigating party’ was accompanied
231Mount Alexander Mail, Friday 4 April 1873, p. 2.
232Hamilton Spectator, Wednesday 23 April 1873, p. 4.
233The Age, Thursday 17 April 1873, p. 3.
234Mount Alexander Mail, Friday 4 April 1873, p. 2.
235The Age, Thursday 17 April 1873, p. 3.
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by a sharp-eyed detective, named Black, seconded from the Victoria Police,
and was composed mostly of sceptics, among them the politician James
Service236 and the wealthy banker and critic H.G. Turner.237
Nothing happened: ‘The whole thing was a dreary failure. . . [it was]
an attempted imposture defeated by a little inflexible common sense and
wholesome unbelief’, said the Ballarat Star.238 (The Star was occasionally
willing to concede that there might be something in spiritualism, but ‘the
wretched trivialities or barefaced impostures about which we hear so much
tend to disgust honest enquiry and weaken a nascent faith’.) The ‘phenomena’
that did occur needed no supernatural explanation. One of the table legs was
unscrewed and thrown down hard—the reporter thought that this was clearly
the work of Mrs Paton—and a glass of water was apported, which might have
seemed an impressive feat but for the fact that a weighing machine had been
brought in for the occasion and Mrs Paton was found to weigh less after the
séance by exactly the weight of the apported water. The Patons’ son, ‘stated
to possess the most singular mediumistic powers’, blurted out: ‘Oh. That’s
the tumbler you were putting the water into after dinner in the kitchen’.
Mrs P. looked unutterable things at the glib youth, and denied having any
particular recollection of the occurrence’. 239 (The Patons had two sons,
about 14 and 17, both with mediumistic powers, who appear to have assisted
in various ways at the Paton séances.) W.D.C. Denovan, not surprisingly,
argued that Mrs Paton had been falsely represented by the reporters, and was
‘justly entitled to an ample apology from the three Melbourne daily papers
for the cruel stigma they have cast upon her name’.240
It might be supposed that after this debacle the Bamfords and the Patons
would gradually fade into obscurity. Not at all. In 1874 an Association of
236Geoffrey Serle, ‘Service, James (1823–1899)’, Australian Dictionary of
Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University,
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/service-james-4561/text7483.
237Iain McCalman, ‘Turner, Henry Gyles (1831–1920)’, Australian Dictionary
of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University,
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/turner-henry-gyles-4760/text7909.
238Ballarat Star, Wednesday 23 April 1873, p. 2.
239Melbourne Leader, Saturday 26 April 1873, p. 20.
240Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 74.
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Progressive Spiritualists was formed in Castlemaine, with G.C. Leech as its
president and Mrs Bamford its chief trance lecturer.241 Soon afterwards both
the lady mediums and their husbands moved to Melbourne and continued
their spiritualist careers in the capital with great success. In 1876 the Mount
Alexander Mail reported that:
Mrs Paton, whose seances at Castlemaine some time back made
a sensation, and did not come to a satisfactory termination, has
been holding ‘test seances’ in Melbourne, under the supervision of
the leading members of the spiritualistic community. Dumb-bells,
umbrellas, a piece of rock with seaweed and shrimps adhering to
it, and other articles have been introduced into the circle, and the
Harbinger of Light publishes the following testimonial:— “We, the
undersigned, desire to acknowledge our obligation to Mr and Mrs
Paton for the very kind manner in which they have consented to
our test investigations, and to assure Mrs Paton we believe in the
genuineness of her mediumship, as attested by the manifestations
we have witnessed. With sincerest thanks, and best wishes for
her future development, we are, etc.,— Thos. W. Stanford, James
Miller, Henry Sanders, W. Lindsay Richardson, M.D., E. Mather,
A. Deakin, W.H. Terry.”242
Mrs Paton was certainly in good form. The seaweed still smelled strongly of
the sea, and the ‘large number of sea-insectivora [which] spread themselves over
the table. . . were with some difficulty removed to a more fitting position on a
newspaper’. This séance is described by Gabay, who comments that ‘. . . there
was an elaborate system of safeguards, and close attention to time elapsed’.243
Gabay, however, does not draw attention strongly to the obvious conclusion,
that the ‘safeguards’ had been easily circumvented, almost certainly by Terry,
who was probably in cahoots with the medium.
241Harbinger of Light, July 1874, p. 660.
242Mount Alexander Mail, Tuesday 4 April 1876, p. 2; Harbinger of Light, no. 67, March
1876, p. 985.
243Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 191–92.
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These are the names of Melbourne’s most important and influential spir-
itualists of the time. At a place of his own choosing—the séance room
above his shop in Russell Street—away from the inhibitory influence of wide-
awake detectives and free from the sarcasm of the Mount Alexander Mail
and the scepticism of the Age, Terry had been able to convince Motherwell,
Stanford, Deakin, and Richardson that Mrs Paton’s ever-more spectacular
demonstrations constituted an amazing proof of the genuineness of spirit
phenomena.
But it is clear that something fishy was going on. On the occasion of
the previous ‘test’ séance in Castlemaine, the sceptical Age reporter openly
insinuated that Mrs Bamford and Mrs Paton were humbugs and hinted that
Terry, Bamford, and Paton were complicit in the fraud. Before the séance was
held, said the Age reporter who attended, a light tea was served, and during
this, ‘Mr Terry, Mr Bamford, and Mr Paton went away to make arrangements
for our reception at the house where the séance was to be held. . . ’244
The Tasmanian was far more critical:
The commissioners [the party of investigators from Melbourne],
however, somehow see their way to an exculpation of the husband
from any knowledge or complicity in this most impudent piece
of humbug. The person alluded to [John Paton] holds an office
under Government, and we would suppose if so easily duped and
imposed upon is hardly fit for the onerous responsibility of a public
office. Few, however, accept the idea that he is not in perfect
collusion with his wife. Their son, a big boy, is also possessed of
‘mediumalistic’ talent, and can manifest—in the dark’.245
If iron wheels and flitches of bacon need human assistance to be deposited
onto séance tables, and prawns don’t make their own way through closed
doors and boarded-up chimneys, who was helping out? It can only have
been William Henry Terry, probably with the active collusion with his sister
Mrs Bamford and her friend Mrs Paton, and at least the connivance of John
244Age, Thursday 3 April 1873, p. 3.
245The Tasmanian, Saturday 3 May 1873, p. 13.
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Paton. Terry and his assistants had the means, motive, and opportunity to
perpetrate the fraud. Arranging the Paton house in Castlemaine to defeat
a night-time inspection by willing believers, and stationing a confederate
outside the séance room to manage the ‘apports’ would have been child’s
play. The same applies to Terry’s séance and magnetic-healing room above
his shop in Russell Street. And when the apports failed under shrewd and
determined observation—nothing happened in the presence of the very alert
Detective Black—the excuses for the failures were predictably self-serving and
unconvincing. The weighing-machine that caught out Mrs Paton’s water-trick
was removed from the séance-room to the verandah ‘lest the iron should
interfere, and [the sitters] were also asked not to view the other rooms of the
house prior to entering the dark room’.246
The Australasian, reviewing the Harbinger ’s account of Mrs Paton’s
success in Melbourne, wrote that ‘The religion or theory of spiritualism. . . is
steadily pursuing its downward grovelling way’, arguing that ‘the new religion
that is to regenerate humanity must have something more to show in evidence
than tricks such as these.’247
Did Terry have an adequate motive? Yes, several. Publicity for the
marvels of spiritualism produced a direct financial reward for him. Terry’s
spiritualist bookshop, newspaper, medical dispensary, and clairvoyant healing
clinic depended on public interest in spiritual phenomena and the ‘reality
of spiritual intercourse’; anything that drew attention to spiritualism and
seemed to confirm and endorse spiritualist phenomena was good for business.
Moreover, Terry benefited indirectly from the social advantages conferred by
his position in the movement: Mr W.H. Terry, only a short while previously
the manager of a draper’s shop in Flemington, was now, in the 1870s, moving
among people considerably above him in social status. Spiritualism brought
him the friendship and gratitude of John McIlwraith, a spiritualist mayor of
Melbourne, whose his sick wife he had ‘cured’.),248 Collins-street physicians
246Leader Saturday 26 April 1873, p. 20.
247Australasian, Saturday 8 April 1876, p. 18.
248John McIlwraith, mayor 1873–1874. (Harbinger of Light, August 1904, p.
8487) See: J. Ann Hone, ‘McIlwraith, John (1828–1902)’, Australian Dictio-
nary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University,
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at the peak of their profession—the queue of ‘medical men who consulted
him at various times’ included Dr Motherwell, Dr Godfrey Howitt, a believer
in spiritualism, like his brother William Howitt, now back in England, and
Dr Bird, Dr Lindsay Richardson, the Melbourne hospital resident surgeon Dr
Addison, and Drs Stoddart, Dyson, Meuller, Röhner, Bull, and Günst—and a
number of wealthy and influential businessman and politicians, among them
Alfred Deakin, future Member of Parliament, the politician and businessman
James Service, the very wealthy and influential entrepreneurs Thomas Stanford
and Hugh Junor Browne, and the immensely rich squatter Sydney Grandison
Watson. Terry numbered among his friends and acquaintances the banker-
littérateur H.G. Turner, the editor and critic James Smith, and the proprietor
of the Age, David Syme. It has to be pointed out, of course, that perhaps
part of Terry’s attraction for these men was a sort of nostalgie de la boue,
a sort of radical chic. In any case, it is striking that there were so few of
them: only a small handful of better-educated and successful public men in
Melbourne publicly identified themselves as spiritualists. It is also notable
that a large proportion of those that did were men who were suffered severe
mental or emotional problems. James Smith had episodes of insanity. Alfred
Deakin was what is politely described as ‘highly-strung’. Richardson and
Röhner died mentally ill. Stanford and Browne were emotionally crippled by
the death of loved ones. (Others of them—Turner, Syme—had only a fleeting
and peripheral connection with spiritualist belief.)
If occasionally the ‘phenomena’ needed a helping hand, would Terry
have refused to offer one? Did Terry have opportunities to assist the spirits
in practical ways? Most certainly. He had a finger in every pie, from
the committee meetings of the Victorian Association of Spiritualists to the
activities of the spiritualist Sunday-school, the Lyceum. If a little bit of
pressure had to be applied, to bring the spiritualist ‘boy orator’ Thomas
Walker to heel or to chastise the errant James Smith, Terry applied it. He
knew a large number of spiritualism’s international luminaries, he was a
friend of many of Melbourne’s mediums and had met and sat in séances with
important provincial figures in the movement including W.D.C. Denovan in
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mcilwraith-john-4098/text6547.
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Sandhurst,249 James Curtis in Ballarat, and B.S. Nayler in Stawell (whose
bronchial cough had disappeared under his clairvoyant ministrations)—in
short, William Terry was the man on the spot, ready, willing, and able to
help, and this included practical help with the phenomena.
Excusing Terry?
Perhaps this is too harsh on the man. In 1905, in an interview with Mrs
Annie Bright, who had been appointed editor of the Harbinger of Light on
his retirement, W.H. Terry explained how the paper had come into being. At
this stage of Terry’s career [around 1870],
. . . it seemed as if all that happened to him was under the most
direct spiritual control—that behind the scenes some powerful
band [of spirits] must be bringing people together who were to af-
terwards make evident in these southern lands the potent influence
on all reform movements in the world.250
Commissioned for such grand work and with a band of mighty spirit be-
ings directing his efforts it seemed to Terry—as it seemed to James Curtis
about his own relations with the spirits—that he was under their command.
Curtis believed himself summoned to be a prophet, commissioned by the
spirits to evangelise the new Dispensation in print and on the platform;251
Terry evidently felt deep spiritual forces thrusting him forward in much the
same way. From this perspective, Terry’s success in his various spiritualistic
endeavours—the bookshop, his prosperous healing practice, the Harbinger,
and the friendship and respect of influential and important Melbourne people
and the reputation he enjoyed in the Victorian spiritualism generally—these
were signs that he was succeeding in what the spirits required of him. If special
efforts had to be made occasionally to convince the sceptics and encourage
the faithful, the end more than justified the means. The fundamental truth
of spiritualism, that the living and the dead are able to communicate with
249Harbinger of Light, October 1904, p. 8531.
250Harbinger of Light, August 1905, pp. 8729.
251See above, p. 174.
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each other, could be demonstrated, even if the authors of the demonstration
sometimes happened to be on this side of the Veil.
7.9.2 The Telegraph Office
In this sketch of the development of spiritualism in Castlemaine and Melbourne
it is possible to make out what might be called an apostolic succession or
person-to-person transmission of spiritualism’s ideas and practices. Terry was
at its centre. Interestingly, one stream led to James Curtis in Ballarat. Curtis
took up spiritualist beliefs for a variety of reasons, not easy to disentangle,
but clearly the precipitating cause of Curtis’s involvement in spiritualism was
the influence of Terry’s spiritualist enterprises in Melbourne. This reached
him via the telegraph office, through Curtis’s friend William Béchervaise, the
Ballarat Post and Telegraph Master.
In an interview with the Harbinger in 1906 Béchervaise explained to its
editor, Mrs Annie Bright, that Curtis came to spiritualism indirectly through
the ‘good offices’ of Mr Thomas Green, the Castlemaine Telegraph Master.
(Green later became head of the combined Castlemaine Telegraph and Post
Office, before retiring to Melbourne in 1886.252) Thomas Green, described
by Mrs Bright as one of the ‘worthy pioneers of the cause in Victoria’, was
a leading member of Castlemaine’s flourishing spiritualist society. In 1873
the Mount Alexander Mail referred to a certain spiritualist Mr Green in a
report of the exposure of a medium called Mrs Rayner. The report connects
him with Bamford. This was Thomas Green of the Castlemaine Telegraph
Office.253 When the famous slate-writing American medium Henry Slade
visited Victoria in 1878, he and his niece, with whom he was travelling, stayed
for three days in Castlemaine as the guest of Thomas Green and his wife
Maria.254
Béchervaise himself was the link to Curtis. Presumably in his official
capacity, Thomas Green often visited Ballarat, and his talks there with his
252Mount Alexander Mail, Monday 18 December 1865, p. 2; Thursday 23 September 1886,
p. 2; Tuesday 5 August 1902, p. 2.
253Mount Alexander Mail, Saturday 29 November 1873, p. 2.
254Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 341.
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opposite number, William Béchervaise—from 1875 Béchervaise was head of the
combined Ballarat Post Office and Telegraph Office255—inspired Béchervaise
to inquire into what he later called “the glories of spiritualism” ’.256 Béchervaise
evidently in turn helped to infect Curtis with his enthusiasm for its Truths.
Post Office connections
There was a further connection. John Paton who, as we have seen, was very
closely associated with the spectacular demonstrations of spirit power in
Castlemaine in the 1870s, had served in the Post Office there since 1864 and
was effectively Castlemaine’s Acting Postmaster and therefore a colleague
of Thomas Green.257 Paton was described in reports of his wife’s séances
as ‘a respectable man, holding a Government appointment’, as though this
might make his wife’s manifestations more believable and trustworthy. On
the other hand, it was suggested by a newspaper reporter, perhaps aware that
Paton was a Vandemonian,258 and married to the daughter of a Vandemonian,
that ‘if any knowledge of. . . an infamous trick or deception can be traced to
him, he is hardly the man to hold a responsible or fiduciary position under
Government’.259 Respectable or not, when Paton moved from Castlemaine to
Melbourne with his wife, the talented medium Mrs Paton, it was to a position
in the G.P.O. there.260 Henry Bamford, husband of Martha Bamford née
Terry, at the time a Castlemaine letter carrier (postman), also later worked
255See above, p. 137.
256Harbinger of Light, July 1906, p. 9002.
257See: Royal Commission to Enquire into the State of the Public Service and
the Working of the Civil Service Act, Together With Minutes of Evidence and
Appendices. Melbourne: John Ferres, Government Printer, 1873, p. 343; and
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/vufind/Record/88952.
258See: Register of all Persons charged with Indictable Offences at the Assizes and Sessions
held with the County [of Lincoln] during the Year 1844, p. 235; Nominal List of Exiles from
Pentonville, Millbank & Parkhurst Prisons which arrived in Port Phillip per the convict
ship Sir Thomas Arbuthnot, on the 4th of May 1847, from Spithead on the 10th January
1847 [Inward Overseas Passenger Lists (British Ports). Microfiche VPRS 7666, copy of
VRPS 947. Public Record Office Victoria.], p. 266.
259The Record and Emerald Hill and Sandridge Advertiser, Thursday 10 April 1873, p. 2.
260Denovan, The Evidences of Spiritualism, p. 262.
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in Melbourne at the Victorian G.P.O.261 It seems more than a coincidence
that these men all worked in the Post and Telegraph office. Another person
with connections to spiritualism was William Blandford, who worked for
many years at the Ballarat Telegraph Office, and rose to become Manager
of Telegraphs in Victoria.262 Blandford, a colleague of William Béchervaise,
knew James Curtis and with Curtis was a suretor of a short-lived Ballarat
spiritualist newsletter, the Revelator.
Their profession may or may not have meant that these were more than
usually disposed to give credence to the notion of direct, quasi-telegraphic,
transmissions between the Spheres, though Béchervaise certainly was, but
it did mean that Victorian spiritualism had a well-connected network of
well-placed and influential believers.
In mid-May 1878, Curtis called on Béchervaise to tell him that a few friends
were proposing to establish a society to investigate spiritualist phenomena.
Would he care to join them? Béchervaise, ‘infected with enthusiasm’ from his
discussions with Green, accepted the invitation, and was elected—contrived
to have himself elected?—Chairman of the newly-formed Ballarat ‘Circle of
Members for Enquiry in the Nature of the Alleged Phenomena of Spiritualism’.
(William Béchervaise, incidentally, was one of the connections between Curtis
and his dead lover Annie Beal. In 1894 on a trip abroad, Béchervaise called
on Annie’s sister Maria, then Maria Murray, at her house in Southampton.
Curtis does not explain why Béchervaise visited Maria, nor if and how they
knew each other.263)
In short, and leaving aside whatever information he had already acquired
from his reading of spiritualist literature, James Curtis in Ballarat got his
spiritualism from William Béchervaise, who got it from Thomas Green in
Castlemaine, who got it from Paton and Bamford there, who got it, or
were in on it, with Terry in Melbourne. The former draper and grocer
William Terry, with an eye on the main chance, and positioning himself at the
very centre of the movement, had developed Terry & Co.—a concern which
261The Argus, Thursday 16 April 1874, p. 7; The Argus, Friday 10 March 1893, p. 1., The
Age, Friday 28 July 1899, p. 1.
262Age, Thursday 2 June 1910, p. 7.
263Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 164.
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definitely included his sister Martha and who knows how many other silent
partners—into modern spiritualism’s leading Victorian wholesale importer
and distributor. James Curtis, at the end of one of his distribution chains,
was one of Terry’s (possibly unwitting) customers.
There is reason to think that Béchervaise was not unfamiliar with a
few of the techniques of assisted spirit communication. At a great many
séances of the Ballarat Circle, Béchervaise, its Chairman, confidently initiated
telegraphic communication in Morse code with the Next Plane of Being,
inviting the supra-mundane station to transmit in reply. The spirits duly
responded in Morse raps.264 A terrestrial agent was needed, of course, to
register and interpret their signals; this duty Béchervaise performed himself.
A sceptical mind would suspect Béchervaise of being both originator and
recipient of incoming and outgoing traffic, and it is significant that Béchervaise
helped to sustain the illusion that there was a spirit operator on the other
end of the line by drawing attention to the spirit-telegraphist’s characteristic
transmission patterns: a dead operator called Lewis tapped slowly and dis-
tinctly, whereas Edward Burton’s Morse raps from the spirit world were quite
rapid. “How exactly this corresponds with Lewis’s style of communicating
through the wire’, the questioner [Béchervaise] often observed; ‘it is just like
his method, so different to Edward’s”.265 A generous interpretation might
represent Béchervaise as a peculiarly devout, though thoroughly self-deluded,
believer; but with no great difficulty he can be portrayed as a cynical cheat.
Béchervaise helped introduce Curtis to spiritualism, evidently assisted
with the ‘phenomena’ that piqued Curtis’s interest and sustained his belief
and, by contributing a laudatory preface, urged along the success of Curtis’s
Rustlings in the Golden City. They were both emigrants, both of whom
became successful professionals in a rich and rapidly expanding colonial city
on the far side of the world, and they had quite possibly known each other or
had had friends in common in England, where they had grown up, in humbler
circumstances, not far from each other. Moreover, as noted above, his friend
James Curtis was a printer; William Béchervaise was certainly well aware of
264See above, p. 193.
265Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p.153.
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the potential usefulness to the spiritualist movement of Curtis’s press.
7.10 Curtis’s Circle, the first séances
To return from Castlemaine and Melbourne to Ballarat and resume Curtis’s
story and the story of Rustlings . . .
It was some weeks, says Curtis, before the first spiritualist phenomena
appeared to the new Circle in Ballarat and to begin with they were faint
and unremarkable. At the first and second meetings the investigators, under
their Chairman William Béchervaise, having started the session by reciting
the ‘Lord’s Prayer’, sat together around a large mahogany table waiting for
the ‘phenomena’ to begin. Suddenly, several of the sitters felt tingling in
their arms, and their hands began to twitch across the table’s surface. At
the third meeting, the arm of a young lady was employed by the spirits to
rap out messages, and Curtis, as astonished himself as his fellow sitters at
his actions, began to thump—‘violently belabor’—the table. By this stage,
the ‘experienced member’, who had connections with ‘a private investigating
circle in Melbourne’, was taking dictation from the spirits, who were ready
to respond to questions put to them. At the fourth séance, a lady sitter,
who afterwards became the medium of the Circle, fell into a trance and ‘in a
low tone, sometimes scarcely above a whisper, commenced and continued to
speak and converse for nearly an hour’. She was controlled by the spirit of
a former Manchester Presbyterian minister named George Wilson, who was
‘exceedingly gratified at being able to speak’ through her.266 These séances
usually ended with the Doxology, ‘Praise God from Whom all blessings flow’.
Not yet convinced by these manifestations, Curtis became known as
the ‘doubting member’. The truths he sought ‘demanded numerous and
searching tests’, said Curtis, and he ‘craved for further and still further kinds
of evidence’.267
266Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 22.
267Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 28.
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Lady friends
For Curtis, conviction began to come with an episode curiously similar to
the Annie Beal story. For several years in the 1850s and early 1860s Curtis
had worked in Geelong. There he met a girl, much younger than himself,
named Lizzie Grave—in 1865, she was 17 years old; Curtis was 39—and they
grew fond of each other. Lizzie, often a visitor at Curtis’s house, became
ill, and lived with the Curtises for a time during her sickness. In 1873 she
died of tuberculosis at the age of just 25,268 five years before Curtis took up
spiritualism and began participating in sittings in Ballarat.
He had long forgotten about Lizzie, says Curtis, until his group’s clair-
voyant medium described an apparition hovering near him, who ‘seemed so
persistent as if determined to be recognised’.269 The medium’s description
of her seemed familiar, and her name came to him suddenly in the course of
a long stroll he took when the Circle’s session was over. Then, at the next
sitting, when the spirit girl again appeared beside Curtis, the medium told
him that the spirit was pleased that Curtis had not forgotten her, and she
revealed that the spirit’s name was Lizzie Grave. Even before she uttered
them, the words ‘Lizzie Grave’ seemed to sound over the séance table.
The Lizzie Grave story, with a young girl cut down in her prime by
consumption and prematurely translated to the next world, pleased not to
have been forgotten and delighted to be able to resume her relationship
with Curtis, is remarkably similar to the story of Annie Beal. Like Lizzie,
Annie presented herself in the earliest of the Circle’s trance communications
sessions and her appearance was ‘well and truly described’ by the medium. ‘I
recognised her without effort’, wrote Curtis.
By August 1878, three months after the Circle was formed, the group
felt that it was becoming a little unwieldy, ‘too large for the almost perfect
harmony required for the best effects’, so it split into two meetings, conducted
268Elizabeth Mary Grave, born in England 1848, died in Geelong in 1873. (FreeBMD.
England & Wales, FreeBMD Birth Index, 1837–1915 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA:
Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2006.; Ancestry.com. Australia, Death Index, 1787–1985
[database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2010.)
269Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 26.
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separately. From time to time they came together to compare experiences.
Curtis met with the smaller of the Circles in a ‘gentleman’s house in
Doveton Street’. Its harmony was good and the results were compelling:
The general results [said Curtis] of our investigations concerning
the truth or otherwise of spiritual phenomena cannot conscien-
tiously be pronounced otherwise than absolutely in favour of spirit
manifestation.270
Over the next seven years, until 1885, Curtis’s Circle meet weekly, some-
times twice weekly, coming together more than five hundred times. At each
session the members sat at a small round table. An invocation was read, fol-
lowed by singing in harmony, which the spirits often accompanied by rapping.
Then there was quiet talk or silence, and the lady medium would fall into
a trance and go under the control of a spirit. Her trance lasted from half
to three-quarters of an hour. After this there was fifteen minutes or so of
special spirit raps, spirit lights, spirit writing, and other manifestations of
spirit agency.
It was through this trance medium, whom Curtis does not name, that
the group derived most of its information about ‘our friends’, his rather
precious term for their spirit visitants. The spirits’ Heavenly lives, enjoyments,
occupations and, most important, the way they progressed in the spheres—
their unfoldment—were revealed to Curtis’s group through their terrestrial
instrument, the medium. She spoke with such ‘ease, eloquence, refinement
and clearness’, that ‘much of what was occult was made clear’.271
Of the ‘phenomena’, Curtis was particularly impressed by ‘spirit lights’,
small balls of flame that floated gracefully in the semi-darkness of the séance.
Table-turning, which the Circle attempted from time to time, also gave
impressive results:
Either with or without contact of hands, the table rose, tilted, kept
time to music by beating on the floor or oscillating. . . Sometimes,
270Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 77.
271Ibid., p. 79.
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no one being within two or three feet, it floated in the air.272
Among other marvels, one of the sitters was able to surrender the use
of his hand to the spirits, who employed it to compose messages, not only
in English but in ancient languages and foreign tongues not known to any
member of the Circle. Week by week, a spirit called Laurentius [probably St
Laurence, a Roman deacon martyred under the Emperor Valerian] dictated
the story of his life. Small objects were apported into the séance room and
‘laid on the table by unseen powers’. The hat of Mr Béchervaise, placed on
a stand in the lobby half an hour previously, re-formed itself in a whitish
circular cloud near the ceiling, consolidated, and ‘gravitated to its drawing
power, the owner’. Members of the Circle were often touched by spirit hands.
The sitters’ powers of clairvoyance, and to a lesser degree, of clairaudience,
increased remarkably, to the point where one member was able to read the
whole career of a person’s life at a glance (This was often so abhorrent that
he tried to suppress the ability.273)
Curtis does not seem puzzled as to why the spirits in Ballarat, as elsewhere,
were given to mixing messages of profound importance to the sitters with
whimsical and capricious manifestations of other-worldly powers. As Robert
Browning asks rhetorically in ‘Mr. Sludge, the Medium’,
How does it suit the dread traditional text
O’ the “Great and Terrible Name”? Shall the Heaven of Heavens
Stoop to such child’s play?274
One doesn’t expect slapstick comedy from the pulpit, and the argument
that the spiritualist séance was a solemn, deeply sacred, religious ritual275
is rather undercut by stories of the high-jinks that were often part of the
proceedings. The juvenile sense of humour that would decant a spiritualised
hat onto its owner’s head is nicely captured in a parody of Doctor Johnson’s
272Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 81.
273Ibid., p. 84.
274‘Mr. Sludge, the Medium’, published in 1864, from Dramatis Personæ.
275See, for example, Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in
Melbourne’s Golden Age, 1870–1890, pp. 199–205.
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pontificating style by Boswell’s friend Alexander Chalmers. ‘Bozz’ is Boswell,
‘Pozz’ is Johnson. Bozz is speaking:
Next day we dined at the Mitre. I mentioned spirits. ‘Sir, there is
as much evidence for the existence of spirits as against it. You may
not believe it but you cannot deny it.’ I told him that my great
grandmother once saw a spirit. He asked me to relate it, which
I did very minutely, while he listened with profound attention.
When I mentioned that the spirit once appeared in the shape
of a shoulder of mutton, and another time in that of a tea-pot,
he interrupted me. Pozz : ‘There, sir, is the point; the evidence
is good, but the scheme is defective in consistency. We cannot
deny that the spirit appeared in these shapes; but then we cannot
reconcile them.276
Clairaudience
For Curtis and his Circle, clairaudience meant the ability to hear sounds,
especially voices, outside the range of normal perception, usually but not
always the voices of the dead. A hostile newspaper article of the time
characterised clairaudience as ‘the faculty of hearing angels’ whispers and
the low-toned conversation of those etherial [sic.] beings of the other and
supernatural world’.277 The Circle’s medium was clairaudient, and the sitters
too were occasionally able to catch some of the words spoken by discarnate
spirits during séances. Curtis himself developed strong clairaudient powers:
he believed he could hear Annie’s whispered words of love, and not only in
sittings with the Circle. He was also able to hear other sounds characteristic
of Annie, the swish of her silk skirts, for example, when she manifested herself
to him in a séance with the medium Henry Slade: ‘I could hear, too, the
rustling of her dress as the celestial visitant [Annie Beal] transiently wended
276Alexander Chalmers, in: Johnsoniana or, Supplement to Boswell: being anecdotes and
sayings of Dr Johnson, collected by Piozzi, Hawkins, Tyers...et al. London: John Murray,
pp. 472–73.
277‘Hearing Angels’ Whispers’, reprinted in the Illawarra Mercury, Friday 31 October
1879.
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from one position or place to the other. . . The dress rustled (as silk rustles)
with every movement’.278
Sometimes spiritualists distinguished ‘inner-voice’ clairaudience, the ability
of a medium to hear the words of spirits in her trance conversations with them,
from voices produced by spirits in the public world of ordinary experience.
The latter, often facilitated by a papier-mâché trumpet, which the spirits
occasionally used in preference to the medium’s ‘organism’ (her larynx),
became known as ‘direct-voice’ or ‘trumpet’ messages. Some of Annie’s
communications with Curtis were of this kind.
Contemporary sceptics, of course, sneered at the notion that papier-mâché
trumpets could channel the voices of the dead. At an 1878 séance conducted
by the American medium Jesse Shepard, the trumpet fell into the hands of
unbelievers and stopped working:
Some one in the front happening to strike against [the spirit
speaking trumpet], it fell amongst them, and was quietly taken
possession of by a couple of the sitters, who held it lightly, but
well guarded, and, strange to say, there were no more spirit voices,
nor any spirit hands felt for the rest of the evening.279
Believers, naturally, were not given to this sort of flippancy.
Belief and knowledge
Mark Twain once said that the step between believing a thing and thinking
you know it is ‘only a small step and quickly taken’,280 and for Curtis the
narrow gap between believing in the phenomena of spiritualism and knowing
its explanations to be true—knowing that the phenomena were real events
in our common world, explained by the intentions and powers of discarnate
spirits—was doubtless quickly and easily bridged.
However, it is reasonable to ask why Curtis was drawn to endorse the
spiritualist explanation of the phenomena. Spiritualists said that the spirits
278Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 64.
279The Rockhampton Morning Bulletin, Wednesday 23 October 1878, p. 2.
280John S. Tuckey, ed.: The Devil’s Race-Track: Mark Twain’s Great Dark Writings.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966, p. 279.
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levitated chairs to demonstrate their powers and arrest our attention, but of
course other explanations were possible—‘forces as yet unknown to science’
and so forth. Spirit communications were believed to come from the discarnate
dead, but alternatives were suggested, for example, that dead relatives and
friends were being impersonated by evil entities or, as Theosophists believed,
by ‘elementals’, sub-human nature-spirits.281
The explanation can only be that Curtis simply knew, with the assurance
of immediate insight, that the facts of spiritualism were as they seemed. There
was no room for doubt. Whatever its epistemological shortcomings, at a
personal level knowledge of this kind could not be challenged. Who could tell
Jack that his Jill was not the only girl in the world, or convince James Curtis
that it was no longer possible for him to love the still-living Annie? Who
could persuade Curtis that the presence he felt about him was not that of his
sweetheart, come from beyond the grave to offer him consolation and hope?
The gap between belief and knowledge, which might be widened indef-
initely, or so it seems, and which invites disbelievers to propose an ever-
increasing variety of ‘real’ explanations of what the believer has averred,
was thus made irrelevant. In the case of spiritualist beliefs, anthropologists,
sociologists, psychologists, neurophysiologists, expert ‘ists’ of every variety,
have stepped into the gap to explain what was actually going on, accompa-
nied, of course by an army of professional and amateur sceptics and scoffers.
But imagine Curtis, a middle-aged man, discovering within himself that he
felt—could still feel—the exhilarating, joyful passion for his first love, Annie,
not just a sweetheart fondly remembered from his boyhood in a country that
now lay far over the ocean, but a vital, electrifying, presence—hers—beside
him again.
Moreover, to Curtis’s great joy, his sweetheart had not been destroyed by
her fatal illness and death. Only her cruder human imperfections were gone;
what remained was a loving sweet creature of angelic perfection wearing buds
of roses in a golden girdle. Three decades had passed since she died. He was
getting old and he was unwell and burdened with business worries; she was
still young, happy, and vibrantly alive.
281Olcott, Old Diary Leaves: the true story of the Theosophical Society, pp. 71–2.
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This vision of Annie seemed to imply—and she confirmed this in her
conversations with Curtis—that she continued to exist in a place from which
she could come to Curtis in Ballarat and to which Curtis would be translated
on his death. A further implication now began to make sense. If death could
be abolished, it seemed to follow that other, lesser, limitations, awkwardnesses,
and inconveniences of our physical existence could also be dismissed. Time and
distance could be set aside—and to prove it, newspapers could be transported
instantaneously across the globe. Gravity could be defied, as levitating tables
demonstrated. Walls were no longer a barrier to the movement of solid
objects. What’s more, if death was the release of the spirit from its material
incarnation, then clearly the natural home of our real self is not this material
realm. The world we are born into is a prison and our bodies are not part
of our essential being. This insight gave Curtis direct intuitive knowledge of
his deeper being. In his love for Annie he found his spiritual self and became
conscious of its destiny.
His recognition of these truths was their own guarantee, for the act of
discovery constituted what was discovered. As the Gnostic Gospel of Philip
says:
If you see spirit, you are spirit. If you look at the anointed, you
are the anointed. If you see the father, you will be father. In this
world you see everything but yourself, but there [beyond it], you
look at yourself and are what you see.282
‘Knock upon yourself as upon a door and walk upon yourself as on a straight
road’, said the Gnostic Sylvanus,283 and it is this reflexive apprehension of
the self that protects Curtis from sceptical attack. Curtis the author presents
Curtis the narrator as a believer, making the issue of whether he, Curtis
himself, entirely endorsed the literal truth of what was asserted in Rustlings
impossible to state, for ‘Curtis himself’ was the creation of Curtis. The sceptic
baulked at a story of a levitating table; Curtis sees it as the report of an
282Barnstone and Meyer, The Gnostic Bible, ‘The Gospel of Philip’ p. 271.
283Nag Hammadi Library, ‘The Teachings of Silvanus’, trans. Malcolm Peel and Jan
Zandee, at: http://gnosis.org/naghamm/silvanus.html
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encounter with the spiritual world experienced by Curtis, and considers what
it might signify. The written score was irrelevant; what mattered was the felt
meaning of the music it represented.
7.11 Nine sittings
Chapter VII concludes with nine transcripts of messages from spirits at
sittings of the Circle.284 Manuscript records of their séances, says Curtis, piled
up by the hundred; included in this chapter is a very small selection of some
of the more interesting.
Among the spirits who visited Ballarat and lectured to Curtis’s Circle
were the famous Nonconformist preacher John Angell [misspelt in Rustlings
as ‘Angel’] James, John Stuart Mill, Martin Luther, Harriet Martineau, the
Puritan theologian Richard Baxter, and the meddlesome priest Thomas à
Becket. These figures were often present, together or separately, sharing the
séances with less illustrious dead friends and relatives of the sitters.285 (Oddly
enough, struggling a little with the orthography and using a form—with the
geographical designator à—unknown to him at the time of his death, Thomas
Becket signed himself ‘Thos. A Becket’.)
Perhaps not surprisingly given their authorship, the transcripts that Curtis
reproduces are serious and didactic, but for some reason the tone is excessively
high-flown, archaising, and rather clumsy, as though the human intermediary,
the Circle’s medium, not quite understanding the messages, attempted to
elevate their dignity and force by rendering them in prose a little above her
natural level. The transcripts read like this:
Oh, friends of earth!—children of our Father!—we [Spirits] are near
you; and with upraised hands call down upon you the blessings
of heaven. You are not alone in your search for truth regarding
man’s immortality; for thousands and tens of thousands of your
brethren in the flesh and of the spirit are also searchers for the
284Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 85–94.
285Ibid., pp. 85–94.
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same truth.286
This was one of the spirits’ joint communications, signed by J. McHattie,
Samuel Brown, John Angel James, Richard Baxter, B. Brodie, and John
Milne.
With their contributions delivered in this stilted fashion, the personalities
of the speakers are entirely lost. Martin Luther, for example, who is said to
have discovered the fundamental truths of the Reformation while seated on his
chamber pot, wrote vigorous prose that was often coarse, even scatological. ‘I
resist the devil’, he said, ‘and often it is with a fart that I chase him away’.287
None of this comes across in his Ballarat communications. John Stuart Mill,
whose writings in mortal life were a model of clarity, is dense, repetitive and
dull. While alive, Harriet Martineau was a very experienced writer with a
crisp style—‘The sum and substance of female education in America, as in
England, is training women to consider marriage as the sole object in life, and
to pretend that they do not think so.’—but she was unable to write like this
in the spirit world. Even the turbulent priest had grown placid and boring.
Perhaps the divine truths were too deep and complex to express in a
natural way, and it may be that the spirits were doing the best they could
with the organism of the medium they were obliged to use. After all, she had
been given the very difficult job of channelling the words of great thinkers, of
different periods, and not all of them native speakers of English. It may be
that she simply lacked the education and talent to perform the task properly.
This problem in fact was part of a more general difficulty: spirits often,
even always, had trouble describing their Plane to their terrestrial audiences.
This was not evidence against their existence, of course. It is just as might
be expected, for the spirits were in effect returning from a foreign country.
Traveller’s tales are proverbially amazing, and the traveller himself has often
acquired sophisticated knowledge hard to render into the language of his
listeners. If the logic of this explanation seems circular, with the assumption
that the phenomenon has some quality or other forming part of the proof
286Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 85.
287http://ergofabulous.org/luther/ has a list of Martin Luther’s insults.
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that it had, Curtis did not see it this way, and his circle of belief, like the
hermeneutic circle, was all the better, as far as he was concerned, for being
tighter and more complete. ‘Proof’, in any case, was proof by impressive
demonstration, not the outcome of systematic empirical enquiry and careful
deduction.
If some of this seems silly, and much of it did to many of Curtis’s contem-
poraries, is there anything that can be urged on his behalf to make his beliefs
seem more reasonable and less likely to attract the derision of sceptics? Yes.
We can explain the context.
7.12 Context
Very few of Curtis’s contemporaries would have accepted that the shade of
Martin Luther really visited Ballarat and spoke to a gathering of its citizens
but, on the other hand, there is no evidence that Curtis was mad. Where on
this continuum, running from corroborated public assertions by trustworthy,
sane persons, at one extreme, to voices heard by madmen at the other—
between ‘really happened’ and ‘hallucinated raving’—should we place his
spirit messages?
To begin it may be helpful to think of Curtis’s representation of what the
spirits delivered at his séances as lying somewhere near memorised poetry
when it is recalled. Rote-learnt poems, which, significantly, we call learnt
‘by heart’, can become so deeply embedded in our being that, brought to
mind, they seem part of ourselves. Reciting a poem that has been thoroughly
committed to memory is more like exhibiting an aspect of one’s inner being
than reading off remembered words in lines. (A near neighbour of recalling
remembered verse is giving way to the world of fictional conceits while reading
a novel, but we usually withdraw from these worlds without difficulty when
we put the book down.) Memorised poetry can become so much a part of our
constitution that in its recollection another person’s voice becomes our own
and, its force impossible to evade, the poem speaks our words for us.
This idea recalls the theory of consciousness developed by the psychol-
ogist Julian Jaynes, who suggested that before humans developed reflexive
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self-consciousness, auditory verbal hallucinations originating in the brain’s
right hemisphere gave instructions to the left, experienced by the individual
as commands from dead rulers—the gods.288 Widely admired and heavily
criticised when it was published, Jaynes’s The Origin of Consciousness has
many detractors, and some defenders, among the latter the philosopher Daniel
Dennett,289 but it is now largely forgotten or ignored.
Close to memorised poetry in this spectrum is the internalised familiar
prose of sacred books, for Protestant Christians like Curtis, the Authorised
translation of the Old and New Testaments. Hymns, the Apostles’ Creed,
and the Book of Common Prayer were also part of these deeply embedded
deposits of memory laid down in childhood. It is relevant here too that formal
public speech of Curtis’s time was, by our standards a century and a half later,
measured, dignified, and elevated. Important occasions called for orotund
and sonorous tones. Before broadcast and online media came into being,
the language of important topics was weighty, considered, and often rich in
literary allusion.
This was what may be called the literary context for Curtis’s account
of what took place at the séances, what the spirits were supposed to have
revealed to the medium, what she divulged of this to the group, how it was
interpreted and recorded, and what appeared finally, polished and edited,
in Rustlings. The messages were the reverse of ‘taken to heart’. They were
taken from the heart, extracted from the group’s deep beliefs in the way that
a skilled chairman draws out the consensus of a meeting. In this sense it is
largely irrelevant that the medium may have been deliberately fraudulent or
that Curtis connived at a deception or was taken in. From previous séances—
and his group sat together many times—it was clear enough what messages
the spirits wished to convey. The skill of the medium lay in delivering, as
from a source beyond herself, what the sitters expected to hear. They, for
their part, helped shape her perception of what would satisfy them. All of this
drew on deeply-held beliefs that came to the surface speaking for themselves,
288Jaynes, The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind.
289Daniel Dennett: “Julian Jaynes’s software archeology”. In: Canadian Psychol-
ogy/Psychologie canadienne 27.2 (Apr. 1986), pp. 149–154.
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in the way that poetry taken to heart seems to emerge unbidden as one’s own
thoughts.
This may be called collusion, but it was collusion of a peculiar kind,
reminiscent of the party game called ‘Psychoanalysis’ in Daniel Dennett’s
Consciousness Explained,290 which he gives as an example of authorship
without an author. One person is selected from the group and sent from
the room, told that in his absence someone will relate a recent dream and
that on his return he will be required to reconstruct its story by asking
yes/no questions. But no dream is related. The group simply agrees on a
rule to randomise the answers to his questions, for example, that the answer
will be ‘yes’ if the last letter of his question lies in the second half of the
alphabet; otherwise no, with an additional rule that previous answers cannot
be contradicted.
When the dupe returns to the room and begins questioning, he
gets a more or less random, or at any rate arbitrary, series of yeses
and noes in response. The results are often entertaining. . .When
the dupe eventually decides that the dreamer—whoever he or she
is—must be a very sick and troubled individual, the assembled
party gleefully retorts that the dupe himself is the author of the
‘dream’. This is not strictly true, of course. In one sense, the dupe
is the author by virtue of the questions he was inspired to ask.
(No one else proposed putting the three gorillas in the rowboat
with the nun.) But in another sense, the dream simply has no
author, and that is the whole point.291
Simple rules, a feedback loop, and some noise in the system are enough
to generate what we might call with a deliberate pun a ‘ghost-written’ story,
put together by ‘a process of narrative production, of detail accumulation,
with no authorial intentions or plans at all—an illusion with no illusionist’.292
290Daniel C. Dennett: Consciousness Explained. Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin,
1993, p. 11.
291Ibid., p. 11.
292Ibid., p. 11.
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Dennett was arguing against the Cartesian explanation of consciousness as
a single, supervisory-and-executive ghost in the machine, in favour of a bundle
of multiple semi-independent cognitive agencies, and it is tempting to view
this as an analogue of the dynamics of the séance, with sitters the agencies,
the medium the ‘centre of narrative gravity’ (the self), and the revelations of
the sitting a story which the sitters and the medium jointly construct and
relate to themselves. Be that as it may, it is clear that the séance is not
necessarily required to be understood as merely a neutral occasion in which
the deliverances of an entranced medium are delivered to a passive audience.
7.12.1 A note on Julian Jaynes
It is possible to propose other, perhaps more persuasive, certainly more
elaborated, models for what was being transacted in spiritualist séances.
One, for example, might be adapted from a passage in ‘Vestiges of the
Bicameral Mind in the Modern World’, the final chapter of The Origin of
Consciousness, where Julian Jaynes proposes a four-part model for what
he calls his ‘hypothesised structure behind a large class of phenomena of
diminished consciousness’ which he believes are ‘partial holdovers from our
earlier mentality’. They four parts are:
• the collective cognitive imperative, or belief system, a cultur-
ally agreed-on expectancy or prescription which defines the
particular form of a phenomenon and the roles to be acted
out within that form
• an induction or formally ritualized procedure whose function
is the narrowing of consciousness by focusing attention on a
small range of preoccupations
• the trance itself, a response to both the preceding, character-
ized by a lessening of consciousness or its loss, the diminishing
of the analog ‘I’ or its loss, resulting in a role that is accepted,
tolerated, or encouraged by the group
• the archaic authorization to which the trance is directed or
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related to, usually a god, but sometimes a person who is
accepted by the individual and his culture as an authority
over the individual, and who by the collective cognitive
imperative is prescribed to be responsible for controlling the
trance state.293
(The ‘earlier mentality’ is of course Jaynes’s conjectured ‘bicameral mind’,
but its greatly disputed existence and supersession by the modern conscious
‘I’ is not the object of this model.) Briefly, the four elements of a séance
construed along Jaynes’s lines would comprise: 1. the group’s expectation
acting reciprocally between the sitters and the medium; 2. the induction
rituals which remove distractions and define the group’s narrow purpose;
3. the creation, for the occasion, of the mediumistic powers in the person of
the medium; and 4. her control by the spirit or spirits.
If the central practice of spiritualism can reasonably be regarded in this
way as a ‘partial holdover from our earlier mentality’ the tension between
‘really happened’ and ‘wild delusion’ is eased a little. Curtis might be said
to have found a route to the self of an earlier mode of consciousness in
which some of the objects of his awareness, though coming from within, are
unambiguously, and without self-deceit, recognised as deriving from another
Plane of Being. This is quite different from treating Curtis’s deeply held-
beliefs as the product of a defective consciousness, perhaps compromised by
a mild schizophrenia, for example. In every relevant respect Curtis enjoyed
unhindered engagement with the real world of common experience, but in
addition had access to another realm, the most engaging and thrilling fact of
which was—for Curtis—the existence there of Annie, his lost love. To return
to our earlier analogy, Annie’s voice rose in him like remembered poetry, part
of a glorious realm in which he began to find himself able to travel and to
which one day, his physical encumbrances shrugged off, the essential part of
his being would be entirely translated. Curtis’s gnostic self-exploration and
the discoveries to which it led seemed to be underwritten, in this world, by
various other-worldly phenomena, but this scarcely mattered. Even if the
293Jaynes, The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, p. 324.
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proofs failed the vision remained, and in fact the failures were confirmatory,
attributed to the imperfections of this lower Plane. Then the failures were
disregarded.
7.12.2 The spirits’ theology
To return to Curtis’s transcribed reports of the nine sittings of his Circle. . .
The reports consist almost entirely of the spirits’ theological teaching—
which of course Curtis would prefer to regard not as theology but as an
exposition of demonstrated and attested matters of fact—about the nature
of our spiritual self and its progress in the next realms. They are largely
a restatement of what Rustlings set out in previous chapters: ‘The life of
your bodies is not all.’; ‘The immortal spirit. . . is a Spark of Divinity and
cannot perish!’; ‘No man dies. He but casts off his materiality. He remains a
personality, full of individuality.’; ‘An individual will remain so to all eternity.’;
‘We have been human, and are still so in feeling.’; and much more of the same.
It has to be said that the theology of the spirits’ messages sometimes
seems a little undeveloped, even occasionally somewhat muddled but, as one
spirit pointed out:
There are times when the whole message gets spoiled in trans-
mission. Thoughts of some kinds are transmitted with ease; and
other thoughts have so much haze and accumulations round them
which prevent the recording instrument [the medium] receiving
anything but a blurred message mixed up, with part real and part
imaginary’.294
There was considerable haze in a message which Curtis’s group received on
16 April 1879, for example, which proposed a trichotomous anthropology, of
body, soul, and spirit (a heterodox view of the matter, anyway, at least to a
Protestant) which somehow reversed the usual arrangement, with ‘soul’ more
‘etherialised’ [sic.] than ‘spirit’. ‘We desire to tell you’, said one of the spirit
mentors, ‘that the nearer the spirit is to the Earth plane, the nearer it is to
294Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 88.
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matter in structure and aspect; but as the spirit advances, the more devoid
of its grosser particles it gets, until soul alone is the result’.295
Theology is not religion, and it may be that Curtis’s no-nonsense, plain-
speaking, ‘spiritualism-is-a-matter-of-ordinary-fact’ approach comes nearer to
its object than some of its competitors. What that object is, however, how it
differs from others, and how it may be approached were never articulated in his
writings with any great subtlety. Spiritualism for Curtis was belief-in-practice,
and spiritualism’s place in the comparative history of man’s encounters with
the Divine held little interest for him. At most, his reflections attempted to
show that Protestant Christianity was compatible with spiritualism, though
very much outdated. Spiritualism’s new dispensation superseded the rest; not
a lot more needed to be said.
7.13 Mrs Fielden and Mrs Reynolds
Mrs Fielden
On Friday 3 January 1879 Mrs Fielden, a medium from Richmond, ‘well-
known amongst the leading Spiritualists of the metropolis’,296 gave a trance
lecture at the Mechanics’ Institute in Sale. (The spiritualist trance-lecturer
Thomas Walker called Mrs Fielden ‘one of the best mediums in Australia’.297)
Sad to say, Mrs Fielding’s evening performance, from its opening, with hymns
sung by some young ladies at the front of the audience—singing helped the
process of generating spiritual phenomena—to its close, when the improvised
choir rendered ‘In the Sweet By-and-By’ as the meagre crowd was preparing to
depart, was not a success, and it was given a mocking review in the following
Monday’s Gippsland Times.298
The Sale paper summarised the substance of Mrs Field’s trance lecture
with some show of fairness: ‘Death was as natural as life, and therefore not
to be shunned or feared—it was a physical change which released the spirit
295Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 89.
296Ibid., p. 158.
297Medium and Daybreak, vol. 10, no. 493, September 1879 p. 575.
298Gippsland Times, Monday 6 January 1879, p. 3.
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from its tenement of clay, and permitted it to join the spirits of the spheres,
and find its proper and suitable place; for as we are entities in this world so
should we be entities in the bourne to which we were hastening.’
But Mrs Fielden herself, in the view of the Gippsland Times, was a fraud.
She impersonated her supposed ‘control’ Franz Mesmer badly, giving him
a comical German accent. When a questioner in the audience suggested
that though she affected to be in trance she was actually as conscious of her
surroundings as anyone in the room, Mrs Fielden indignantly replied that on
her own word he could be assured that she wasn’t. She blathered nonsense.
‘The oracles’, said the Times, ‘seem to pay far more attention to verbiage
than sense, and frequently confuse enquirers with a quantity of deceptive
words and phrases having no relation whatever to the matter at issue’. In
the opinion of the Gippsland Times, Mrs Fielden was another Mrs Hominy,
Dickens’s ‘Transcendental Literary Lady’ in Martin Chuzzlewit, who was given
to declaiming such meaningless profundities as ‘Mind and matter glide swift
into the vortex of immensity’.
James Curtis had six sittings in Melbourne with Mrs Fielden, the first on
20 November 1879, and he, by contrast with the Gippsland Times reporter,
was very favourably impressed:
Mrs Fielden’s trance powers I consider to be of a high order. Spirits
readily took possession of her organism, and spoke with great
facility; and I believe she was well protected from the encroachment
of low or unworthy controls.299
(Curtis probably had a considerable number of mediums to choose from. If
W.H. Terry is correct, as early as 1870 there were at least 25 or 30 mediums
‘of varied powers’ in Melbourne, and this number almost certainly grew over
the decade.300) Curtis was convinced—on what grounds he does not explain—
that she could not have known anything about him before they met; Mrs
Fielden’s apparently intimate knowledge of Curtis’s family and friends which
she revealed in her séances with him could have come to her only from the
299Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 158.
300Tuttle, Arcana of Spiritualism: a manual of spiritual science and philosophy, p. 210.
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spirits.
For Curtis, the most compelling evidence that Mrs Fielden had extraordi-
nary clairvoyant powers was her ability to conjure up his beloved Annie. ‘I see
a lovely female form standing near you in most beautiful attire’, Mrs Fielden
told Curtis. ‘She seems peculiarly attracted to you. Her name is Anne. . . The
spirit Anne, beside you, appears to me beautiful beyond description. She is
putting a wreath of flowers around your neck.’
His first séance with Mrs Fielden lasted three hours, Curtis said, and he
had ‘a delightfully delicious time’, with ‘the remembrance of their [Annie’s
and others’] words of love and affection still of pleasing daily occurrence’.301
Of course Mrs Fielden also had direct access to many other spirits beside
Curtis’s sweetheart Annie. Appearing with Anne Beal in cameo rôles were
his grandfather, his mother, his brother William, his sisters Mary, Sarah,
and Catherine, his cousins Emily and Henry, his young lady friend Lizzie
Grave from Geelong and, besides these, more notable personages, including
the grand Spirit Guides Hermes, Hafed, and Zion, Johann Spurzheim the
phrenologist, Andrew Jackson Davis, and Sir John Hindmarsh, whom Curtis
helpfully glosses as the Governor of New South Wales. Governor Hindmarsh
was going to be able to assist Curtis ‘in connection with a trip to Sydney’.
(Unfortunately, the transmission had been spoiled by haze and accumulations
in its passage from the upper Spheres. John Hindmarsh had been Governor of
South Australia, not New South Wales. He died in England in 1860, twenty
years before his dealings with James Curtis; perhaps by 1879 Hindmarsh’s
memory of places he had known in his former career had dimmed a little.)
This is an impressive list, but it was Mrs Fielden’s channelling of Dr Franz
Mesmer, whose appearance in Sale had so disappointed the Gippsland Times
reporter, which impressed Curtis the most. (Curtis always gives Mesmer his
(translated) academic title. Sadly, though Curtis could not have known, there
is evidence that the Swabian physician-magician Mesmer plagiarised the thesis
for which his degree was awarded.302) Reviving his counterfactual-conditional,
301Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, pp. 160–62.
302See: Frank A. Pattie: “Mesmer’s Medical Dissertation and Its Debt to Mead’s De
Imperio Solis ac Lunae”. In: Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 11.3
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bacon-and-eggs argument, he wrote:
Could I have transferred Dr Mesmer’s rapid speech of foreign
English it might have formed matter of an eloquent oration for
pamphlet series, of much utility to the scientific world. . . 303
But he couldn’t and it didn’t.
What Curtis was able to get from these sessions was proof, and it was
well-founded:
To suppose that at all (or any) of these séances deception was
attempted, or that I was duped or being deceived by the sensitives,
would be a breach of fidelity or consciousness, inconsistent with all
my strongest and best reasoning powers, and contrary to common
sense.304
The proof he found in Mrs Fielding’s séances was, in the words of the well-
loved hymn ‘Blessed Assurance’ by Fanny Crosby305, ‘blessed assurance’,
the ‘foretaste of glory divine’, ‘visions of rapture’, and ‘angels descending,
bringing whispers of love’. These are words which Curtis would have sung on
many a Sunday morning in the church he attended, the Congregationalists’
in Dawson Street. The blessed assurance, what’s more, was not one of faith
in the process of redemption, with mankind somehow ‘the Heir of salvation,
purchase of God, born of his Spirit, washed in his blood’ (also words from
the hymn). It was the assurance provided by compelling demonstration.
Curtis was confident that his reasoning powers alone were sufficient to
inform his understanding to the divine truth of spiritual progress. After all,
his own determined efforts had got him from rural poverty in England to
considerable wealth and status in a remarkably prosperous, modern, and
progressive city in one of the Empire’s richest colonies. Curtis was proud of
his accomplishments and saw no need to defer to the conclusions of the great
(1956), pp. 275–287.
303Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 162.
304Ibid., p. 158.
305Edith Waldvogel Blumhofer: Her Heart Can See: the life and hymns of Fanny J. Crosby.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2005, pp. 229–30.
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theologians and philosophers of the past who had explored the questions upon
which he himself was now taking a position. Significantly, all the literature
he adduces in support of his spiritualism came from other spiritualists (very
little of it showing any great intellectual depth or subtlety). It may seem
odd that a man whose trade was words, at least putting them into print,
was let down by words—his inadequacy in dealing with writing more acute,
informed, analytical, and exacting than his own. But it didn’t matter. With
(possibly) admirable innocence and directness he knew he knew: the divine
knowledge Curtis had acquired was knowledge by personal acquaintance. It
was incontrovertible; the rest was detail.
Mrs Reynolds
Another medium whose séances with Curtis produced what he called ‘good
results’ was Mrs Reynolds, of Bourke Street Melbourne. Curtis had his first
sitting with Mrs Reynolds on 30 November 1880, and she had scarcely fallen
into her trance when she began describing the spirits who had appeared and
wished to communicate with him.
Of course Annie came, with messages of her undying love for her James.
‘She is beside you now’, Mrs Reynolds told him. ‘She whispers to you words
of love. Oh, she is lovely!’306
Many of Curtis’s family and friends were also channelled by Mrs Reynolds,
among them Henriette Longford, whom Curtis had known when he was a lad,
Jane Curtis, his father’s aunt, his sister Sarah, and various other people from
his past, not all of them, of course, people who had stopped by to chat when
Mrs Fielden was the medium.
Besides these relatives and acquaintances, other spirits, many of them
famous in their mortal lives, gathered to participate in Mrs Reynolds’ séances
with Curtis, among them the astronomer Herschel, who had assumed the
rôle of Curtis’s Spirit Guide. Herschel was accompanied by his sister, an
astronomer in her own right.307 Another celebrity spirit was the (former)
306Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 169.
307See above, p. 181.
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fashionable Georgian literary lady Marguerite Gardiner: ‘accompanying one
of your Guides is the Countess Blessington’, said Mrs Reynolds. Incredibly,
or more incredibly, Artemus Ward appeared, wearing great striped trousers,
ready for a joke, and Charles Dickens arrived offering to help with Curtis’s
writing.308
Curtis was doubtless flattered and the medium was certainly gratified by
the presence at their séances of so many famous and important people. By
a process never explained Mrs Reynolds managed to induce only spirits of
significance to appear and was able to keep others away. With few exceptions,
casual passers-by ignored the sittings. Spirits uncongenial to Curtis’s interests
were excluded, and those of his relatives he had no wish to recall did not come.
Curtis’s mother Elizabeth née Hicks frequently attended his séances, but his
father Robert Blachford Curtis, who died in 1844, is never mentioned.309
Curtis was known to have an amateur interest in astronomy;310 William
Herschel, discoverer of Uranus and infrared radiation, the most notable
astronomer of the recent past, adopted Curtis as his spiritual ward and
attended his sittings like a benevolent uncle. Curtis enjoyed after-dinner
speeches and the kind of humour that went with them;311 Artemus Ward
turned up. Curtis was a prolific writer of letters to newspapers and was known
to be working on a book; Charles Dickens made himself known and offered
to help with Curtis’s writing. (Curtis passes quickly over Lady Blessington’s
visit, however, dismissing her with the remark that she had come to the
séance not for her own purposes but in the company of another spirit. Lady
Blessington’s personal life and social career were marked by several scandalous
indiscretions, and these had been widely retailed by Australian newspapers.
The Melbourne Argus called her an ‘elegant unthrift from upper Bohemia’.312
A letter to the editor of a South Australian provincial daily condemned her
308Curtis, Rustlings in the Golden City, p. 167.
309(FreeBMD. England & Wales, FreeBMD Death Index, 1837-1915 [database on-line].
Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2006.)
310Curtis, Newspaper Correspondence Over Twenty Years in the Ballarat Newspapers,
p. 11.
311Ibid., p. 17.
312The Argus, Thursday 29 September 1870, p. 4.
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as ‘a profligate élève and charlatan writer’.313)
Once again, it is tempting to treat this and Curtis’s similar séance encoun-
ters with the spirits as—to put it gently—an unfortunate weakness, perhaps
brought on by guilty feelings about his lost love Annie, a vulnerability that
was all too easily exploitable by more or less predatory ‘mediums’, for whom
Curtis represented cash income. Harry Houdini called preying on people of
this kind ‘the curse of Spiritualism’, which, he said,
. . . touches every phase of human affairs and emotions, leaving in
its wake a crowd of victims whose plight is frequently pathetic,
sometimes ludicrous, oftener miserable and unfortunate, and who
are always deluded.314
But this is too crude. Beyond the fact that he accepted and promoted
spiritualist concepts and practices, Curtis was certainly sane enough, so to
cite his spiritualism as evidence of insanity is question-begging. No doubt
he was duped by unscrupulous mediums from time to time, just as he was
doubtless taken in occasionally, as all of us are, by many other kinds of scams
and dodges. But if conducting mental conversations with spiritual entities is
madness, every Christian who addresses a silent prayer to his Maker is mad,
and every person in any ecclesiastical rôle who accepts a fee for his services is
a venal fraud.
From Curtis’s point of view it was not he himself who was sick and in
need of help, but those still spiritually asleep. His vision had been opened,
not distorted by fantasy and madness; others could not yet see what he was
now able to see. In a similar way, Goethe has Faust realise that the door to
the spirit-world is in fact not shut; that it has been Faust’s own closed mind
and deadened heart that has prevented him entering it: ‘Die Geisterwelt ist
nicht verschlossen; | Dein Sinn ist zu, dein Herz ist tot!’315
313The Gawler Bunyip Friday 1 May 1874, p. 4.
314Houdini, A Magician Among the Spirits, p. 180.
315‘The spirit world is not sealed off. It’s your mind that’s closed, your heart that’s dead!’
(Faust, ‘Night’ pt 1; lines 443–44.)
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7.14 Conclusion
Rustlings in the Golden City is James Curtis’s personal account of his spiritu-
alism. It describes what led him to it and convinced him that its revelations
were true, explains how he was converted from sceptic to believer, and docu-
ments his subsequent experiences as spiritualist, including his activities as
spiritualism’s most active and energetic Ballarat advocate. The book is a
window onto the mind of an Australian spiritualist of the period, an important
document in the history of spiritualism.
The difficulties of taking Curtis’s autobiography at face value have been
noted. Rustlings in the Golden City is far from a neutral account of what
actually happened. It is partial, not disinterested, and it creates a persona—
the authorial I—whose assertions are not necessarily trustworthy. Curtis
mixes plain statements of fact—‘I was born at Fordingbridge’—with wild
impossibilities—‘Of its own accord the grand piano lifted from the floor and
beat time, rising and falling with the singing’. This gives his writings a rather
ambiguous status as factual evidence, though it does not diminish their value
as an account of what he believed, or believed he believed, or expected others
to believe that he believed.
This chapter has covered the book’s publication history, its reception, and
its place in the literature of spiritualism. Curtis believed himself, or so he
said, to have been given a mission by powerful spirits, who urged him to
join them in the mighty work of spreading the knowledge of spiritualism’s
profound truths. Curtis’s book was one of his responses to the call: his
revelations about this, his style of argument, and the logic of his ‘proofs’ has
been considered in detail.
Curtis’s infatuation with Annie, his long-dead lover, with whom Curtis,
through his spiritualistic discoveries re-established an intimate relationship,
has been discussed in some depth. It is noted that Rustlings in the Golden
City is in a sense partly a love-story: Curtis believed that he and Annie were
spiritual ‘affinities’, each the other’s destined opposite, whose fate was to be
re-united forever in the spheres above.
It has been argued that Curtis’s spiritualistic philosophy—which might
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only very loosely be called a religion—was based on what were taken to be
five great truths: Heaven is God within; deep within the self is the spark of
the Divine, reason is sovereign; knowledge is bound to triumph over ignorance;
and the soul’s destiny is one of unfoldment and progress. These, it is suggested,
are truths of a markedly gnostic kind.
Curtis’s spiritual investigations with his favourite medium Harriet Milne
and with other mediums have been described, especially his visits, with Miss
Milne’s assistance, to his adored Annie, who waited for Curtis in a flowery
bower she had prepared for him.
Nine sittings of the Circle have been described. Important spirit person-
ages, from Thomas à Becket to Martin Luther, appeared at these; Curtis’s
book provides transcripts of their messages. Aspects of the spirits’ theologies
have been considered.
The Castlemaine roots of Melbourne spiritualism and the connection to
Curtis in Ballarat have been described. This includes an account of W.H.
Terry’s involvement, the rôle of Curtis’s friend, the Ballarat Postmaster
William Béchervaise, and their connections at and through the Telegraph
Office.
Two models are offered in part explanation of what was transacted in
the spiritualist séance, the first noting a sort of collusion between the sitters
and the medium, who consciously or unconsciously cooperated to achieve a
common end, the second drawing attention to what the psychologist Julian
Jaynes called the ‘phenomena of diminished consciousness’.
Further séances with other mediums are described and the implicit theology
of the spirits’ revelations is considered.
Chapter 8
Spiritualisms
8.1 Framing the problem
As noted in Chapter 2, very little has been written about the history of
nineteenth-century spiritualism in Australia. The entire corpus of specialised
academic studies of the subject consists of just three works: half a 1960 M.A.
thesis by F.B. Smith about spiritualism and freethought in Melbourne in
the two decades from 1870,1 an article based on this, which he published
five years later,2 and a book on the same topic for same period published by
Al Gabay in 2001.3 There is also an occasional paragraph about Australian
spiritualism here and there in compilations and encyclopædias.4
Smith’s thesis and article and Gabay’s book pose the research problem in
much the same way and offer very similar solutions. Both Smith and Gabay
took nineteenth-century spiritualism to be at bottom a religion, comparable
to the religion of Protestant Christianity—indeed refugees from the later were
supposed to have been able to find a familiar home in the former—and it
1Francis Barrymore Smith: “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”.
MA thesis. Melbourne, Vic.: University of Melbourne, 1960.
2Francis Barrymore Smith: “Spiritualism in Victoria in the Nineteenth Century”. In:
Journal of Religious History 3.3 (June 1965), pp. 246–260.
3Alfred J. Gabay: Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s
Golden Age, 1870–1890. Carlton Sth, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 2001.
4See, for example, James Jupp, ed.: The Encyclopedia of Religion in Australia. Mel-
bourne: Cambridge University Press, 2009, at ‘Spiritualism’.
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seemed natural to set the fundamental question as one of origins, development,
and decline: what were spiritualism’s chief defining characteristics as a religion,
and what were the social, intellectual, and theological currents that brought
spiritualism into being, sustained it, and saw it pass away?
Smith and, following him, Gabay, proposed that spiritualism was a ‘re-
sponse’ to the Victorian ‘Crisis of Faith’, a mood of uncertainty and doubt
which supposedly settled on nineteenth century religious life as long-accepted
beliefs were assailed, eroded, and compromised by the disenchanting advances
of Godless materialism in science, especially geology and biology, the effect
exacerbated by secular critical analysis of Biblical texts, so-called Higher
Criticism, which first undermined then destroyed the authority of the Bible
as the inerrant word of God.
Smith argued that in the face of this ‘crisis of faith’ ‘the Bible could no
longer serve as the great source of spiritual guidance and consolation to the
empirically-minded, civilized man of 1870’:
The honest doubters of the later Nineteenth Century were intensely
concerned to order their lives according to the true and the good.
When they discovered contradictions between orthodox dogma
and their beliefs of what was good and true they looked to three
paths out of the dilemma.5
Al Gabay wrote:
Myriads of honest doubters in the later nineteenth century, those
who had rejected orthodox religion, were still intensely concerned
to live according to what they perceived as the true and the good.
. . . those who discovered contradictions they could no longer sus-
tain between orthodox dogma and their core belief [were led] to
look to one of three paths out of this dilemma. . . 6
5Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 23.
6Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, pp. 16, 17.
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For Smith, the three paths were those taken ‘by the Deist, the Spiritualist,
and the Agnostic/Atheist’.7
Al Gabay wrote that ‘[the paths were] to the deists and Unitarians; to
atheism and agnosticism; or to Spiritualism’.8
Leaving aside the question of what ‘response’ might mean—it could be
anything from a thoughtless reaction to agonised wrestling of the soul—the
crisis to which these were the supposed answers was, like the reported death
of the still-living Mark Twain, certainly greatly exaggerated.
The historian Sydney Eisen, introducing Victorian Faith in Crisis, an
overview of recent thinking on the issue, notes that ‘in recent years, scholars
with perhaps a deeper sense of the continuity of ideas, or greater sensitivity
to the role of religion, have pointed out that Darwinian evolution was rooted
in the Christian culture of the day, that science and belief were not inevitably
antagonistic, and that advocates of science were not necessarily hostile to
religion’. Eisen also refers to the ‘near obliviousness of the English to more
radical German biblical criticism’.9 An interesting recent challenge from
an occult-studies perspective to Weberian disenchantment has been Egil
Asprem’s Problem of Disenchantment, which argues against a monolithic
view of Weberian ‘disenchantment’ and, claiming that science and religion
are epistemologically on a par, ‘problematises’ the dominant status of science
and questions its cultural impact.10
In Australia, as Walter Phillips has shown, the established churches proved
markedly resilient to challenges to their authority, accommodating the impli-
cations of scientific advances and secular Biblical philology with surprising
ease.11 (Phillips’ arguments cut across those of Jill Roe, who presents a
7Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 29.
8Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 17.
9Richard J. Helmstadter and Bernard V. Lightman, eds.: Victorian Faith in Crisis:
essays on continuity and change in nineteenth-century religious belief. Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 1990, pp. 1, 5.
10Egil Asprem: The Problem of Disenchantment: Scientific Naturalism and Esoteric
Discourse, 1900–1939. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2014.
11Walter Phillips: “The defence of Christian belief in Australia 1875–1914: the responses
to evolution and higher criticism”. In: Journal of Religious History 9 (Dec. 1977), pp. 402–
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picture of an embattled Church, challenged by ‘textual criticism, evolutionary
theory and its natural and anthropological evidence, and historicism [which]
had questioned the Christian cosmology’.12) Phillips argued that:
As far as astronomy and geology were concerned, Protestant
churchman did not find new truth too hard to accept. . . Protest-
ants had also come to terms rather easily with the apparent conflict
between Genesis and geology.13
As for Darwin’s theory, Phillips pointed out that by the 1890s, speakers
at the Anglican Church congresses ‘took evolution for granted’.14 In 1892
the geologist W.B. Clarke, himself an Anglican clergyman, declared that
‘Evolution. . . has made the doctrine of the Divine Presence a new reality in
religion, and a new inspiration for the soul’.15 This was a long way from
Darwinism as pictured by F.B. Smith:
Darwin. . . showed that the process of adaptation and differentia-
tion. . . was explicable in term of nature itself, that is, evolution
derived from an unending, cruel and amoral struggle for survival
under natural conditions.16
or, as Gabay puts it:
For Darwin and his followers, the process of adaptation and
differentiation in nature was explicable in terms of nature itself,
through an evolution resulting from an unending, cruel and amoral
struggle for survival’.17
Other writers have detected more resistance, at least from scientists. Ann
Mozley noted, for example, that the naturalist William Macleay spoke against
12Jill Roe: “Challenge and response: religious life in Melbourne, 1876–86”. In: Journal
of Religious History 5.2 (Dec. 1968), pp. 149–66, at pp. 149–150.
13Phillips, “The defence of Christian belief in Australia 1875–1914: the responses to
evolution and higher criticism”, p. 406.
14Ibid., p. 410.
15Ibid., p. 409.
16Smith, “Religion and Freethought in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890”, p. 19.
17Gabay, Messages from Beyond: Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s Golden
Age, 1870–1890, p. 17.
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the theory of evolution in his inaugural address as President of the Linnean
Society in 1876,18 and she argued that with some significant exceptions it
would be the turn of the century ‘before the contributions of Darwin and his
successors would seriously affect Australian thinking and bring it into the
mainstream of scientific thought’.19
Higher Criticism, the challenge of secular scholarship to the literal truth
of the Bible, was a more keenly-felt threat to Christian belief, and the
decade 1860–70, which saw the publication of Essays and Reviews and the
turbulence which followed, was a trying time for orthodoxy.20 Scientific
advances could be reasoned away as simply showing more clearly the glory
of God in His handiwork; attacks on the ‘verbal, plenary inspiration of the
original manuscripts’ of the Bible—on the Book as the Holy Word of God—
were another matter. Even so, through the ’70s and ’80s the Church made
its accommodations, and it came to be widely accepted that though inspired
by God, the Bible was the work of fallible men, and not necessarily and
incontestably true in every word. This concession in fact worked in favour
of its apologists, for now the Bible’s factual inaccuracies and dubious moral
teachings could be explained away then ignored. In Australia, first Anglicans,
then Presbyterians, then the smaller Nonconformist denominations gave way,
and
. . . by 1914 higher criticism had clearly won acceptance among
the leaders of the main Protestant churches, especially among the
clergy.21
18Ann Mozley: “Evolution and the Climate of Opinion in Australia, 1840-76”. In: Victo-
rian Studies 10.4 (June 1967), pp. 411–430, at p. 429.
19Ibid., p. 430.
20For an overview, see Ieuan Ellis: Seven against Christ: a study of ‘Essays and Reviews’.
Leiden: Brill, 1980.
21Phillips, “The defence of Christian belief in Australia 1875–1914: the responses to
evolution and higher criticism”, p. 417.
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8.2 Climate of opinion
If there was no ‘crisis of faith’ in Australia and Victoria, at least of the scale
and intensity envisaged by Smith and Gabay, it is hard to see how spiritualism
can be explained as one of the ‘responses’ to it. What was the climate of
opinion about these matters? It depends who you ask. While back Home
Matthew Arnold was publicly wringing his hands in maudlin despair over
the ‘melancholy, long, withdrawing roar’—the sound faith makes when it
recedes—for many other people there was no Crisis, or its effects were greatly
overstated.22
Arnold wrote ‘Dover Beach’ on his honeymoon; in ‘The Dover Bitch’,
the modern American poet Anthony Hecht imagines the scene from the new
bride’s point of view:
Thinking of all the wine and enormous beds
And blandishments in French and the perfumes.
And then she got really angry. To have been brought
All the way down from London, and then be addressed
As sort of a mournful cosmic last resort
Is really tough on a girl, and she was pretty.23
In Australia, perhaps not surprisingly, aspects of the crisis of faith story
were presented as sporting entertainment. On this occasion the punters were
being offered a bet each way:
the evolution theory
Mr Thomas Walker, the “spiritualistic trance medium,” as his
friends describe him, gave two rather remarkable discourses in
the Temperance Hall, Pitt Street, on Friday evening last, before
a numerous audience. Dr Wilson presided, and opened the pro-
ceedings by announcing they were to have a discussion through
22Matthew Arnold and Kenneth Allott: The Poems of Matthew Arnold. London: Long-
mans, 1965, p. 240.
23Anthony Hecht: “Dover Bitch”. In: Matthew Arnold, A Collection of Critical Essays. Ed.
by David J. DeLaura. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1973; http://plagiarist.com/poetry/2409
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the mediumship of Mr Walker, on the “Evolution Theory”, that
was, they would have two addresses from Mr Walker. One of his
controls would speak in favor of the ‘Evolution Theory’, and the
other against. A hymn was then sung by the audience, during
which time Mr Walker was considered to have gone into the trance
state. He was first supposed to be influenced by the spirit of
Knowles, under whose inspiration he delivered a capital exposi-
tion and defence of the evolution theory, as put forth by Darwin.
He showed an intimate acquaintance with the authorities on the
subject, and with scientific terms Knowles spoke for an hour, and
after Mr Walker had rested for a few minutes, his other control,
Stewart, had an innings, taking the orthodox view, combating the
arguments of Knowles with considerable logical force. Nothing
new, however, was advanced by either. Each asserted his opin-
ions with clearness and confidence, and the style of delivery was
precisely the same under each ‘control’.24
If this were not frivolous enough, in Ballarat the debate over Darwinism
was used as a peg to hang advertisements on:
Darwinism is the offshoot of an unhealthy parent tree. Evolution
is the offspring of a strange and unnatural theory. Both ideas are
repugnant to our preconceived notions and at war with the estab-
lished principles of common sense and credulity. A few proselytes
may accept the teaching of these schools because innovations are
sure to find some disciples, but the majority of mankind will reject
both the Darwinian and Spencerian heterodoxies, and believe in
what, like udolpho wolfe’s schiedam aromatic schnapps,
time has sanctioned and the age confirmed.25
While there was clearly an audience for entertaining public controversy
on the ‘crisis’ issues, with speakers and writers ever willing to denounce each
24Sydney Evening News, Tuesday 15 January 1878, p. 3.
25Ballarat Star, 10 April 1882, p. 2.
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others’ views on Lyall, theories of evolution, Darwinism (It is interesting
to note that when Darwin died in 1882, the Ballarat Star published a very
respectful obituary notice, with a fair and unbiased sketch of his scientific
discoveries.26), Strauss, Renan, the Higher Criticism, Colenso, and related
contentious issues and controversial figures, it is hard to see how the existence
of these disputes takes us far as an explanation for the rise, rapid growth,
and decline of spiritualism.
Reduced to its elements, the loss-of-faith argument is that when a man’s
conventional Christian outlook collided with confident scientific descriptions
of the world at odds with it—clashed with the religious beliefs he had been
taught as a child and had absorbed from his cultural environment—he was
likely to give up the certainties he had once enjoyed, would abandon the faith
of his fathers and, in reaction, embrace a religious system of belief whose
major tenets were, to put it mildly, florid in the extreme, and which were
arguably incompatible with accepted Christian doctrine and utterly at odds
with established science and common-sense. This seems implausible, even
hedged about with such qualifications such as ‘the gradual erosion’ of the
dominant religious outlook, and bolstered with dubious theoretical constructs,
the ‘search for meaning’ and the ‘response’ to atheistic science, for example.
The difficulty is partly one of scale. The great sweeping forces of modernity
may indeed have been responsible for the melancholy roar, if there was a roar,
on Dover beach, but at the personal level—and to come to cases, specifically
that of James Curtis—the driving forces were not grand-sweep but private
and intimate, and the explanations local and particular. Functionalism, the
attempt to explain religious beliefs as internalised social forces, has little to
offer at this level.
As William James pointed out,
. . . the plain truth is that to interpret religion one must in the end
look at the immediate content of the religious consciousness.27
26Ballarat Star, Tuesday 24 April 1882, p. 3.
27William James: The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature,
Being the Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion Delivered at Edinburgh in 1901–1902.
London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1902, p. 12.
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William James also wrote, ‘I myself believe that the evidence for God lies
primarily in inner personal experiences’.28 Sceptics naturally regard this as a
very peculiar form of evidence, but at the very least James’s assertion is a
reminder of the importance of a sympathetic understanding of spiritualists’
expressions of personally-felt certainty. (James himself yearned to believe
and, in the end, thought he had found in the medium Mrs Piper of Boston
the one ‘white crow’ that showed scepticism to be false.29)
8.3 Private knowledge
On another occasion William James wrote that:
Every Jack sees in his own particular Jill charms and perfections
to the enchantment of which we stolid onlookers are stone-cold.
And which has the superior view of the absolute truth, he or we?
Which has the more vital insight into the nature of Jill’s existence,
as a fact? Is he in excess, being in this matter a maniac? Or are
we in defect, being victims of a pathological anæsthesia as regards
Jill’s magical importance? Surely the latter; surely to Jack are
the profounder truths revealed. . . 30
It would be hard to disagree, especially if we are allowed to neutralise the
word ‘profounder’ with sceptical quotation marks and leave the definition of
‘truths’ fairly loose. James gives us a reason for preceding any discussion of the
social, political, and economic context and implications of nineteenth-century
spiritualists’ beliefs with a careful analysis of their content, their ‘particular
charms and perfections’—their meaning and significance—for devout and
earnest believers. Even if, despite the evidence, Victorian Ballarat was indeed
suffering an agony of religious doubt brought on by the inexorable march of
28William James: Pragmatism: a new name for some old ways of thinking. (first published
1907). New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1922, p. 109.
29See Deborah Blum: Ghost hunters: William James and the search for scientific proof
of life after death. New York: Penguin, 2006.
30William James: Talks to Teachers on Psychology and to Students on Some of Life’s
Ideals. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1901, pp. 266-67.
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science and materialism, or some such formula, we may still ask, as a first
step, what it was that serious spiritualists believed.
William James also pointed out that,
If the inquiry be psychological, not religious institutions, but rather
religious feelings and religious impulses must be its subject, and
[we] should confine [ourselves] to those more developed subjective
phenomena recorded in literature produced by articulate and fully
self-conscious men, in works of piety and autobiography. . . the
documents that will most concern us will be those of the men who
were most accomplished in the religious life and best able to give
an intelligible account of their ideas and motives.31
This has been a large part of the justification for our exploration of the
spiritualism of James Curtis as he reveals it to us in Rustlings. What are the
results?
8.4 The god within
The spiritualist obsession with the soul’s passage through death and its prog-
ress in the afterlife beyond; its soteriology, which rejects the Christian doctrine
of Jesus’ atoning sacrifice, proposing that salvation, or rather, liberation,
comes instead through inner knowledge of one’s own divine nature, a deep
truth (guided by the spirits, Emma Hardinge Britten wrote: ‘Spiritualism
has come. . . to give you that truth that shall make you free’32), and the
epistemological foundation upon which spiritualists based their knowledge,
deep inner conviction grounded in personal experience, these elements of
its theology give a clue to spiritualism’s underlying character: in Ballarat,
as elsewhere, nineteenth-century spiritualism represents the emergence of
gnostic ways of thought in the religious life of what was a largely conventional
Christian community. Resolved into gnostic categories, Curtis’s religious
31James, The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature, Being the
Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion Delivered at Edinburgh in 1901–1902, p. 3.
32Quoted in Bret Carroll: Spiritualism in Antebellum America. Bloomington & Indian-
apolis: Indiana University Press, 1997, p. 61.
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understandings become explicable in new ways, and the puzzle that amused
and disturbed his contemporaries—why Curtis and his fellow-believers were
so willing to give credence to the incredible—begins to look less intractable.
The gnostic character of Curtis’s beliefs, visible everywhere in his writings,
echo and re-echo the five great truths whose discovery he describes in Rustlings,
that, 1. the kingdom of God is within; 2. on our death, the inner self, the
Divine spark, sheds the body and rises to higher planes of Being; 3. spiritual
knowledge comes through insight guided by reason; 4. knowledge of these
great truths is the means of our liberation; 5. we are all capable of unfoldment
and progress, for this is our destiny and the means by which we ourselves will
become god-like beings.33
Gnosticism
If spiritualism can be understood as a religious movement whose characteristic
tendency is gnostic, what is gnosticism?
In a frequently-quoted formula, gnostic knowledge is ‘the knowledge of
who we were, what we have become; where we were, wherein we have been
thrown; whereto we speed, wherefrom we are redeemed; what is birth and
what rebirth’,34 deep knowledge, in other words, of our existential predicament
and destiny. Gnostic religious understandings replace the Christian doctrine
of our lapsed state and salvation by faith with a vision of liberation through
knowledge of the Divine within, according ‘. . . primacy to experience (of God
and the Self) over mere reason and faith’.35 Through his own effortful insight
man is able to achieve an understanding of his place in the cosmic order
and the nature of his soul’s advancement. The gnostic finds that he is not
a wretch sunk in sin waiting for the touch of God’s grace—the Christian
understanding of his situation—but on a path that leads to his becoming
a god himself. This too was a central element of spiritualist theology. The
33See above, especially 207ff.
34Clemens of Alexandria, Excerpta ex Theodoto 78:2, quoted in Hans Jonas: The Gnostic
Religion, the message of the alien God and the beginnings of Christianity. Boston: Beacon
Press, 1963, p. 334.
35Wouter J. Hanegraaff and R. van den Broek, eds.: Gnosis and hermeticism from
antiquity to modern times. Albany: University of New York Press, 1998, p. 372.
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Melbourne spiritualist Hugh Junor Browne, for example, states explicitly
that men progress spiritually by using their reason in all things, and ‘thereby
become godlike’.36 As Madame Blavatsky is reported to have said, ‘. . . there
are hidden powers in man which are capable of making a god of him on
earth’.37
Gnosticism’s two essential elements are a preoccupation with the inner,
self-created, self and spiritual progress through knowledge. The gnostic vision,
not the least part of which is its ‘cure for death’, is an assurance of spiritual
progress. The gnostic task—and that of spiritualism—is to discover and
release the divine spark within, freeing it to return to the cosmic Fullness.
Modern literature on gnosticism began with Hans Jonas’s The Gnostic
Religion,38 first published in 1958. His influential interpretations, perhaps
partly inspired by the views of his teacher, the existentialist philosopher
Martin Heidegger, were soon superseded, or at least overshadowed, by new
scholarship made possible by the discovery in 1945 of a cache of Gnostic
scriptures in Nag Hammadi in Egypt.39 The Nag Hammadi manuscripts, fifty
or so texts in a dozen papyrus manuscript codices, have become the focus of
new and more subtle understandings of gnosticism, previously known almost
entirely from the denunciations of early Christian heresiologists, especially
those of Irenaeus.40
The flood of scholarship that followed translations of the Nag Hammadi
Coptic texts41 includes Gnosis by Kurt Rudolph,42 The Gnostic Gospels
36Browne, Reasons for the Hope That is in Me, or, Wonderful and Irrefutable Evidence
of a Future Life, p. 48.
37Olcott, Old Diary Leaves: the true story of the Theosophical Society, p. 14.
38Jonas, The Gnostic Religion, the message of the alien God and the beginnings of
Christianity.
39Marvin Meyer: The Gnostic discoveries: the impact of the Nag Hammadi library. New
York: HarperCollins, 2005.
40Schaff, The Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus.
41The standard translation has been Marvin Meyer’s The Nag Hammadi Library. (Marvin
Meyer, ed.: The Nag Hammadi Library in English. Leiden: Brill, 1977) A more recent
rendering is The Gnostic Scriptures by Bentley Layton. (Bentley Layton: The Gnostic
scriptures: a new translation with annotations and introductions. London: SCM Press,
1987)
42Kurt Rudolph: Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism. HarperSanFrancisco,
1987 (first published in German in 1977).
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by Elaine Pagels,43 A History of Gnosticism by Giovanni Filoramo,44 and
What is Gnosticism, by Karen King.45 Rethinking ‘Gnosticism’ by Michael
Williams,46 explores a difficulty noticed by Bentley Layton, among others,
who asked, ‘In what sense is a historian justified in speaking of a general
pattern, whether psychological or philosophical, called gnosticism?47 Williams
argued that ‘gnosticism’ is a concept without a stable referent, and that it
should be abandoned:
. . . the problem is deeper than simply the word ‘gnosticism.’ It
is not the mere choice of terminology but the category itself
that needs rethinking and, I believe, replacement. The term
‘gnosticism’ would likely not have been so confusing had there not
in the first place been a worrisome nebulosity surrounding the
category, whatever we call it, ‘gnosis’, ‘the Gnostic religion’, or
‘gnosticism.48
On the whole Williams’s recommendations have not been followed, but his
misgivings have given the discussion a more cautious tone. Marvin Meyer,
for example, approaches the question with a definition not of gnosticism
but of gnostics: ‘The gnostics were religious mystics who proclaimed gnosis,
knowledge, as the way of salvation. To know oneself truly allowed gnostic
men and women to know god directly, without any need for the mediation of
rabbis, priests, bishops, imams, or other religious officials’.49
Over recent decades the literature of gnostic studies has broadened consid-
43Elaine Pagels: The Gnostic Gospels. New York: Random House, 1979.
44Filoramo, Giovanni (Anthony Alcock, trans.): A history of Gnosticism. Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1990.
45Karen L. King: What is Gnosticism? Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 2003.
46Michael Allen Williams: Rethinking ‘Gnosticism’: an argument for dismantling a
dubious category. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1996.
47Layton, The Gnostic scriptures: a new translation with annotations and introductions,
p. xii.
48Williams, Rethinking ‘Gnosticism’: an argument for dismantling a dubious category,
p. 284.
49Barnstone and Meyer, The Gnostic Bible, p. 1.
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erably. In The American Religion50 and Omens of Millennium51 the literary
critic Harold Bloom examines the influence on American religiosity of gnostic
ways of thought; in ‘The Me Decade’, the journalist and novelist Tom Wolfe,
who in 1976 coined the term ‘the Me Generation’, describes gnosticism in one
of its more debased popular (self-obsessed self-help) forms;52 in Against the
Protestant Gnostics the theologian Philip Lee preaches against the corrupting
influence of gnostic ideas in contemporary Protestantism;53 and the theolo-
gian Joe Morris argues in Revival of the Gnostic Heresy, perhaps not entirely
convincingly, that American Christian fundamentalism is essentially gnostic.54
Nearer to the concerns of the present thesis is the historian Catherine Tumber,
who employs the concept of ‘gnostic feminism’ in her analysis of the relation-
ship between feminist progressivism and ‘New Thought’ mysticism of the late
nineteenth century,55 and Mioara Merie, who argues that spiritualism was ‘a
reflection of an older and recurrent historical tradition that tried to imagine a
more optimistic image of the afterlife. . . to have an intimate and spontaneous
dialogue with an afterlife made tangible, accessible, and immanent’.56
The scholar of Western gnosticism Roelof van den Broek, conscious of
Michael Williams’s advice to be careful in characterising a religious belief
as ‘gnostic’, wrote that ‘. . . the Gnostic ideas of Antiquity display such an
enormous variety that it is impossible to reduce them to one coherent system’.
On the other hand, he said,
. . . there is a certain set of views that can be considered charac-
teristic of the Gnostic movement, even if most of them also occur
50Harold Bloom: The American Religion: the emergence of the post-Christian nation.
New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992.
51Harold Bloom: Omens of Millenium: the gnosis of angels, dreams, and resurrection.
New York: Riverhead Books, 1996.
52Tom Wolfe: “The ‘Me’ Decade and the Third Great Awakening”. In: New York
Magazine (Aug. 1976).
53Lee, Against The Protestant Gnostics.
54Joe E Morris: Revival of the gnostic heresy: fundamentalism. New York, NY: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2008.
55Catherine Tumber: American feminism and the birth of New Age spirituality: searching
for the higher self, 1875-1915. Lanham, Md: Rowman & Littlefield, 2002.
56Mioara Merie: “The ‘Airy Envelope of the Spirit’: Empirical Eschatology, Astral Bodies
and the Spiritualism of the Howitt Circle”. In: Intellectual History Review 18.2 (2008),
pp. 189–206, p. 205.
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in contexts that are not Gnostic at all. To this kernel of Gnostic
thought belongs the idea of a completely transcendent God, who
produces a divine world, to which the human being’s inner self
originally belonged. Through a tragic course of events, which is
often more implied than openly exposed, man became separated
from his divine origin, which made him forget his high descent.
Return to his place of origin is only possible though Gnosis, which
in some way or another is imparted to him through revelation.57
Gnosticism’s essential element, says van den Broek, is salvation through
knowledge:
The decisive criterion is whether or not esoteric knowledge is held
to be indispensable for personal salvation, i.e. the return to one’s
divine origin. . . Its central belief found a succinct expression in
the Christian Gnostic Testimony of Truth, NHC IX, 44, 30–45,
6: ‘When man comes to know himself and God who is over the
truth, he will be saved, and he will crown himself with the crown
unfading’.58
This was also the vision of spiritualists, and it is what separated spiritual-
ism most strongly from its socio-religious setting, which was predominantly
Christian. To recapitulate the differences: spiritualism, with gnosticism, was
an affront to conventional Christianity inasmuch as it 1. privileged the private
experience of the individual above the institutional authority of the Church;
2. substituted the immortality of a liberated spirit for resurrection in the
flesh; 3. regarded the world as a low realm of suffering, not the magnificent
handiwork of the Creator; 4. ignored the redemptive sacrifice of the Son of
God and the eschatological promise of a New Jerusalem; 5. mistook under-
standing for salvation, confusing the gift of God’s grace with inner conviction;
57Wouter J. Hanegraaff, ed.: Dictionary of Gnosis & Western Esotericism. Leiden: Brill,
2005, p. 405.
58(Ibid., p. 415.) A translation of the Testimony of Truth, a fragment from the Nag
Hammadi discoveries, is at http://gnosis.org/naghamm/testruth.html. Marvin Meyer
remarks that the Testimony of Truth ‘also has echoes as well as criticism of Valentinian
thought and practice.’ (Barnstone and Meyer, The Gnostic Bible, p. 114.)
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6. disregarded the physical sacraments of the Church, the ‘efficacious signs of
grace’.
8.5 James Curtis, spiritualist & gnostic
Each of these items has its corresponding element in the spiritualist vision of
James Curtis. When it came to the point, Curtis regarded his intuited under-
standings as privileged, better grounded, more trustworthy epistemologically,
than public objective knowledge. It was direct, with the phenomenological
guarantee of immediate experience. Second, Curtis had no respect for the
doctrine of physical resurrection, and indeed he strongly endorsed spiritual-
ism’s greatest discovery, that in death our essential self permanently sheds
its fleshly encumbrance. Third, our terrestrial plane is a place of limits and
suffering, to be endured until, on our death, we rise to a higher plane and
afterwards to ever higher and more glorious planes of Being. Fourth, there
was no place in Curtis’s theology for innate sin and the vicarious sacrifice
of a Saviour. Salvation was liberation, which came through deep personal
insight, not grace and faith. The sacraments of the Church were irrelevant.
Curtis’s spiritualism was not a deism, yet his spiritualist God was vastly
remote, not, in the end, indifferent to our sufferings on this Plane, yet
not a personal God directly approachable by prayer and worship. In some
spiritualist writing, God is said to have sent Jesus to us as Great Teacher
of liberating truths, a concept closely parallel to early Christian-era gnostic
understandings.59 Presumably Curtis’s God, as with the gnostic God beyond
gods, cannot be held responsible for evil in the world, but the issue was never
raised; a theodicy to absolve God of blame for the shortcomings of our Plane
was, for such a distant Being, completely pointless, for his remoteness put
Him beyond any direct accountability.
None of this sounds like a religious response to modernism and disen-
chantment. In fact it is possible to argue that spiritualism’s conception of
meaning as the creative act of an individual—to search, find, and create
59See, for example, Rudolph, Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism, pp. 151–71.
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the truth within—was in a sense characteristically post-modern. Matthew
Arnold may have suffered an agony of doubt; spiritualists did not, for they
found deep inside themselves better and more convincing answers to the great
questions of existence than those proposed by institutionalised religion. They
had discovered the knowledge—and it was incontrovertible because it was
self-created—that we do not die.
Of course it is hard to take ‘modern’ spiritualism’s evidentialist epistemol-
ogy very seriously. ‘The evidence’ was useful when it seemed to point the
right way, but it was quickly discarded and ignored when it didn’t. Spiritual-
ism was presented by its proponents as a system of belief that enjoyed the
imprimatur of hard science, and its literature is full of the endorsements of
several well-known scientists, with the names of Wallace, Varley, Crookes,
among others, regularly invoked to give an air of scientific authority to their
claims, but in the end what really mattered was deep inner conviction, not
replicable, well-grounded support for an internally consistent, testable, and
falsifiable hypothesis. None of this is very surprising, for just as l’hypocrisie
est un hommage que le vice rend à la virtue (Rochefoucault), insight honours
evidence by affecting to take it seriously.
In short, reasons for doubt, even when justified in every particular, had
little power to disturb the sublime truths that spiritualists had discovered.
Curtis in particular was secure, for he and his Annie were safely contained in
the hall of mirrors where he had found her. Depicting his autobiographical
persona as encountering Annie, who in turn was portrayed as encountering
the self-created Curtis, James Curtis authenticated his spiritualist knowledge
by making his dead lover the subject of his deepest beliefs, creating a future
place for a still-living Annie and his own undying self to be reunited forever.
This required that the essential inner being should survive death and rise
above our corrupt world to a glorious Plane beyond—the gnostic core of
spiritualist thought.
It is tempting to mock Curtis’s determination to believe the unbelievable,
but subtract the tawdry setting, the charlatan mediumship, his rampant
self-delusion, the banality of the messages from Annie, the whole undignified
foolish futility of the thing, and something marvellous remains. Curtis was
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no doubt a silly old man obsessed by the memory of a youthful love affair,
but there was something admirable about his courage to defy the facts—the
sordid truth that his lover’s body was rotting in a stinking grave, that he
would never see her again, and that all too soon he also would die and
be extinguished. Though Annie was in effect just the literary creation of
Curtis, it is small-minded simply to insist that she wasn’t real and deplore
his attempts to conjure her up. Sadly, he did not have the literary talent to
recreate his lover; Curtis was able to contemplate the mystery of her life and
death, but lacked the skill to bring Annie into being, to give real meaning to
their existential tragedy.
The spiritualism of James Curtis was fundamentally gnostic. It was not
a religion but a kind of knowledge, deep personal insight into the nature
of our being on this Plane and our destiny in the next. For Curtis this
was underwritten by his love for Annie. Their love would transcend death;
everything else followed.
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